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THE .IMPACT OF-THE W3RK ON LIFE DUTSWE THE JOB

i-)
.

e fr -., -.. by
-..

) 1

ALLEN KARASEK, 4, ),i
,

Submitted in prtial fulfillmerkt of the requirements 'Or the degree of
--.Doctor of PhilosOphy in Sociology 'and Labor Relation to the Interdepartmental

Committee see below) at Massachusetts Institute of echnology on May 10, 1976.'

This study explores the re onship be tip working individual's
daily experience on the j ob contentl'and a leisure activity, political
participation, and vn strain after the workdaY.is,done. The study is
based, on individual data from a representative national survey in Sweden
JP 1968 (comparable_II.S.;data on job content and mental strain is available

. but is not analyzed in this report).

The study develops a model of "social-psychological, functioning* (Kohn and
Schooler, 1973) which is used to test44e hypothesis that the non - economic
qualities' of,work,experience affect behavior during leisure. The first hypo -
the is of the Yodel predicts 'how *activeand "passive" patterns of behavior
might besocialized" on the job. The'se@ond hypothesis, predicts what copbin-
ation of job characteristics should lead to mentaltrain. The model(summar-

j ized'onp. '56) is measured by the broad types of work environment dimensions:
if Job Demands(which conditionally induce stress in the worker), job Discretion

(which measures the indiVidual's mastery over the work environment), and
Job Social Relationships, (little data available here).

,..,:01e data isla.1:1006 random sample of the full adult Swedish popu- i-.

,

,.

,

lation, although most'testa are based on the Male, non-rural work force. The
job dOntent measures available can be described as broad in coverage, but
sometimes lacking, in spedific deUil. To confirm the validity of the job
content dimensions derived in this,studyj ,their distribution by subpopurations

st- of industry category; social. class, age and sex is reviewed. The leisure
and political activity analyzed represents priiarily active, societal-level
participation b9.Cdoessmot cover a variety of less specific "relaxation" pas-

. times. Ale stability of leisure activity dimendionsderived by factor
analysis is'reviewed in subpopulations of age, sex and social class, The
mental'strain'iridicators-are-tself-reports of psychological -sproblems )(depression,
sleeping proble4s), pill consumption, and related physical symptoMa (high bloodL iF
pressure)

!
4Theee, indicators are discussed in ummaiy form only in this report)f'

. .

.

-4eprimsxy finding is that the: worker's level of leisure- and 'political
' activity is generelly.bIghly'aisciated with "Activity Level" on! the job
(a summation of Job Demands and.. Job Discretion). This interaction is used

\, td. chsracteriza,bohavior patterns on the'job and.during leisuie as active
'tor ImaaiN4, We do not find evidende that the woziker,"cOippensates" for

k' tte problems o>;, the wor.kiday,during hieleisure hours, in xelative terms., i ." " , ' ,/ :Behavior apPeare'to "carry-over" from.work to leisure. The association
/ between active and paiaive work ane"actiVe". and "non-active" leisure ,A

"" --7- ;ific"feaseErlai wotkatEr with. more extosure to the work environment either
° in termaiof years ogikxpe;rtanceif, or hours worked per week (for female workers).

°,
,,-

. .

lops okmehtal strain. are most highly coirelated,to a different
-A: inter tion-01747.DeMands and Job Discretion: ."unreeolVed strain." For

with imore freedom ot'action.to cope with stress on the job, it
likely that heavy job demands Will be associated with mental %

str. (depreastbn, =Fie* sleeping problems, pill consumption, tired-

Ai

3 ti



sistentfwith..-the thacikyPt4at the interaction is almost indep ht of

nese, psychoSomatic complaints), It is-quite sprprising (a1413.1jghcon-.

the "actiirity).level%interaction; .".

fact that mental, strain and leisure activity patterns are nothighly =elated in the male'working.population
suggests why conventionll

indicaors of, occupation -(such as status scales) which. are unidimansional
fail-lb discriminate A full range of job related behaviors, While non
participation and "mffital strain" problems are both most severe at the
lower end of the conventional status scale, these phenomeni are associated
,with.diftemnt job types..; and delineate multiples-distinct disadvantAgedpopulations.

$9
.

,.. : Sumdiah taallow control for the effects of childhood expe ces,Social status and economic'resources, life cycle and family situation,
,and some aocalksocial relationships.

In generil,wa find that the relation-i,ships a4)ve persist,_but.theraare several qualifications. Status-measures
(often colinear) appear''to account for about,a third toa fourth of the/, tobserved associations in bath futl sample and work experience cohort stratified
populations. These measures of family disposable income, education, and
occupational social-class'appeer to account for more of the work.leisure
association in the,high status than in the Vow status populatiohd: In
addition, nonlinear, interactive acidifications of the work-leisure associations-=
occur for measure of problematic life events during childhood, and for
strong- associations with relatives. Furthermore, the lack of,longitIlinAl
data meahe theta* cannot exclude the possibility that a job Selection
process accounts for the observed associations. .. ver, aux
findings, suggest that'no such process which related to the individual .
backgEOund data available would appear to ac -. for the bulk of the.work-
leisure relationshipcifora summary of the findings see p.'289).

Without longitudinal or laboratory c. lied data these findings must --........

be considered suggestive,rather than concl ve. However, they have been
...

' demonstrated for an entire national workforce, and tested for a variety
of alternative explanaticins. In sumairyq the woiker'who lacks discretion;over thecontent of his daily work exper4ence is likely to be "passiyen'in leisure and pol-itical participation on the one hand, or to experience mental str4n On the

.other. Our findings do not suggest that psychologically demanding york'is alwaysaccompanied by deleterious effects; although strain'does occur when job discretion,
is simiktaneously low.. Hoyever , psychologically ding (perhaps chal-
Ilinging)work is asmaCiated*ith Share sqciallyactiv=sure and political
participatican when job discretion is also high.

4 ,

SiVital policy implications follow from these findings. The "generalized /
edeaational process" that presumably occurs at sdhool,'appsars to occur on
the job as.well -at least with respect to leisure behavior . The ii&ividual
does not stop learning (or unlearning) as an adult Alvtke job may be the ..,/
primary.aclassroom." An additional policy implibationii that worker's-,'
preferences for consumption (of leisure services, for example) .may depend,'
on behaviorai7orietitionnslearnod" in the workplace. Thii could have
important inplicationefor employment levels 'arid economic equilibriumein .advanced industrial (service intensive) societies. ,

i" -..e
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X . , INTRODUCTION 5. .

)

6

Stated most broadly, the4goal o hiss, study is-tO examine how the

'
.

- experiences of working life rifled need industrial Societiep affect.

-
d sure sphre offb- ay. life.,,

..
tteati.active an creative parng' o. behavior in the lete. .

.

1
The impacts of work on- life outside the Sob merely supplement the vast

dirfer,ences in 'satisfaction experienced during.the.working day,ar.d. help
-....

. 'l I.

complete the picture, of the ,Iirttka.ct of Mork e*pekienpe olUthe quality of
. ,

... - a .. . . ...modern -life. , , J*
1 `,..' *... . ,, , s.

. We gill review data to, test the' propotsition that some ljabs entail suc ,
...., ,../.

l'
pressures. and restrictions th'atblife 'outside the job Is an kamost comuul7L.,

,... .. .
A sive resuperIttignsperiod at best-and at worst a backdrop for progressive

.? -.. . - . r
, ., log x f4 '

social wigt}-;21.rawali and 'chronic mental strain. At the other end of the occu- . .._

.'..,
,; 9 , . t'. , - .neAlional snectrUm &'e the good jobs which leave the worker free. from un-. -.

1:-

necessary strain After wotck,,s-aziaqtaY save ads a learning nratform for crea-'necessary
.,.' 0 . %

1.... ,.tive .and socially active use of f'ee 'time? Thu's, )ne of .our hypotheses,

.9

. . ,
'treats active social lOisure as a stress.-,coping" mechanism and as'one

, 1

\-Y .section of the ,ctiitiranim of mental heelth,woutcomes",af work. The other
- i[_, .........4-.).-- 1., ------ - -_ _ ---...., ..,.. , , , -

hypothesis exiimin'e.s The prombsitiont.,,..391.experiencee socialize t.rcrtkera
1.

i ' f
' into particular liatterzap:p111 a.c,tivitst that carry over td life outside the

. -, .0,

i
; '.. \

, iQb ..."
.

A

. . - .. .. , *
,34 .11! 1 .

The comprehens.ve quality of *-the.7wedbish Standa4d Of ..Living. Study 11968
1 . s- ,national survey. data permits a wide range of alternate theories about the --'-

_ s
. li . _-.- 14 .,,,. ).,i'-: ',"2".- -, L '1 ..., , C

. ,.

it IP 1 2r
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linkages between work leis .11. For this ;study We -build upon,the meth-
1

.

.

* ,
..

_
:-.

odolotical.guidelines developed Melvin Kohn;in research in the impact of,
- , .

, *"
. . theworkplace on "Wcholbgical fu nctioning" of the job,* and attempt to

,
%" ". 4

, *:)rmulate 4 mire 'precise *est of the sociologists classic question. about'

...*

V work and. leisup: Does leisure represen;ka "compensation" for work or a'
-I , :

,".c4r.r34-:oVer" of behavior.fr;in the work day-into the afiet7w6rk hours? The
, "

economic aid social status,variables are excluded from our hypothesized

A
a echanisM, 111A tested as alternative'theories of association between work

and leisure.*** Wemuet omit anthropoloojcalexpanationi that emphasize

detailed, culturally reinforced relationships but have aggregated data on

theworker's raiatfons tofrienai and relatives. 'veblen-jtspirdd hypo-
.

'96. theses that leisure choices represent attempts at reference group "member-

.

ship" are excluded-for lack of data.
..

-2

In Chapter,1.1b w three questions are th.ken up in turn which structure

the research problem of the d'ssertation:

, A. What is the relationship between ?fork and leisure'behavior?
R. .

B. How does that relationship occur?

C. What are the effects'of factorp counfounding the hypothesized
. ,

e.
linkage,throUgh 'social- psychological functioning:

0 . .

.
.

c*This,.study,
.

,nOw completed-with-It, 1974 panel', is a random sample of the
,

adult.Swediih population-(1:1000,n .= 5;923).

,..

**Kohn, M-., & Schooler, C.$
u
Occupational,Eiperieppe and Psych- ological Func-

tionine A.S.R., Feb.. 1973. .See also D. 8. ; z.

..

The much discussed problem it economic literature of the trade- off' be-
twee workand leisure'time is less specific than our interest.in "what'
tipe"(and why) a, linkage occurs. See; for example; Becker, 1965

..,:-

Rob) in0930; Mabry, 196.8. Uhler 0970) has-amore elaborated model. -

t 74:

0
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.What iI the Natgre ,of the Association Between Work and Leisure

'
Behavior

.,

?
/

1 0 4 .
I

7I -- ,

/ -' .. .

The sociologistd have taken. a broad'
A.

descriptive 1Nrspejtive on the
-

0

relationship between work and leisure in modern industrial.societies:" _
c

....--- . ..

While much of the literature ik speculative,* four recent Impiiical,
...,

,studies have proposed the same general- hypothesis (Meissner; 1971C
. v.

, ,
. ,

Parkei,'1971;16rbert, 1973; Young and Wilmott, 1975)L leisure either ,

.
:/ '

, , .!.: -- .

represents
.
d "compensation""n for deficiencies in thlybrk environment,, or
,

comPensat -- io

/ . ; +
. - .

leisure-represents a "carry-over" of behavior patterns learned on the
, _.: 4...

( job. The null hypothesis in these studies is_ tat there is no system-
-

altc relationShipl on life during the, leisure hours is.unafOcted by .

.
.

experiences at work.

'
- tst

The small number and recent dates of, the available studies attest

to the fact that he general area is nat thoroughly researched. Indeed lh.4
-11,

, .

first task pf the thesis is to generate more specific hypotheses to

structure the analysis. However,, there is one, advantage to the simple
,...,

t ,

.

stated hyppthesisi '. above:, the "compensation /carry over" perspective
N

..
, . . .

,,
.

, makes 'explicit the social policy implications. ff woric patterns "carry,
.

.

r' Over6 into leisure
: workers with miserable jobs might be doubly miser-

o
. I .

. .

able when the,noutcomes of work" were also considered. CompensatOry
1.4- ,..

, , ', A

. .
leisure, by contras,: might eliminate the distributional "qualities

4,..1
.---.---- .7.- ------ -

.,..0", bf the eoOnomio44ructure. The distributional consequences of this
t .

linkage exteh the sphere,of public resources as well: if thereis a

relatlAphip between occupation and the consumption of publicly provided
. ;

*For example,Te Grazia,' Sebastian /(f"Time, Workt and Leisure, 1962;
Huizingai J.,-Hopo Ludene, 1950:

i '

14
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Ielesur services,and facilities, who benefits

and to what extent?IrAb

from these expenditures

I

12

.

The simple. compensation /carry over hypothesis_carries another iA
A

.
.

*
e .n2.t

portant economic impiidatiOn. li the-worker's demand for "leisure con

. .

sumption" (yervites
)

-

.,

on the job,*.then,An

be-recdnsidered.

and some' goods) Is affected by his dairy experiences

r""

important.postulate of oontemporary economics must

e

"Individual preferences are'not exogenQud" (at least

for.leisure service6)..0 mayThey ma be determine:fly the neglected soei:al
.

and psychological impl of work) The. ecanomiC equilibrium of ad

. yinced "service oriented sociVies might be subject to unexplored social k

policy mechanisms tlat would affect the conten\ot vork experience.

Suoh lofty aims are tar beyond .the predictive canacity of the pre
.

sent work dnd leisure research. The first shortcoming of *the existing

/
studies is.that no homprehensive model of "how" work affects leiSure.

The second.is that the findings are based on Limited onesite/case
r

etudiesIlhere Ile parameters of the sampled population do not easily

N
. .- ,

.'%-- . suggest broad generalization of the findings.*

Stanley Parke s recent book, The Future of Wolk,/ and Leisure, util

izing 200 intervie's,

and "social workers."

contrasts'the leisure activity of "bank employees"

bank.emP'loyees state&a preference for leisure

that was "satisfying-in a different\way than work." A review of the

abilities used by these two grouns of workers during work and leisure,

*William Torbert's Being for the Most Part pets (Schenkman, 1973) .

proirides an innovative synthesis on the "existential growth" perspective

on meaningful work and leisure. UnfortUnately the empirroal analysis

does not appear to provide precise indications of job content (very, lc)*

variance between substantially different jobs). .

q

15:
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-P

g however, indicates that individuala usingaiore of their ab

. 13

Ali ies on't14

job were also both more likely to attend organizations in 4heir spare

'time, or to read a book. "The preset evidenct. is that th

work more demanding of their abilities are more likely to,

intellectually active in their leisure than'are thosp who/

demanding.... (This).-casts doubt on,the theory that peopl can makeup

- .

,in leisure what they lack in work.' These results indicat two btcad

/

se who ffnd
/

e socially or

ind work less

patternsi-"bank and unskilled' workers were pninvolvedin their work, and
_

maintained a strong distinction between the'work and leisure worSs; the

social workers "were more invo31Vedi4 their.work, more socially and' in,-
.

telleotually active in. their leisureand had a more integrated cdkcep

tion of work and leisure -(pp. 84, 85).

Parker't research concentrates primarily on occupations, -Occupa-

tional differences in leisure,are_easy,to spot, but they'arejlifficuit

to attribute to specific characteristiCs of a job. Without an explicit
,.

.

.r;

kir-

or,

,L.
,

set of dimensions upon which to-measurecommptsation cdrry-over imme-- --;.--

, .
$10 ,

diate problems arise: Can any work-leisure,difrertndemeanompensa-
,

4
.- ar"

tion? Can compensationfor a job at the steel foundry be anything from

camping to-bar hopping to stamp collecting? (Only ,metai casting hobbies,
At

presumably, are excluded.) -On the.9ther hand is "carry-evee_on1 " 7-

.

clearly idenWiable, when a schoOl teacher in her leisure pursues read7-
, .

.1!. '", ei ,% _

ing novels or voluntary library wafts, or may it-as well be na00. noun-
'.

tiina anctionine Allof the ffce:nt dimenkoAs of work
0

4113+ be id ntified before we can reject the hypOttiesis that'carry-lover"
/ ,

. 4
or compensation does not occur on at leait no of.them. Parker does be- '..

.

,g- in to parametrize ibese differences irk occupat)tons: he distiriguishes v
I "!.e

a

.

yR

Ott

'I
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, .

the :'usage of abilities" by .bank tellers an social workers, but the

o

dimensions are neither precise, nor conrePtually distinct. It is not

-

cleat, for

involved"
.

/ tetY(2).
4

,s; 4
example, that "use of abiriAiesemanding ;iorkvand

to ',t. . - ,-....-

...

are condentually equijalent (in.our.model t'-ey are

Meissner's study,,"The Long Arm of the

tial methodological advance. He selects '0

lumbermil

," represents

"being'

not: ChaPJ.

asUbst4n-

occupational group, (206

workers in Canada,. all mal eyuni 9nized, and below foreman
o

level) a' setting -'for his
,

ciVeFtio rire etlAy of wort leisue. .

b 1 .

proposes' several 'dimensions of work (machine pacing; sratial
/

f . .

, , - ,
,.

Meissner

' confinement; task da:bendencevoentral -proauction vs. ancillary; and

social interactions at the-factory), and then tests the hypothesis .that
. - , -

,

leisure represents a carry-over o compenPation for work behavierswiih

respect to social interaction*during the'jOb and' after hours. Theitliudy

concIddes that-orkers Who "(allowed little discre\tron in theirbs.

c ,

4,0monstrate little decision making activity in leisure activities, and

that individuals whose Work environment allows little ol43rtunity to
. .

talk to new comrades have "dramatically reduced rates of participation.

- 't
in associations." IHe found also that low job discretion l'iiihallacti. by

. .

. , IIP 4,-

,

greater amounts of activity in which informal relations predominate."

Meiesner's metfiodology,involves testing for any significant corre-
o4

14

iations. He dribs not propose a comprehensive model of "workf which could

select beforehand critical carry - overcompensation tests. she lack of
4

a broad frame of reference makes it hard to judge whether-a full rape

of job characteristicS has been "covered." The flaw of Meissner's work
14

is that without a model of why:work-and leisure Patterns are
P

tsee foOtnote next pdgeiNilensky's "privatized" leisure.

17
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it is hard to be convinced that other actors do not account for the as--

sociati-nb. Perhaps the true "cause"

-
characteristics of the small sample

15

is neighborhood- or family-specific

or cinmeasureditspects of the job.*

. The dajozity of Meissner's relationships (15 of 16) indicate a carry-

over' instead of a compehation relationship, but the Oifference in :both

th% dependent ant independentvariebles

/
quite small.

variance,a muses more than ethodologic 1 difficulties:
.7;x

1

any indication, of how important the effects Are for the

This lack of

we do not.have

population as a

whole considerinrr its full range of income,'status, and demographic:US-
:,

ferences.

The difficulty in testing the.compensationicarry-over hypothesis

lies-in part

ur.e**)4t is

tua

in the imprecision of its questions (except "privatized" lefs-
.

inot.evgp cleat that carry-over and compensation need be nu-
/ ti

XSY.
ply exclusive'. For example, a homeostatic process of daily-job stress '

*)
"compensation" through relaxation or sleep is not inconsistent With the adap- .

.:

tive "carry -over" of long term work induced behairiOral_chanms. The broad

*The choice Of interh.occupational focus does allow status and income
effects to be discovered, however: see p. 19.

**There isone more specific variant of the compensation/carry-over
hypotheses which specifically postulates the scale of social integration
at which leisure activity is chosen to take,place. Wilensky advanced

hypothesise that workeri with "underdog" positions in the occupational
trdcture would develop "privatized" )eisure--aotivities performed in

isolation or within the nuclear family--without strong linkages to the ,

large community.; Met:sky does not really specify the dimension of work
that is relevant. or the mechanism through which social withdrawal is to'

take place. He rejects the utility of social economic,st:atus alone, as
a weak predictor of behavior in the middle class. Willmott and Young,
Family and Kinship in East London.(1957), 'for example, find a pattern of
"privatizedl leisure in the working class suburbs outside of London.
Whey attribute the effect to severance. of the old urban neighborhood
kinshii structures, not to the impact of job characteristics.

***Fananas W. Dubin, 11,,,"Individual Investmentnin Wor king.and Living,"
in Quality o? Working Life 122,, Davis, L., Charns, A., eds., Free Press.

,

18
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clescr tive co nsatien/carry-over hypothesis cannot be translated to a.

'mi die-caw-en theory (Merton 1968) unless the mechanisms by which behavior
-

patterns are transferred freL the sphere of work to another sphere are

4. -
spebified.* These,medhanisms must be explicit if we are to contrast the

importanceofthe "intrinsic" aspects of work with other aspects of the

job such as,..pconomic resources. No similar imprecision plagues the.use-

of economic mechanisms, where there are-immediately available clear

nieasurements (wages, hours, output, "training rel,".etc.) to test the

theory.

Thus, the first task of this thesis is to develop a model as to
1 , / .

4"how" the relevant range of job characteristics might affect patterns of

e r
behavior outside. It .will be a model of "job socialization", and will

be based both on characteristics of the individual and of his en4ro,,7,,,,,Ic.-

(see Chapter 2 an&he,following,section).

Another-goal which has motivated thisfstudY is the ctbice of data sam-

ple. NeAssner's lumberman findirrs, for example, do not:allOw i iate

generalization toa national .poplaation. We do not know 'how "serious"

/
an issue "the long arm of the job" is until a representative range'of

social strata are contrasted. For our analysis we choose data at the bread
. 4

national se-ale because.of its potentially greater validity public//

policy analyses. Another advantage.ofa national survey it its ability

to serve as a background Matrix against which to assess the, implication'

of tikAr case studies. Much work environmeA retearch cogsists of

"small one-plant (or several plant) studies.** The lack of.an empirically
--

*The lit :tore on adult socialization (she Chapter 2) is hardly more
precis .

Ai
**Mir a display of some 1500 job conditionsetudies see-James Taklor,19?5

19
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.

validated framework for the comparaii/e analysis-mike% assiMilation of
' -

- , .1-'

-e' the "big picture" quite diff101t.' In order to-fuIfill:illii DUrnOS:" a
..,,,

.,,:;\.

. broadiv conceptualikzed study Must be.ab1,0 to parametrii4'isli the rele-1- .' -.. . 0.,) -- _ ,,z

. vant background variables -that would-differentiate case: sfidiesi urban.
..-,

', %. : - .t- - at,',D

.' .,
v scale;-ftdustrY tyPe,4OMmunity tYlcle,. income level, age on of the

,

, .
working populatior4, etc. Another advantage of a broad representatiVt)

sumvey is that suitable_ variance is assured or.all the relevant dimen-

sions so that correlated, but conceptually distinct' smi may be

-distinruished. These great strengths 'of a national representative

Sample (as we will see)" must-Zteriibe balanced against 'lack of nr gigton/
,

in measurement Of each of the variables.

The choice of data .&lamnle Was the Sweden Level of Living Study 1968
.r 4 _ A

,
., 4

(1974.also). Its relevance for a discussio:. of the work environmen-Pkt.

,

,..

the United States is, of coureef_debatable,4ut two factors enhance
-. .

comparability; The individual level focus of the Swedish, data means

that it is ourlhexplained variance which comprises the most q4estionable
-,

- ,

segment ()Van
o
analysis for compar...-- ison to,the U.S ft local' cultural traditions./

/Our study of course is not a comparative analysis;.community iraditions.are tot

-4,

really a part of oar analysis.** A second advantage is that recent re .
I

*That is, the cultural level determinants of the work-leisure linkage
are more lAely to be cross-rculturally different than the individual
l ?vel 13eterminantsi.: The lack of culturaf factor data is a ahortc9nid,

lot of unexplaiped variance is to be expected. Hopefully, it is
that "unexplaine variance" which has different-sources in each country.
**There is no com ble U.S. data on leisure, work and ,backround. We
have covered Mental rain Symptoms In the Swedish analysis, however; fan
the explicit pu.;pose on comparison to the U.S. data which does exist
for working conditions and-hental health.

-%-
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search by the U. . Social Security'Admdnistration has-shown the evoling
1

patterns of lifetime work and leisure allocation since 1950 in Sweden

have been most Analogous to those in tliA United States.*

4

S

*Sifetime allocations of work and leisure," JugniteKreps, H.E.W.,
24. Sweden, like thjtinited States; is a "post industrial" economy with
aSubstantial portio of its imployment located in the service prbducing

specter (58% U.S. 1974, 54% Sweden 1968), although, the agricultural: '

sepOr in Sweden is larger(11.4%) than that of the United States (P.L.O.
Yearbook, Geneva 1969). Employment, 'work environment and stadard of .

livinr, data are at least as comprehensive in Sweden as in the United
States. In addition, Sweden is a notable 'source of Job Enrichment Ac-
tivity (over a hundred experimeOs weriOn progress (1972)--teh of these'
carefully controlled) and's:leading dblintry in leisure' "usage" (66', of

the adult nopulation had taken a holidgy bf'lnore than 6 days it :i967 --

the highest figure in theAorld). There are several significgnt differ-
ences between-theiwork environment in Sweden and that or ;the 'United
States which have some relevance to our analysis. Sweden in 1968 had assior

full employment economy (unkmplayment 14404 This is a substantially
different Situation than the current one of the United States, but the
.U.S. Survey of Working Conditions data sampled in 1969 and 1972 avoj.s
the current-high unemployment peakc. This Swedish data may well help us
from one Analytic standpoint: the linkaige between work and leisure does
not depend on the contaminating effects:of unemployment; patterns of
leisure time -usage should reflect real leisure "preferences" and not job
insecurity or job search patterns. Another major difference is that
.over 80%. of-the full time Swedishworkers are affiliated with a trade

union.e. In .the U.S. the figure for the private sector labor is about
24%. ThisimIlstaritially greater.degree.of labor ,organization has some

effect on leisure behavior: a "labor movement" category .of political

activity is more significantythan in the United Sta es.

21 '
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1-2. A Model of "How" Work Affects Leisure: 8eyond Income and Class to
,

Job Content i.
.4.

*

-

An important element of this study is-thus to develop a coherent ill) -

retical model of,"how" work behavior should affect leisure time (Chapter 2).,

The theoretical and methodological shortcoming's of the existing "work-
.

leisure" research force us to search beyond the existing literature into

a broad range of studies that investigate tleii;iplications of work activity
0

on social behavior,. Once such a ,Pandora's box has been opened, one is

tempted to shut it again by tructuring the review,

. We begin with the moot obvious aspects of occupation: the economic

resources it provides and the social status it confers. These ubiquitous

dimensions of daily experience undeniably a.ffect leisure, but there is a
C

;_it
'strong suggestion in the l' erature that leisuraitime activity (including

4

political activity) is not solely determined by them,* Goldthorpe et al.

(1969410. 98) find that increases in the income l- evel of industrial workers

do not change,life styles outside of work. They speculate that other, unfor-
.,.

tundtely unspecified, "Objectives...and Conditions" of Work may be,tontrolling.:

.

f
.

.

Meissner's study shows significant work- related leisure'differel-ces for wor-

kers of exactly the same status and income level. The differences in leisure
... ..

1.for Parker's bank tellers.and ssicigf workers can also not be, accounted for

6 '
by their almost equal status.** Young and Willmott find uneven status

effects.***
e

Wi lenpky- provides a convincing ilformal argument With two i mages of, '
.

working class leisure ("carry-over"' and compensation portraits) .
,

*One grpup.o
"
f studies focuses on specific occupations and distiiquishes the

difference between economic (or context: Herzberg; 1959; Zdravymyslom, 1969)

factors in the workplace and.the "job itself.'!. , _
, -

4
.**NORO prebtige scores 1963-19651 social worker = 50, bank teller = 46-50.

However, Goldthorpe (1974): bank 'teller = 40, social worker = 61.

*** Youn and Wilmot SymmetricalSymmpirical Family, 1973, find that'active.sport is'

highly. ass relatedirbut other., generalizations are hard.to draw (organilation

atten e, is more common also).

22 "i 'i
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.---In an up-to-date versiont he Detroit auto worker, for

eight hours gripped bodily to the main line, doing repeti
tiye, low skilled, machine-paced Work which is wholly un
gratifying, comes rushing out of the plant gate, hailing
down,the super-highway at eighty miles an hour in a second-
hand Cadc1lac Eldorado, st6ps'off for a beer and starts a
bar-room brawl, goes home and beats his wife, and in his
spare time throws a rock at a Negro moving into the neigh-
borhood. .0

a

Mother auto-worker goes quietly hot*, collapses on
the couch, eats and drinks,alone, belongs to nothing,
'reads nothing,, knows nothing, votes3for no oner'hangs
around the home and. the street4 watches the "late-late"
show; lets the TV programs shade int6,one another, too
tired. to lift himself off the couch for the act of selec-
tion, too bored to switch the dials.

It is clear that both passages describe a dismal-ieisure-that reprpsents .

no compensation in terms of quality of life. What these two passages do

suggest, then, is that there ay he'ripiltiple and diitinct disadvantaged

populatiips within the work environment. While these disadvantages may be

localized at the bottom'orthe occupational h rarchy, a more detailed analySis
t

.

is.necessary. All jobs of'high income or high statas rewards are not,equally
, ..

.
.

, i

desirable in termspf,th4rhon7eeonomic impacts,'nor are all low
r.,
paying or ,

low status jobs miserabre in the same way. A d&scription,of the worker's

status in thg occupational system for the purpose9fprediCting life styles

or community participation* may require additional, non-colinear information
'..,

about lhe content of_his wtrk.**___
/

-f.1-

The im94Ct of income. and S.E.S. is not easily dismissed, however. Na-
,

.
..:

.
, ) .0-

.

tional population studies analyzing a range of independent'variables conclude

that socio.- economic sta has a major impact. A national recreation study

,in Britain (Parker, p. 0)

_

finds tha high incomelevel, occupational status
, -

and educational status Cff contacts affect not only the number,of leisure ac-
i

tivities but their type.as well (Clarke, 1956).

Another "leisure time pursuit" is organiAgional and political,

*Goldthorpe and Hope, The Social Gfadinq of Occupations, p. 4.

**Blau and Duncan allude to an additional independent dimension of occupa-
tion, but do ndE pursue it. tile American Occupational Structure, p. 71.

23
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activity. National studies of the political part/cipatiOn (Nerbaand

Nie, 1`972; Milbrath,.1965) find that, income caSOcial status ,are by far
,.

the best occupatidnaly related predictors commonly utilized. The prob-

lem; however, noted Milhrath, is- that "The importance of other occu-.
-- . 1 4

. .pational characteristics 4s often raised in discussion,* but not pursled
1 .

,
, .

because of methodological problems defining thf relevant dimensions of
,

. .4
%-work (except status which'. is already 'covered)".(Lipset. 196Crlane,1959. e1

If these non - S.E.S. aspects,of occupation affect "attitudes" or,

other os4chologicl processes* their importance forqeisuretime,behav-

iorqs :confirthed by Veiba and Nie: the original rel ;tionship between

k.E.S. and political participation' drops from .37 to .16 when attitudes

(civio-orientations,'p. 44) are partialed out.** The overall implica-
,

-tion of thesefindings is that while income and status do hsVe a major

impact on on Ieisure activity patterns,/characteristics of job content or

job-induced,osychological processes, not summarized by status, have an

indOoenderit effect. Indeed, one might ask (as we do in Chapter ")

'WhetlyeroocupationaVstatusmerelyreflect3underlying and more specifip

aspects of the workers relationship to the means of producticv..

if
/"."'

On to Job Content - A-Cooing Model of Job Socialization .

Our first,strategy toe determine these'relevant non-status charac-

Aeristics of a Soh is'to examine the very extensive literature on job

satisfaction, organizational behavior, and occupational health. Of the

may theMes.that might be extracted we somewhat arbitrarily .identify

t a

*Verba'andNie also discuss another non - instrumental correlate of poli-
tical participation, "psychological proclivity to participate," but do
,not relateit to occupation.'

**Serliscussion, p., 28.
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thrie traditionst..which we hope still,pravide a,toverage of the literatur

a. The Job Satisfaction and Worker Motivation Literature

.

From this research tradition w extract one goad dimnSioprof.joh con1
.

tent:. job discretion -- the ia.:nge of an individual's decision makcing,at the'

work place.* usually tlie/researcher measures: task variety, use of.intel-

lectual skills, schet441efreildom, responsibility over the work process. ''The
.

...

findin& iSthat employees generally (but not always)** report higher job SA-
,

.
, .

i-sfaction.in jobs With, greater decision making freedom (Gardell, 1971), while
-,'

the inclusion of workers'.appiration levels.sharpehs and focuses.this finding

(Westlandert 1975; Hackman and Lawleitk1975). A subsidiary finding*** is that

these aspects of work are often highly Correlated (job breadth and skill

.
.

Gardell, 1971; skill, adtonomy an,d variety, responsibility; Turner and La fence,

1965). Thus we give a name to this broad area of jOb.content *job discretion:
-

the job-prescribed freedom in decision making about job - relayed action, formal

and'informal.,

b. The Job Stress and Mental Health derature

Fvom tliis'more rdcent research traditio1 we can extract another

broad dimension of work:_ job demands. Most studies in this tradition

),

relate the individual "stress" induced by the requir ements of work to

* Walker and Guest, 1952; Turner and Lawrence, 1965; HSckman and Lawler,.1971;

ZGardell, 1971.

**Turner and Lawrence, 1965, do not find -this in general.

**tA third-finding isthat worker self-reports in this area Nare generally
highly correlated to expert evaluations (Turner and Lawreqce, 1965; Hackman

rid Lawler, 1971; Garden( 1971).,



ve

the mental strain symptoms or-tebthavioraldiqerences on tile job: Job
.., .

clepal'ts typically cpver not only-l-the level and type.of "output" required
__,

,

'

,

( Aplans 1.975; Quinnb
t

1j71),
-,..

bUtIourles 'of insecurity-(KOhn and 2chool-
.

--cr, 1973) 'and social dissension or role ambiguity.(Ktz and Kahn, 1964)

,
. -

-at the. Work.piace. Crucial to ourtqlodel is'a very recent body of find-.
., ...) ,

ings suggesting that it, is the interaction of job demand and job discre-,
4 I

-

tion that determines;mgntal stiaiip on the job (Caplan,. French, et al.,
1 11.

' r . . ,

telephoned-commUnicitiidh, 1975; Frankenhaeser and Rissler.A1970). These
. . . . .

.

findings are the,tmpiridal cornerstone of our coping model wheie worker.
0 . .

freedom of action modulates the, streinindliced from individual job dd-
- . .
.. .,-. ,

maPlas. Thei.e are further hintii 0.I.O.S.H.;'1974) that the style of

coping-with stress (Kohn, 1972)-1s assoildted with the, development o
, -,-, ,

...,

e

badic behavioral styles.

Poo The Group Dynathic'and Autenomous'Work Group Literature

,

- From this research traditiorA we extraot several measures on
'1. ..

individual -group integration: job social relationships. One stt.ef

findings emphasizes the importance of work group norms in settinglevel
it

of outpUt (Roethlisberger and Dickson", 1959)4Or in job training and re-

D Inger &
cruitment policy ( 1971 ).A second.tradition'is refevant to Pour

- . ^
,..

model of job content not testable). It its that the effects of job
- _.... ;.

'demands and job induced ,stress are buffered (ox4; "coped with") in &Nso-
, . ,..!V"-J---ov

ciallY integrated woxk,group (Seashore, 19544Klein, 1971 ; Pinneau,

1975):_ This type of findir is important, for'it:aonfirms-the_import-

.ance of thr. interaction (Seashore, 1951, of several conceptually indt-

pendent elements of job social relations and job demands,

to predict behavd:or and mental state.

et. "i .. 4
7-

(Unfortunalely, the SwadiSh 6.ta
cmi.AA

tians
AA A irureases fir. -ibis area.)

" N

4.'
d. . Nt A
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.A,COping Model
....., '

The model these lindings'bolster is a "stress-coping model "whose_ ....__-
-, -,

, _ . _ :
theore,.... tical origins Wilk'be furtherr.discussed i'n ChapterA, These research

,-.. 1
..

e e

t
_

traditions, highlight the independenc&pfJ and,yetI the'ihterdting importance
. '

r

C
of three elements* of our job content-model: job demands, job'discretion,

. -A.

'and job socAal relatiOhships =with the further suggestion that both charac-
....

teristics of the wofR-enVironment and of the individual must4be included.**
..,, .....,-

. .

The implications

Y.

r

' / t

of the interactions are summarized (see p. 55) in the defini-
.

n of four job types: Active, 'Passive, heavy, and Leisurely. * ** It is

's model which we test for work carry-over into leisure, along with alter-
, r

native hypopheses Asured by inc age, class, education.

IP--

Although the process of hypothesis formulation'is not complete, we can

state. the first hypotheses: Both are coMplementary processes Of the "stress

coping" model:

4

A 0

Symptoms of mental stafh are associated with high 1:esidual:',
4. .

1 3 n
I

'strain" from the, job. High "residual occurs when.high
_ .

4
1 ,

job demands_are,...altaccomp'anied by freedoM of action in- decisioh- ,
-

making at '-4e job Sld- "heavy" job', the opposite

,

strain"

"leisure "-job).

V

:
Our jusAficatidn for isolation of

conceptual distinftness, but also the
leffecti odour between. the dimensional

* *Hagkm LaWler, 1971'1,Argyris,F

ip

is tuL Eó a'

the three W.ocks iSqlot only their
fact that Ymportant interactive

1972.

-S ,J

_

".
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2. T he second hypothesis is that "activejobs socialize workers into

4
25

active leisure time pursuits, and that "passive" jobs socialize

worked into Imssive leisure pursuits. An active job is one with
4

high job demands, which similtaneouslyallon4 the job holder much
47,

diSereti9P.Anther. the forial ,or informal work processes. Passive

jobs are at the low ,end of the "coping intensity" scale, and*occtir when

wheft both the detands of the job and freedom of action are low.

We. also hypothrftWtfiat mental strain will be lower in active (thin
,.,

;heavy') jobs, given the,samelevel of job demand,s. .

Job Demands

low ; high

-Job Discretion

low

high

,
. .

Passive' Heavy
Job Job

Leisurely Active,
Job Job J

r

0
------Whatever occupational characteristics are rele*unto there is an

.1-, . . 4 S.

-additional implication of the process of.behavisoral carry-over (but possibly
Op

/'
I i S .

not of compensation). It implies "occupational socialization." The be-
-,..

. . . - .,...

' ,
havior patterns on the job are "learned at woik" andsupplement whatever

'other orientations the individual retains from.childhood4see p.30 )

k,.
i

Thus, there ShOuld be incremental changes iri.beha with additikonai

0.

exposure to working expel. ence.

-3. The work leisure association shoulcrstrehgthen with increasing work
#'

experience (assuming the joidoes not-change). This effect of

creasing Oork experience' ight bt measured .by more hours workpd per

week as' well as Moxp'year0 of working .experience.
.

$
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The earlier discussion of the income and status aspects of work

4 suggests two subsidiary hypotheses:

..,..,

4. The frequency id type of particiApcition im leisure activity cannot
-

.:-- , e

be primarily'exnlainedby the economic rewards of work or by the

impact of. other scarce resources such as the daily time budgets..

The frequency and types of participatyon in leisure activitY,cannot

be explained priharily by social class(as it is neasured in the

Swedish data) , apart from its occupatiral implications.

5. We suggest that class, income, and job content are highly co
lihe4r: only-at the top of the occupational_hisrarchy. This suggests

that the most successful overallatrement of:the work environment

(at.least with respect to leisure behavior) is one that combines

J

, job content and the status variables. This bybred model of "role- perform-

amen may no longer be unidimensional.



. Dimensions of Leisure Time Acitvity

,:. . . .:.

The structure of leisure time activity must also be rigorou

centualized. The same,criticislimade of occupational analyses earlier

(that their important attributes were not identified) can be'leveled
.

,..,.
against a,study of ,leisure behavior that merely tabulates-leisure occu-

. . .

..

p ati ons: fishingf card playingt_ reading, attending meetings .(Having
,..

hurst; cited in Parkerlp. 61). Unfortunately the leisure literature,

does not provide-a clear conceptual structUre(see Chapter-3) and we

must turn Iethe political participation literature.
. _

-We include measures af organizatio political participationlo

the exjent it represents furthEir data

terns pursued in leisure time. We at

-

n socially elevant behavior ,pat-

exclude om the empirical

analysis, however, that major element of political engagement which rep-

resents purely instrumental'behavior**(i.e.:votin14; behavior). Young and

Wilimot (197 ) found in 4 survey that political activities of-the sort

we measure (participation ljn organiiations, speaking at meetings, etc.)

are rated most"work-like" of leidure time activities. -141t;dt Of

sure queetionspeasure_pal.i.oriented activities,only moderately less

"work- like" than political participatiOn, so. the same diMensional

tore may well apply. Leastilwaek-likeof all are4p!ts times -such as loafing,.

witching.T.V., which our data does not cover.
,

*Otis basic strategy to develop leisureidimensions is actually an empirical

one(see Chapter 3): a two stage reduction of a lint pf 29 leisure activities.
A common factor analysis is first applied to-define a smaller number(8) of
'latent" dimensions which summarize the internal structure; In the second step
these are aggregated on the basis of association with the "exogenous" work

4*pur separation of-fie instrumental functions of political-participation
from the "psychological participation proneness" (Verbe. and Nie, 1972,
T. 195) is not unique (although the concentration on the PPurelf,behav-
ioral" functions may be) (Lipnet,ftD093=5; Lynd, 1929). The most typ-
ical "instrumental" causal path for political participation i5 traced
through social status, including riot onlyjinoome but other lone economic

protign individuals or high Wattle in the'sooial system are
. more liketly to gain orloss the, benefits they -enjoy on the; basis of po-

litical decibions ..196,51p. 18).

80
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A Possible Dimengional Framework (from Political Activity)

One common theme
-,

of political participation research is "It

4

that a set of "attitude "*, dimensions are nostulated (Nilbra:th) totilipk
- .

'increasing social status to' increasing pfrticipation, gr( ese- L 6i LI43.e0
;

often incluWa dimension of psychological involvement, a dimension of

__skill, and several ooiplex measures of individual-Ogietal relationshin.

These measures are alMost identical to those we developed above to, de-

scribe processes of social-psychologic al functioning on the job.

.
According to this model the social status of an-indivil:
dUalr-hie job, education and - income -- determines to a large c

extent-how much he participates. It' does thii through the
intervening.variables of a variety of civic attitudes con-

,

duoive to participation: sense of efficacy, of psycho-,
logical involvement in politics, and a feeling of obliga-
tion to participate (Verbaand Nie, p. 13).,

-,
,

Verba and,Nie's secon d dimension, psychological involvement, isvery
, , ...

.
.

similar to our "psychblogioal job demands" (of-gtfess inducers), and

their first dimension, "skill and competence "Ao our category of job-__

prescribedoalscretion. (measured by intellectual complexity and
I

personaf freedom, the potential for mastery over the work situation).

There is a similarity also withwthe-dimensional framework for political
1)

participation developed bytir ZeWin*T61)Tir joie clemsLibr4 Jo

ir
go*

*This thesis deals with the same voidbut postulates a set of mechan-
ismboallsd sooio-psychological functioningto avoid the theoretical
vacuol1s elm of ale.tituds reeearlb.r

'-*Lewin, Leif, Folket. och Eliternal en Me i Modern DepokrAtek Yheori,
:Itattiveieneketp Filrbflin*, arefivollwadtm, 14101 416- .

se11041970. Cited in Johanosons, Polifska liegureerT LIU, Alanna gr-
.

laget, 1971.

i Si

1.scretion, '
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and ob'socikl relatieshipst

I. Activity Level, which includes interest engagement, dis-
cussion prOclivity,.media involvement (as well as voting
-which we exclude). -

.

,

Competence, which included factual knowledge and in-
.47 tellectual agility on relevant issues. 1.

0.)

0s

,

III. Social S7eitem,Relationshii). ils, however, is never 0
the same0for the citizen's instrumental "role" in
tics as for the piire activity component of his behav-

ior. )**

. ,
29

-: .

Hilbrath's study of participation does not include.a detailed atti-
% t

1 , .

de theory, but nevertheless measures the significance of similar dim,.

e sions of political orientation: psychological involvement is espe-
,0

ci lly correlated (r = .29), as are higi education, and membership in a /

variety of voluntary organizations. Although these findings do not con-

firm a linkage between job ontent and political activityfit is"remark-

able that three different sets o dimensions Of participation' are cp..tite

similar to the job content ttimensions,. an indication that the carry -over

.hypothesis coulebe well tested for work and politicL1 activity. .

0

**Thereit-asharp difference between leisure and Political activity in
its social integration dimensions. Our model does not systematically

differentiate' the effectiveness of participation for providing .an outlet
at the individual level("propensity".for activity, coping) from parti-
pipation in macro...Facial process to help alleviate the strains a9cietal
coping) in the social 'ay Item. A double model with both(individualand
social levels of strain,
al and for the society,

d rates of doping iptensity for the individu-

d be donstracted In that case, when the

!'external demands and .nstraints" on the. society were such that. "stxains"

result4d, we.could postulate analogou effects to thode we propose.for

the individual: an active society (on with effective political coping,
strategies, processes and institutions) will-be,able to cope with soci-
etal stress, indeed may become more politically "ef ective",in doing 86.

HoweverlAWIthout h mechanisms, a society74er.8 ss ;4111 experiences

only high Idvels of esolvad strpin leading to sq patholvgyt I

(alienation, anxiety an gressive reaction), as they lead to mental

problems. for the, ndiyidual.

.r
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1-3. Non-Work Factors Confounding the Work-Leisure Association.
4

.
kt

One major, methodological problem to be solved is thepossibility of
',-.

. 1.

, J.

"confounding factors" dependent on the individual's background or per-

sonality that determine both work and leisure behavior. At least four

types of potentially relevant,"enduring characteristics( of the inavidu-

al" may be distinguished. T he first we omit in our analysis: genetic-

ally "fixed" phyeiCal or).biological dtiracteristics.

1. Present Personality Profile. (no such. data in the Swedish Survey)"
The major-problem with such a measure is that it could be another

"result" of,job experience, just like,leisure (Kohn, 1973). A more
consistent problem with "personality measurements" included in work
environment research is that it has been imnossibie after 30 years
of investigationcto consistently ideitify the relevant personality
characteristics that mediate the impact of /the environment on the
individual (for a discouraging summary see N.I.O.S.H., 1974;
McClean, 1970; Caplan, 1975): -Obviously, the existing research
instruments do not capture the undeniably important dimensions of
personality.

2. The Effects of Childhood Experience_
'Important aspects oft.individual personality are no doulit

formed out of the exper neer! of hid early family and s ciaT en2.
-r, vironment. These orienftions'ahould be measurable either as,

present impacteon personality, or by reviewing the,past environ-
mental circumstances. Their "prior" occurrence Makes'them
genoui** variables for our work-leisure analysis.

0,

. - .
.

*1. Kohn, M., "Claes, Family, and-Schpophienia, A Eeformula 'or}," Social
Forces., 1972 , P. 5. "It seems improbable that class differ nces in
the incidence of, schizophrenia result entirely, or even largely, from,
genetically induced, intergenerational social mobili:by.". .,

t ,

2. JenOks, C., Inequality, Harper and Row, 1975. ':The most genet cally__ .

advantaged fifth of 411 men earned only 35-40 more t1an the most gene-
tically disadvantaged fifth:"... If alllnon-genetic causes of fileq lity
were eliminated...Lincome gap to .15 - bcetom.Ve would fall f
aroUnd.7 to 1 to 1.4 to 1" (p. 262).. I.
'3.4!_Ashord, Nick, Crisis in the Workplace, M.I..T., 1975.,*

, "It may be recalled -Cat genetic faCtois do not explain the bulk df 1

heart disease" ..,

**Some "background"_variaples such as education_ uw.not be completely
exogenour. Since an iducation may be chosen as a step toward eparticu-
lar futute job, it cauld'also be included as part of wdrk's "causal" .

impact} broadly defined.
. . t

/
.
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3. Latent PersonalityiPersonality 0 entations,(the cause of job selection or

mobility)
P

This effect is hard t to measure in research. In this case per-
sonality orientations at any given time cannot be simPly measured .

to ascertain the impact of persdnality on behavior. There slay be a
"latent- seed" of personality, implanted in early childhood, which
coes not manifest impact on behavior until adulthood.' One form of
this argument is "job selection" theory (Blau et al, 1956).
The individual gradually'fulfills the latent."templates" of his
Personality as he matures, and this ft expressed as ever more con-

,.

gruent choices fatwork and leispre:'
!Li

sur)

To conclusively, reject the third type of persona ity impact is ex-

, tremely difficult:' longitudinal idsta on work, lei and personality

is 'required.* Since such data is rare (Elekm,1974;StonetcOnque,195)re-
'

1

searchers must make do with sketchy background data to satisfy the

oritics (Zalesnick,etal 19ti of environmental socialization' IcerhapS'

,

the best such study,, by Kohn,and Schooler (1973), tests 416r the rediliro-'

cal effects of occupa-ional experience on psychological functioning.

They present a convincin' case that the'effect of job experience on_indi-
4 -

vidual. personality is about-double the effect of personality pn job ex-

periencet**(for "substantive job complexity"). If Kohn is correct, then
.

Ondrack, and Silver " Social Class, Occupation, and Mental
Health, in McLean, A. Mental Health and Work Organization, 1970 6,

*a) If one has longitudinal late., one strategy is'to'cheCk the relative _

stability of-the three parameters over time. 15) Another strategy is to
select a group with constant job experience, or personality, and exaMine
leisure changes (leisure might also be treated as the exogenous variable).

***Kohn and Schooler's strategy to estimate the contrasting magnitudes_of
the job's effect on the man and the man's effect on the job utilizes
two-stage regression dnalysis. To extimate the "pure" effect of occUPa-
tional experience he uses a roughs easure of Past job complexity as an
exogenous estimate of present job complexity; which is thus purged Of
+he 'effects of present.persOnality. While this is an ingenious tech-
nique it has one flaw. The test is not symmetrical because there are
no estimates available Of the worker's past procespes of psychological
functioning. These processes could have affected the choice of past
jobs.' Thus-the.fIndings still cannot rejectthe hypothesis that job .

mobility, determined by the evolving personality of the worker, accounts
--for the obseryed correlations. The rough$measure of past job complexity

ie-based'on a regression composite frOM the Dictionaryof Occupational
Titles of job complexity scores for dialing with things, data and people,

,

rated for 143 "job types" in the economy.

34
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two deduct36ns from his findings suggest that the most significant per-

sonality measure should be past Social-environmental experience.* That

is th& meagure We use below to' test for' the impact of personality and-

bactground.

a. Since the Oesent environmental experience-(the job) has a bigger
impact than present personality, the relevant"purepersonaliti
measure -would be that from the'time just preceding the first job.

. (Unfortunately such data ib rarely available)

b. We can extrapolate environmental effects baacward in time and con-
cluda.that the most crucial determinant of.past personality was
childhood environmental experience.

Kohn and Schooler's

The article by Kohn and Schooler represents more than just a help-

ful "footnote in our discussion. In a sense it is the intellectual

foundation of this thesio. It studies theSame broad topic:. relation-
.

ship between job experience and behavior in other spheres of life.

Kohn's research investigates the reciprocal,llationship between mg-

suites of working- conditions and enduring attitudes toward behavior which

he calls "processes of psychological functioning." We attempt to go one

step further and link the effects of psyChological functioning to ano-

ther sphere of behaviorleisure activity. We do not have empirical

measurtsof "psychological functioning," so in a sense the prodesses of

*SeerHolmes and Rahe, 19671 Miller and Swanson, 1960; fangmar-land
trtichaels 1963. The linkage to the occupational system as a whole i
provided by Kohn, 1969. Our conclusion is equivalent to the state ent
that the evolving pattern of "fulfillment" represented in successive job
selections must have had its roots in ,(meaSurable) childhood incidents.

This perspective sounds overly "behavioral or Skinnerian" perhaps. This
view can be distinguished from psychological instinct theories(W. Jamai
1890)sbut not necessarily from "pmpetence motivation" Ahi40(White,li59

Deci,, 1975). Ford. discussion of,theirr relation. see Atkinscg1964 a
'-

more recantreccnt viiikSdikadn (1,75). For a discussion of motivation and
job selection see Raynor, J.,"Motivation and Career Striving" in Atkinion
and Raynor, Motivation-and Abhievement, 1974
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psychological functioning are unmeasured-if intermediate variables in our-test.

In several pects the empirical measurements are similar: KOhn's

dimensions of.oc pational experience are roughly comparable to our dim-
.

..-

ensigns of job content. A few measures of "psychological functioning"

are similar in some respects to our leisure activity and Mental stra

dimensions, in spite of the fact that they are treated in a theoretically

different manner:**

Kohn and Schooler . Our J65-Content Dimensions

1. Job pressures 1. Psychological job-demands

2. Jbb uncertainties 2. Physical job exertions and discom-
forts

Occupational self-direclion (3. Physical job hazards)

4. Organizational locus /4. Intellectual job complexity

5. Personalfreedom at the workplace

(6. Institutionalized job authority and
a security )

The two.studies have different background data, however, and thus

adopt different, both imperfect,. strategies to strengthen their argil-
-

Tents for causality,in the face of missing longitudinal data. Kohn uses

some past job data to obtain an estimate of present Sob complexity that

, is t!purgedn,of he effects of present personality.
O

V.

. lz.
.

',.
.

*These processes are approximated by tDe manner i eh the job content
dimensions are origanized to predict maRtIl strain and leisure activity. _

.1
:.

, . 4 ki ,-;
-

4*Por eiamplerKohntsmeasure of "intellectual demandingness of leisure .'

r

time usage" inclUdes participation in several leisure activities. We
!make a distinction in our model between variables measuring specific be-,,,

havior or environmental situation, and measures of attitude or "proces-
ses.of psychological functioning".,which are on (in our opinion) a theor-

.

etically diSfEttent level.and represent only approximately measurable,
inferred concepts. . *

c

..
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We have no-past job data. (The 1974 pan a of the Swedish data is

powscomplete, however.) We do-have quite complete data on childhood
de

experiences, however, ari'd-geKohn's finding is correct, these shot2.y be

-One of the,most(fiTa'Portant (non-job) deterMinants of both present per-

sonality and "latent" job selection-tendencies. .We have no way t ex-

elude "job selection" effects which might have been, conditioned by

34

childhood experience which we do not measure(as with intrinsic motivation).

Thus, Ste can state a further hypothesis at- this point:

. Neither the assooiation between work and leisure behavior, nor the

increasing strength of this correlation, disappear when. it is con-

trolled for childhood experience (family member educationv--tesi-

dence location; family member s4cial status;, family economic and

0
emotional difficulties; personal or family illness; family resi-

dence changes; death in family; divorce; sepaatioris;foreign

citIzenship).

Whatever the cause of the "latent personality" mechanisms discubsed

_above, it is plausible to presume that. they strengthen with some measure

of maturation, such as age life cycle position, or duration of work ex-
.

perience. Thus to rigorously test our job socialization hypotheses, we

must find:a large group of workers in whioh the cumulative effects of job

exposbre . (= Owork hatzs))L can be separated froiymaturation 4

OW f(age,, work experience)).{ Women workers (heirstofore.excluded in. our

analysis) provide such a gimp. -they are enough part time and full-time'

workers (which gives variance on the hours worked indicator) to

simultaneous control for -qxpoinme to the work environment and""matur-

ation" in terms of years f work ekperience.
-

37
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7.) We hypothesize that the associa'4on betwoogwork and leisure is

stronger for, full time thari, for _part time workers, even when fears work

k.
experience or age (which affect the job selection process) is con-

.

trolled.

Even these tests do not exclUde a range of other historical, envi-

ronmental, and non- hypothesized occupational factors that could affect

both work an0 leisare (see Chapter 5: the history of family income

chanc,es is availtble). We cannot separate-effects of generational,

change,*.or-of systematic shifts in the occupational structure also

linked-to migration patterns; we can also not exclude the effects of
-£

local cultural.patterns which might affect both the choice of job and

leisure activity.
,-

4

.6

. ,

*One iight still reach a Conclusion consistent with our findings that
yoUng workers today are completely free in their leisure choices, and'
older workers were,and axe part of a lest mobile culture where "crass
and community" tradition affected both work and leisure in Sweden. '

'' , \. /--
.

'



Exogenous Determinants of Leisure Activity
41

/-
In the previous section we discussed confounding

feet both work and leisure. In thi, section we treat

factors that af-:

"exogenous" vari-

ables that may affect leisure time but which are not related to work,

Although there, is less danger in this case tile -omission will lead to

spurious'findings, in order to develop precise estimates of, the work-
.

leisure association, we mdst:separate out the impact of these other factors:

impact of community and social network,.life.cycle,and demographic

tgories.

.

A).11Cn,-Work;Social Roles and the Life Cycle

Other "work-like" activities such as housekeeping, child- rearing,

and some community obligations may affect life outside the job according

to the same process of "psychological functioning" that we investigate

for employed work (Kerckhoff & Bac', /968). Knottier problem is that eeria

-----life-cycle groups face subs'antial burdens of both family and employed

,work4- For women-with families, working part time in particular,it be-

. _

-,..,.- . ,
comes difficuit_to separate "causal" factors at the workplace from de-

-...

mends ad64Offdtraints at home of raising a family. Thug, we must divide

36,

the_posulation in toalfe-cycle categories by age, marital status, and
tb .S

sex. W&thin these dateOkes,the nature -og the individualis primary

_
- la ti

socially obligated agtiVity should be roughly constant, and we can test

for the effecteZWeMployed work on leisUre'Time activity and health. -

7

We do not test the-works-leisure association -for all life cycle

categories. *selectselect

(approximately, from,f

life cycle differences

a,population group: employed males age 18-66

Ilistrjoilko mandatory retirement), and control for

within this group. Our analysis is not detailed.

,tt
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for,age differences (we emphasizstead`a detailed analysis of work ex-

perience duration which-is r5kher colineai with age). The male working pop-
.

urition is studied through all phases of the model; thalfemale working pop- .

ulation is used in one job socialization analysfs, discussed aboyek**

B) Community and Social Network

The lack of community-specific information on local. leisure customs

orrecreational resources** severely limits our precisiOn in accounting

for the well- documented ( Bott 1956, Ginzberg 1968, Young and WilImott

1957) implications of the local social environment on leisure time usage.

To control:for the brOad influence of community structure on work _and

leisure, we exclude the rural population from_the study( 35% of the popul-

ation living in towns smaller than 100). There is substantial ey4ence

for the impact of urban rural differeriges on leisure patterns***. Inleed,

the very definition oft-the work-leisure dichotomy depends on the differ-

entiation of life into distinct spheres of work and leisure. In rural

society the boundary line is difficult to draw(Berger,19'4). Further

control for urban scale must still be incl4did9** however.
_

*The comparison of men and women's leisUret and the relationship of job
experience to leisure activity differencefor men and women, while of
great interest, is beyond this thesis. For some suggestive findings,
however, see Chapter 5, Table 5-1.

**Urban scale in Sweden is linearly related to per capita comEhity
recreation facility expenditures.

***Examination of, historical literature reveals a major transition in
leisure life style with the rural population become urban-industrial

"- (Berger, 1972). Examination of individual leisure activity frequericy'

Thompson, 1963). This difference persists in contemporary France

distributions (especially for political activity) suggests non-linear
changes with urban scale that would undermine our factor analysis
(Lundahl, 1971)." A
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By exOlUdiiii.the ruraa population wstiliay 1so eliminate manyA ,/ $ 4t 4

traditional extended families, but the remaining population Is far
'
from .

,1

.
.

homogeneous. The Importance of the kinship structurion the nature of

W '

-
!J. . . $

.A. ,
. leispre tide usace-iF well documented-(Young and Wilmot, 1957;Bott,

--f ,o- - _ ..-- ,

. - 1r- L.
,.

i

, 1956; see chapter. U. Community of strong traditions andkaMily ties %7

.. .
-

, .

ffect'both th-dIce of job and leisure. The presence of a strong,
1

A

'

.extended family network implies, almost by definition, an increase in

faMily-orienteeleisure, and consequently a decrease in'the. external,

,goal-oriented macro-social leisure activities we focus on.* (Sweden, is
t

et lly, very. homogeneous, and thus no adjustment of the full popula-

tionfins ngs need be made - because oflainority groups.**)

. e-

We advance the hypothesis that leisUre Is affected by. extended family
PCL

but,, wet-must rely upon a If aggregated measure: the respondent's fre-w

quency of visits to and fro relativesvnas inexact data prevents:.ua
.

,
,

from measurilsk such imp r ant question- as_whether it is "unrewarding':

work or the nature:of the family structure (YoungandMmotk 1973, p..

. . .

271) that leads thome-centeredness (Wilensky'eprkyatizedsleisure, 1960)
--.

-We can71(ao not determine with a sociallxhomOeneous community (Upset,
. .

1960) suatainhigher level or a different kind of leisure.

wit

e can test a further hypothesis that social relationships
,

riends are aisociated-With'a different. kind of leisure hehaviok

if

.., , F Jr 4 ' I
.,.

* The extended family may also serve as a "coping" reservoir, the war
work pa apparently do (see p.23 ), or a source of additional prob-

lems Litwak and Selenyi, 1969): . <

** 141thin these minorities work and leisure behavior may be quite differ-

ent ( then research project): The most significant Swedish minorities
are other'Scandinavians: Finns (2%), Danes and NorWegians-...

Al 7.100c

--
. 4.1

ts-
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than relationships with relatives: We do not'expect that visits with

friends will represent the,pame complex relationships to the kinship net-:.
. ,

39

work th* at relative relations do. The literature suggests that the

,

quvilley of leisure activity may be highly correlated to friendshiOs

(Parker, 1971 Lundahi-1971). A two -stage regression ana-

0 .

lysis would be needed to deteminewhether friends "caused" leisure acr

fre-,--

tivity or leisure activity "caused" visits with ,friefids to increase.

The effect of the job as,a source of fr ends must also remain uninvesti-

gated. We haveoirly.an' indicator-of total ftequOncy of friendship
,1

pvisits.

t
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1-4 Jfie Swedish Level of Living Study 1968 p

The 1968 Level of Living Survey is .a study of the full adult Swedish

laepulatiork in which approximately One out of a thousand individuals born,

between 1592-1953 (15-75 years of age) were randomly sampled* ,The total

of 5,923 completed interviews (non-responser,rate,

comprellesiye'range of questions designed to co

of living on nine components. The survey is pp
.

a
. que tionnaire study covering this range of soc

.

4 Percent)** included a

struct indicators of levels

ans the most comprehensive

indicators available;***

1. Employment and working Conditions / Z. Eco mic resources / 3, Political

"resources / 4.,SchoOling / 5. Health and the'us of medidal care / 6. Fahily

origin and faidly relations'(social resources) / 7. Housing./ 8. Nutrition /

-9:
'7. +.4., '4,4044 ' 41, '111 t 7,4 74 4, ta

Only ,a segment of this unusually comprehensive and nationally represen-
t

tatiye data base is relevant to our analysis,

is rpstriCied t9 the non-rural populationiage

.4 .

to 3,..284,.of whom 2,392 have jobs. ©f These,

the population used for most analyses. The 92

The work -leisure'investigation

18:to 66 which reduces the sample

the 1,466 male workers.represent

6 female workers are utilized

to test several major hypotheses in_chapter 5. Longitudinal data 1968-1974

have just become available but is not used in this analysis..

4.
. .

4
i

* The base for"the randOm-samnle was the Swedish "15th of the month"
.

register, .

in which very Swede born on the 15th day of any month is assigned a reference
number for use in later statistical.analysis. In fact the survey samplT is a randpm
sample drawn from 18 separat,Prandon population samples drawn over a 1

2
5,eai period.

,,,-4
,I

. _ N . . ',4, ,..Z.. ). .41
L

44(
o

**FOr a incite Cd*Dlete, description ,of the questionnaire 4peseparate chanters. ',.

complete description okthe goals and development of the survey is contained'
. is'om LeVnadsnivaunde'rsokningen, Sten Johansson, Laginkomstutredningen,,
Allmanna-forlaget 19:70.

, 1
. . . .,

** *Reports have been compiled on the demographic distributions of most of
the indicWrs. .1 complete list, is included in the bibliography. Particularly
relevant for this study are, the reports by Lars Sundbom on working conditions
An,dillgnqka Lundahl on leisure activit4es.

4 3



This Swedish data base contains over_960 variables from raw question.-

naire responses and Swedisksociaa register sources. From this data three

_ z

general groupiags of variables Were assembled and anatized to construct.the

aggregate indicators used in this report, .job content dimensions, the

-
leisure behavior (and mental strain dimensions).- Thereit also data avail-

, .

able about: community and social network (limited); family and-community

responsibilities; individual family background; and social eLatuS, income,

education.

Measurement Problems Arising from Use of Pre-Existing Data Bages: Need

tO Demonstrate "Construct Validity"
% 4Is

Several major methodological,and,theoretical, prOblems are introau ed when
.

.

r7 'f.
hypotheses are tested with data that was "not precisely designed for ther-

,- Imeasurement! Instead,of one precisely formulated and measured question: o

i , / / )
,,,

test the hypothesis, alternative research protedures must be employed. Sev7,_

1.
eral reWlkd questions may have to be culled from the.data and used in

oktr

mula-i

*I- . 1

,tile hypothesis tests, or clustega or factors of variables may, have to,,be:
v

uged'to ap proximate an underlying concept. While use
.

of these tech ques\/
.

A A 4 4 2. , .
keeps us,j.n good statistical company,'it does not itself solve the.primary

problem of inexact measurement. To insufe construct validity of the findings

severalApacial research strategies are utilized; The die ribution the
.

job content dim@ntions' investigated for the full employ, population of

Sweden in 1968 (nonrruril) broken down by industry categorj.es, 4tpcial

working hours, sex, age, urban location, and labor union affiliation.

\,..
C

ti

4
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-:11gp.of the Remainder of theThesis

.,
.

includes both characteristics of the workipg environment and characteristics. .,. ,.
,

of the indiiidual" Theiretical-issues are explored.
.

.- .
.

,. .

. - , .
. ...

In Chapter 2B we search for dataeto measure the dimensions of the model in Cie
. .

Swe-dish,data, with s9me,assislance fiem factor analyses. The job content -

, ..

indicators (additive scales) are tested, for stet validity with

e

.

15FChapter 21 'Aping model" otijob social4ation 4.s developed -which
- ,

42

1

'Guttman and Cronback alpha tests. We review other. Ob content literature,
.

. .

and flaws in some of the indicators are examined. Construct validity of'
1 .

the indicators is also reviewed in light of related f&ndings, and the dis-
,

% - P / V

tribution le job.content in the.Swedieh population:

, ,

In Chtyr the, leisure aotiyity indicators ,are identified using a

variniar factbf analysis. Social relacticnships with friends and relatives

are separ4ted from leisure activity, and political activities are added.

. -Propdrties,of "summary" indicators of active leisure (the fd.rst unrdtated

factor variety

solved, and the

in leisureYe.re dis8Ussed. Ambiguous correlations are re-

stability of the "leisure patterns" it, age and sex subpopu=

litions is investigated.

P.

In Chapter 4 the relationship between job content and the leisure/

political activities is licted. We first perform a, short univariate analy-

sis-and then test the interactive job:coatfnt model (jot demands and job

discretion). We review the impact of alternative measures orjOb _demands

,(psychological and physical) and job discretion (intellectual and schedule

freedbm).' Aggrpgatqd groupings of the eight leisure factors, on the basis

4.5 4-
*--
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"of -their association to job content, are developed4 and telated to dimensions,

' . "" .---. :::' .,
of "'active" and "non-active", leisure..., ; :'

. e,.. 4 , . J e.

In Chapter 5- alternative explanations for the refationshii, between work;
;,o,,:

.

-

'An

and leisure are examined:
11

a) We test to see, whether thegksoliations persist when individual
/

characteristics are included (chili ood life experiences, edudation). =The

relative strength of,individual-family background and work experience duration

is tested.

e second requirem'entirf job.socialization, that work-leisure

associations strengthen with work eXperiencel is examined along with other

age related piocesses.

c) We test the-,strength of community and'sOcial relationsvariables
, 0

in contributing either to.participation in leisure, or to the linkage between

work and leisure variables.

d) We test for a linkage between work sand leisure on the basis of'family

< in Jute, wages, social class (and education) to assess the relative strength

c) the hypothesized processof "sol.o-psycholo4ical" functioning. We discuss

the implications of adding job content to income and status measures for a

multidimensional model of "occupational impact."

e) The conclusions and limitations of the research are reviewed in light

of several relevant implications for public policy.

a

4
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- JOB
I. JOB DEMANDS

A. PSYCHOLOGICAL-JOB DEMANDS
1. hectic job

2. psychologiceify de:Mending job"
(3. psyc. exhaust. aft. wk.)

B. PHYSICAL JOB EXERTIONS
1. 125 lb. lift
2. other phys. deiwuRds
3. adtdoor/indoor
4. temperature
5. dampness
6. dirty

(C. PHYSICAL JOB HAZARDS)

TABLE I-11 ,COMPOSITE VARIABLES:
CONTENT -- LEISURE PARTICIPATION/MENTAINSTAIN

II. JOB-PRESCRIBED
FREEDOM OF ACTION

A.- INTELIALIJOBOOMPLEXITY
1. Monotonous/zepetitious,
2. Skill level (Job's educ.)

R. PERSONAL FREEDOM
AT WORKPLACE
1. phone halls .

2. visitor -- 10 'min.

3. errand -- 1/2 hr.
4. punct. no concern

(C. INSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY )

SECUAITY
1. indiv. contra (only)
2. fixed wage/1 mo. notice
3. fixed salary
4. supervisor author
5. ownership

III. (JOB SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS)

b

LEISURE PARTICIPATION

1 INTELLECTUAL', COSAOPOLITKN LEISURE 6.
th6tai books, travel, !study,pircle,
musical Inatiliments, restaurants

2. ACTIVE PHYSICWLEISURE
sports partic., sports organiz.,
hunting, fishing z

3. EVENING'SOCIAL 'LEISURE
movies, dancing, restaurants

4. ustrummurmy LEISURE
gardening, summer cottage, hobbies,
non-polit. organizat. .

SURF'5. RELIGIOUS ORGANIZ. LEI
church attendance, religious organ.,
temperance unions.

4

MbES,CULTURAL LEISURE
home/advent. magazines, win-
dow shOO, auto excursions

7. ELITE:POLITICAL ACTIVITY
speak at meetings, writing
aikticles, attempts to influ-
ence, writing gomplaintm

MASS POLITICAL ACTIVITY
participation in demonstra-
tions, (hon-pansive) member-
ship in trade unions or
political parties

9. VARIATIONS IN LEISURE
number of leisurp categories
with some participation

S.

RELATED SUPPLEMENTARY VARIABLES IN THE ANALYSIS

I. 'INDfV7DUAL.DIFFERENCE"
CHILDHOOD LIFE PROBLEMS
EDUCATION
?AMAX EDUO. BACKGROUND

*COMMUNITY SOCIAL NETWORK , IV.

URBAN SCALES
FRIEHDS,,RELATIVES

DEMOGRAPHIC LIFE CYCLE
SEX, WORKING HOURS
(AGE), MARITAL STATUS

S.E.S. .

SOCIAL CLASS
FAMILY INCOME
WAGE
EDUCATION °

1.

*MENTAL STRAIN INDICATORS,

1. GENERAL TIREDNESS
morning, evening, daitimel

2. SLEEPING PROBLEMS,
sleeping pills

3 DEPRESSION - ANXIETY
tranquilizers

4. FILCH BLOOD PRESSUMUN,
DIZZINESS

ACHES AND PAINS
aches in upper-back, lower
back, hands and arms

4

5.

(

p

4,
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Chapter Two

.

A Model of Job-Content and'ito-MeasUrmmmat,

t

;!'

Section.2A: 'Development of'the Job Content Model

In Chap] 2A we adOese several theoret441 issues that odunnon3,7

arise-in--the did&ssion of ork and leisure:. the, necessity of examining

both environmental and individual level data; the problem of overlapping

social'roles; and the concept of work "constraint" and its implications

_ causality. We use them to establish boundaries of the model of "social-

psychological functioning" which describes. the impacts of work on leisure.

The model is summarised on page 55, and diecussed in greater detail in

four subsequent sections. In Chapter 2B ye search for empirical measures
ore'

of the job content dimensions in the Swedish data.

2A-1 Theoretical Issues in Bounding the Work - Leisure Problem:

is wen you hays-to-do itl.leiture is when you want to do it."
Bricklayer, Ealing, England (Young & Willsott, 1973)

The quotation above alludes.to the difference in "constraint" between

work and leisure. We postulate that this difference in the degree:-

'

of "externally (socially) imposed restriction" represents the primary

45,

r."

.

distinction between work and leisure. More precisely, "leisure" is that

. . 1

4space of time which is free from the constraints of a.seeignydefined work- 4.

role. (Thereto a psychological counterpart to this definition on page 52.)

The concept of leisure time we propose refers not so much to the con-
/

tent or quality of the experience-too to the socially defined boundaries of

an activit. The boundaries-of "social roles" are usually_clearlydemarked

Ny differences in attitudes that apply: "9 to 5," "quitting time," "at the

office," "nose to the grindetone"and one is spared indecisive vacillation

. about knowing whether one is at work or leisure.

However, for individuals in modern industrial. societies the.sphere of

aptivityVhere one "has to do it"--i.e., where one is under external con-

,

ti
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i'trgints7=occurs in other situations which overlap leisilre time.r*There
. ,

are a m1 l

rigidity41

is child

dividual'

although

,vided by

contact

.

titude,of social rates with obligations' of varying degrees of

The clearest example of 'a non- job, fully obligated activity
, /h=w

rearing and provision of secure home for that actkvity. The ia-

s-responsibilltiarto th'e Coraunit'l are usua

increasingly in modern "welfare states,

y less'significant,

tart services _pro-

the community bring theiiidividual into socially more almandini

When we review the span of time $ihen the-individue4 in industrial

societies is truly unconstrained the.;amount of time is.
small.* Nevertheless we could -not conclude that work activity in general

has,becohe so Unfettered, or "leisure" so filled with obligation's that

c 'there is no difference between them, as lumasdier, Young and Willmott ,

I

?-)

16

*Sebastian DeGrasia, pf Work, Time and Leisure in fact maintains that in
spite of decreased working hours, total obligated time has increased, lepv-
ing modern man busier than ever (also Stephan Lindner in Harried Leisure
Clasi, 1974. Yet it is unlikely that modern suburban families would
choose to return to the sweat shop, 12-hour day of "working life" in the
early induetrial revolution. While modern society brings many obligations,
they are less severe than factory work, slave labor, and occasionally
are flexible enough. to be quite indisiinguishalgtOom many leisure pur-
suits.

I

1 .

**0 DiMasdier, in Towamds agodety-of_Leisure (19.67): "In time budget
-studies 5ne musg,.,istingniah between the degree of compulsion of the
different obligations and the degree to which they overlap with leisure....
Incomparable differenoe exists between time on thejob and time'ipent in
household work.... The first is practically.incompressible. The duration
of each task has been measured without ftgareto the rhythM of, each indi
vidual.... Time devoted t6 housework is extremely elastic. Delays...su
jeot to.,Braotically no control..:acoording to the will or caprice of the
person pike the traditional artisse. /

b) Young and Wilmot Symmetrical Family (RaUtledge,Spd'Kegan Paul), P.
207. The distinction between work and leisure often appears to be a
greater problem for the social scientist than the man on the 'street:
"...thedisagreement between the authors -drawn upon by Parker and added
to by Pieper would have made it'iidiculous to assume thair.25 and lei-
sure/ meant the same to them as to us 6r that they'would all concur with
each other. We therefore tried to discover what they did mean in-the main
survey...we hoped we might, by interpreting what 2The respondent] said,
find out so ething about what they meant br the words. Most people seemed.
to,regard the a ords 5ork and leisure as opposites that oould proper-
ly'be distinguished from eidivother."

- 5 0
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point 'out. The bricklayer's quotation still summarizes the difference:

'"Work is when you have to do

If this greater cOnstraint during work time is a fact,* it has causal

4 ..
. iMplicati.ms for oliX analysis. Bertrand Russell observes (10929) theriri

i
an interdependent'system--such as we.envisioiffor Work; and leisure ---it is

the variation in the most constrained element that must be considered the

"cause" of change in the system:, The methodological implication is that

if we would like to measure what is really an "effect" of the 4ob we should

look, not at behavior at the work place, but at behavior outside"theojob--

after the "constraints" of. the working environment are suspended. The

difficulty of finding a truly separable area of "ef f cts" may- be of 4 of

the problems plaguing job satitfactill research.** /

111

We have thus identified several/requirements 'or the model of "the

. ,

impact of.work on leisure: " - If we taping to look for "effects" we must

;I
choose a sphere of activity which 10 oth separated from the direct pro-

Ag.

cesses of wotk-and,less "constriined")thah work. We must alto demonstrate i,

.
1.11 1

that this "leisure" sphere is not primarily determined by the otherobli-
vf

gations (such as family workrw Fin? ly, we must propose a iiiUsible mech-

anism by which significant aspeCts of working life might manifest

*Some anthropologists might argue" thaticwleisure-time behav-
ior is determined by social custom at lent as strongly in leisuie as it
is during the work day.

**It must first be proved that a fee)ming of "satisfaction" or acceptance
of the activity implied by the job is note, necessary part of that job's
performance. Otherwise "JO', satisfaction" is no different%from thq other
"requirements" of working life, The "effect" can only be judged when the
" constraint" is lifted. Thus measurement of the- impact of working condi-
tions on life on the job, usually concentrates on study of work's less,
constrained moments: coffee breaks, general feelings of satidfaction,'
informal behavior.

. .
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."--"effects." The necessity of developing a plausible "model" of the Tonial-

psychological effects of work is widely acknowledged.* Therefore we deyelop
V

4
one at some le even though its propositions somewhat surpass.ouretta.

,f ,
At this point it should be noted that this study does not investigate an

obvious reciprocal qubstion: to what extent do behavior patterns observable

in leisure "cause" changes in the occupation system. Thus, we overlook the

historical evidence which suggests that incipient Changes in the occupational
. ,

. ,

system are,foreshadoWed by activity patterns in the society's leisure time.
**-

. '45'

The, work vs'. leisure distinction we discuss also appears to be Clearer in

urbaii, industrial societies. The pressures for differentiation of all in-

stitutions is reflected in the separation of the daily and yearly calendar

into clearly demarked periods forawoxiiirik. When working activity is rigid-

ly disciplined, the'cottrast between work and leisure increases. In agri-

400ltural and pastoral societies, by contrast, the work process has flexible

time boundaries, and is interspersed with periods of relaxation.*** Thus,
,

our stmdl :Should be relabeled: the impact of work on life outside the job__

in urban societies. 'We exclude the rural population from further consideration.

A ease could be made for the hypothesis that society's emergent new occupation5
appear amoung the "goal-,oriented and socially inyblving". leisure time activities.
For example the profession of teacher grew most-rapidly in connection with the
"Sunday Schools" of the early industrial revolution(Thompson, 1963)., More re-
cently the professions of community social worker and-apaien't Nyheier, Stock-
ham, 2/8/747` reaoreation and-cultural workers.

. ***Suzanne Berger's (1972) description'of work ind leisure among 20th _

homogen pattern of life today; evidence that the work.-leisure distino-
century4erants'in -the French provincesssuggests that they still have a .

tion has not occurred because of simple historical evolution but exists.in
Modern society: "For, the peasant, work life and work time are not separ-
ited from the rest of the day...active work and-rest axe intermingled
througiao4 the traditional schedule: the peasant rests in the fields be-
tween rower he socializes at the fair while he soils animals, he putters .

in the barn after nightfall...." -She result of flexible work schedule
in agriltural societyis a reduction in formally organized leisure. Al-
though t ere are many unfilled hours in rural life no "fixed" hours can be-,
set aside for outside activity and there is little potential for lebluntary
organization membershi oi-politioq. aorgssociation.

1-'7

, 4

-

* #ackman and Lawler (1 14.260)"the almost total absence of any systematic
concepttal or theoretical basis for the'studLes Zof job enlargement7 As a

--7=_ges4V,after dozens of experiyntirlittle cumulative knowledge has been gained:

52..
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Several Difficulties
I

One problem for the study is that i. may ;be difficult to fin& a com-/,
ork and 1.,eisurrthat

, *11:,4

We Must develop a framaYork ofl

parable set of dimensions in both

the "oarry-over" of behrior pat

dimensions for the social role o;

dimensions of experience in other

leisure activity

The- nett 'problem is

work that is broad enough to categorize

spheres--such as family, education, and

to determine in detail what aspects of the job
AP.

should be measured to test for the hypothesized effeots.. The mere "boun-
.

daries",of the social role data (time at work, time spent doitwhousewoik)

'doLnot always clearly distinguish the content of work activity., Thus we

t

cannot simply investigate time budgets, work time; "time'at'ibalgi

left-over-time categories. Because of "rerlaps" between oategoriescf

York and leisure,* we mast investigate aspects of the qualit* of experi--

-"--------- ence--the "content"-of work activity.

.r....-- ... . .- .

The degree to which work is different from play or leisure is not

constant

/

obviously varies according to the nature of the job. Higher

level businexecutives often have considerable time for self- directed,

activity in their, obs, and the- distinction between work and play blurs

(Reisman,,1950): a golf game may be the backdrop for important negotia-

tions, or a "new product" planning conferenoe May allow considerable arliO-

getic fantasy. Howeverf16 the.assembitline worker the differenCe be-

tween a machine regulated pace at work, and the "leisure" world, is over-

*Tonne 'and. Willoott, 22. sit., define an "obligation" scale when they ask
reelpotidentstiridentify how much like work and how much like leisure each
of a series of activities is (p. 210).

53
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I whelMing. The prinoipia'rewaid of the .job is often.the fact that it ends--

precisely atjuittinetime.*

b.,

',2A-2: Row Might Work &perience"Affect Behavior in Leisure-Time

Chapter 1 we found that three categories of job characteristics

important in the 4teratute were ,job demands, job discretion, and job so-

cial relationships. 4We find evidence below that "social role theory" also

implies broad role dimensions of demands, discretion, and social relations.

While the same indicators'that mea thecontent.of life in-the office

or fez-Cory cannot simply'be adopted as a tool 'or-ena1 sis of housework,

or +Scheel work;' three ,types of dimen s las

are necessary components of:a wide-variety of social role activity pat-

terns. Since social role theory._also outlines a process by which behavior

patterns are developed (internalized) Nirik.althd individual, we shall re-

view it first before going,On to our model of socio-psychological func-w4.
la

Itioning,

The suggestion that we must search for the "impacts". of work in a sep-
s

arate sphere of activity places a special demand on'the model of social
- "roles. It must be Able to describe the impact of a role on behavior patterns

,*Young and Willmott, in Symmetrical Family, present statistics which show
the effect, in terms of "interest "in the -job," of this difference in OD-
portunity for self-aireoted activity within' the SbCially defined work
role: 47% of'managing directors responded they obtained most satisfaction
in work vs. 10% in leisure; for workini elapses 14% got most satisfaction
in work vs. 4096 in leisure. This finding parallels Robert Dobigle (1550;1
csearch on central life interest of the working man:-.most'of the working
lass respondents responded that their central life interest lay outside

of work.

f
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iseyone'the bordera-of' the speCificr46 situation. This requirement of

"action'- at a.distance",doee-not-at first appear to fit easily into the ti .

0m.

0

51

conventional sociologi 1 discussio of soci 1 roles, in which each social

t
iittiation is governed by itr41/n oe socially ehdorsed principles.

t17 power Of tiae,Ale to COhAr!Lin behavior is seen to _emanate

jrom the
,
"explicit-social appioval ofythe,other-individuals in the situa-

tion.* "Hcwevert sometites the other individuals are not..prese
. ., .

standard-...explinat on- of .why a social rote has impact on the individual .

. ,:t : 't ,- ,;

wIpan the other-members of the' group'are_abserA is th e elements of 'the =. -

social role, are "lnternalizedn within tha.individuai, an& thus govern _his
,' ..

Di :
-behavior even -who -the Vial erivironmelexents na.direct cOnstraint.
. ,

. 2-, t. , - . , .
.....

. ,
/

.4.:..4
- This concept of "internalization" of the stopdards of social behavior both

.. . . .. .,-*

sUggesth that befi?yior pattOrns whidh iTten,beyonrtheir_iniiial ounder,
"71

-:- ,eb
I

.

tea are a neoessery.basic concept of betrior patfeA development'
4 111 . .

*0 /--- t .. -

'1/4,-....-

,f.- property .hints'"at the -Potential of the moose oradult socializa-s.
.

z ;

tiollat the worOlace. "Action at a distance"- may oocur across time as

well as across life spheres. Behan or patternainternalizedon the job
. ,

might sooplite.lhe indirdUal'intb patterns for future action.

.w .

_ /...,
_

. .

--In order°for"the soggenvironment to have an effect .on the indki
. .

4 I

dual', Oust, as KnztleWirilrescribei, enter_withIn his "psycyological
-,_,.._ 1

,

t
...------

field" (Lenin, 1952).- (Parsons acIsnowledges thiareqUirment of social-

ychologiceI-explanation in

-

aTowarda Generai,Theory.ot Aotfon when he

f :0 1 ...L.'''. ft '
,_l i , A.

0 .

di usses inrg-tail "how" theprocessep of internalization and socializa7

`ti roI6
.....----

t i

. .

.,.

"our.s octatia;eopc..- ..
./_,
--

"Cr- such cases elemento of a social role might Anclude t values norms
,..

. ,

and beliefs that are social* acceRt,ea. , -1, . ---
mm,- I

44P&Fsons uses she mcidel of psychological belie ior -proposed by his cpl-
leagues : basically a Freudean model. Weusea differentqsycol..45del.

dm'
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,The main criterion of antole internalization",theory is that the social
,

and the psychogical levels of explanation be "congruent." Thus there must

.,.

be munt(Irparts,for
,

social role prescriptions at the individUal levelx-
,,-.

!
, ,, . :, ,4 , kl - ..,...._, , .,

, 'and the 'interactions' betren these%dimenrions mus-timply,lkt14eindiv3dual:
... . .

.
i

level, processes of behavior that are consistent. with olitoomes observed at

.

the level of the social eniiironnieplio' .%
J....: -

"4"

. ...

. 1

We can interpret our theory 4 job dimension in this light., Ifigor . . 1

/

there are environmental' job demands there must
'

-p7roeived de

vidually

Pardons-(1951, p. 24 notes the e formance of role,
.

expectationsvmay establish a "strain"* within the individuals'.4(cperien

% 4 *

odd stress. The amount of stress induced,.while dependenI on the social

role expectation or demands (such s job task output), is not completely.

idetermined by them; but also dep nds on the- individual's "perso nality":
t

whether he hag "learned" thai a r&e demand implies much effort, whether
;

he feels the"role demand can be easily accomplished., or whether fie untionr.

sciously avogs perception of the requirement altogether.

By the same token ,another dimension of'the sooisl rolesof work--job

. discretion or Inge of freedom of actionmast have an individual'oounter-,
. 1,r 4

,part: ;3ob discretion% as perceived by, the individual, which is linked to,
,,,.-,Tv . r /

Or .
.

-- bat not determined by, the hooial:environment. Thelkndividurits perceived

freedoi of action may be detereinant of how much strain he actually experi-
4,,

.

encea. Perceived freedom introduces 4 psychologicaw l concept of.p2at.- ' ...- , -*,' .1

yr

-Uhlike:<16 environmentally ,defined . "Ifeisurel". -the ; ,.

* This usageof the word is4n04-the same a's our usage
.

in the next, section
4 -

.

...- C t 0
\ 1

- .
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existence of play depends on the individually defined

*

constraint (yet the category of play often coincides

critical factor that distinguishes work from play is

individual 's perception pf constraint, as opposed to

constraint.*

4

feeling of external,

with leisure). The

the presence of the

socially'sanctioned

.

The discuf-sion above introduces a.roster of releyant factors that-

Amid be considered in a theory of-"social psychological functioning" at

Excluding for the moment job social relationshifps, we should include
,,

-

both environmental and individual level job demand an

d'rf

I.z.a.'The obligations for output and performande demanded by thejob.

b. The range of control allowed the worker.in determiningthe-condi-,

tions of the work process-and work erience.

discretion data:

II, a, The individual's perception of;hisjob demands.

b, The individual's perception of his freedom of action.

It mu st be noted at this point that the analySis of "individual peAlOnal-
t

\ rorkentat ions" is seriously limited in our data to a discussipn of the

individual's experiences during dhildhoOd and his family circumstances.
k

-
*The restraint on freedom of action is generated by the individual's per:-
ception of his needs for successful functioning in the external world.
Thus,, internalized norms of behavior or-biological need;)7,s well as ex-
plicit dontrol; can-differentiate a Work" situation from a play situa-'
tion. If the individual "wants" to do soMethingl.i.e.,induglei in behav-
'ior that reflects his own will @rceptions of control, that activity,

' which may be similar An its format or arpearance to work, can be play .in-
stead orwork. Our definition of play is that it represents-activity/got
under the direct controI'of outside Throes, aril thus-the relation to indi-
vidual or social "function" is almopt. by definition unconscious. It may
reflect ,the "indirect" or delayed impact of external ftircep, however.

.

. W
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.

,,

. ,,-...ThAt, we-4(z not:Iterh at all or aspirations* or attitudes which are un-,

.

.
.

.

-3--,- ,-. ,

,cloUbted17.- important in their own rich' (but, we feel, hard to measure).
., .

°Ur data is limited to actual'behavior or circumstance on the job, actual
------n

....-.
= be'r_nviotOin leiTure, and actual behavior that occurred during childhood.,--

. 4
when th& "endtcrifle ci acteristicsmar an individual's personalit7 may

well be formed. Another important limitation is that the "intended re-t
.

..
sults of the work process, its "output" or production, while of obvious

importance, are noAhe focus of our dissertation. Our real dependent
**,

,

....i....
.

variables are the "unintended" consequences of work or the individual:
,

bean- :es in thn worker's mental state -and .behavior patterns that occur be-
,

car se of work activity:

In the discussion below we will attemnt to "reinterloret" some exist-

in social and pscholorical models of behavior in light of our hypotheses.
....rte 1. .

v
The discussion is divided into two parts., We first review the literature

A
on a relatively well` researched area: coping with stress dnd problem-

golvin7. We use this literature as i.foundation for the second part of

the theoretkoia model: a mechanism of job socialization which can induc'k

active and passive styles of_behavior. It is really chit theoretical

cussion,which is crucial for the Work-leisure analysiein Chapters 4 and
. .

.

.5, but it relies on a less well developed literature.

*ParsOns notes (1951, p. 18) that the social role may or may not fit with
the individual's potentials, leadint to conformity or rebellion. Caplan

1. (1975) use the,"fit" between aspirations and job situation as the
cause of job strain.", Parsons also notes that some people transcend the
ole and, make,their own goals'.

.

**Oldham; Hackman and Pearce'(1975 Yale School of Organization and Manage-
ment) disOUss both job satisfaction and productivity measures in relation
to changes in jibb conteAt. A list of Studies about the relationship be-

6.tween,job satisfaction and productivity Is discussed in Vroot, 1964;
Perrow, 1970; Cross, in Levine & SCOch, 1970.., See also Zalesnik, Chris-

Roethlisberger, Romans, "n4e Motivation, Productiop and Satisfaction
Of Workers,: 1958, Harvard Business School (case study).
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2A-2a. A Summary of the Model of "Social-Psychological FUnptionine

4

=55 -;- , rr.

Our model deals idth the joint impact of Job Demands and Job Tise're-

tion--conditioned'b- characteifAccs of the individual worker's background.

First we will identify four broad areas of literature which discuss situa-

tion demands, and situation discretion (even thOugh they do not directly

apply to work situations), and se them to construct the bread outlines of

.our simple model. In a subsequent spctignwe will examine specific find-
/.

gins in greater detail, and speculate on the'effects of differences in

individual personality.

/ Our first-obsei-vationmis that the combination of Job Demands (or*

-environmental steessortgln-general) and Job Discretion yields several .

quite different groupy3.of effects: ,Tbe first pair of findings deals with '

symptoms of mental strain:

*The "Life Stresd'literature

This' body of literature concludes thi't increasingly demanding and

stressful' situations will le d to increased symptoms (ifv6rital strain.-

B. The

\

Stress-Copinr literature
I a

lhis body of findings, shows that increased control over the work situ-
.

ation will reduce experienced strainsin the worker, holding the job or

environmentalTsressora constant.

Both of these findj.ngs can be incorporated into the fqllowing equation:,

Strain = Job Demands - Job Diecretion

This is a "problem-solving" model:- the more problematic situations, and

the less discretion over copin,. solutions, the more strain the individual
4 4-

will experience.
r

I

5 9i
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There is another trend, in recent psychological literature which is

based on the observation that "stress" does not always lead to negative

%1 impacts on the individual. Indeed, challenging and exciting situations
,

are an ingredient in learning and self-*ealizi behavior. The "outcome"

. -

or dependent variable in this literature is the level or range of activity

dn ed'in by the individual. _Although the experimental findings are less

complete in this area, the literature on "learned helplessness" (arid its

rival theories) provide an important base of findings:

C. The Learned Helplessness Literature

This body 4f findings sliggests..that (stressful) situations wherethe

56

z

individual is prevented from exercising natural initiatives and discretion
if # I f 0.#

will lead to a permanent reduction in"range of future behavior (pasfivitY).

A
.
separate set of findings notes thaCt increases in activity level may

also be -venerated inNstressful situations. In this case the indivi-

dual must be encouraged to increase his range of considered. choice.

D. The Physiological Deficit Theory I

,..

An initial contention of this theory is thatc)observations of- learned

helplessness are merely the transient effect of depletion_ of certain
.

.

...,___ neuro-chemical substances in the body. Although this contention has,
,

been disproved through the deponstration of long-lasting "helplessness"
____

i ,

. .

effects, this literature, does raise the important question about

. "
whether transient or permanent effects are being observer(we discuss

:

the time,issue,in greater detail on p. ). More important forus, this

body of literature provides further r-eviddrice that the changes in apti-
.

vity-level depend on both the "stressfulness" of the situation and the'

nature of the constralintimpbsed.

60



These two findings-can be summarized into another equation Which re-,

later:, activity level to Job Demands and Discretion. However, we are un-

able'to &ete iie the.sign of the,Job Demands quantity, and

know whether t model is additive or multiplicative.*

1
Activity-Level

thus we do not'

Zob-Demarids +. % X Job Discretion .

-Ye-can-construct a sim ple diagram in -which all .of,the _above findings

relating to combinations of situation demands and discretion can be com-

bined into a set echypotheses atout the inipacts of the work environment:.,

'"Heavy" JobvE121.1

'"Leisurely" Job

4 C.,4F

"Active" Job: H

Job Demands w/ Low Job Discretion -*High Strain -I- (?)

: Low Job Demands w/ High Job Discretion -*Low Strain

i

:.2
V. 4 s. 4 4..

''gh'Job Demands w/ High Job Discretion -3 High Activ..Level

57

4. "Passive" Job: ( ?)Low Job Demands w/ Low Job Discretion -i>Low Activ. Level

If we neglect the two question marks for the time being (1.-the "learned

helplessness" contention that strain an4 pas ivity may be equivalent; 2.-

behavior change under abnormally.low stress)

-predictioris can be incorporated into the fo

Job Discretion--

I-Sow.

High

Job Demands

Law,

then these four "modified"
4

owing table:

High

"ilasSive" Job

= r4dUction in
t

'- activity level

, e.'Heavy" Job

So = increase in
-=mental strain

"Leisurely" job

= reduction in
mental strain-

"Active" Job
_

.

= increase in-

. activity level
..,.

)

*An additional requirement is necessary to insure the' usefulness of the
,findings above: Job Demands and Job Dkscretion.must represent independent
measures (as_well as perceived stress and discretion at the individual

(oontid.)

4,
3

1
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It may well be that the simple diagram above represents s."forced

2a
fi'" of the lour broad areas of findings. The table is certainly no more

tt n one way of combining thsg,--and indeed, it introducesan additional

postulate that isheither present in the findings above, nor even ac-
1

.

cented by some of the proipelive hypotheses in the literature:

The Stress Coping mechinism (Stressor minus Discretion) and the-,

Activit; level mechanism (Stiesso tins/times Discretion) are

at least to some degree-- independent.

In support of our hypothesis that the activity level and the mental,

strain mechanisms may be at least somewhat independent4 we preview one of

(butthe findings from Chapter Four: for working males b not in the pogula,

, timn,as a'-WhoIel symptoms of depression and other indicators of mental.

)

strain are almost completely uncorrelated with the meastres of activity

level (participation in leitiur and 'political activity). We do not test in this

disseitatIon any interactions that may occur between.the strain and acti

vity level outcomes such as workers leaition their lob stress coping
ry

mechanisms that coin be used in leisure as well as in work).

A;

et

tr

level). We do find evidence that, whire
s

correlafed, these diMensions_are
conceptually distinct since all combinations of themoccur in reality.
Furthermore, the nature of the correlation might be to.ufideistate egects1
of thP mental strain mechanism* high psychological job demands bre cozre.:
lated with high job discretion--not the low discretion that is associated---- -- MOwith mental strain.

4 2
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.
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2A-2b. The Problem Solving or Stress-Coring Mechanism: Detailed Discussion

1 4

59

Strain' =:. Job Demands - Job Discretion 1

1

.6 .
.

.

A:good review of model of stress-coping literature, and a synthesis

of a new "model of streps" is presented by Scott and Howard (in-Levine and

Scotch, 1971):
4

The model'we have developed is bated upon an,an analysis
of human functioning in prbblem-soling terms...., Mastery
+ecluires'resburces the organism can aPply in working through
a particular problem.- A resource may be considered at any-
thing that contributes to the resolution of problem situa-
tions. 0

Durinp.the time in-which the problem is being dealt
with..:;the organism experiences tensioh-. When_problems are
not solved, however, ten ions persist...5hich/ gives rise
to-fiicond-order problem,'that of dealing with unresolved
tensiohs.

Pinally, there are two basic pourees that can be taken by
organisms' experiencing undissipalted tension:".assaults to
physical integrity...total exhaustion. It may be possible '
to temporarily dissipate some of acciamulated tnesions-
through a variety of physical psychological. and social_
mechanisms of tension rekease.

' _Interaction ofiJoblDemands and Job Discretion

Job demands are generally described by sociologists as expectations

(Parsons, 1951, p. 18 ) or "obligations" (Linton,1950 of the work process.
t

,

Qur model's gtructUre is such thIt'the job demand is one of a chain of factors

(alonPvith the individual personality.orientation below) which jointly

63
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lead* first to "stress" and then to symptoms of mentarstrain (the de-
.

pendent variable).

Our first proposition is that, in environmental terms, the highest

"strati" results in situations where the_dimands of the job are high ,.

and the discretion permitted-the worker is low. In our model,,if
-

stress induced in the worker-Cannot bl resolved by either internal or

externally directed action, "strain" or "unresolved strain" results.

There is a growing trend in the literature supporting the interactive Ede-

nificance of thisescond environmental dimension in conjunction with job

demands: the of individual discretion in problem- solving at the_

workplace. Using evidence drawn from physiological measurements of,wOrk

reaction, Frankenhaeser and Rissler (1970) conclude that the adrenaline

secretion (which if associated with a-keeling of stress) in workers facing

difficult taskit_*increases when the worker is also constrained in the range

of problem solving options he is permitted. A similar conclusion can be

drawn from William...F. Whyte's classic descriptive data about the experi,-

ences of the restaurant worker (1948): it is the restafirant worker'who

does --not know kimeto "contra" her customers' behavior who experiences the

greatest strain on the job (crying spdlls), given a constant level of.

*We do not attempt to identify either the environment or the individual in
this model as the sole or pri use." They are both contributing ele-
mentsto the "results" we atte to ekplain. There have been good dis
cussions of the.disutility o ting either,the social-environmental or
the individual personslity co nts of this interdependent proceSs. See
respectively Perrow, C., Or ational Anal-eis A Socials, cal View,
1970, Brook/Cole, or Argyris, C., The ApnLicabilitYtof Organiza tonal
Sociology, 1972..

Nix,,E., and Bates, F., "Occupational Role Stress," Rural Sociology,
ch 7-17, suggest that role strain will be highest when role
eotations are high, and the resources for attaining them are low.,

t* 'Ulcers Ale often the result for animal'sUbSects when stressful Stkock4\
is administered to a constrained subjeet(Weiss; 1968,1971in Seligman, 1975).
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customer orders.* -1k.circhoff and Bac (1968 ) suggest that it is when th3 ac-

tion that the Job requires cannot be taken that the-severest symptoms of

Strain occuraainfing, social contagion),,, When the, objective requirements--,7:

of the situation cannot be routinely discharged, any one of a full range of
A

"unintended' outcomes" might occur, depending on the severity of the require-

(tents. Grinker'and Speigel (1945) discuss high strain situations and basic

2ersonality changes that result from "inescapable" war-time trauma. A less-

acute range of symptoms of strain is investigated in our study and in recent

U.S work environment studies( Caplan, et al; 1975: 'depression, dissatisfac.t.

tiona, somatic complaints,*** endocrine reactions);

It -is not only the freedom-of action to. dope with the accomplishment

of the formal work task that relitives strain; it may also be the freedom

to engage ;n the informal "rituals" which serve as supplementary coping

mechanisms during the work day. Lack of freedom for informal activity may

be anothei faotor which explains the high frequency of psychological com-

plaints ported by workers who...have, no freedtta to engage in informal

coping processes on machine paced** assembly lines (Kornhauser, 1964) and the

*Parsons notes that the "pressure" of role expectations can lead to
ti

strain (1951, p. 24) on the individual.

*Johanason, G,,and Lindstrom, 24" 1975, Dept. of Psychology, Stockholm

University (in press). In a laboratory experiment of worker reactions to

machine pacing vs. individual bontrol'of work pace, man-controlled

-was judged.as "preferable,"' use associated with a lower heart rate.

Performance ratings remain reIktively constant.

***Faberg, J., Karlsson, C., Levi, L., Lidberg, L., and Seeman, K., "Cofi=
ditions of work," Archives of Environmental Health, 21.(1970), 789-797.
"Jbb demands were increased by introducing piecework incentives. -Biochem-
ical stress' reactions occurred, and one half of the group reported fatigue,
backache, and pains in shoulders and arms." t
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displeasure* with rigid rhythms of wing life (Waller and Guest, 1952).

Firth (1939, p. 182), studying the Polynesian fisherman, also finds that

the 1:riodic rituals and chants that punctuate the working routine allevi--

ate strain at times of high anxiety, and that if these coping mechanisms
4

(which OCGUT during the least constrained part of the work day) are pre'

vented, there can be general collapse of the *social organization of the

_work situation.

The Impact i;k-"Personality: Perception of Stress and Feeling of
0-

Situation Mastery

In our model job demands represent for the worker an ;'imperative" for

future resolving action.** The crucial psycholggical issue is that all

individuals will not perceive an objectively similar situation as equally.

_pressing-Tor action or conducive to threat, and thus "stressful" in our

definition***(Gross, in 3,e1.ine and Scotch, 1971, p. 56) (Janus. :1958;

*Caplan et-al., 1975, p. 132: Boredom and dissatisfaction, highet among
workers on machinepaced assembly lines.

**A physical analogy ;of Cipring may be used to demonstrate the generation
of stress: the. Op ring is stretched at the time of'desirefand remains_in
tension until iSleased at the time of resolvirtg actio . Pursving'the .

spring modeir, the "potential" energy of the stress i ies both periodic
ennormal reSonse rhythms for stress management (seeping, dreaming, work

pauses and rituals, joking, etc.). Larger *stresses may produce a strained
response such as mental health deterioration, repressions of stressful
realities, or behaVioral changes where normal response-rhythms are per
manently altered (the adaptation of stress coping-styles). The spring is
stretched to a new configuration, but may still retain its elasticity--to
a point.

***Psychologists such as Lazarus (Lazarus, R.S., Psychological Stress and
-y the Coping Process, 1966) and Janis have shown that the magnitude of psy

chological stress actually perceived (as measured by physiological reac
tions: skin resistance, hormone secretion, etc.) is a function of both .

the stressful event, anticipatory worrying, the individual's tendenciep
(con t.) -

9
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Lazerug, 1966). Lazarus concludes that individual personality characteris-

6

tics act as a dieting factOr between "stressors" of the objectiv.e, exter-

il

4.
r.

nal enyironmen and individual symptoms of "stress" However,,there is

alb evidence that the type* of stresseresponse represents the primary in-
.

dividual variance in stress effeotEy rather than the very existence of g

response (omits time pattern).** Some response-can be found across a very,

wide range of individuals if different types of symptoms and aggregated
4

time intervals are considered. It is not clear which personality charac-
)

teriptice would overstate or understate*** ap average individual's
.

tionship between environmental demands and mental Strain.

The major problem lies in determining what type of personality charac-

teristics are important. Although researchers in all fields of environ-

mental health-inquiry cite personality characteristics as an important mod-
- -

uletor-of stress perception and strain -effects, 30 years of research have
xk't

.
.

tAill not reliably identified "the" personality variables in question.****

toward defensive denial and avoidance. Detailed measurement of this last
factor could give a much more reliable measure of the "objective stress-
fulness" of the work environment. Janis (1958) disousses,the extra burden .

of anxiety faced by a major surgery patient after the operation, if he has
not done the "work of worrying!' beforehand. It must be noted thgt the
total strain from the operation (before and after) could be more nearly
Constant across individuals. r .

*We review evidence in Chapter 5 and in Appendix I thatthe-zanifestation
of strain may differ from individual to individual, but that across a broad

,:-rapge of symptoms, job demands can incite some type of strain response:_,

**Aaticipatory worrying ehifts,the Impact of the perceived stress or
strain to an earlier time, and may "level out" the stressor impact.

***Since one personality measure, "denial" (Crowne-Marlaw Need for Social
Approval Scale), measures tendency to deny,sociaily.pnacceptable states,
the individual may well not deny having a stressfullob,_but deny. symptoms
csuch as depression and irritability) leading to an derstited vorrela,
uionopetween stress and strain.

**Kahn, It.t and Quinn, R., "Role Stress, A Framegork for 'AnalysisIll in
Alan McLean: (ed.), Mental Health and'Work Organization, 1970, p.,.91.
Often mentioned personality traits,: egression; denial of stressors or

- (con't4)
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Some authors cite denial-of stressful reality* as the crucial characteristic

through which th1 individual modulates his reactions to_events i external....._ 1

reality (DIL;tt.s, 19661Y p. 49)rothers Cite denial of -Socially unacceptable be-41,-

.
havior.** We follow the direction of these findings but develop an expanded in-

.,

terpretation of the personality characteristic in terms of a feeling of mastery***.

ditnialof "bad self"; and.flexibility-rigidity and perceptual mastery.
The most comprehensive U.S. study of _job demands and worker health 1975
(n = 2010 male employees), Caplan et al. (1975,'\pi 77), conclude: "Our'
second hypothesis, that personality characteristics'influence strain, does
not find stronq support in the present gain effecti7 analysis of our
data." One chdpter of the N.I.O.S.H. report on , "Personality and Emotional
Factors" (Problems in Occupational Safety and Health, Report R.E. 75-124,,1975) takes the poiition that individual charadteristics are the "cause"
of much industrial illness, and then searches literature to identify these
characteristics. No reliable indicators are found except that an indivi-
dual exposed to stressful life 'events is more "accident prone."

y
. 4*Miller and Swanson (Inner Conflict and Defense, 1960, p. 205). Several .

aspects of behavior might be related to the."denial" mechanism: actual
feelings of anxiety or actress would be reduced through "denial" (FUnken-
stein, King and Drolette, 1957)4 but unconscious Vtinresolyed strain" N__,
remain that causes the individtal to be ewe susceptible to mental and
.physical illness. The women im June Bug (Kerchoff & Bac 1968) who were most
often affected (fainting) by the contagion were high rsonality inven-
tories factors (MNPI, Cornell) measuring denialand in fact later denied
they had been affected. Miller and Swanson distinguish "denial" from more
"selectiVe" distortions Of reality among the middle class'thatare linked_

-.with.middle class patterns ofchtld.rearing and more active social parti-,
cipation. Denial is a-simplistic form of-maximal-distortion that would;

; ...not,.bsaddeptable'for the greater social participation
which requires Understanding the other peson's point of view. "Turning
against the self" is Mentioned as a typical example of a more complex'but .

less distorting personality characteristic.. \,...,
---1,

-..--

**Caplan et al. initheir redent study of U.S. worker health did not find--;
significant firit-order effects for flexibility (California Personality
Inventory P. 46),-or ai,":hard driving" -personality, although denial of
lied self was substantially (r = .20 to .30) correlated with low mental
strain_ reports (p. 77). . fhey suggest that a multidimensional analysis
may yield an association.

4
.

, I
.

. _
..***Several "learned helplessness" that the cruciakdeminsionsth4 t:,preven

-t,--

Y4oassivization" is "perceAon of control", -even if actual control :by the
the subject does not exist (Glass and Singer,1972)(Klein, Fencil, Morse, andSeligman; in press). Of course, when it Ir.-time to 1,(1,1. reality only tame
control bver the situation Rill allOw a "feeling of'contrZ20 to be maintained.

si.....)

6 8
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.(Rotterf 1966). A high feeling of mastery tb associated With a reduced

'perception of stress.*' 'At the same time, very :low percentiorrof mliatery.

4can lead to the tendency to i'deny" the,Pr blem's importance (cognitive ..

.,
. dissbnanCer and devaluation of alternatit: Thibaut and Kelley, 1959),.

. , ' .7 pe S
.

.and thus-, diminished stress at the self-r port, level. Our hypothesized(' 0
,.. ,

"personality characteriwtic" for stress\S4- ensitivity is a-perception of
. .,

mastery, 414 a reduced tendency, to "deny'/ problematic, reality (a corre- --
*

.
.

r-
sated 6haracteristic).**

I
.

. ,. ;--
-,.,

-. - .. 1 . * . -

Por`lhe empirical analysis, howeverwe mist settl fdr. amuch broad-
er

. .

t
..

.4

er measure (of environmental-circumstance that may be related -to personal-
\ . "I

.
. .

ity: a childhood," life experience", ind4cator of: problematiC events faced
4 it

....

throu actolescence a le.g6Imes & Rahe .***

44.4

I

,*Our empirical findings in Chapter 4 do.not shOW, however, thetthe'"feel-,
in or TeaitAp of,-.1ob freedom accounts for the , difference in self-retort
of'" objecfne " job demands. Just the opposite correlation exists ,

,:'YetWeen job demands and job discretion in the full population:
.high.demand retiorta are associated with high job discretion.

.

*A personality mrchanism%can nevertheless be operating independently
-to influence how objective "demands are perceived. as "stress" (Buck, 1972)
mdorkers who felt .that their jobs allowed them .to be creative, and "use

-.,-. their own ideas...reported feeling,less job pressures' p. 121;(also Copper
and Marshall, 1,975).

4* The existerfoe of this broad personality characteristic is supported by .

. the correlation between master:, anddenial;renorted by Rotter (1966,. p.
I/3)'that )ds 'scale for mastery was negatively correlated to thp.. scale which
'is used in'part by Caplan et al. (1975) to measure-tide:dal of the bad.

t A
N

elf" (Crowne -Marlow
.

Scal r = -,16 to -:41). ,4d r
,.

e,

1"*While triere 'is evidence that such a measure'is significaltly -related to-.,
perception of.strese and the tendency to "deny" prghlematic situations, it0.-

4 dpe0 pot allow differentiation of 3etailed personality characteristics.
% Miller and Swanson (1940) give the clue that the general personality char-

acteristic of denial may be-associated with accumulated stresses during '

childhood. -DiscussingOenial,-or'avoilance of\reility, they state: "The
person is left with no recourse.bUt a final epcape into tantaay...om after,

,.yeare of pain, Anxiety,'or'hunger, he is, likely to, employ denial
'where others -resolve conflict in. more nature ways." Thd'atthors also pre-' ..

. diet that child resrini'dririces in,the working c4ss such as the use of
harWirmniahmentyould reinforcedenial of prnblematic realities. A,trau-- mati-61.childho& may be, dssociated with,reducp4, feelings of confidence
-abut resolving g present problems. -." 1

,

Pk ,4

.
. . ..,

o 'i . , / .-:-,
. .. .. wigb 9 . ,p -,

......, . ,- ,-



Impact of Unresolved Strain on th "Personality"

sr

as

We add one further ;proposition to-the model at this pointP, which pre=,, .

(

o

diets the argregate personalitriapabt
of-unresolved. strain that accumu..,

--;7lates over a long period. There isliterathre suf!gestin that a major

characteristic of nersonality is the aggregated level of unresolved strain_ ,

. -
faced by thd individUal over-his life spAn. Recent studies of life stress

. .
.

and mental health Oigraes & Rahe; Langer
.

And MIC6els, ,1963) have docu- ,
.

mented the significance of "accumulated anxietY.";01i-general health._

To summarizelwe suggest th5d,job demands conditioned by individual per--
*

caption produce "job stress" (not measured directly), and that "job stress"

in conjunction "'ph job-prescribed freedom of action to cope with the stress,
I

lead to theimeasUred result!,"lanresolved strain" (as well as "product4ori,"

which is not directlY' measured). Afterlong-periods of time accumulated strain

my ;fad to.inorstned of illness,.as well as to changes in "PeSOnalitY'nr.

Diagram 2-x

....(PCRFORMANiCE,PRtaCILLC.T)

tivotao.s

onocurenort

*A large' body of litfratuie,(GundersA, E.1"Rahe, R., 1974; Bohrenitend &
Dchrenvend, 1974) confirms the generalized impact of overall lire stresses
on disease, accidentsand mental health risk. One conclusion of this re.:
search is that life stresses aregeneraiizable enough to have additive and
cumulative impa8ts on strain indiqators lichaels. Langner,

,190 1 i"In short thR summed effec of these stresses together is seldom.
greaTher (ar-smallerhihaff their diilidual effects. This finding makes it
only logical to combine thb fay ors into scores in order to increase their
predictive power in relation to mental ealth risk. Both childhood stress
scores and adu't stress scoret were c tructed. Impairment risk was
found to be clearly relatad.to the n r of stresses reported" (p. 269):
Two excentpnCto _this linearity ofA.mpact: the death of a mother appears
to be more etvematic among, working class children, and 4arentst character -

negatively perceied" generally has a larger impact than other childhood,
sources of stress. -

le

"s.
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2.2N-20. Inducing ChangegrinsAstivity Level or Copfilg'Intensitv Detailed Discussion

4 -ActivityLevel..

.
* *

=, Job Demands 4/X1; Job Discretipn

4

The hypothesis of the firstsectiOn is built on a model of problem
,

solvi4: difficult life situations represent a "burd tobe overcome by

the resources or range of options under,the individual's discretion. There

,is_anotherftmergipitendency in socialpsychological literaturq that

views'some of life's taxing situations.as challenggs and opportunities for

growth rather than burdens. A ciasdic sta.tement'ofthie pbsition can be

found in Robert White's article, "The Cont of Competence," (1959). The

Psychological state of the indiyglial in such circumstances is enhanced

rather' than disrupted by increasing "demands:44r-'

. z

The fact that the "obligations" of life have been conceptualized in
. .

.

l-
both positive and negatiye terms is not al-contradiction

:
for our scheme.

Q
K . .4 .

We merely take i evidence that at least two separable mechanisms must

be'used to describe "psyphological functioning" on the job,. One attempt

A

to integrate these two effectahas been the,influential theory of Hans,.

Selye (1956. According to his conception, too much stress'is "bad" for
..N

t

f:the organi m riout'too little stress also le;asto negative conlequences./
...

,.-.,
.

-x*There.is a substantial.literature on children's play saggesting aoliotiva
tion tolncrease.the "stressfUlness4 of playup to A certain point 'Gil

,-
4 more-09*k "Play a Special BehaviosilL observes thatiChildrpnmost often`

select " anxiety relevant" toys (i.e: "Sys relating to a hIspitii for chil7
dren whb have just had a tonsileCiomy).ys. " anxiety irrelevant" toys. How
ever, when adal;tionallstress in the form of "auditory fear" is introduced,

...- .41'children 't*an av44,the anxiety relevant toys,

The' sign of the ,fol4Demands terms and the sign of the association are
q .not-really specified '8ompletely,vby our analysis. -, nL

*A

, * 1
) .

.

. > * , .
1

. . .'1;

4 t t 6 fCi
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He concludes th'pt there' is an inverted "7-shapes curve of optimal Teo-,

tive perfOrmance for the orAanism.. The,highett level of human-AsetfOrmande
_

ocqurs at'a.iiddle level of stress. Thus tress, is both Positively and

negatively relateeto strain-- depending

There may be Several Methods f rating the phenomena above ,
I . 4,..

at the. detailed empirical level...euretrategy is more elsborate ihan the...t .

optimal peak" formulation of Selye. Instead of concentrating on "stress".
. 0

---e
`alone, we hive identified two,enViropmentk,determinehts of strain-demands

and discretion. In our model it is the differing combination of these
. ,

elements that leads to the observed duality in the effect of stress.

Our second combination of :the ,job content parameters; the

"activity lbvel" or level of "copin intensity.," Is the total of the

levels of job demands and job di cretion. Both the lObligeOonmo and

"range of discretion" of a social mole contribute to the individual's pa-
.

' tential for active experience and self- growth- -which are the focu's of the

4 competenctivation literature. Active experience**%is defined iour

,

s
x

'model as experienc\ whiCh requires both,individual psychological (6-1' physi-

oal)e4ergy expenditure, and the exercise of decision making capabilit
,

*The approaches are pf.obably not mutually exclusive. We agree that too
muqh stress is lad."' Our-theory focuses, however, on the range of acti-
vity.below this point-of deterioration.

,,

c---).

1.**n social role terminology the active-passive dimdnsion is a measure of
role perforkande .(at.least the intend dconsequences). If high role 22E7

'formance represents the high e la ctations and hie: role resources
caiggory, then low role pe4foiman couldbe defined as the opposite end
ofthe diagonals low role expeotiction and law'role resources, or freedom

le.of action. We argpe$later that this diagonal axis of,- role per-
formance level is the central dimerision of social status rankings. (Blau
'and Duncan, The American Occupational Structure, pp. 117, 118). The au-
thors discuss the fact. that performance of'the occupational role confers .

' occupational status which in t#21 confers soCial:status.1 We_auggestLin-----,-
Chapter 5 that the highest levels of role performance' ( or Stic141
;status)ilre associated with the hi )@t levels of'status iwthe society.

.

. N. -
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If a new "choice" is made leading to a more Ofeotive strategy6F-

- iaie;inegoais iatheure, t at n= TMlearned" pattern will be inoor-

orated itto -the individual's repertoi of coping strategios. Tits poten..

1 ti 1 activity level in the future will b raised because Be has a greater

of solutiOns to environmental situations: he can risk more, and at.

tain re. On the ther hand,
.
ifythe individuil 1.s. consitity confronted.,

,

With ituations which-hi-may not employ his ,existing capacities, even

those may "strop

69

1

The.,;Tnteraction of Job and Job Discretion

Our second major propOiition is that new Ndtterns of aati
1

I
more effectively learndd if they corad as a result Of serious and im

a
rtant

(stressful) challenge. The individual repetoire of activity will either. 4

increase or decrease depenciirig on whetherrthe situation encourages more or

less decision making activity by the individual. An alternate formulation..'
(In which -stkAss-Aan&discretion*are additive instead of multiplicatiyebtis

.
.. . _ ......

that the indiiidual's activity level will increase 'when both situation de-
r v.

,--'

minas, and disdetion remain high an'd`4/111 drop-when,,74,
-

---H
;...E ---/- / r. .

f
* Job discretion dimensionin this mechanisim may differ somewhat from the
airiension used inthe unresolved strain discussion above \ The individual i
must be .given the opportunity to exercise choice in accomlolishment of the
work task; freedom fbr social interaction or owing rituals may not suffice

---7---'-afddhanio, 1962, in Levine & Scotch). However, the impaCt of'the "disr
cretion" or freedom of action is suggest-id by Brim(1966) who notes that.%
the crucial int,ervening variable in the effectiveness of behavior change
in socialization institutions- -is the- amount of free social interactipp,
time with peers. := 4.-21
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both situation demand and discretion remfan low (passive socialization).

In-general the empirical evidence to support thp.exiOence of processes'

.which socialize active and passive behavior is,still thin (bat Grinker

--and Speigel;-1945) . However, the growing "learned helplessness' literature, k'

provides several very important insights. Seligman(1975) discovered that dogs

after receiving a few trials of inescapable shock, began to accept shock-

passivelp-without attempting' o escape. This reduced level of active re-
,

sponse, in addition was relatively permanent. It was unlearned only with

difficulty, and only Animals whO had 'learned' the escape procedures, efore

the inescapable shock -were reliably immune to the "passivization". Human

subjects (Glass and Singer; 1972) Hiroto, 1974) who were confronted with
4

repeated- demanding situations in which they could exercise no control

over the outcome of a stressful situation, stopped tackling the problem with

.-
60% reporting as their reason.: "since we have no control...why try."

(Thorton andJacops, 1971).

.J
Weiss (1975) demonstratds, and Selisman 1975 concurs (1975) that both-

,

a stress inducing situation and changes in individual discretion are nec-

essary to affect the -level of beh vior. There-is also evidence that "active"'

in addition to paSsive, changes can be-induced in stressful situations.

(Cooper and Marshall, 1975) (Margis4 975; 111) . fn this case the

vidual expelienced an increasedrange. of responsibility for exerciseof choicet

* the importance of learning to exerci e "choice" in a responsible manner
is also discussed in the case of childho Socialization settings by Piaget
(The Moral Development of the Child, 193 . According to Avedon and Sutton
Smith (1971), "games" function as a socia izing experience during adoles-
cence. They are exercises in " untary ontrol system," in which theim-
plications of exercising choices unfamil'ar (stressful) situations may ,

lOe experienced.

. ,

.r,
1 (-1,-

.4
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Toaether, these findings'suggest a multiplicative model; here situation -m
'

dulled stress is positive (Or zero) and relative level of controloyer the

situation determines the sign of the hehaviox---change. However, several

questions remain unresolved:

+Job demands X - Job Discretion = - Activity Level ( ?)

One question is whetherlbehavior.patterns change only by

quantum jumps in highly strpssful situations, or whether there is long ,

term adaptation to situations of low stress as well. A 'situation which

is salient because it emphasizes how little one is.required to in;

relation to normal behavior can generate a sort of "negative" stress.

Frankenhaeser, Nordheden, & Myrsten (1971) have -shown tha,tstressrlike.

reactions (adrenaline secretion) occur when individuals are conffonted

with too little as well as tooniany situatiojn demands. In one experi-

ment reported in Seligman (1975)
,
pidgeons who were given food regard--

less.of their actions, and who were also constrained in their response

**
alternatives, learned passive behavior. Thus the raPid'behavior

change that is the focus of the "le9rned helplessness" experiments

may be expedited by the high level of stress, but smaller
: -

difference

in demand (repretently both positive and negative changes in environment

"stress")might'also lead to behavior changes ,"4

le The finding also hints that the strain and .activity level mechanism are
independent since "active" adjustment may also.be associated with situations
of "strain". .

*% This case is unfortunately referred to as the "welfare-state Pidgeon"
'case (and'learned,razynesA These suggestive labels led to political extra-
polationsundesirably profit from "welfare" system too benevalent for their
own good. An/equally consistentaleernate-political'interpretation
'is thatDidgeons are unemployed because of societalpiwtagenent and "constrainel
beni;ii6rt.s merely a manner for keeping widgeons, 'who would otherwise
Thrive on 'Ehe opportunity for self4directed action toward meaningful goals,
quiet, in this unfortunate state of affairs.

*** Seligman (1975) observes that"unless a young, person confronts anxiety,
boredom, pain and trouble and masters them by actions he will de

i,an impoverished sense of his or competence."

75
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Changes in Activity Level and 'Tersonalitv".

(The .Job. Socialization. Mechinfam)

Ani5lety Level or Life History of Stressful Events

The individual's total level of "upresolyed.strain" (or anxiety level)

,

appears to have an effect on his ability_tomaster new situations (M.

Lader, in Le4i, 1971). Miller and Swarisbn"(1960) hypothesize that

duals with stressful life history avoid perception* of current problems,
.41*

diminishing- the level of active engagement in the environment. However,

quite a different type of personality characteristic is cited as conducive

to "passive"'behavior changiiin the learned helplessness literature:,
,

Hotter' ternal" type who attributes control to factors outside his

influence fate (Riot°, 1974).

- Impact on Future "Personality"
ads. ;.

One impOrtant finding of the learned helplessness literature is that

prior leaining of an active response can inhibit the induction of passive

beh=vior that would otherwise occur when the uncontrollable stressup con-

front the subject. Once "learned," the passive response pattern is very

hard to eradicaite:- on17 total retraining by an outside agent restores.

activity.(Seligman, 1975). We might hypothesizethat the cumulative result

of situations in which the activity level changes is'a change in the indi-

vidual's basic personality. A reduced overall, "feeling of mastery" mayo

lead to fewer problems confronted and fewer solution patterns available.

*"Avoidance" max-not be the best Aescription. Kahn, Wolfe, et al. (1964 ..
p. 251) show that sensitivity to Title conflict on the job i g=r for
workers with a high level of "neurotiC,anxiety" (a' factor with which un-
happy childhood is correlated .35). ',

.
_.



The processes ,which might accompany such an "ineffeetive" style of coping

b'ehavior are discussed- by Z)hn (1972),
,**

Dohrenwend (1961),* Miller,and,

0 Swanson (100,** and-Seligman.(1975).****

Diagram 2-2

CDNT1=0 CNER. SiTU1110/40

J0F4
D5Mats1D5,1

.

72 -

mAsTettey

tkillTUM
: /

-

*Dohrenwend (1961) hypothesized that environmentel.stessors
through the mediating effect of environmental freedom, produce a combine-
tion of inner and outer mastery called "constraint" by Dohrenwend. (This,
is just the personality characteristic that we hypothesized.above ab the
mediator' between job demands and personal strain effects.)

A

**Miller and Swanson discuss active-passive behavior. One very sigpifi.
cant observation is that "men rewarded for passive reactions and punished
for attempts to take the initiative and express anger directly show a much
greater propensity toward loss of control because they have fewer realist..."
ic,methods for resolving conflicts over gui.WIrfpxn active behavior)."
Men reared'in a "masculine" pattern, by contiadt., were able to maLter
greiter self-control under stress because they presumably suffer relative-
ly fewer such adtivity-passivity-conflicts.,

*There,aie indications of significant aspects of personality associated
with stress management, that cannot be explained by simple ratings of
cimmlative stress'aldne. Michaels and Langer observed that low SES re-
spondclts had a significantly greater mental health risk even when the
number of lifg-streTades was held constant. T5-additional factor may be
the "coping effectiveness level" of the individual. Kohn (1969) suggests
that the cause of class differences in coping style are prObably rooted in
occupationafly functional value systems in-thP lower class.thtt,for sur-
vival, emphasize rigidity and passive obedienceinstead of flexible, act-
ive Oping.

1 ****For a broad discussion of;situational determingnts of passive behavior,
see Seligman, gelplesaaess: Depression, Development and Death"(1975),--

7 7



2A-2. Combining the Two Modell'

rr

.

,The equations for unresolVed strain and activity level, up to this

_'73

point separately discussed, might have the interrelationship depicted

below. The personality components which mediate each process of psycho-:-

logical functioning are themselves outcomes'of the mechanisms of the model*

Diagram 2-3

-.:.--

OuTPUT LE "1--

a-CM.

Dt I.AAgD5 1

ACCLZA it&
SIVAl pJ

Gat
"At4KtelY

? 1 pipuRING-

So , rEvzsowt.44-r/
i3

61SNM2A
W NG

OF
MoeiTER.y

AcTup,1_ ci:A41-Rot_
Nalettlt. latr nct TH5 STUD?' 4-4-LIS-

Although the model Ubale appeale complex, it reduces to a'

gram, elow. If tHe-"strain Mechanise' represents the-differenc

*We are not able 10 hypothesize reliably ( nor test) which of the two
sonality characteristics1ehould be associated with the "unresolved strain"
and which with the "activity level" equations. However, if we.
Rotter's piece of evidence (below) that "mastery and denial" are rrelated
to each other and weakly'carrelated to anxiety levelf. we can imagine a com-
bined model. Irperception of mbatery'is the personality characteristic
which deterrildnes how much strain gill result from a given level of envir-
onmental demands; and "anxiety level" is the personality chamiteristic
which determines whether environmental freedom will result in expanded
personal mastery, we then have the above combined model of psychologi-
cal-lunctioning. Rotter (1966, p. 13) observes that his I-E scale (inter-
nal mastery) is correlated to the Crowne-Marlow scale (r
'which can be used to measure denial (Caplan--1975)i-bUt the correlation to
the manifest anxiety scale which alifiliaTEJ-to imrortant in the learning
abilityor activity level change eguation'is decidedly less (r = .00 and.24),

k
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demands and job discretion,

Ithism" represents their sum

the."coping intensity or activity level meoh

$ then:boh 'relationships become the diagonal

axes of a two dimensional arrayot job content types. To test for work
1

environment iMpacts then we merely issoe0.te each cell in the array with,a

d'7frequency level for the ependent variable--in effect a three dimensional

crosstabulation. Then the effects of "personality" will be'assessed tpg

examining this crosstabulation for each different type of childhood ex
perience, family background, and education&

_Diagram 2=4

4

Job Discretion
N,

lob

0 high

Job Demands

low high

..,,,

Passive
Job 'N

Heavy
'Job

7

Lei surely ' Active
Job Jobr t_ N

N

"Unresolved
Strain"

."z = f (x,y)
Level

Lesiure Activity, Mental Strain = f (Job Demands, Job Discretion)

*For our eRiricgl analysis we must settle for one "personality" measure:
Stresdful life events during ehildhodd-(of family background, education.).
In spite of the distinctions we proposed above there is other em1.de4cp
that' the perception of mastery and the level of. residual'stress
'titre associated. Miller and Swanson (1960) give the clue that the per»
sonality char-Cteristic of Denial (also mastery?) may be associated with

accumulated stresses during childhood. Discussing* denial, or avoidance of
----Tealityrthe7Istate: -135116'person.is left with no recqurse but a final es.r.

cape into fantasy...or after years gf pain, anxiety, or hpngert he is
likely to employ denial here others resolve conflict in more mature
ways." The authors al o predict that child rearing devices in the working
class such as the use of harsh punishment would reinforce denial of prob

,Jr lematic realities;
1.

I

9
$
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Such a simplified diagram raises the Problem of imprecielfat

several points. The-true mechanisms of "socio-psychological functioning"

may depart from these conVenient diagonals. The "coping level" ieohaniem

may be'based on the absolute value of job demands, or the relationship may

. be multiplicative. In the first case we would eipect differences in acti-

vity leVel to vary with job discretion only in the case.of high job de-
.

mands. The secondaase might imply a convoluted "saddle surface"of aoti-
.

vity level changes. ,The 9-cell tables (P. 179) allow, control for the ef-

fects of changing job demands at several levels of job discretion, and ,

-0

vice verde.. Simple interaction effects should be distinguishableafrom

purely additi4i, relatiopships.

The ""unresolved strain" and "activity leiel" dimensions in the dia-
.

gram are thus mathematically independen: and complementary transformations
1

of job demands and job discretion. The implication of this inde-Andence

of the "activity level" measure is that neunresolved strain"is presumed.

to occur (D
1

= D 2 -4.D
1
- D

2
= 0) with the changing levels of job demands.

Nor.

'11!..at is, it'is the demands of work can be Accomplished by the discre- 1

tionary option ailable to the worker*, increasing the total level

of activity represent an independent and normatively "beneficial"

'Tact of the social role of work (up to a limit): The complementary

cation 'for "unresolved stain" is that no dhangs in activity level neces-

sarily comes merely because of high "strain," or alonormally low strain.

Other literature is not in complete agreement with
,'"

"independence:

both Seligman (1975) and Guttentag (1975) argue that depression (a symptom
4

*This position is similar to a concept developed br M. Ctikszentmahaly
(1975 JourtAl of Human. Psych.), in which optimal fundtioning (andthe
_pleasurable state of "flow") occur when the skill possessed by the indivi-
dual-just mafdhes the demands of efe situation. Hall and Lindsey (1957,
p. 225) note, "Someone may undertake a task, knowing full well that he
will have to endure increasing tension, but at the game tire he-antici-
pates that the end result will be more perfect balance of forces."

80
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of mental strain in our model) apd the loss of ability: tO,acton,one',s own

inlkiative are linked: passivity leas to-dei'ression, Our hypothesis,

ho'iever, is that the incidence of passive behavior maybe independent of
. ,

Mental strain because passive behavioris most "adiptively"*.induced in

situations of low demands for action. In support a Our.positionwe notea

that the leisure activity indicators and,the Mental strain symptoms are
,z ,

almost totally uncorrelated (see Chapter 4). However, we do not perform
4k .

f6 f
further analysis in this dissertation of,possible functional linkages

f

be-
\

tW4n leisure anental health, For example: leisure activity might

represent" an indirect copirig process for strains from 'the work day. Such

an analysis would be a natural next step of research.

'L

4.:

0.;:f.pe

'*The specific long to "adaptive" impliOation of even the highly stress-
ful "inescapable shock"' fatalistic perspective(which devaluates the
significance of and thus the."pressine quality of future demanding* situa-
tions).11 is i.e. a 'passive adjustment' lo a low activity environment.
The learned helplesenesitvtions certainly qualif7. as "straining"
(high, stress -log .discretion) and yet the prir:ary finding, of the 'learned
,helplessness' literature is that permanent changes-in activity level occur
instead of only transitory states [ "mental strain 17,?).



2A-20, Issues of Time that Affect the Mddel.of "Socio-Psychological"

-PUnctioning

The dataavailable in the Swedish Standard of Living Study presents a

,
4r:, .

static picture of wort! and leisure behavior in 1968. The lack of time

series data (although 1974 longitudinal data is now available) presents

several types ef problems for the model of "socio-psytholopical function-

ing." In the first inst-nee the very distinction between "compensation"'

activity and "carry-rbver" activity bay ref ct a direrence in the time

1

4

frame of "reference in which the 'response to working conditions is pre-

)
S #

sumed-to take Place._ The second prOblew refers to the lfe cycle time

period in which "socializationfl'om personality' formation occurs. If ttlis

process is complete before the individual begins his'work:cureert-then the

work-leisure associations may represent the artifact of preexisting Per-
.

sonality orientations. Thirdly: there are social processes at the lev61

of the community which might favor choice of some leisure activities as

cultural traditions. The-strength of such "anthropological" explanations

youldirest on the length of time it takes for the.Community to develop a

new set of traditions (to accommodate ocavatiOnal systein'thanges)."

Equilibrium and CompendationLvs. Adaptation and Carry-over

Onrosing mechanisms of "psychological function-tn." underlie the tom-,.

x,

pensation and carry-over models. The compensation theory implies an equi-
. .

.

librium model; the organism has a fiked capacity for tensions: 'those not
. .

. .A-

released at workiit*t be released during leisure.* The time dynamic may
.

*Donald McKinley:(4964) argues that men. ati-lower socioeconomic levels

- * .(cont'd.)
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*

..-

be - shorts' A donstant reservoir of "behavioral potential"
-

distributes activity' around 'the clockwhat

occur in the ecening.

10
. .

klongertima dynsmic,and.thi exact opposites\f..

,

does not occur at wor will

. .

the carry-over theory; which represent a pxrocess
.

,

°

.

'A
.

°worker deprived of a certain gipe of activity duringithe day will .e,age
.

.
. .. -

In 4-less it;'-edt more, of it, during the evening. An implicit\ assumption
rz.

-N so

behavior are implied by*

of "job sb(galization."

%.. ! . ,
. ,

forOeration of the carry-oVer hypothcsisAs that'the job retains its de-
... a v

. .

, 4 '

prived character over a long pNod ofotime. 'tlirie'wou/d,not expect the,

aster to-acquiesce'to.ft grey fut:irepassive 1:1.-tditawalltfter Ipst one4

dvdhained'to,-thuounch presp. 4The first.day at the press, IR fact, the
. .

worker might'revolt; dit,Mlially after years of restrictionat he 'Vents'

to the low level of personal discreton atwork by a general rXotion in
V

displayed decision mating.

The'important-question becomes how long` must "non-equilibrium" wort .
. c
.

.

enviro9pentobonditions be fbeforeefore a change occurs. in thelevel o
.

*b "i;

.
,

e491.11 r um itself. The "physiological deficit" of the "learned
..

.

..
.

y ..

, ..j4 , i h .

helplessness" findings (see p.56) argued that short term 'chemical charp-es -
4 ii%; . ..) #0 . . av

(not necessarily compensating, however) were mistaken for 19fig term adap-
'

tations. without longitudinal data it imohard to observe short-term corn-
. . ., .

_ . - e ,
-........---.. . ... .

. ,

4, p6nsationT that might in fact be occurring. Thus cross-sectional data,"

r

,.

reflecting relatively permanent rircuovitand6s of the individual, may, be
# .

biaped toward the' detection Of "carry-over" effects. It Should .also be`:
Y

"compenSatbsw they
selves iri direct,e

com.Whate by rw

I r
ra

are oppiessdd by job frustrat
res4on af hostility on thei

mifrom non-occupAional act.
.1%4

I.

IC

ich manifest them{,
ob -and with efforts to .

itits (see Chapter 4) '

.-410
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1.,

noted that mcomp sation and "oarryover".eneed not bp exclusive. Both:

, short-term eneationr' (Work in t e day,:sleep at night) and long- term
,--,...-

. .., d. I'

,

adSustments to environmental conditidde mayoccursimultaneoUslv (Faunce

and bUbin,1-149151p
1 .

jhildhoodSocial&,tion vs. Job Socializatidn

The most cofillion ftothesis about the relatiOnship between an indivi--
4

_ .

,

dual, his'job and his leisure is proba5ly thafthe individual chooSes a

, .

job which matches his (fully formed) persondlity; and simultaneous

"! dopts a leisure life style, questiont with these. Here; the Is ;
,

whether early ekperience (or even more antecedent,, biological heredity) is '

so significant' that immutable patterns erre established during childhood,

or whether the effects.of.the environment are_ cumulatiVeand include adult

exnerience as'well. .146st developmental psychologists, .even when dealing
r

maturation,process -take' the fo spepfivel No clear con-
.

clupions can bldrawn about relative mapitudes of childhiti vs. adult .

'socialization effects, because no broadlongitudinal studids seem to have

beer. undertaken (Neugartin, i963r Brim and fteler,'19.66).* However,

...-----

Langner and Michaels (1963),in-a study of environmental correlates t6 ..,
, , .

. ,. .
8 .

.

mental health problems'and behpyior c;tyles, find that the significance of
- ,.,-

parficultir "life'problems"-during ohildhoOd ienerallTbas no greater im-
,

...

pact .than such situations during adulthood. Overall mental health risk is
.

a linear and\cumulatiye function of.stressful life events regariless of,

when.exnerienced ( for exceptions see footnote p.66).

*There are several studieelif.changes behav
policemeri-and-soldiers (Hadar;-groups,

1
**

4 1

. 8,
.

'or for specific occupational

IWbtouffer, 1947).

a re/.
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A thoroughly developed (but not tested) conceptual model of the prd-

cessf adult docialization on the job is presented by 'Schein (1971). He .

J.
proposes that, socialization of the individual by the job is stronger toward..

the &ginning of the career.* "Innei.rationl" where the individual modi.fies

his work -envirbnmenft- o-conform.-4c his own arientations;** is stronger ,
,

L.
. ,

toward the end bf the career. 'For the most part, Schein suggests;:job so-

cialization does not change the fundamental aspects of the i ndtvidual

.(non- "labile" characteristics) unless tRe individual is cons ined t o
,

stay on the job under,coercive persuasion (such as tconomic responsibility .

or adversity?).

Blau et al. (1956), in "Occipational Choices- a Conceptual Framework, ".

underscore the fact that "occupational choice is a.de4elormental process

that extend ver many years, and the.social environment may limit the

dividual's freedom t f ehoicg at two different times: Orr the one hand it

-

,.....infl.enees 'the personality development of the chooSers r Kohn, 1969];. on the
9

. . ,

other irdiril3'4rtie social economic conditions in which job selection

-takes paace.". Plau's discussiod highlights, one difficulty of assessing
. ..,

.

et
------thp relative magnitudekof adult vs.- childhood socialization: "anticipa-

. ;;,,,d4-.,,,,44.0,:ei..,rnAP,P:,
r

.::=7 -- story socialization."...y. educa.t curricUluM, for example, matt'' be
,

chosen with the clear up = ending that the propese will be 'flsocialila-
-

,
.

tion" for a future oncypation. This raises the vestion of whether
, 4

` -*One s

was th
that

, .

(Hall, 4967) forbad a the "first Year in,the organization"
alai period ?or deciding how well a management .trainee would

fit into the'-organIzation.ver the -long run.

.

*.'here is a range of literature discussing thisflopposing.perspective"
that individuals select their, jobs as one stage ithe gradual unfolding
of their (pre-ordslned). personality. . For a discussion of possible xperi-

.

mental designs of this type see Raynor in Atkinson and Raynor(19

.
.. ,

v
0-

..... 1,0.
, ,

A
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if

.
.. .

.

reoccupational socialization should include occupationally levant ediaea- ,.

,

tional.experience. In the analysis, in Chapters 4 and 5 a "conservative" ,

_
.choice is made: .education is presumed to be a component ,of individual

. ''-' .* --*,..... 1 :1. . 0.. - i- .
background, instead of an embryonic element of occupational experience.4 r it.

. . N.

The beginning of the OccupatiOnal-career-Oicuis when, the respondent re.1, . ----
_ 4

cords his fist year-of experience_on the labor masrket.*
1/4__-7

.
:1 .

si".
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;Very Long Term Effects --The Anthropologic314'erspective

Our hypothesis above implies that the relationship between"work and
.

leisure can somehow be predicted by immediate dynamics of the "stress man-.
A

agemen ,
. One of the most common alternative, explanations is the "anthro-

nologicaLperdreCtive."' It yould suggest that leisure activities repre-

-------SerWtradltd ions of Culture that have clevMge-6-aMcntaltarticular:population
---....,._1. -,( over **generations. An anthropological theory,woaldsuggest-that

prgsent dynamic hypothesis could easily fail to explain observed behavior. --------
.

114 rd
-The-leisure beha whiletitmay have been.ECmeaningful andOptimal so-
.

lutior to anxious stressful feelings at one point, may survive now only

through the strength' of imitaition,.nocialiiation, and the learning process,

, which are imposed throueloXe communi and extended family. Changes in

*Not unambi us, unfortunately. We do know whether the individual is r,

,,,referrinr to a full time or part-time work (or a weighted average).
.1;

'**Lockwood, David, "Sources of' Variation in Working Class Images Of Soci-
ety," Sociological Review, 1966, 1.4., D. 250. Lockwood specific4ly
identifies'ship-building as in industry where "highly developed fdrmt of
proletarian traditionalism" might be found, thq industry concentrated
workers in isolated and one -clasa Communities with/low rates of geographp.,,,
cal and social mobility.' Example-- Tyneside, England. For an excellent
description of this local cultural link Tiefween work and leisure, see

R.,.Brannen, Cousins, Samphier, ; "Leisure.in Work. The 'Comps/4.,
. tional Culture' of ShipbuildIng Workers,'! 1974.

f
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the dynamic pressUres faced by individuals will only have effect over long

periods of 4mel* as his habits chinge and as other members of `the society

validate a hew activity.

The long period of cultural;- adaptation of the anthropological per-

spective introduces a new set of:p e ers to the process. The enduring

cultural patterns must model or adapt to some special features of the

natural, or social env4ronment. Thus, particular local customs, and their-
.-

t.
environmental determinants in a particular town, are obviously important

considerations for this research. Since our survey data with a random

'sample does not allow this kind of hypothesis to be tested, we mutt be

prepared to concede that a significant pdrtion of the variance will be

unex-,lained in our model due.to the omissio%.of secologicarPanthropo-
I .

/o7icalsis data.

No'

r -

4

!The question of how lohg ittakes before a pattern changes is the central

element of the culture of poverty debate. -One group of scholars (inclAd-.

ing Oscar Lewis, 1965) has maintained, that such habits are learned by the
child of a pifrti,etilar_class through the process of his tocialiiation and
remain intact, resistant to new life circumstances, thrOugh his life. As
an adult the individual will pass on the culture 'of poverty to his chid.d-

1 .ren. Anbter group of scholars' (including Leeqtaithlater,'1"4and Melvin
Kohn) suggests that it is the daily problemsfaced by members 6f the

lower class.that form their behavior, and if these life situations Ore
changed, to a signifidant degree, the- patterns of lower class behavior
would change in a short period .of time.,

,

I

,-
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2A-3 Measuring Job Content in the Literature

Up to this pdint we have dealt with job content concepts at a- very

theoretical level $o. that we could make use of literatures about "socidi-

roles"and survey a broad ran'- of social psychological findingsization of

to constru\R,t a model valid for adult working life. Our next step is to

63

operatio ali_ the concepts of job demands and-job discretion to provide:a
\,

background for development of job content dimensions from the ,-,wedish data

in Chapter 2B.

-

a. Jab Demand Measures Found in the Literature

While tht concept of job demands can be clearly related to broad

,theoretical concepts in social role theory (role'obligations;'Linton,

1936, ortrol&-expectations"yarsons, 1951), these do not provide a suffi-
-

.1 ciently detailed analysis. At a more empirical level Gross a-4empt5(in

,0

,Levine and Scotch, 19t0) to summarize studieS of job demands into three
,

broad categories: 1)'task stress,.2) organizational structural stress,

0

and 3) stress otoccupational careers (including job loss). This initial

trichotomy Must be isubstantialti eiPei-nded to include areas discUssed in.

otherA6b demand resea
, )

1), Physical demands'iZwork are surveyed in`the Swedish data

Ji

(alon;T with

'; psychological" job demands). It is surprising that most U.S. studies of'
/

.

job content do not incldde a more thorough review pf physicalN
Three sub-dimendions of physical demands'might be identified

job .demands.

dealing with:
.4.

physical exertion, physical discomfort, and physical hazards.

2) Task stress is

the application of

separated into a component relating to proficiency in

skills Olucl, 1972) and another component dealing with

88



es.time pressUres on the job (Caplan et al., 1972). Time pressure stress has4

been studied in connection with piece_rate work systemspohansson and
.4'

1111ATOPM, 197.6) (Blau, 1064). 9

3) Organiiation structural stress is generally conceptualized as the

interpersonal process-level contribution to job demands. This entire

category isTgenerally omitted in our analysis since we do not have infer-

nation that allows V.S. to discriminate whether the task-'.hitself" or the

social situation is perceived as the.source of stress. Buok (1,972) a-
a

serves that the task is most often listed as the soiree of pressuw even,

when alternative sources such as coworkers or supervisors are questionnaire

alternatives.* r

84-

-e

Quiteapart from whether the task or the sunervision

3

is 'perceived as

.e.-

the-soumes
. genera lob demandgthere are-a number of fi-PeCifie social

117,-.....-
--,-_

..
,structural situations that serve in themselves as tension generators.,.,

.

i
, .

.
.There is a substantial literathre on such social structural c nsiderations .' .

bWhich includes: inconsistent definitions, of the b (role ambiguity,:

.
,

Kahn, Wolfe, et al., 1964); group norms of output and performance (Homans,

-
..

f951; Blau, 1964); and the work group
,_
as resoprces for managing tensions

(Seashore, 1954; Buck, 1972; butKlein, 1971; Pinneau, 1975).
. ..-^

' 1 4

4) StresS of
si-
the occupational career'can come from sources related to--

-- .

either immediate job secur4ty or to concern about the career opportunities..

4 .

,

4Sourtes ,of Job Pressure(Bne2,1972)
MAnagers

.37
;28
.26

.24

, A." Jock demands

B. Supervisor demands
)0. Company policy_ demands
D. Oirn.eiployees demands

Workers
..31 .

.27

' .20

E. Family demands .21 .17
Fellow employee .demands ,T6 .15

Even the family can be perceived as a source of Job pressure. In a subse-
quent analysis,. however, Buck shows that, at least for workers= the familyik
serves as a resource far maxging job- ;related pressures (p. 7).

4

^

.44
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Cobb (1975) tiscussedphysiologicalevidence of stress in connection with

job abolition. Quinn (1972) assesses stress a-S.-soelated with "dead end_"

jobs or,careers'.
.5

,

P'roblems of Existing Literature
-

85

In most of the comprehensive studies of job demands noted- above a list

of specific stresore is aggregated into one overall measure: ('Job Related

Tension" (Quinn et al., 1972), "Job, Pressure" (Buck, 1972), "Quantitative

Work Load" (Caplan et al.; 197).*.Unfortunate1y, few studies take the next

methodological comparison of theirelative importance of different sources
--.. 1-

of jot stress in terms of their impaqts on the '!outcomes' measures such as '

mental- strain or activity levelajBuck, 19721 is a partial .exception).-;

Perhaps the most 'comprehensive study of sources of job stress is Buck

1.

(1972). The study certaisly.cannot be fatikted on lack of detailed stress-

ors: over sixty possible stressors are surveyed. However, another metho-
. v ,

dologioal probleris introduced, which fropi the standpoint of our model,

complicates interimrtatiqn of tte f4pplings.,,Tbs,P*,hammsure" measure

used by Buck include's measures of unresolved strain.which are the - depend
-.1 .., .. ,

1

- gent variable .T.rin,our moddl:. "jumF, nervous, tense." Thus this Job

Demand measure is "contaminated", with the effects of job discreti.$n (p'.
, .

!-Caplan(et 1., 19W5)'have undertakeiCi comprehensive U.S. study of job
"demands and.WOrker health. Abair index of Sob demand uantitatiVe work

'. load) includes few detailed questions about, sources of st .-s. Only gen-
eral siestions about 'working hard" or 4working tact" are, luded, and
not ellen. physical. vs. psychological job demands are differehtia ed. There
,is however, a separate measure of "role conflict" (Kahn, Wolfe, et
'1964).

,

IP

9O
*,
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124) However, if we assume away this problem (by postulating that job de-.
(

, .

mends alre uncorrelated to job discretion),**we can use Buck's job pressure .
.

. .
°

(

findings to identify a job demand contribution to stress and strain at
- ,

work. Back renorts the folloWin components of jobsressuret..r For managers

there is a "problem solving and an-srror-avoidance component, and--,a com-
4

ponent-desSinp with subordinate relatioships.P For workers there was a

"supervisory and a task proficiency component." More Specifically: '"(FOr
-.:.

all workers): Avoiding ei.rs,,and penalties, earn respect of'suPerviaor,
':".''

.

-

present only the 'good side', ,call for help in difficA situations.
_ . 1

(For workers): Know all-phases of work, increPse technical competence,
. - -=,-.4,.

have- necessary tools and parts, have-only a few matters to concentrate 'on.
.

.-
(For managers): Give promotibnq on a merit basis, and delegate tasks and

responsibilities."

Quinn pt al. (1971) also discusses specific job canditions that are "Cor-
relates of "job related tension," Some of these conditions arejob de-
mends and otheis job discretionekin our framework, and since _the dependent
variable is similar to our "unresolvedit4s- rgst---doinpletel/1 -dorre4t
to use the findings to isolate the job demands-which might be the7sources
of job stress. i

-

40
*.*it must'be remembered that in eur study hlgh.jbb demands are positively
correIated,witti high job discretion (although it is the negatively corre-.
lated demand and discretion levels that lead to'diffeiences in mental
strain): '

4

r

r .
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--- 2A-3b-Job DiScretioriMeasures-Found in be Literature
..

We can differentiate o concelpt-of-job disEption from the broader
_

t it
concepts of

job'%

rights
W

(fromHole theory's
0
rights and obligationsLinton-I--

87'

1936) or job
0
resources!' Our deTinition-Aoes not include the rewards of

the work-in economic terms, whichmight be cAsidered one of its rights or .4..
,

entitlements. Anotnt-ffidanint'excluded b- our, definitio of job discretion

is the "resources" the individual may bring to bear in solving his problems

(status, contacts) from outside the job. The end result,of more resources

may be more discretion in choosing between,available courses of

tige job, but jot discretion may be_increased merely allowing

-
more cont.,o1 over daily Processeswithout inoreasing resources

action -on

the worker

that can

e transferred to other situations (and%are not a property of the job but

*'-------6P4t-h4. worker). Job discretion is then the worker's potential control.
._

-
.

over the explicit -tasksAf.his.job and rahip_ovell Conduct during the
6

.

A lerli( 'working day,
---7-71---1-714 7- 7 --.'7.7"...'"rr'r.-

.0

The area remtikining is still broad, end three sub-soncertions of job dis-
.

cretion can be distinguished in the literature: discretion over use of skills,

*Adam Smith in The Wealth of Rations (p. 8) notes that'increased dex-
terity.by the workman should be.the result of "reducih every man's busi-
ness to-some one simple operation." Smith at least realized that tills
would notaake the workiiireither,intelligent-br happy (m. 101, 127).

Taylor's "scientific Vanagement" school explicitly proposed that intel-
lectual decisiNons.need not and should not be-made by all workers.. Most

'IntelleCtual discretio, in Frederick Taylor's Work,process was concen-
trate§.in,the hands and minds of the iridustrial engineer at the time 0
,plant and work process layout, or kith the manager during its operatioh.
.Considerable intellectual agility by these people was needed, to,divide.,
work tasks into minute 9its.within whicl no unspecified variations oc-
curred or problem solving agility was needed.

For an: example of the unholy alliance between the industrial engineer
,axid management to'"defraud" the worker of these satisfactions sed.Work
Sinrlification Handbook' for Analysts_; Headquarters, U.S. Departmen= the
.Army; -Nov: 1973; pp.'1-1, 10-1.

92
-
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discretion with respect to use of time,* _end closeness of supervision.~

We can distinguish these three types of jot dlscretior:(skill4 sche-

dule, supervision) in the literature; however, they =ply appear-in

pure form: Discretion over both skill and time

discretion asure. Ski1T required and personal

'ardell's skill level.' Hackman nd Lawle

are included in Garden's***

resources are_inclizied in

s*** Autonomy measures the
4

*The worker's opportunity for free-,,scheduling`of time resourCesat the
workplace has been a focal variable in "job content" since the beginning
of the industrial revolution. The agrarian 'work force of early 19th cen-
tury England had to 1e stripped of its proclivity to mix work activity
wil'h socializing, errands, and general rituals. "The main difficIlty-::(of
lme factory System was) in-training human beings to renounce their desul-
.tory habits of work, and to identify themselves with the unvarying regu-.
larity of the', complex automaton..., The more self-willed (the workingman)
the less fit a component of a mechanical system, in which by Occasional
irregularities, he flay, Ow/great damage to the whole." Ure, Dr. Andrew,
Philosophy of Manufactures, 1835.

**Kargliln, S., "What Do Bosses Do," 1971', discusses the manner in which
diffeWnces'in authority are related to use of skills. Marglin's pgsitibn
,is that skill ,differences have often beer used as a "cover" for maintain-
Ong dif'erees in. authority (see also KpoStone.mimeo,-''
"The 10,Eiginsng\ of the Job Structure -in the Steel Industry; 1973Y-.
whioh,**1014 control over the means to economic acdumulation, In our?

vie/the satisfactions inherent in personally -organizing the inputs to -

production, the social relationships with one's cOworkers,'and integrating
thesep into form and content of the work output (see Mar, 9n Ipliedated labor"
1844 may be as important as monetary rewards in post-ineustilal societies.

xxxGarp 11,0nceptualizes the measure first as a dual concept "The de-
gree of discretion civen to the individtal to determine work layout, work-

. ing methosace anatocial interacti.gujo perform tasks in ious ways,
4nrprove s performance and further develop any aptitudes he ma have.
The lever of skill that the task requires'of the individual: his know how,
initiative, independence and ability to 'initiate contacts -in short all'of

.4/the creat&vp talents needed to do a satisfactory job."
f

xxxx Rouphly the same issues are covered by conce tual dichotomy
(developed by Turner and Lawrence) and utilized.by Hackman and Lawler:
Variety, the degree to which a job requires both a wide range oflopera,e
tiorsLvd use of a wide range of procedures; autonomy, the degree to which
-employees have a major.tay in schedules'at work and in deci4ions about
procedures of work. (i third element, task identity, measures the degree
to whicR-the worker executes a whole pieceof wor); and can identify the

-

4

,



relative amounts of worker (as opposed to supervisor?) authority over use

of skills and time. Their variety' measure reflects more closely the range

of decision-making permitted, but it is limited to "skill" application.

Kohn and Schooler*-tlearly distinguish a skill dimension, substantive coM-

4,
blexiti, but low level of required skill is comtined with restricted time

. . .....

freedom into routinizatio'fi of work. Their closeness of supervision ,dimen-

- rion may affect use of time specifically, as well as relativelauthority of

the worker.

The.most common definition of.job,406cretion appears to relate to the

breadth of skills the worker mayutilize on the job: Intellectual Job
A

Discretion. Related measures of the individual's intellectual "Control"
(- -

on the job have been developed by Garden. (1971), Kohn

(1973), Turner and Lawrence (1965), Hackman and*Lawler4(1971), and Caplan

et al,, (1975)

04%.,/
discretion'is also discussed on the basks oVother issues which

1
.m.a7ibe combin;4 with skill, schedule or supprvisorial-discretion: general,

wr`

vs. soecifib'Skillsrthe "fit" iietweso the individual and job're-

quirements. One such alternative basis for categorisg is the range of

result6 of their labor. Thi's is not the same as "job discretion".but may
be a result of it. The fourth and fifth dimensions, dealing: with Others
and friendship opportunities,. are job social relations measures in our
model. Heckman and Lawler,. 1971r p. 265,)

*Kohn and'Schooler (1973) identify three aspects of "Occupational Self
Direation": the substantive complexity o fhe work, routinization (repe-
ti tiveness) of the work, and clopeness of supervision;

.**a) A distinction.must be made, between the range of skills required, and
the level of skill required in a specialt:r area. . In general it does not
seem to 11F true that most measures of "skill" isolate the litter to the
exclusion of the fdrmer. 'There 1.8 are attempt.to measure both in the U.S.,
Dictionary of Occupational Titles, (Cont'd.

c

1)

4

I
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freedom rerktted on the job vs. the level of skill required, although

this- distinction may- be less valuable Tor modernes.*

Problems of the Existing Literature

While these distinctions between use of skill and use of time and

closeness of supervision are noted at the detailed. level, they aie_gener-

.

allt-not utilized in the empirical analyses.** The boost common empirical

approach begins with the finding that ,1 the above type of job disCre-

tion:are so highl correlated that an aggregated measure*** de used to

measure them all. This prevents distinguishing- the effects of sub-

90-,

components. Gardell uses a 'Combined "discretion-skiil" level (1971).

Turner and Lawrence combined their dimensions into the "Requisite Task

A-4ribute" index, which was revised into a "Notivating'Potential Score" by

Hackman and Lawler.

b) Caplan et al. 0975) concentrate on the distinction between the oblec-

) 41n oui-004on it is now a relatively rare occurrence when a W rkar in the

situation. Their alternative set of independent variables is.thus the
"fit" between person and environment,.

tive job circutOences (self-reported) and the individual's desired job

.
......._., °

educated libor foroes ofSweden and the United States is not a le to master
all the_skills, avail 'mself of all the schedule freedom, or ake all the ,

.

responsibilitr,for sel supervision that the job permits. How er, this, is not

the case in legs developed countries. It was also not true in the U.S. in
-World War Two when there was an underqualificakion problem ("Job Analysis
in the United States Trainingand.Etployment Service," 1970, Department of

. -

Labor). ,

.

t

**There are seveal-exailpieS'of more speclii4---andlysis, howeveri- Kohn and''-
Schooley (1973) concentrate on "substantive job mifexity," as a measure --."--
related tQ skill.ln dealing with'People and Data egativyly related t9 deal-
ing with -Things!). Young and Willmott (1973) in a study ofvOrk and leisup
use "influence over use of time

1t
at work" as measure of. autonomy at the job:i

***Caplan et al. (x975) develop ,a measure of "job complexity"'which includes,.
judgement of detail superlisioni variety of procedures, involvement with
people and grou-sTisaimultaneity pf task demands, and evenness, of work load.
This unfortunately mixes job discretion wit1 our othercategories.offob

.demandg and job social relationships.

.
,-.

.
',1
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Section 2Bi= The Empirically NriVed JOb Content Dimensions

.4.4 -

Our attempt to construct "job content indicatorei necessarify 'limited to-

91,

/

A./-*
c'd. .

measures' available in the Swedish data base. tie fiv =t step is to search

. -7

the 307odd available yes...no responses ("Is
.A

riables tha7t .stproximate the major* dimensions

for clusters of

the job content model.

The second stepUmcorrelations, some factor analysis. tests of "scale"

eliabilities,/and considertions of interpretive clarity to split:.the-cTigr. -
.k

'A

, ;*?,, ,

.

.nal sop demand and ;:01 discretion clusters 'into-six groups. These

final clusters of variables, which have both substantial intercorrelation
.

and interpretive consistency, are statistically validated by Guttman- cal
A

and Oronbaok alpha statistics and added to form scales. The j c tent

indicafors thu's Constructed are summarized, below and discussed ±4 greater
-

dgtail in t subse uerikm
irtlr";'

1. Job'Dethalide"-

y10,

Psycho1,4cal JO.Demands

Is your ickhectic; psychologically demanding; psYcilologloall;y exhaust-
. ing?

B. Physical Job ,Demands ( ertions and Discomforts) - - e.

-,. _

-Does your job recitire 130 lb. lifts, other physical exertions; outdoor
( ( and temperature extremes, dampness', and'dirti work? 1.

. . ,

. . .

'*Unfortunately the datritvailable on a national survey doed pose,severe- -:
limitations; we sball4sbe to do withaut a measure of social'relationships
on,4he job. An addi b l, indicator of "institutional rights" at the work
place is'availablel aithoukh t is differs iitherowhat from the 317her.dimen-
sionS which measure the4hotual e ience in the daily life of-the worker.

et .

. e. *,

1C4
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C. Physical Jo': Hazards\5xcluded from Linal work - leisure ana1ysi'

Does your job expose you to dirt:;, Chemical ances; todust, as or
'smoke; to dangerous substances, to heavy'vibra la, or to noise?

II. Job Discretion

A. Intellectual Job Discretion

Is your job mbnotonous/repetitious? What'is tie nij.cal worker'g
'educational level in your type of job?

.7.

92

B. Personal Schedule freedom

. -

Can you make a phone call; receive a visitor for 10 minutes;-leave-for A'
a --hour errand without consultEltion? s,the time schedule eimportant
on

/
Volr job? )

. ,

di
Ik

t, 1- - .

Institutional Job Status ProtectIon*luded. intim final work7leistre
analysik/

.,,

youDo have a fixed hourly wage, rift to ode month's dismissal noVce,,
a 'fixed salary,'supervisorial authority? Do you own the'business?

-

In the sections trelmr-ve-Prgt'reVieii7the gener4, procedurepfollowed

to construct the. job content'indicators.ksection 2B1). -We pen examine
,

A

each indicator in detail, reviey its construct validity, critique itc

limitPtions, and suggebt-future chimges4section

. _;A

*For a more comprehensi4e'discussionof job security guaradtees see
Doeringer, P., and Floret No, Internal Labor Markets and Manpower

al sis, anal itree , Marcia, "A'Shelteridg Theoryof Market Struc-
:tures," mitheo; Deqey Urary,

4,

!'w
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2B=1.The.ob'Content Dimeniiions_and Their Derivation

", Tfig Boundaries of the "Job Content" Variables

;

06r focus in this study is ;an the non-ie4onomic effects of the job on

4.

life outside of work., Thus the economic variables, dealing, with scarce .

>

resources of time; money and other marketable commodities are excluded.

They enter our investigation only as "control" variables for the hypothe-

sized causal linkages through mechanism of psychological functioning. Al-
'

most all studies of'job content, job satisfaction and mental health make

this distinction between'the economic or "alienable " aspects of work, and

its "intrinsic" or non-Alienable components.*

Time, another "zero sum" dity, is" also serarated from job con.!

butonly'as it-r- ates to overall time dcheduIe: working hours per

week, vacations, night work,'etc. Time ditensions of work which measure

tide pressUre*, schedule freedom, and variety mrithi.,- the working day are

N
included in the job content dimensions. While "time

couldilcve a sigifiCant impact on leisure behavior,
fr,

budget" problems

shift work and fioli-
k

93,C

day work occur with too loW an incidence in the general population to be
e ,

studied in detail byour sample data or to substafftiallY-Affect-theN-

1

*In Quinn and Cobb!s(1972)4uality of employment factor ana]ysis of job

facet importance ratinge."pay and fringe benefitdplus promotion and job

security at lower loading) epnstituted a distinct factor separate from in-

trinsic aSbects of jolt "content. See also Caplan et al:, 197, ,op. cit.,

p..30eriberg,,et al', 19594 ZdromyslO, et al,' 1970.

r
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Table 2-1: Frequency4,of Job Content Characteristics

Sweden Full Work-,t'orce 'DI = 1759;-uhfgaightedj(e), = employed only -. n 1.--3214,1'

I.

..."-\ it
.

, .),,,,
I'

.

Yes to
( main, question('Job Demands Full Populationh

A .
A. Is your jOb psychologically demanding?

,.
B. Are you psychologically exhausted after coming home

ftom work?
.

30.2%

12.2%.*
' C. Is your job hectic?

62.9%.
- . : ;. . .1

from work?D. Are you physically exhausted aftenecomigg,
- - 21.3%

t. Does your job require lifting 130 ,lbs.?4 34.7%
F. Is your job physically demanding in other ways? 43.9%
G. Do you work.outdoors? :(or,are yeu exposed to indoor temp.

extremes? To)what degreeZ)
. . . 33.3%

H.. Does your lob expoge you to dampness (wet' tclOthingp 29:0%
I. Do you get dirty*(qoiling or heavy chemicals)?

' 48.7%
- . .

J. Are you exposed to dust, gas, or smoke?. 35.4%
't

K.'Aie you exposed to dangerous chemicals? 17.9%
L. Is your job poisy? (Twht degree?) ' 36.1%
1.1,, Are you exposed to stiOE4 vibrations? 9.7%

.

* (2N. gow many minutes of rest break do 'You haire?) NAae
0. How'many days of vacation- do you have? ,NA
P. Is your labinsecurenDo what degree?***) (e) 10.8%

II. Job .Discretion /.

A. Is your job monotonous /repetitous?

B. Does the typical worker with yda job have morethan
minimum education? (What level?)**(e)

..

C. Can 'you place a telephone,call,(1/day) during work? (e)

D. Can you receive a visitor for 10 minutes? (e):
E. Can you'run an eriand,for 1/2 hour without consulting

'your supervisor? (9)
( '32.0%

Do_you'use a punc* clock/stamp? (e)
' 27.3% --

Are they stickleri fo,r punc,tuality'on your job?,(e) 73.7%
Hoyt 'many minuies'or.rest break do ydu have?) (e) .NAAI

j.4_,...J..._
!:.-;-??:.rvi.....-.1,_.IL ,_...1._

,

1 .1. , i .-4-2:-..-

4 .... _:..-.L...1 Da--irou-h-ffiie any work supervisory funations? (How many
workers?) (,e) . - ,

.... 4

J. tt type of contract do you have: piece rate-tips;
.

. ourly wage? fixed salary; work-group contract ? * ** NA
K. Do you belong to a'union? Which: * .

-..,4

67.1%,
L: Do- you heve_the right to one month's notice? (e) ' 55.6%

I.. , . . . .

9%18'

S

- 38.8%

70.7% /

1
.

. ,*Rough -translation: L.O. (like U.S. A.F.L./C,I.O., mainly induitrfa,1
'workers; T.c.O. primarily,white collar workers plus S.R.'(foremen)'; and
-S.A.C.O.', diiiversity educated employees (pills some student,ficorcu):
*'See Table 4-4 -

t...=.'* * *5e .Appendix Table A2-5s
. )0

1
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aggregated outcomes. In

.sure, activity indicators

%-,./gre low (1. = -.02; +:04/for extra hours; for weekend -night vorksrespectivet

,14) TA 26 remaining job content varitblessWere first separated into to

general the average correlations of all ihdlei4;

with measures of ,total time.schedule;)problems

95

then cal categories proposed above, job demands and job discretion=4S4lei2-114
,

Step-Two: Sub-Clusters of Job Content,Variillles

. Thii stage .ro:ses, methodological diffiEmilties for our job

content -analysis. The most straightforward teC6niques for isolating din-

ensions from a-group of yariables--factor an4rsis--did not provide clear
4

results at the detailed level.** Rathe:i than use,these factors as dimen-

sions for our analysis as 'in the case of the leisure activitr4ld mental

strain dependent'variables 9. we relied on them only asa guide for select-

ing variables for later, more statistically rigorous Guttman scale and

Croraapk alpha analyses (see individual indi tor descriptions). This

approach allows the researcher more conIro over -bhe-"interpretiye homo-

geneity", of t.-.e final indicators(The fad re were occasionally quite hard-

.to label). However, it has the weakness of not allowing theresearcher to

claim that the final indicatort are "the minimum number of underlying

41 Othkr Swedish studies of work,and leisure are focusing on this relation-

ship between work hours and lelsure. Gerdelli-Bertp; Nilsson, Carina,

"SocialiVffecter av ArbetStedenOt±sittning.och Plrigganing14 28/3/1974;

Az;beta3sWddsfonden, Stockholm (p. 6). An industry breakdown of schedule

problempshows industry localization of problems for the Swedish "blue

collar" labor union, L.o.--1,70gt00o (total Swedish employment-- 3,800,000 --

1973):

A, Shift'Work 1. Metal industry: i' 4
,
.07:0

1136,000 total) = 8.0% 2. Paper industri:J' - '1.2%

3. General manufacturing: l.64-,---__

B. Special Time Tables ''-' % 1. Local governmentservice:8.2%

(203,000 total_LualL9%,_ 2.:1551-PHFROii?-4 -41-4--4.9g
,

,--- 0i,Unci.ifortable Times 51. Sales work: ;" -400Z

(175,000 total) = =1044 1.2. Local government, service: 3.5%

**A modified. factOr analysis is nowbeinr undertaken using a new'strategy:

a search for.patterns'of deviatiops in the correlations that would indi»

cate interaction effects betweKvariables--potential Guttmam scalar vela-

, in combination with a conventional factor arilysis.
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Because of thealambiguitiesit was decided that more precise scale

tealniques should be used to construct Vnal job content indicators. For- /

the job de 'd DidiCators, the groups ofyarilbls that loaded on ea ch

factcr were used as star ting points for ether scale The

final indicators are discussed in greater detail in the following'eection.
,.

-...

. /7
b. The 5ob,discretion vatable- appeared to be even less likely candidate

8 .
.

for succ essful h.Cfor analysis because of the very non-normal distributi
. -,

.

of the variables (ownership'on the one hand,' ''piece date" on Mhe other).

Instead; three( scups of variables with high internal correlation and in-.

// 0
Gut n1terpretide similarity were identified, ailA from thes/e "grops, Guftman'

/

riscale-fests were performed to isolate, indicators with sta

\ N4, -211°A

"1) The six variables relating...to scherle-frdidom-.1- calls, visits,

errands, punctuSlit7, time stamp est breaks--were u

Guttman scale (sec next sectioyL for the final indicato

variable could not be cons tently included because ifs '*se is confined

mainly to industrial j rest break m asure aldo/did not Work in

to construct a

The time stamp

the scale,:x** Whi a monotonous job was alsooreated to lack of seraule

.freedom on the ,ob, this relationship is much weaker than the "skill",

**One c ial stet,in indicator construction was the placement of "hectic
work." Although' in the job 4mands factor analysis Its loading had been
ilmo as. high on the physical stressors as on the psychological stress
fa ors (.24 vs%"4.19/.21--young workers), when Guttman scale analyses.rere
/dies t: both 1Ne_ psychological' demand measures and -the physical ex

.

ion resthe scale-item torrelation was higher 'on the psychological
*job I ,

**Sy..ral unsU cessful attempts were:matie to incorporate "rest br cs,, vaqa-
tions, and-lob nsedurity" into. the psychological -job "demands Guttman scale.

... 4 ..

'401-*/tseems to correlate more consistently with low psychological job ddtands.
. .

. , c ,

.,,,. ..,,,, ,,,,, - ......t., ,._ ...
, ,... --"..1 .._.,,,,___,., _.__.. -........A c -...4.d

-e - ....,
.
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dimensions" that s rize the variation In the* job content varilajew in
. _.

cleed.*'

, -
a. The fob demand factor

4

-to
,

. 14)
. ISt# C'- :

ses were perfOrmed fq bot) yolthg and.

, c /
eldserly workers (see Appendix able A-6). Although.tile faClorPattern-did

. .

oonsis tiy provide proof of the distinctness of physical:mast phyb1iolo-

gical
i

job demarlds,A.t failed to identify Table factors at a,more de-

riled level, For example, all
. .

o
. ,

physical work environment,var, iables
,

loaded on the dame fe.otor for older (but not young4rY'yorkers,** but in (-
-

the ,physical Job
. ,

demande-using Cronbaok alpha techniques. The psyehologiCal 'job demands
. i 4

,r

f6m a clear* separate factor for older workers but not for yourkworkers,

where a se te _job>inseturity-factor also emerge The hectic work

variable'lo s significantly on both psychological and physical job de-
-,

variables.

, .
a-1 (

-, ore

*This is the claim which .can be mad with fact Or avalysis. Of course this
claim. is only as good as the.group of variables onebegins.with. The
leisure.ttmeyariables are al rather similar measuratentsv The job con-t
tent variables differ substantially in level of specificity, and in type
of meaning. --.

..

./.., ''''

**For young workers a separate physical tiredness4otor emerged. n
physical tiredness was plotted with either psychological stress or physiol
job stre.ssort. the cluster centers 'were 45°,ather than 90° apart; thus
this fa6tOr was oonsid6red to .be lees "ipdependent" `than 'the other two.

Tlie more subjeot.ve measurements of the physical tirednesS indicaytori
"feerphysically exhausted after work" and a .:;sweaty job" (presumed to
vary with worker's physiological constitution) w4re.remveal For alder
,workers the Physical job btressor and tiredness dimensions are combined. .

. .

. - ) 1
. , ,e . ",.

,

*For young workers(only) rest breaks'and vacations were at the opposlte
end of the psychological stress dimension from psychologically exhausting
work. Ir Turtherlinalysis it becomes apparent thdit the job discretion dimen-
sions are highly correlated with social 4ass; but that demandi.ngybrk in

.general (hectic job) is not.' -
.. ,, is

7)

- (if 0.2.:.

.)
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correlation.
.

t

0 . .

2) Jobs reouiring much education ere correlated with those which are not.
fr

At

. mbnotonour/repetitious (see next s ction for Rinal indicator). While

supervisori41 authority, and type of union. affiliatiorytere also highly

correlated with these two variables, they were finally dropped because

their addition would have diluted the meaning of the "intellectual job
..

. discretion" indicator.
s

98

3) Sppervisorial authority is highl:.- correlated to both job skill level ,

. __----

' t.nd (lesik strongly) to job personal freedom, but a decilion_was made for
1

I

F

_reasons of interpretative homogeneity to include ob 'authority with mea-
4

jilres of contract form, ownership and job securi protections. All these

variables are incorpotated into a dimension representing the worker's
,

status protections, in the social organization of.theplace of employment.

Of,all'dimensions it, is most strongly related to a standard Swedish indi-

1

cator of ocouPational social class (r = -.70, Working class; r = .35,

class I). It also combines the most divergent ian-e of information onto a

single i dicator (employment security as well as institutional authority)

and is th least internally consistent sba e. Kohn's general job content

category 'organiiational locus" (which includes hierarchial position,.

ownership prerogatives, and bureaucratization, and iob satisfaction study

dimensions ifiCauding job security, promotion opportunity, and stipervisorial

opportunity) is analogous to this ditension.

)



Statistical ,.Reliability

Ofie.iinportant indication that vgoup of variables all'measure the
.

same "underlying ooncept"'is high mutual correlation among the variables.

One of our atatisticaI indicators, Crmnbaok's alpha* statistic, relies

basically on,this civaterineralationehic (the covariance of the selected :40

variables is maximised). tin.' other indicator is the Guttman scale**. It is

related tothetendihoy of the selected variables to correlate or Cluster*

-----
but ih Addition cortainsAinformation-about the relative'scale position of

,each component variable in the final additive scale (their relative degree

of diffiCulty).' Thus the Guttman scale conveys more detailed information'

from the original,questions, while other additive conetructed scales re.

,port only'an aggregate core (true of Akr scale's tested by the Cronback

test). For the Guttman scales we can label each scale level with the

question which discriminates it (under errorless'conditiona); the average

.accuracy of these nominal labels (coefficient of reproducibility) must be
. .

over 40195 for a useful Guttman scale. .

*The Cronbaok's alpha alitistio indicates how snob of the co-variation in
a grouporamesticce, selototod'as a trial index, is included among that
subgroup of variables And how such is external to the cluster. The
strength of association indicated by the index (.0 to 1.0) is roughly
eq:ralentr. to that of a correlation of the same magnitude. Cronback, L.,
"C ficient Alpha and the Internal Structure of Tests," Psychometrica,

, , 16. p. 297. ,

. ,
N.

**The individual's reawnse to the full' set of qustionircan be predicted
by knowing Ilia resnons to any question of thegrov0. rn this manner four
or separate dine ions can be reduced to one, *Apt *rips of anY
detailed 4ata in the s of ocaibinIng questions: 1Per example, if four
questions very used to oonstruot the Guttman seale,/ an individual who
responded "yes" to the question which represented the-Up ofdhe scale
would Aso respond "yes" to the easier'questions.st /east if the Guttman
Await/leer, free from errors. Most setstof questioms randomly chosen can-
not, of course, be assembled into a scale which has thiNbove properties,
and even when the Guttman 'scale is faun& to be Statistically acceptable,

',there are still "errors" that distort the interpretation of the scale
levels, The ability of a scale to predict, from the total !lye." answers
the exact cosplesent'of resnonses ie'called the "coefficient of reproduct-
bility" and for a useful Guttman scale this coefficient should be at least'
.90 overall. . .

.

111
4/1 It is nored4tficult to construct indicators where there it no coratant
measure ofassociation betmtion the variables. Other scale chnstruc-
tion sithqad, baled' on nin-liniariti, such as the Guttman soalAO, are util-

.

laed after preliminary examination for variable clusters. Thiepartiquliar
.

"--"typeof nem-linear relationship say also be "transitive-4 property that
"gives the Guttman teohnique,iti special strength for summarising inform-

. tion from several variables. .

. .
0

co,
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Measurement Validity,

X100

A

A manor cornea stone upon which th12astudy resti-is the growing bOdy
.

of work environme research which confirms the validity of worker's self-
_

reports of. the objective (expert-rated) work reality. The correspondence,

is not perfect', of course; in the literature the w6ker/expert,ratings correl-

ate aboUt x =.,75r on the average. Of course, just this discrepancy can be of in

interest in its own right(as in Caplan,,et al, 1975 - "fit" measure alb. Several
."

studies have taken as their explicit goal an investigation' of the relationship

,

between worker,self-reports and dxpert ratings of job content,,particulartly

'in-the area of jonfsdretiOn.' Kohn and Schooler (1975) report a MULiple
,

.1

correlation of .78 between a self-report index of "substantive complexity"

and'expert rated measures of skill in dealihg with "things, data, aid
f Je

ppopla". from the L.S. Diotionary of Occupational Titles. Turner and Law-

at-

tributes

(196) find "perceived" task qu stions and the expert rated task at-

trfbutes were
u
verT strongly, asSociated.with each other" (and equally re--

. . ' . . .

lilted to job satisfaction), Berttl Gardelli,(1971) assessed tfie-Oorrela-
:

tion between expert opinion of low nob'dis6ration and qprker,

perceptiona of "alienation"* and found a highcoverall level of associa-
.

tion. Hackman and Laii].er find that ih five of 'six areas measured (variety,

I

Bertil, Production
1971. The indicators: .

1. Feeling of soliWity
2. Social context pbssibility.
3. Self-determined work
4. Interesting work
5. General satisfactidn,
6. Psycholdgical stress .

selection and adjustment

TeChn011ogy and Job Satisfaction,

.7.9SuperVishr-relatlons
8. Detailed supervision
9; Management

,10. Personal politics
11. Earnings
12. -Labor union

mechanisms tethecontrary, there. remains
the fact that many individuals are dissatisfied with their work--and their
proportion grows the more their tasks are objectively rated as fragmented,
repetiti4m, and constrained" (p. 590).

Stockhol&I,

%.

1
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auionomy,mtask identitt,
,

dehling with otiv=rs, and friendship' opportunities),

S

correlations between self - reports and expert ratings averagbd .75c*
.

"Table 2'shoys that employees themselves provide jUdgements
of the charecteristici'of their jobs which tEgeneral agree
quite well itith those made by'outsiders and with the excep-
tions note-above) by their supervisors.--It 'Is not, of
course, possible to demonstrate conclusively, that the em-
ployee judgements are objPctivelY accurate, because no un-
ambiguous Standard of agburacyis available; NevertheIaa.
'the, strong convergence of the employee judgements with the
assessments obtained from the researchers, from supervisors
and from Abe Turner and Lawrence,procedureldoes suggest
that the employees werit able to providegenerilly,non-.
distorted descriptions of the characterigtics of their jobs---
reasonably

le
well grounded in reality. "

Both Buck (1972, p. 36)0444 Hacks and Lawler (1971) make the point

that it'is'the work reality, as seen through the eyes of the worker, that

is necessarily the cause of any work - related strain or behavitr'change he

undergbes. Fortheir purposed the "subjective experience4'of.thewom eri-
ee

1, . . .

vironment is the important independent variable. However, we would like
, - 44 ,

..

,

to use oith.findingi to indrcate whether and in iihat manner the
\
"objective

I
'

.'
g

. , .

reality" of work environments in modern society should be changed (inde-

'penden't
q

of idio.byncratic individual "preference" fOr one environmen t over

another),. ,Thus,we go, to' some len in a fo llowing section (2B ) to con-%

firm t,-.; Wbjective validity of the s report measures, and in ,Chapters 4

f

and 5 attempt to "'purge" the indicators or assess the nature of'individu-__

ally specific'response characteristics.
. 1.

(
.0

A ,"
.; -

4Haekmen, J,R.,,and liwler, litmplOee'Reactiogs to Jobrbheracteristics,"-
Journal of Applied Psychology Monograph, 1971. The average correlations
between employee, researcher and supervisor job ratings was r = .90', .78,
.66, .65, .58, .10 respectively fot "variety, autonomy, task identity,
dealing with other, friendship opportunities and feedback. Excluding the
apparently "biasable" feedback score the average co elation is .75.

s'.

A



J13-2:The Job Content. Dimensions

c' a.T_Psychological Job Demands .

.102

' . : 0

'his dimension is esummarizdd report by the worker of the "taxing"..
4

and psychologically:demanding character of his 'job. We wpuld expect it to

be the environmental. variable most Closely reiateeto work *stress." They
.,.

. . .\,.

, .
." .. ..

',measure is a Guttman.scale.composed of three questions: is, your job .

4 , .1

hectic; is yOur job psychologically demat)ding; are you psychologioallrex-

hatisted.when'you.come home from work?*

,
,'

.
Table 2-2 - ' \

i

Psychological Job Demands- Frequency Label- ' Scale--
Position jntern. .,' Item-,

i AgFaby Carrel. Coribl.
: .

. . (Yob's Q).
* ,

,

1).-No., to 0.1 estions - 26.396 160% 11-- ' 01v
2) Is, your 'work hebtib? -Yes- 41.3 8796 4 .513 .33

3) Is your work PaydhOipid.caily '
demanding? (and hectic)--Yes7 22.4 906.. ,-.67 .49 '.

. ,

4) 10 you often" feel psycholoo-. :

.ically exhausted when you _come

'hOme from work? (and hietioe,
- .

and psych. demanding) Yes- .' 9.9 .73 .56 '
.

coeff. of soalability s .78 / cdeff. of reproducibility = ..94
.

tn = 2392
* . e r

4
. Ie ii>

. t 1 ,
,

This measure of work is the most comprehensive job Content Measure.
.,

develope4.and it is the one most potentially influenced by,enduring,char*.
cc

acteristics of the individual (psychological variables). At the same time

other-studies of the effeetsra the. work environment on life outoide the .

,,
; '

job identify such a. measure ('job "load".oeiension")** as the most 'success-
-,

*Thib level refers to outside-thed-4ob stresses as well and is ge nerally
excluded in the wotk-leisure auslypiso

'

**Caplan et al. (1975), 22. cit., pp. 71-78. Quinn 01:1., Survey of '

Working Conditions 1970 Finarlienort; Institute for Social Research, Uni-
versity of Michigan, August 1971', p. 226. .

Vig
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\ ' .ful;predictor of m-ental, health, and ogle that is, also correlated to behav-
. .

..,..

e ' . . ') ....

for styles ind satis;action attitudes. The main body of aperature relatr.
-

Healthing lift iIress to mental health and illness utilizitssoales of total life

stressoretepredi illness risk: individual events are weighted by the
4

103

V''''' .
t

severity (Holmes & Rahe, 1967) and summed over the.lge.span. 'Earlier
O i 1

41 ,,\\,\#

6 studies. have shown muchlqwer correla o bepweenApingle stressful events
.

and illness. We would expect g simi phenomenon for
t

job si;eSs: unless

" e

,

t > r
all job demands are considered, the betweeii ajd6tive job. de-

. .-- ,..
.

: .44a, , . .

sands and autOfte indieitors 12 likely to be low, (although, Caplan, 1975, p77;.
. ,.. ,

..
0

,.. .

oue. difficulty with a selfreport measure of "demand4r job2!-, is:the

potential subjectivity of resPonsq: Alm6St al schOols.of research on the

. .

relationship ef uroblemati6 environments to Illnesg_suggest thdt either'
-. . .

,

. 4
,--

the perception of stress or its impacts are'modified by persorility than.
,,

.4 -\

...:.

aCteristkcs of th" individual (although' there hgs been little success in
-14

y

c.....

. reliably identifying these characteristics - see discus46p1s5).
.1- .

---..? '
. .

''' The majc,r'souxte of error in this scale is de question,, "Is your job.
;. .

t

'hectic3" Of the 702 etprOyed individuals-wbo said their job wassnot hec-

.

fit 20%reported that theirjob was_eithA. psychologically demanding or
.0 )

risholoeically exhausting. From other experiments 4 the puttman scale

relitionshipr* with physical sources of stress wq-know that individuals may
At

also report pilvai4taly,detanding jobs es hectic; half o? the jobs reported,,
Vc

hectic have at least' some physical demand at the Work place. ,Thu.s, a_non- _

/ (

i I
he6tio job appears to have neither majqr psychological nor. physical de- .

,

O a.

hands, but the correlation oi'the-"heotic job" Ariablais substantially
-.1 AA , -, '

:. higher forPsyChoYogic0 than physical demands scale '(.331 yse.226).
. .. . : .

. .

*Gutman soaie: - 3) Job withl other physical demands
'ill) Job not'hectic. 21% . (not lifting 125 lbs) 0,

2) Vob'hectic y:4,1 ."-4),11ay4ioslIrekhausted in the.evening
24%

Ay.
.

i

4
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Construct` Validity ' .

i . .
..;--.11 .; .

_.

There is ckidence, prized, below? that the indicator prchably does

strongly reflect the psyphologicallyiemandink character of the work'it-
-, ...

,. , .

self, within the Limits Of the inherently inexact levels Of a three or
.: , - .. s- .

four position scale, although the exact limits on accuracy are hard'to-
,

F

.. ,!)%.
-

,c

assess .p. 1) The Psychological Demand's_ measure, and others similaeto it in -_,

' "
_ . I . : - _____.

, . . --

'the literature, do correlate well with summary measures of'objeetive job

104

. ...

)
'demands.* 2).-Life problems _.outside the job do not appear tosseverely- of -,..

i ,
i

"feet the specific job demand response.** 3) The domande levels are higher

*Sensitiiity to Speoific Job Characteristics in the'Swedish Data

The Psychologicalb Demandsinisure is affected by the objective work .

'realities that would be expected to induce strese'measureOn the Swedish
data: piece rate work; anticipated job loss; lack 4 rest breaks:

1) Workers with individually negotiated 'entraps (79% are piece rate
workers) have higherleivls,of stress than f d wage rate workers (32% :-:

psychologically.demandltng_jobs vs. 20% average). Other '40 content imdi-
oators ( iysiohl Stress, Intellectual CoMplexityr-Schedule 'Freedom) do not ''
show-such variation with clontract'form. . : '

- 4,1,, -

2) There is also clear evidence in our data-of the linkage betwesolOb in- '
security and psychological stress. While the anticipation of losing one's
dob does not led workers to report eignificantly higher inadence of PsY4
cHologically demanding 221A, it s associated with more frequent reports

,bf feeling vpsychologically.exhausttd after work (18.4% Ye. 9.9% average).

3) The most:highi§correlited Variable, "I d-"hectic" job is the lack of
'many rest breaks dAring the work day (r a -.24; n m 247 male workers lath
'under 15'years,e0hrience). .-

.

t , . ,,..,

*Sensitivity to "Non- g'
Job" Influence 1

, .

The
.

Psycholpgical Job Domande measure is not particularly sensitive. to,
.non -work stressors.. There is an exception, however; Conditions such as
Suture job loss-or faiilyproblems and urban location do have an impact on
response tithe question, "Are you psychologically exhausted after work ?"
*which is removed in moat of our.cpmpatations).. There dpes not seem to be
an impact on the direct work assessment questioni "Is your job psycholo-

gically demanding? ": . : 6. .

'

.,

Theqcarrelations between the Psychological Job:Deands Indicator and:
e. family problems; b) having a small child at home; and c) childhood 32rob7

.lems, 'are +407, +.426 1-.07 respootively,,(men age 31, to 50). .
s .

'fr ( cent d )

P 4
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- in, indlpitries*.one would associate. -with "psychological" demands. 4) The
-'-- -.--_____ -

. .4
I

ki.o....
6. 4 i

effects of-indiiiidual.perception do not ire all of the stress-strain
,

- , , s .
.

association,** and indeed may' understate the relationship. She- findings
.

-

2)/ tan
.

Large Ur ',areas have only slig)rtly'mOrivorkers reporting paycholo-
gically demanding jobs than in smalier..citiesand towns, but double the
incidence oVpsychologidal exhaustion: 12.6% vs. 7.6%.

,
7', ,

*Distribution bz Indust and Occupational 'Levol'(see Appendix for
. i

et / . aAndustry definitions)
.The job content distribution -tables (AppendixTablet)kindicate that
psychological 4emends arehigher in the direqt-service indb.Stry(and 'E'er-

-X---41ce industries in genpral), where the job requires "professionally compe7 '
tentand emotionally creative care," and personal interaction; they are 4'.

lowestin the constrtiptiqn industry where physical job demands are much
...ft-higher (r = +.05 services /..r = -.19(non-constructionprodaction).

/ndustryllifferences,in pdychological Sob- demands scale are lose sipifi-,

.\ cant, how?Ver, than diffeiRnolgior the other job'Content indicatOra,_:One
reason is that the scale posit :--"bectic" work, may als0 include the.4 _...,

counteracting effetSts of physidal job demands. If we observe only the * -,
psychologically' demanding and exhausting responses; we'findlkthey do indeed
show higher industry differentiation: 25% of working class employees in

psychologically de ng "direct service" and "commerce" jobs 1pport
psychologically depandil:or exhausting work, Ve. 15% and 16% of Workers,
in construction and agriculture respectively. 55% Of manufacturing indus-
try managerial and ,white collar workers,face'such levels of psychological
job demands, vs. only 50/0 of the,anagerial.and white-collar workers in .

administration (traditionally ;regarded as "low pressure -- aloft" jobs).

**Personality,Factars and qubjectivity in Response

"The effects of"perugnality"--while 'impOrtant qUalifteia of job demand,
self,Tepoit data--cannot be considered the sole (source -of the observed ,

variations (Chapter 4 and 5) in job demands and mental strgib or behavior.
The correlation between one useful measure of personality orientation
(childhood life events) and the psychological job demand indicatOr is sub;
stAntially lower than the correlation between the job demand indicator and
the mental Arain dependent variable (r = .15 vs. r = .07), Severe./ addi-
tional observations will be elaborated in greater detail in other sections:

(

1) The effects ot "personality" may be to understate the work environment-
mental strain/behavior, correlations, rather than to overstate them (see
page 63). <

2) Our findingiorin Chapters 4 and15do indeed.find substantial individual
variation in fhc.job demands-mental strain associations: We can identify
individually different response patterns (tiredness vs. affective symptoms
vs. psychosomatic symptoms). Roilever, the effect of the psychological job_.

demand kndicatbr is consistent in ptoducinvsome type.of effect in almost
all respondents. We could mast easily summarize this finding by stating,
that itis not so much perceptiqu'of'stress.that differentiates subjects;
aithe type and timing of response to stress. (This would accommodate
Janis!' finding about' the "work of worryipe;

No.

A
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urN

-" suggest that if a broad range of symptoms

/ come effect measurement is utilized,-the effects of,inaividual perceptiori,

al.' begin ,to cancel out.
J.:

* .,
. . .'.

-flat qui and- Suggestions for, i 'Fixture Questionnaire

on lqpg time duration for out-

10

4

.
. - - _ .__,___

Other studiewhafTeNused similar aggrega,ted measures (such as Quinn,
..,

I

571,- "Job=Relatea gentioni," and BudktenJob Presiure,".1972), and found

1

as we do in. Chapter 4 that they are, stgnificantly'associated with mgnta
s

,

strain. ,Although)4hepe souroes of evidence help confirm the validity of;

I

the measure, they.do not elle e'i Central problem: that the measure .

lacks. specificity. We cah only 'suggest how we would gather datei in the I

future: Separate categori6s of psychological. job d

lished:to measure: 4

1) Time PrOasure

II : I dd ghoul be estab7

(2) 'Task Proficiency/ Fear of Errors,, Pressure for Skill Acquisition,
Pressure from Lack of Tool or Resource Availability.- -

3) Career' Security and Potential Advancement.Opportunitigs

4) Supervisor /Peer Pressures*

* These demands are really an independent dimension, Job Soqial Relation-
ships area, in our model, but pressures to Conform, obey, conflipting de=
wands, are obviously important sources'of job demen0 which should be in-
dependently measured., , .- ,

, \
, Y \ ' '

\) '

/

a ti

J

4
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.2B-2 b.) Phoysical Stressors:

1.

11,

Job PxertiOns and Discomforts Sand Job Hassrds)

1 .

c
The correlation matrix belOw provides empirical evidence for separat-

ing one _group of physical "exertion

set of physical "hazard" measures.

,
-

and discomfortnv.ariables froanother.

-A

A theoretical reason For separating

*, the variables is that they may measure two dimensions of "stress" which
.!

,
--operate A-ui-tedifferently _ona_w_orkin_gman's life outside the' job. The

-
worker's. "perception" df,the stress is important for "exertions" but not,'

for purely physiological hazards (Caplan et,a1,i

example,-presence of carbons9pnoxide has its d4

whether or not the workeris aware

\.11.s .daily behavior.

1975):40* For -

rimental effects on heakih

of, its preseSce, but it thy not affect

10(

ill

/. &' ..

Unlike our other -dimensions; where a series of questions 66illa be br.
.

..,

_ganized into cumulative scales measuring a relatively precise concept, no

suchtechniqueswere simply applicable to our data one physical stress,in

the work environment.* In part this problem resultd from the' fact that

.

all of.these,variablei are highly correlated and it-is diffictlt to iso=1

*Several Guttman scales do exist, but they do not by themselves appear-to.,
circumscribe, the variance in the physical qressor variables:
A) Do not - get dirty (50%)) get dirty (19%); dampnessf smoke, gas (20%);

ontinuous noise, occasionally deafening (1990; heavy vibration (2%).

B) o major physical demands (other than heavy lifting) (26%); othei-ma3or
physical demands (23%); heavy lifting (125 lbs.) (18%); sweaty every

.

**In developing our hypotheses about the impact of stress in the workplace
we referred to Selye's:general stress syndrome, which suggests that too
lit+le,.as well as tog/much etreis, may be damaging to the organism. 'Al-
though it is really a hypothesis to be proved, we 10.1E11 take as an assap-

tion that thee dap diusly low levels of workplace hazards they exist)

are farAceeded most work environments, and therefore increment of

noise, fieavy vi tion, dangerous subetances, and irritation can have only

"...negative effectson the worker. The serge may not be sail of the later

levels of physical exertion and discomfort, however, where some amount of
outdoor activity and physical exertion can have the positive effect of

ri

/ r /
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__ late one variable, that summarizes -the general phenomenon of physie4J4T de,,,
,

.
,

,

mending work.. Additive (Likert).scales that encompass a large portion of
,.-

.

,,-

/ ,/ '

. ,-
the variance are used'instead.' . .

.

In the Swedish questionnaire the folrowing question groupt.were con..

.f.
solidated into'nine indicators, which are then correlated in the matrix-.

;
shown J.n Table 2-)."Physically e*hauste4 after work" and "Sweaty

/

wore'are

. excluded from the list as being.toolePendent on indfvi:dual.physiological
.1.,k ' ....

, S . Aifferences. , 6
.

.

- A
.../ i .

.ilit
. 1 \

P-

Table 2-3 4a

Correlation Matrix of Physical Stressors at the Work Place*

(1) (2). (3) -.(4) (5.) (6) (7)*- (8) (9)

1. Heavy lift 1.00

2. Other physical
'demands

3. Damp

4. Dirty

( 5..outdor

6. Dust, gas, smoke

7. Dangerous
substances

8: ,Davy vibration

9. Noiee

4
.33 1.00

4

_.43 ,35 1.00,-
,

.44 .37 '.45/1.00,

i.43 .30 _.7?* .39 -1.60

35 :31 .36-1 1.00

.25 .18 .28 .33 -.20 . .32 1.00

k 4.

.27 .21
.

..,',1 .29 .33
I

0.29 .20
-.4.'

14111
-7-7

.23 .21' .24 .44 .21 ..43-. .27 .30
___,

1.00
;

The tab-le above shows clearly 'that sources of PEysical 6-tress are all

4.1

4

highly_inter6-correlated in the Swedish data. A distRction can nevertheless

. . ,
.

preservingreserving the individual's physical condition (althOugh too much, we find,
,is indeed correlated with tiredness and poor health).

. .

14
)E.EMployed workers, 19.46, n = 1876 (not professional, self-employed, or -

farmers).
r

.

1

ti

11.3.
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be made between two groups of variables in the list above:
,

.

a. 1. Physical exer#ons: heavy liftingtother physicaiidemands
(Cronbacgis alpha = .515)

...."

2. Physical,tiscomforts: 'inside/outside work; damp/wet work; dirty ...........,/

work (soiling) -. (Cronback's alpha.= .714) 1,

J. + 2, Physichl exertkons and discomforts
k (Cronback's 544a = .703)

e

h. Physical hazards: dirty work (chemicals); irritating gases, etc.;
noisy work; vibrations; dangerous substances

(Cronbaok's alpha = .714)

We find first that .the *top group of variables (a) ha; the highestn-
,

ternal:correlation. The best vedictor of this group of variables measur-
e

*

ingl.phyS16a1 exartiog\and disc6Mfort is the "dampness" question, suggest-

ing primarily Outdod work' koUtdcordampness correlation,.72). These

variables desente work st;assors /especially common in basic industries

O ,

Such as farming, forestry and constructions* The physical exertion and,

discomforts are combined since the Cronback's alpha statist4is higher .

.1.0!

for the combined groupings,than'for the. separate clusters.

.4ef
Examination of the second set of variables, labeled "physical haz--

Ards," shows empirical linkage-to the physical'exertion and discomfort

variables irimarily through the "dirty work" mealure --the other correla-

tions be en the two groups aresignifica
,

.

(i_Ye

ntly lower than thefr in- ternal
)

.
1

.<1

*Lars Suxidbom, sa).. cit.

**The combined indicator of physical exertion and physical discomforts at
the workplace has a Cronback's alpha of .70, respectably high for inter-
view;data. Although a slightly higher Cronback's alpha (.73) can be ob,:
tained by also inclAding noise and Heavy Vibration, :these questions gen-
erally correlate more highly with the "physical hazards group. The ,
indicator retains its ability to contain. most of the covariance in import-
ant subpopulations as well: young,workirs .769, construction workers .701,
mass-processing and manufacturing industry.workers .759. ar

"
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correlations.* Its Cronba'ck's alpha statistic also suggests a reliable

401"
110

0 / .
indicator (.714). These measures are also concentrates in special high'`

, o

technology industrles: .lumber and paper processing, iron and steel foun-
i'

' 4,

. _ dr*s, iron and steel,manufacturing, transport vehicle manufacturing, the
1 ' ,

P''''
* *

' cOnstl.uction industrivs, and-lumbering.
. '1,1 .

.
4

,

-Table 2-4: Incidence of Physical Stresses in thg Work Environment

1..Not exposed" to any of 5 physical stressors ilifting 125 lbs.r
other physical demands', outdoor/non-normal, emperaturet
dampness, ditty work) . 45.9

2. Exposed to one stressor ( 24.3

.3. Exposed to two stressors 13.0

4. Exposed to three stressors . , 7.9

5. Exposed to four stressors . 1 8.8
1

e r
.7f4°.1

*Avg. internal correlation, physical exertion and discomfort: .42
Avg. internal correlation; physical hazard: .30
Avg. cross correlation (minus dirty work):' .-

r .28

**This-group,of variables clearly localizes the, impact of conditions
against which much occupational health legislation is directed. The high-
est incidence of dangerous substances is in the ribber and chemical pro-
ceasing 'indusAries (47%); followed by non-home building construction

(39%). Airborhe irritants are mo-t common in home building (72%), other
building (63%), stone processing (62%),s iron and steel manufacture (61%),

____transport-earraangacturing (62%),,iron and steel works (56%), lumber
and paper processing 07%), chemical and rubber,procRssings(559q.
Su'ldbom, Lars, De Forvlisarbetandes Arbetsplats Parhgllanden (LaginkOms
tuIredningens.Stockhola, 1971), p. 51.

'One of the findings in this study with potential legislative impact:
our measurements show lhat the incidence of hazardt that have been previ- ///
ously identified as caused of biological injury (carcinogenic substances,
excessive noise, etc.) are highly correlated to "softer" work place problems.
Theie in turn(see Chapter 4/5)are highly related to the social problem
areas of passive leisure, inactive political behavior, and poor mental
health. The implication of this finding is that the previously demon- '

stratea linkages between physical hazards and health,pxAblems may be in
.part "spurious correlatiQn," really Sue to psychological job demands and
low jpb ditCretion. The effe6t of the "soft" stressors may have important
aggravating effects for these illnesses that should be experimentally
evaluated (see A: ford, c2. cit.).

15
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In summa7y, our measure of.the incidence of 'physical sources .d.

stress reflects the inoidence of tiring, deMarlding, dirty and uhdomfgri-
,

able working conditions, thf:\effects of which are clearly and uniistakibly
. .

fel' 4.1 the daily life pattern of the'workMan.. We have separately tabu-
-

lated exposure to dangerousybstances,* which] although. they may endangr--

the workingmants life, may also escape hisdirect attention (such as thek N4411
/

presence of an unknown poisonous chemical), and have"less effect on his

leisure and political behavior.**

Cpnstruct Validity
.

In this case we have a broader range of detailed job content questions

so that lack of specificity is not the major problem. These measures,of

physical job content in the Swedish data are richer than'information on

..

physidal conditions available in either the U.S. Survey of clorking

tions 1969, 1972, or tia.I.S.R..urvey..of Job Demadlds and Worker Health

1972. We can onfirm the construct validity of physical job demands from

/

*The dirty work variable appears in bveh indicators due to its high corre-
lation with both the discomforts - exertions indicator and the hazards indi-
cator (see discussion above). There is, however, a manner to separate
thesetwo contributions of dirty work: level two'of the "dirt; work" var-
iable is "light soiling" which could be combined with the other discomfort
variables to iMproze the measuremshtiof those work environments which are
manual-labor intensive., !Soiled with oils, colors" represents a potenti-
ally poisonous working cOnditionl\and is added to the "hgzard list."

**Noise, and vibration are treated as a separate varcOale in later regres-
itIons. The incidence of noise axle vOration correlates more highlymith''
physical hazards than ysica?. exertions, Nonetheless, 47% of workers witt,
significant noise and vi ration aresalso among the, 16% of.the,working pon-
ulation with four,or five sical discomforts and exertions.

44 7
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findings in the industry /class national job content distributio tables

0 4
.

(Appendix Tablek2).
46

A.

Critique and Shvestions for a Future Questionnaire

The primary problem for this indicator is that we'have -described a

A

mechanism of "sow- psychological functioning," hd do not know whether it

'is applicable to physical as well as psychological challenges. Even if.

0
physical demands do conform to the.ftructure of our model, we May fail to

,1.12 .

find predicted results"because corresponding measures of physical freedom

are not available.'* In addition to the prent question about heavy lift-
'

- . &

ing and "other" physical demaAds, measures of rapid or agil motions, or

significant stooping and twistin could be included to improve the scope
_ ,A ' l ,

of the physical job demand measur

r.

Stir
'

Distritaion by Indust and Occup6tional Level

4

1.84% working class emp ogees ip the construction industry report more 4

than one of.tbe physics exertions or discomforts on theirlobs, while

only 8% of managerial/ ite collar employees ("bureaucrat's") in the admin-

istrStive industry rap rt more than one physical stressor. 3886 of working

class employees in manufacturing-zsport that level of physical exertions

and discomforts on. the job. .

2. 42% of the male work force in non-rural Sweden reports more than one
physical stress6r, while only 1036 of the women report such jobs.

3. 4E6-of Sweden's blue.col/ar trade union (L.0.) report more than one
physical job stressor,'vs. only 17% of the union for university educated

employees (S.A.C.O. and affiliates),
0.

- .

4*Gardell (1971), for example, inoludes'Auestions on "physical freed'om of

movement." The 1974 version of the Swedish Level of Living Study Also in;
...

eludes such questions,
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c.) Intellectual Job ascretion

With this indicator we hope to measure 'the extent to which -the worker

is allowed tel exercise decision-making capacity and skill on the job. The

_indicator is ^composed of the worker's evaluation of skill level -(in terms

of educationLand his response as to.whether.the work is monotonous/repe-

titious (lacking in variety). We reason that work which is repetitious,

even if,it may have once required skill, loses it/Capacity for intellec-
.

tualchallenre'after oonstant rehearsal.

The estimated general educational level of the job is not a very pre-

cise measure,, but it. is positively correlated to job-related skill in sev.f.
4

eral studies,* In U.S. .datarthe general education level of the' jobis

,.-

correlated -positively with speoiftc skill requirements in dealing with

iaand pebid; (bit not thin ).** 'Monotonous or'repetitiontwotk is

also negatively correlated wi7h measures of skillandliintellectual cam.
plexity of 7.46 job fh other job content studies..

2NN

seale:of intellectual complexity measures the intellec-
,,

teal complexity that the`wotk demands, not the intellectual capmditthe

worker possesses,.or his formil,education.*** However, the job "skill"

question is based on the employeet'iNmvaluation of the training-level and must

be treatedcarefully because it potentially conveys information about the

!Gorden-(1971),A, fit.; iohn andSchoolerj1973), oz. AI,

***)TheitilBureau of Labor Statisties jobntelleetual req
Ov

uite-
scents in terms of training two componesta,'howevers Apmerral-ind
job - specific training.- The mgener4 aptitude level' laxoorrelated to the
people and data soales,ibut-not-tWthingerekill seal.. -(Les Bided, Her.
card School of Public wealth, personal oemmunication.)
b) Kohn and Schooley (1975) measure of "substantive complexity of=the job"
is a factor iirwhich complexity of work dealing with things loads neg.,'"
tively. Skill with people and data load,positively.

ce

***There arpmajor discrepancies between reported education and
job complexity. This discrepancy is much higher among younger workers
report considerably higher levels of education than their jobs commonly
require ( see p.115). Par middle-aged workers this discrepancy is reduced \
as reported job complexity increaMei (perhaps as responsibility increases).-
and attained education declines. both decline for elder workers over 50.
Quinn et al., U.S. Survey at Working Conditions Plaal Report, 1971, find a
similar relationship.'-lhayusethe discrepancy as a Measure of education- .

al undo ilization--55%of thett.S. work force has such a:discrepanpy.

1 .A. r
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worker's own education (even though this is not
.asked) as well as the in-

tellectual complexity of the job its elf. To avoid this difficulty in the,

* 40-
analysis below we essentially use_ Only_a part. cif the data ,in this questxon:

% r'

_

"Does the typical worker with your job have any education. over the statu
_

tory minimum "" (eleven years in SWeden). Mit .31interpreted'as a measure
k

of skilled vs. unskilled work.* In Chapter 4 we adopt a further strategy

Table 2-5: Intellectual Job
Discretion

1. Is your work monotonous/repe
.* titioye? -Yes- and not "educated

job",(see below) 15.7% 1036 .65 .39
go.

, -

2. Do most people with your type
\
of job hap education ,over ele-
mentary school (7 years)? -No-
(and no monotonous/repetitious
work) 44:9 . 9296 ,, .65 .57

(
3. '-Yes- 1-3years educatio n.(and

' nomonotonous/repetitious work) 21.5 . 100% ' -- 40 , -,

Frequency Label- Ave. Scale-
Position Intern., Item
Accuracy -Correl.' 'Correl.

(Yule.!s Q)

-Yes-4-6 years education :("and
no monotonous/repetitious work) 10.9

-Yes- over7 years academic
secondary school plus some unit-
versity e ucativi (and no mono-
tono epetitgous work)

.)

coeff. of reproducibility = .94 / coeff'. of scalability = .87 / n = 392***
.

*This is 50,5 of the male non-rural work
)
force (18-66.years).

ft

**These highez skill levels correlate more strongly with the ldcg of
manotwirepetitious work (.86 for levels4 and 5).

***This figure includes anproximately 60 professionals and 110 self-
emplayedbusinesemon and 35 fareferi asked the mofttony question only. "The
value for educational demande-was equated with actual education for these
172 people.

ATP'.
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to isolate the effects of the jOb. We hold "actual education" constant
A :

for half bf the'work force and,examine thevork-leisure relationships for
' %

workers with'different intellectual job discretion. /n,this form the job
.

. -
. / ,

content measure indicates tilt

r

frequeecy of "unskilled and monotonous/ .
s .

. ..
.

repetitious wori"
.

among workers-who have constant (7 ybare.mirtimum) educe-
,..

tion.

Construct Validity'
s

The intellectual job digoretion'inaicator is a broad range measure

and thua we rely on several types of construct validation. First,, we find__

evidence that the indicator reports Characteristics of the job,and not

juetsthe-worAr's education.* In addition ye examines 1) theoret,Ical-,

t .

f:

J

*Character istic of the jobor the Wotker?-e
We find several pieces of evidence to confirm the fact that intellec-

tual disdretion reported for the 19.12 does not Simply-reflect the iiidividu
al's own education levels

1),Within the_group'of workers whox have only primaily education (50
of the non-rural work force age 18 to 66) we can identify- significant
groups of workers with both low intellectual discretion (monotonoue/repeti-
tioUs jobs),, and workers whose jobs'are typically associated with more
skill than a primary education implies. U.S. findings (Quinn et al., 1.973)
also confirm of workers-have jobs Whose intellectual requiremsnt,
measured in Terms of educationodiffere from their actual education. -The
distrepancy between education and job intellectual discretion is somewhat
higher for younger workers, perhaps because of their generally higher
levels 9f actual education.. But the discrepancy between "intellectual job
discretion" and edUcation does AOt.appear.to be a function'of adjustment to
the labor market which disappears after-the first job. T4e percentage of
workers with actual education over elementary level but "intellectual job
discretion" at the elementary level or-beldw remains approximately con-
stant'at 50% of the work force. The_-"pnderilualified workers"--rePresenting
1796 of the work forcedo decline'sonetihat,tith increasing work experience,'
Overqualified: 0-5 yrul..3t%/6-15 yrs. 5996/16-50 yrs. 2696/50+,rs. 306.

,

Werqualified: 0,5 yrs. 25%/6-15 yrs. 2196/16-50 yrs. 22%/50+ yrs. 1496. -,
2) Also, work-leisure findings generated-in Chapters 4 and 5 with the

intellectual job discretion inlioatdr4ereiat when actual edupation is
controlled.for.'. ,
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findings about taft'liscretion_and job content dist*ibutioh findings,* and

1

*Distribdtion by Industrzand Occupational Level
s

y ,

Oar job content distribution tables (AppendtY .).show4at/Intellec.,
tualjob'discretion is lowest in the .highly automated process indnstries
wher 26% have monotonous repeiitibus -low skill Jobs, and higher (15%),in
thb service industries. can localize low intellectual disoretiod.mare
specifically by isolating working class members of these industires. We
finct-that Adam Smith's premonition about the intellectually debilitating.
effects of the industrial resolution are confirmed:*

a) 40% of process industry' workers have mondtonbus/repetitious-ow
skill jobs(vs. only 2036 of:agrioultaral workers - in our biased sample).

Ourfindinp suggest that it is only at the very highestAeohnologcal
levels that automation - requires sitilled workers,. For automated jobs as a
whole,the oontent of work is more likely to be monotonous and require
little skill. This is consistent %with Adam Smith's ebservation.he
Wealth of Nations, New York?! Modern Library, 1937,-pp. 101, 127): "Not

only the art of th% farmer, the general direction of the operation' of hus-
bandry, but many inferior branches of country labor, requiie,much more
skill and experience than the greater part of the mechanic trades..!. The
Condition of the materials which he works upon, too, is as variable as the
instruments which he works with, and both require to be "anagedyith much
judgement and discretion."

Other evidence of such a relatibnehip)1; presented by Turner and Law-
rence (Industrial Jobs and the Worker, Harvard University, 1965), who find
in their study ,of 470 workers_ in 47.U.S. indUstrial.jobs that a measure of
"capital investment" --presumab/y equivalent to automated productive capa-
city. --is negatively related'(r k -.27) to "task identity"--an expert-rated
index of autonomy of decision making and job related skill:(whichisialso
correlated to job satisfaction). There are also several sources which ar-
gue that high levels of automation areraoodepanied by higher skill--and
job satisfactionlevels (Woodward, 1958I'Phunce, 1965; Gardell, 1971;
Blauner, 1965); Most'of these findings =pp/Ft the exiistence,of a "U"?,
shaped curve of technologicalleVelopment anti skill (or satisfaotion),
where skill is lowest for "middle-technology" manufaoturing jobs, -Piore
(1972) describes the process of-skill division it the pfbcess of increas -

ingstechnological complexity: one intermediate stage of development is
accomplished by a bimodal distribution of both very low*skill jobstand
high skill problem-solving jobs which adapt the work process to changttg,

economimconditions. '

b) The "bureauorailyn is less clearly,assOciated with low levels of
=ntellectual discretion. 34% working plass members of the administrative
industry report monotonous/repetitious-low skill jobs. This level is cer-
tainly higher than construction ,(15%), commeroe (19%), or direot service
(25%). -However, it must be noted that a relatively high. peoentage of. .

lower level-workers in the administrative industry have "skilled" jobs: ,

22% vs. 14% for.the working olass overall and 4% for processindustry.
workers.. (55% of administrative managerial and white collar workers have
"killed" and non-monotonous jobs)

(oont'd.)
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.'12) related correlations in the Swediledata.*

.,v , -` . io, ,4

--'Criticue,.amd-Sug, Restions for a Futurelidestionnaire

* t
%

The primary shortcoming of- thi indicator is again lack/of epecificty.,

Several other studies of 'Job conten-ittavemadeiude of substantially more

elaborate dita about the worker's use of skills on the. job (Caplan, 1975; --4 .
5

* 4 4'
1

("d.hrell, 1971). 'However, the: general result of-ell these studies has been
.

*
to aggregate all thedetailed information into one'meaeure of "jot °hal-.

. ... , 5

lenge pr complexity"-(see discustion, page 90)14* which%in their final..

c) In addition the intellectual job discretion measure is the clearest
differeztiator of the Swedish occupaiional social class Categories. While
only 18% of working clast males report a job whkautypically involves
training _beyond elementary 49hool, 93%' of social class I males' report such''_
jobs, and While only 2%:Orsocial,olase I males report Jobe-which are
"monotonous/repetitibus° and non-skilled, 246 of-working class-males (33%

,e-working class females) report such jobs. .

*Potential for Creative Involvement (Researcher Coded)
We developed' "researcher coded" measure of "task identity" to assess

the degree of "mentalay creative emotional involvement" in the, job for-57
different occupational types and 37 industry Categories. This indicator,
correlated more hipthly..igith the Intellectdhl Job' Discretion indicator _

(r :.30 Kendall's tan B) than with any of the other Job content indica- '

torsi ;Industries were coded 0 to 3: reprossntin at ldwest level, emo-
,tionalTy uninvolvingproduct output, and at the highest level,, creative
product output. -Tasks were ratqd on the degree of autonomous decision
ms*ing permitted from 0 to . The-industry type and ocCupationethe
scores were added for each indivitialand then correlated with the Intel).-
leothal Job Discretion top

**The range of questions included on 'Gardell's composita freedom and skill
,

dimension spans both our 'Intellectuil Discretion' and personai.Schedule
Freedom measurer! (as well as several other areas):
1. A variety of taskgoals

.

2,'Demand fer concentration ,*6
-, : i.

3. Control over work,prOceah
,

ti

4..General decision influenoe about work
5. Requirements Tor training
6. Economic responsibility
7. Consultation and opoperatio4
8. Freedom for social contacts
9.-Physical freedom of movement

-

I
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form are even less specifiC than the measure we adopt./.

In its broad outlines lnteltecthal Jol? Discretionisaimilarilpo Kohn, . ,
.

t:

and Schooler'.s measure of "occupationa1,41elf-direction," botfi scales

lack of variety in the'uork task identifies the;lowest,leirel of self:.

direction, and in bOthcases the topend of the scale is defined by a gen-
,

.
,

eral maasure ot skill which really is-restricied to.skill in dealing withi

...'people and data (and not things),:*
r

-S.
In orderlo minimize the bias against "skill in!w4king"with.things"

and maintain the broad-Spplicaiiility of "intellectual Job DiscYdtion,' we

sacrifice the higher skill levels of the scale (which are more exclusively

',correlated with People aindlata Skills),

4
. 4

trainingaivel (any post-elemen

be' able to differentiate "craftsmen"

more -highly trained employees.**

and retain only the lowest genera3.

cation). In this manner we hope to

s
from un8cilled workers as well as

4 ...
A more accurate indicator of intellectual job complexity would allow

,
%,,separatesseesement otsilled work with Things, fatal and ieople. Inc"

addition it would' ask hold often the 1;difier felt challenged by a new prollb-c
lam ; and tq what extent the Sob represefited an opportunity for,enhancing

some area of his competence:.

ar 4
*Skill in dealing with things lajaat serially correlated with the educa-

'i'..:4., tiontelaied general aptitude level in the Department of Labor data. Kohn
' -and SchOoler's measure of "substantilie'job complexity" is WlsO based on a

illactor score in' which skill arid, time spent in dealing with Things loads
negatively, 26/-:68, while for People and Mataiphe respective loadings
are pbeitive, ;82/.37 and .85/.65. '

-- 4..:.--- .
.

*Working. glass members of the construction industry (where craft appren-
r ticeshii\44 common) do indeed-report higher le/els of "skilled" jobs Than

; : 4)1
list

7
y or manufacturing Induatriworkers (20g vs. 494 10 re-

p

N\n
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. .

2.11d.) Personal Schedule Freedom
.

In general this is a measure of the individual's ability to withdraw,

at his own discretion<irom the formal tasks of the job and partidipate
ti

in the'informal behavior . It .can also serve as a rough measure of free=

10C dom to engage in outside social relationships. The question4 are Can

you. place at least one private phbne call during the
,

work, day; receive a

visitor for ten minutes; leave on.s. half-hour,errand WithoUt consulting
k

the supervisor; or do you hale an employer.who not concerned with puncr

tuality and schodules?

Table 2-6 so 'w of
4.7

Personal Schedule Freedom- Fiequency Label-; Ave:
' . Position_ Intern.

Accuracy Correl.
(Yule's Q)

1. -No to all questions- 8.030- 10096
.st

2. Can you'placeiat least one
private telephone call during
ordinary 143Ork time? -Yes!, 21.0 '' 78 .43

3. Can you receive a private
visitor at your work place, say
far ten minutestduring ordinary
work?

4. If you need to go on7a
errand, can you leave the

workplace=for about half an
4

hour without speaking to your
supervisor? -Yes.; Y 20.9 68 . .63 .544

5. Is your emploYer a stickler

.

for punctuality and schedules?
-No- 1947 . 100 .44

*,

30.4,.

r
I

92 e69. . :55

04,

Scare-
Item
Corral,

.A3

coef41, of acatability 64/Coeff. of r'eproducibility,= ,91 / = 239A*

*Approximately 60 professionals, 110 businessmen and 30,farmers were as-
signed a value for this variable, since the questions were not asked. All
these broad occupations imply considerable freedom and so the highest
scale oategbry was assigned.

(

r
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While the indicator does not explicitly measure "machine paced" as-
s

sembly line work, the responses at the low end of the, ;3cale clearly in-
Or

elude this possibility. A."punch clock" question is highly correlated to

the scale, but WAS excluded from the scale because of non-uniformity*

in use of such devices' across industries.

u ,r
- .

tie greatest departure from a perfect Guttman scare for this set of

time freedom questAns comes at the high personal freedom end of the scale;

a substantial number (18%) of individUals who said their employers were

not sticklers for punctuality, responded nevertheless that they could not

'leave, for a half hour-errand, although they couereceive a visitor for 10

minutes. At the opposite end of the scale another deviation occurs: 3096

who said they could not make a telephone call could nevertheles6 receive a

visitor for 10 minutes., The scale errors table- suggests that the ,broadly
. . ,,2

phrase& question "Are they concerned about punctuality and schedules?" is

the least accurate step in the Guttman scale. It is also 'less specific--

ally interpretable. Thus a better scale would have resulted by removing it.

Construct Validity.

,

There are several findings from N.r Swedish industry/class job con-

tent distribution tables. (Appendix Table A-1 that aonfirm'the construct

validity this indioator. Howfk,er,personaa schedule freedom does not

show as strong a variation in these tables as the intellectual job discre-

tion measures, indicating perhaps that- the industry differences arerlot as
$ Y

* hid would not of ect e correlation but does affect Guttman -stale
positions nclerror tota a. Use of a tiMie Punth'is much more prevalent in
..:tha production industries, and relatiely rare in the servicenduqtries.
This non-uniformity would introduce considerable error iri\a. scale ton-

. struotsd for Industry-wide use. _However, within the prodUction industries
it might well add valliable information to the personal freedom indicator.

-44

L
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f: 4

. inry rtint- s differiences in specific _firm policy for this 4ob dimension.*

'\4""

Critique and Suggestions for a FUtureQuestionnaire

Since thisdnaioator is based an fairly detailed questions about the

work situation its yalidity does not i^aise serious questions. The problem

tase is that only one aspect .of "freedom of aotion" on-the job is

really measured: freedom to leave the formal work task. A m6te important

measure of job discretionfreedom to allocate time resources-Lis not

directly measured by our indicator although it would' appear to be corre-

lated. The real problem, then, As how "important""is this measure of job

content. To its credit this measuFe of_a regulate One's involve-
ti

mentwith the formal work task is associ ted with in sod job satiifac-

, tibn (Turner and Lawrence,1965),t* inc d autonomy (Yount Willmott,.
*Distribution" by-Industry and Oceuvational Level
1) The construction industry gffers its workerswho are generally mobile
on a construction sitemore personal freedom than workers ip the high ,

automated and machine, regulated procest industries. Only 10% of lower
level workers in the process industries maytleave work'for a_half hour
errand without their supervisor's permission, while 4096,of Construction
industry working class employees may do so: ' ,

.

2) Men have significantly greater personal schedul freedom in the work
place than women.'.0% of men may leave,on an unscheduled half hour errand
,while only 31% of women may do BID. FoifUll time men and women these fig -
titres are respectively 47% and 50%. . .,.

3) the personal schedide freedom me:4=re is.also correlated to the absence
of ,a time punch Clack (r w2 :24 and to the total lengill,of.resi breaks
during the day (r mis .12, n is 333 Male workers with over 15 ydars experi-s,..
ence)..' AA

' 2

`**Turner and Lawrence find that the only consistent job Content correla
tion of job satisfattion.is &measure of the amount of time the worker was
allowed to leave the work place (4.1011ii to ourAuestioi: an you leave .

work for a hour without permissiOn). The broad importance of personal
freedom to allocate time resources at work is indicated by. tie. fact that
several; researchers identify lack of it as.a primary cause' of "boredom"
(Wyatt et al., 1929)-and job fatigue... Dickson notes ttiat freedom-to per-

. sonally. schedule rest breaks on the job is. what hitchers Mein by job
"variety" (Dickson, 1971):

.1k
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1973),,and increased "activation leveiP.(Scott, 1966).*. it more broadly

Xelevat measure should include 'the following types of questions relating

to schedule freedom:

A. Can ,you plan youi day or weekly schedule?

B., What range offieedomcdo" you have to 4tamattzith work mate,t?.

C. you physically restricted to one'looation at the work place?

'Another broad area of job.diseretion which our data barely touch on is

"job responsibility and closeness of supervkion."** In this area ques-
-

tions should be included to measures
4t0

A. Extent of supervisorlal authority,'Oi closeness Of task super-

visions.

Bw Extent of Personal responsibility for the quality or quantity of

.11

output,

-O.-- responsibility for factors outside one's personal control.

4
1"

*Scott, 41kiVation Theory and Task Dq n. , 1966: "Strete,
ing positions...leaving to visit the water fountain, another department,

)
or the rest room...social actiyity including conversation mith,fellow 48t5..

'%-ployees; The development.of complex group relationships.:.ilio introduces
variation which may.ferve to increase t)ae activnti/on level.

"It is o oue at much of the i*aot-incTeasing
trinsicto the ...the individual may also introduce-variation into_the
task itself" (pp. 15-16).

**There is data about whether the wolIcer has erviiorial'authoiito bUt
it has been' combined. into anindex with othe "institutionally guaranteed
job status protections."

4I.
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2B-3i_ Summary Statistics

The indices discussed above vary in reliability from .91 to .65.* The

Guttman scale statistics (met. ofreproducibility/coef. of scalability) are:

I

123

Psychological Job Demands .939 /..77d

Intellectual Job Discretion .974' I / .909

Personal Schedule Freedom .908 / .743

Institutionalised Job Authority & Secuiity .907 / .650

Cronback's alpha statistics:

, Physical. Job Demands (exertions & discomfort's) .703

Physical Hazards .714

The distribution of canes on the dimension is also important. Because
.

1
..

____

,

, of interactions and non-linear predictionblitmple least-squares linear
,-

models ot be routinely used.to test the work - leisure model. The al-

-:
quired .90.- The measure.of *inability (more nearly equivalent to Croce
hack's alpha,) is the coefficie of 'ecalability, which arq whir the re-

mmcoended '0 0.0. 1
, I.,

.
bstantial Consideration

-
4en in the cqpntruction of dimensions to

have indicator dimensionf with large.and.un orm;variance. For. example, ,

our total,,,ample of 2392 working individuals eludes 1466 males. If we
,select three categories pf interacting job f edom and job demand dimen-
sions (for,ine cells), control for the relationship wi 4 three work ex-
perience and for two types Of individual back:v.4.d, the avet-
age cell woul. contain o (assuming indppehdence) 1466/ 7 inaliviAtt.

ale. This is a gutficient a sell frequency for most tatistical
tests, but there is little mar for error. Differences in-frequency

,diatributiohs of the job content measures as great As 15%,x 20) instead
_of:33% x 33%) change the ,cell frequency to 10 instead of 27-too few cases. ',

'.

.44 8

i I
410 M

m

ternativ multidimensional cross- tabulations, requires a rather uniform

;

dispibut on of cases along inNtor and control variables to prevent

cell frequencies from becoming too smaI1.

The final dimensions often dispiat higher intercorrelations'thin

their caniponent variables, but their functional independence is confirmed
1 . 'te

by the te.ct that important work environments exist(representing all com-

hinations of the dimensions. These sub - categories of job content in fact ,

isolate workers with the highest and lowest mental strain and-rates of,

leisure and political partibipation.
, .) .

f

*The Guttman scale coefficients of reprodicibilit5;.bre all above the re.
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,Table 2r7

Finil Indicator Correlations

Working Mates Sweden 1968 (excluding self-employed and farming) n x1150,

12!i

Psyc. Den.

Phys. Dem. -.11

Intell. Disc., .23 -.33

,
2.18 .90

2.37 1.48

'2.52 1.11

c e

(1 to 4):

(1 to

,Pers. Sched. .0'1 -.AY :AI -3.19 1.09 '(1 to-5)

Institut. Protect .27 -.30 .47 .28 44-' 2.63 1..84 (1 to 6)

Wage .28 -.26 .57 .27t4 2.50 .38 (log Sir /hr),

'rim Inc. .26 .2)4. .46 3.05 OS (log 000Skr)

Education .10431 .64 .21 .29 .5dr .0 2.09.1.59 (1 to 5)

The correlation, matrix above relates the job content indicators to other

measures of occupational circumstance. In general,there is a moderate colinear-
4 4

-Ity between Psychological Job Demands, Intellectual Job Discretion, and Institu-

tnal JorrStatus Protections. Physical Job Demands correlate ne
7-

this entire group; Personal, Scheale Freedom appears to be more
,

,

tDjfferences in correlations that occur when the working womens populatioM

is included are dented(. . The correlational between personal Schedule Freedom

and the other indicators drops-when' women are included, confirming our earlier
,

obserVation,that,women have lower personal freedom across a,wide range of jobg.
-4 f 1 4

The correlation between edugatioq and wage-also drone.

,

tivelywith,

ndepengent.

When one age-enerience cohort is 'selected from the.full working male
.

population, other differences occur(0). Schedule becomes lore highly correlate0.
) .

,
. t.. 4 It` -,

to the other job
.

content inclicators(suggesting an independent age contributation7
b

to schedule pgogatives), and-family income finally finally becomes more-
.

'4, -
highly correlated to'education( r=03 for men age 31 to 50).

\
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Overall Critique

71.
There is a major area of omission in the Swedish measures of job con-

tent: notably information about relations with stnervisor, co-workers,'

and social process factors introduced by 'the complete organizational strUc-
.

.,
tare of4.the Cork place. , Except for this' exception, the Swedish '

data can be recommended on the. basis of its broad coverage of_job content:

both physical and psychological demands, and both formalark informal me-

)

d

sures.of job discretion are included. Ale flaw.in the data s that while

broad areas are covered in the aggre6ate, important :-,11,-(lineTsiOnsare not

specifically reasured(such as the sources of Trsycholoecal job demands):
_ - . .

\
Another shortcoming, applicable to two of the measures, is that

,

the inforMation comes from the worker4ebroad aggregate judgemeRts about

125.-6

.0

his job, and thus prevents specific inferences about the "impacts

of the work 'envirobtent at-the-detailed,level, uality also
. .

raises questions about possible subjective bias. Support of objective

validity can be obtained in most cases from national distribution data,

correlations with more specific variables, ,and by restrtoting the use of
_:.

-'

the indicator (.n Chapters 4 and to the range where its_accuracy is
,

lehat questionable. In this mannerewe can make a strong,cide for the fact

that tfleindicators do roughly measure the job content that their labelsimplY.
- _

. In spitt of these "bracketed" confirmations of validity, however,
.

the-lack of detailed specificity still, limits the utility of.any.findings

for specific "job design" strategies. ,Under these circumstances our hope
, .

f''

.
, .

will be to 'Grade out the, broad pattern of potential impacts of the work

environmentand include an unusually large array of "controlling fac-a*

tors"--in such a Why" that will facilitate orientation of and comparisons
. ,

between later studies talicb may be more limited in coverage but are more
1

refined in Measurement.

'N
1 3 d
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Chapter Three

The Leisure Activity Indicators,

3-1: Patterns of Leisure Acttvit7-41 Summsry

127

Ailefsure pattern is defined as a oommOnly ooturring combination of
,

leisure time Activities within the population.--1TeD6re we'approach the'
-7'

problem of how to measure what this concept does imply, we shall sharpen
. .

the definition by _liating_alternitive formulations which are riot included:

7

A. A,leisure patterm is not a daily time budget,
k
1

' B. A leisure pattern- is not a "percentage" of thk'poPulation who emr
_ t F

. .

.,gage inalimalioula, vactivity.
,

C. A leisure pattern is not a subjeotive measure of satisfaction in
. ,

0 4 leisure..

, -

V

D. A leisure pattern is not a mapping of friendship or kinship

'networks.

E. A leisure pattern is not a combination of 'activities which result

Only from a Common response to an external influence, but is in-

-7-
Techbically, our mathod,for discoveringlatterps of leisure will be to

4-
use factorana-Iysts-t4 investigate covariance structures among the set of

iteW67:relatively invariant association of alternatiieliermarementsi
(

of a presumed underlying dizenEtion-1-1u±suretime activity

leisure activity variables. We ultimately generate eightjatterns from a

.

Varimax rotation of factoris extracted, from a "Principal Factor" factor

analysis program. IM the non-rural population the eight factors account

for 48% of ,thecommon variance among the 24

*For the whole population factor analysis Joreskog's Method was utilized,
and somewhat less of the common variance was accounted for (35%). The
first eight "latent roots":' 7,.05 to, 1.15.

/'



The Boundaries ,of the
a.

4./
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lysis: "Active" Leisure and Political Participarri

Examination of time budget allooations for leisure time in Sweden

the U.S.* suggest that the 24 leisure activity measures used frOm,:tivsjD;eaiii.

data tend to overemphasize active participation in discrete,- easily iden-

z.,

tiTiablerecreatpnal and political pastimes. The signifiaiit7SiOdki of
4

time that are omitted are generally leisure' relaxations," rather -than

leisure "activities ": TV watching, unspeoified rest and relaxation,, and

family socimliiing activities.**

Our method for discaVerng/Wsure patterns is to use factor

analysis to.investigate correlations between activities to find. the most

camsft17 occurring combinations of leisule activity within, the population.4
4

The methodological iisue of what activities are to be included within the "cog-

40
*Hammer and,-Chapin, 1972.

. a. Family and Non - Family Socializing

(non-faMily activity is the major component)
b. Participation in organizational activities, cultural acAiNity4

hobbies, promenades, sports
c. Passive Diversions such as TV, reading

(movies, radio, srectator sports account
category)

d. Rest and. Relaxation

1096
or

for about 7%,10-f-tarb-------'"

1, , 51%
. 0%

44'his may account for our finding that foriiine of ten dimensions of lei-
7

,sure,and,political participation individuals with active.jobs are more aP-
tive in their leisure. Individuals with What we have defined as !'passive"
work may be. simply devoting more,of their time to activities not includeds
relaxations and rove nprivatized" leisure (Wilensky; 1968). We should-
note that individuaXd With the healiiest job demands are not.the ones who
spend the most" iple in recreation and "privatizeeleisure. Aisotile
4resenoe of young children doei not shift the leisure aptivity.level sub-
_stantiallyralthough the type of activlei:lure does change.

132
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,

mon ftotot"jboundary. fundamentally affects the interyetatiothati4y-
1/

be made about the final factors. 'tuch a factor analysis is based

variance within the chosen activities (its latent dimensions or "intrinsic
r...-,

tendencies"), an not a "spurious associations" that appear,because of,

common response to an outside influence. 'Wm factors chosen should remain

internilly, correlated in any control populations, or under 'the impact of

any external "causal" forces such as our hypothesized work environment

effects. Tests of the chosen factors within subpopulations of age, sex
A

and social class "Ohow that the faotors.are relatively constant.**

We hate placed measures of pure social relationship in a logically

separate category, to i'e.tested in the fut6re for reciprocal, causal in., 1-.,

teraction with the leisure activity factor pattern. There are significant

associations between particular leisure activity

ti

/ 1
.

*aflother common theme in ani4yeis of modern leisure patterns involves sub-
.

jective and normative judgements about the lack of "dreative" or satisfy -
`ing leisure. Our data includes only more objective,easesaments of parti-
cipation rates, so no direct tnilysis of individual'satisfactiOh in lei-
sure is possible.

a

**The'differences are not so large the/t important factors disappear in any
of the sulmoPulations, but are of interest in 'their awn might. Patterns
of leisure actimitare least consistent #n the under,30 population, and
become more stable in older groups. Or izationalparticipetiOn (inolud..

' ing labor and political party) changes* corrAlations mo0 significant."
-ly. Women's patterns differ More than men's among the age categories, and
there is the largest difference betweenimen's leisure patterns and women's

t, ix the 30 to 54 age groUp (see Appendil).

/

I/

A

tors/and specific

e
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scales of Social rel4ionship: activity with friends, with'relatives, and

in organizations. We do not have data to test the communityspecific in
..,

,fluonce of particular.sets of friends on leisure o'hoices--a social network

analysiL

Another decision about ihebolliary Of."active leisure pursuits" was

to include measures commonly referred to as political partiCipation:*

meeting attendance, attempti foassert influence on social issues, labor

activity, and other ieasurea_of_political participation. These activities
__

are included becausethey represent a choice of free time allocition (some

would consid6 these relatliely "ob1igstoryT-eboicee0 which display eigni

ficant individual discretion and energetic engagement, our criteria for

distinguishing active leisure pursuits.

YeriOSY rotation- produced eight consistent_factors which-account

for 4e% of the common ind 36% of the total variance among 24 activities:
S

Intellectual CosmobolitihLeieurei=-bobks, theaters, study circles,,

'travel, musical instrument, (restaurants)

c2. Active Physieal'Laidiit sports participation, sports organizations,

ffantirig or fishing _

3. ireniMg-10bial.,-1.1,eisure. movies, dancing, restaurants

-Partieiratiok: church attendance, religiout or temperance
. r

organizations

5. , "Suburbanite" Leisure: gardening, hbbbies, cottage vis, member-

ship in other organizations (non-political),

p

*We have tried to examine the "pure participation" aspect of the political.
involvement oited.° Activities that were puxely."instrumehtal," such as
voting, were excluded, as were passive memberthipsin labor and pol
parties.

1 8
I



6. Masi Cultural Leisure:*

auto excursions

window shopping, "home" (non-news) magazines,

7, Elite Political Participation: speaking at meetings, writing

, .

. articles, attempts to influence, filing complaints

8. Mass Political Activityl politiCal or labor union activity (more than

_passive membenahip), demonstrations
"L.

Several othericomposite dimensions are constructed on the bisis'of the

factor analysis:

9. Variations in leisure Activity: the number of different factor, cate-

gories in the above list which lie individual participatesin.

10. First Uhrotated Fasier'of Active Leisure Participation: before-a

Varimax rotation has, been performeto equalize the variance among

multiple independent factors, the factor program defines the largest

linear combination of leisure correlatiogb.** This, then, represents

a unidimensional factor of leisure activity; the "center of Vavity"

of the ohosen'group of leisur4 activity correlations.

o

*We do not have a T.V. watching indicator, although our guess is that -it.
would load most significantly on this.factor. 1Puch an association is
fauna by

**Amount.041variance explained. by the first uni-otated factor varies some-
what by age and sex subpopulations. It is higher-in the older age cate-
gories, lending credence to the maxim, "People: becothe'sore set in their
war: as they grow older."

136
a
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3-2: Literature Peview: -What the Leisure Patterns'are Not

A Leisure Pattern it; hot a Time-Budget Study'

Time budget studies_ generally begin by defining arbitrary categories

of work time, travef time, maintenance time, etc., and then-discuss

"leisure" as the residual category. .Thesestudies are usually ghite em-

132

pirical and offer no positive theory of leisure time allocation;_. Indeed,

an explanation of why leisure time is, spent as it'is, is hardly relevant

In the time budget apprgaCh* since all other aspects of the daily schedule

are consideied the determinant inputs.

Since no direct time budget measurements of leisumactivity were

included in-our' survey, we do not really know how large a portion of

"free=iime" the, activities included represent. We can make an estimate;,

f however, from overall time allocation percentages from's, Washington, D.C.

. study.**

a. Family and Non-Feany'f.kmializing (non- family activity is

the major, component)

b. tarticipation in organizational activities, cultural activity;

hobbies, promenades, sports

.c: PasSive Idversions Such as TV, reading (movies, radio,,

spectator sports account for about 7% of this category)

-d. Rest and-Relaxation .

I
. f

,Examfahg the, list of 24 leisure activities included in the Swedish

cb

31%

' 51%

:2

. .

*The two classic time budget itudies are Alexander Szalai, et al. the
Uses of Time, 1972, the gague.irouton Publishers, and PitrimAorokin and,
Clarence Berger, Time Budgets of Human Behavior, garvard University Press,
.,

, I f

**Hammer, P.G., Chapin, F.S., Huffman Time Allocation's- A Case Study of
Washington, D.C., Center-for Urban and Regional Studies,, University of
North, Carolina at,C4ipel HD-L-1972.

sit'e 4.

136.
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e

xe see that significant blocks -of time are possibly omitted in the
. ,

' .-,-.! areas of TV watching; fakily leisure, and,rest and relaxation. This,,6-ri-'
.

. .#'-.,.-- 4 .., .

. ,

----;enta4on of the Swedish data implies that we will be-investigating pat-. ,Ir , . ?'#; -- .-.

-,terns of leisure ikativity as opposed to patterns of leisure relaxation.-
.

.

However, TV watching, which accoun.kfor almost 32% of total discretionary-e.
.

:,-time in the U.S.-study (about 1.7 hours per day), is somewhat less common

I/in Sweden.* The activity categories of rest.and relaxation are also pas.T.
..

.times which may oftewbe included under the more specific activity head-.

f/the Swedish data.

Leis1WPattern is tot a Pe±centage'of the Population

Another common type of leisUre study tabulates frequencies of parti-
.. -

,

cijoation in long lists of leisure stimes4 and oroietebulates the results

with c4bgeries such as age, sex an4 income.** Here also, no positive

_a

theory of leisure is presented an no,obvious patterns often emerge from

the wealth or nnetrUctured data.-
.

This paper discusdessa different aspect of'leisure: the connections

and relationiadips between activities. We-will attempt\o shoW that the

Overall "gestal s" that emerge from the'variable correlations. represent a

different ty'p of information than that contained in simple frequency

the difference between frequencies and patterns? It- is

$L

"tabulations.

6*-cg-r

...--
%.

*A study of dWedish evening activities by Sveriges Radio indicates that
..3,6$ of the time between,6 pm and 10 pm (1.4 hourp) is devoted.ta,TV-

- ... %miching. The youngest (9-14) and 'oldest (654-) have sipificantly higher
"rates. -:-AnderW Wikman, "Alternativa.KvAllsaktiviteter," Sveriges Rpdio
7 25.10,1974. Rapport 35/74. ,' '

, .

,4#
**kr a good summary of leisure activity croistabulation studies see Nils
-Anderson, Work nd Leisure,. 1960, and Robert Kleemeir,Aging and Leisure,

',,oxford University Press; 1961. ,,
.

for

1.3
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,
as if a trav*efer yin a foreign land who

.

asked an inhabitant what his

countrymen usually ate for dinner was told only that a typical eVening

meal oonsisted of so Many.eggs, so many cups of fl and such and such a

complement oeVitamins. Ths. fact that these ingredients were combined

into Spahetti in-one country; and Hard Bread .in another, is what'the.

foreign trav4 -ler really wants to know. Our implicit' criteria for under-
.

'standable and plausible results in the study of_leisure time appear Ito

require the desoription of some of the oonneeti between activities as

st5ZILs.yell as the study of these actiTities in i tion.

( -'114 .

9

TYie f06gmented nature of information conveyet by frequency tables

often leads reseqrchers to *combine activities into groups. The Washing,.
,

ton, D.C., study applies this approach to time budget frequency data: the

percentage "Of days on which ctivity isperformed and the duration of

the aotivity. FoUr Major categories of discretionary time are developed
A

on the basis of activeness'of communication: Social Interaction and Par-
-

ticipation involve two4ray cotmuniCation, while Passive Diversion and Rest

and Relaxation' involve only one-way reception of information from the

iironment. However; the'internal coherence of the activities making up

the four ca'tegoriy is never eiamined. The hypothesis, that the activities
*. _

z-

.groulYed together epresent alternative, measures of the same "intrinsic
.

. . r.

I.J

tendency, whiCh4s the primary,aim of our study, is not tested. The.'
.,.0.,

.., "authors then attempt foliiild a causal model on t1e basis of th.. patterns
...

1

-

ti
" -

k

c , it. 3 - 1, ; ,
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developed and serere prdblems occasionally arise.*, For exampl, tele- .

vision viewing deoreases as income increases,. and reading increases but

since both of these activities are aggregated in the Passive` version

category the overall significant effebts of income on the group of acti-

vities Canoels out.

The Washington study calls its for categories "patterns of leisUre"
.--

also, but is really investigated as in other frequency studies, is

, .the emographic distribution of activity Iticipations. Our investiga..
. ,

.ter

tion of patterns focuses on -the structure,Of correlations and we find that

/ pastimes are not combined at randoi but display perceptable patterns which

are consistent in many seotors of the population..

A Leisure Pattern is not aLjective Meature of Satisfaction

.

Our itudy does not contain data abbut the individual's subjective

experience of satisfactions in leisure 0 his ethical judgements as. to the

"value" of.a particular type of leisur pastime. A study of leisure. time

values was undertaken by Havinghurst in 1957 and the technique of factor

-A '"
analysis was used to arrive-At dimensions:-

..--

A. Masculine Active Escape vs. Feminine Passive Home Centered..,--

;513. Upper Middle Class Delightful vs. kower Class Passive Pleasbre
4 -

A 0

10

C. Challenging New Experience vs. 'Apathy

D.Iplitary Instrumentals ervice vs. Gregarious. Expressive Pleasure
----.

E. Solitary Expressive Plessuibvs. GregarioUS Inst ental Service1111

, .

As one can see, the dimendidhs of leisure value extracted are heavily

-" *Fdr wtore
F - tions, see

et

I

4

discussion of the findings in age and sex subpopula- :

pendix I.

4
139
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value loaded. Whether these normative judgements"' are. intended results

of the emnirical.study,-or whether they represent the author's interprets.-

tive perspect4e,..fte dangers implicit in exploring le,16.1471n4yea. are

'clear: there is disagreement on the values-of certain types of leisure,

and it is not clear that, these differences

Our unit of analysis, by contrast, is

whole, and our method for finding patterns

combinations

tibn. While

ality of =our

of opinion need,be reconciled.*

N
°the Swedish population as a

-_,

places greatest Weight on the

of aotivity that occur most frequently in the whole papule-.

136'

we will also investigate eubpopulations to confirm the gener-

patterns, unusual combinations of leisure activity tend to be

averaged out in our calculations. We will return to the problem of norm-.

tive.interpretation in section III. Our-perspective will =ot be based on
v.,.

individual subjective judgement, but normative implications of leisure

ft:A: the perspective of "the-societyLas-d-whole."

%,

-4,

A Lirlitare Pattern is not a Social Network

"One goes to the movies if one's friends gato the movies." ,The,is7,-

portant influence of a person's friends leisure preferences on his

hivior are matted id our study and thus we mgst_expect:animportant un-

, 1

,explained component in the patterns we find. On the other 1hand to\tb!'

extent that "One chooses' friends who like to engage in.th %tame leisure

activities as oneself," this omission is.less significant. We find'evi-:

dence in Chapter 5 that while having many friends has a major impact

OP

n

,. ..,,
. ..

*"In general there was a high degree of relationshipsof the leisure values .

with personal adjustmenfratings; a moderate degree of relationship with
social class, and a low degree of relationship, with age and sex". (p. 325).
RobettNevingharst, "The Nature and Values of Meaningful Free Time Acti-
vity," in 11.-Mleemier (ed.), Aging and-Leisure.

, ,

1,40.
1
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leisure participation, this effect is relativelY-indeisndent of job content

factors,
Al ..... ,

.

Relationships to relatives is a measure of strength of
.

traditional

;kinship ties. A7'the 'Swedish data .the'lrequincy 'of visits to relatives

does not have a majdr, impact on the frequency of leisure participation,

but it does have significant interactive impacts on the relationship be-

tween the'job contentimeaeuresnd leisure participati

Elizabeth "tott in Family and Social Network pro des the 'theoretical,

linkage for leieure,time behavior and the structure..of social relations.

She links differences in the strength of,conjugal ily bonds vs.

strength, of'outside'trielidship ties toq"undamen kerenoes inthe

faidly division of labor., Given different ,family divisions of labor, free

time -Activities ar.ie expected to be penformed'mors within the conjugal,
. .

family;or among,ouiside networks, of friends, Numerous u ors ve disu,

cussed the differences infrequenbies of social participatioi that are
, -

dependent on social-class.** Litwak*** discusses a different iiiapectiye

on why different patterns at'relationship affeot leisure: Friends are

more suitable oompaniona for dealing with current anctuations in external

circumstances because they are more,likey,..to be.qho'sen_on the.basinof

'commonsage, sex, job, education, and'iliterest characteristics. The family
.

'and relatives, resuited to dealing with issues involving long-term

*Bott, "Elizabeth: gamily And Social Network, 1956. . J.
**Young and ';iilmott, Symnetrioal

i

Family' 1973, Family and Xinship in East
London. M. Komarovsky, Blue-Collar Marriage. See also numerous articles
in the American Journal-of Sociology and Atherican Sociological Review in

* the 1950's by Axelrod, Bell, Boat, Force*, etc. '-='.:- '

-.
. .

.

***Utak and Selenyi, "Primary Groups and'ttAir 'Functions." 1969

141
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consequence and-fundamental xeSourceg.

NYona Ginsberg* in a study of leisure activity in to Tel-Avivrconpu,-
0

nities finds that. the prefeinces foi leisurp companiCnIs.varies according

to the type of leisure pastiind: -apprOtimately 90% Of,the married men in

the study at +end cultural activities wit their wives, while'-only about

3094; visit local cafes with their w . The latter percentage-depends

4, -",*

considerably on the social class level of the commupiti, whereas for cul-
.

tural activities the percentage is constant.

Such studies investigate air important aspeot of leisure behavidr:

the fact that a general type of social telatiOnships may be linked totor

responsible for certain,00mbinations of leisure activities. Our findings '
`-%

tend to
0
confirm significant differences in types of leisure activity that

are associated with visitsto friends vs. those associated with visits to
-

relatives. In general, however, our study does not describe the detailed
0 -

network of an individual social relations during leisure.

A Leisure Pattein Does Repeesent a Commonly Occurring Combination of

Leisure Activitids

Although we Ytav1 determine what typ6 of data we htive available and

delimited our method of invest gation, several "false" leisure patterns

remain. We will discuss these Foblems%in detail in section 3-4:

1. A Leisure SYmint6m--a combination of leisure activities may actu-
o

ally only appear in a. special subpopnIation.

*Giniberg, Y., "Patterns of Leisure of Young Adults"in Two Adjaceit Neigh-'
borhoodp,in Tel Aviv," ka S.N. Eisendtadt (ed.),-Stratification in Israeli-,
1968._

. 142
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2. Ap'bmitted,Pattern--becauge of 'an incomplete list of'activities to

begin with, the most important correlates for abtiVity "x" may be

missing, and as a result a pattern may not appear.-

3. A Leisure Outcome--a set of activities may group together only

because they are all similarly affected by the same external

influence.

Comparative eviddig6 for,our leisure patterns is unfortunately sparse.

Thy factor analysis of_leisure values by Havinghurat does not really

util4e the same type of Oats as the present study. A Firiiaish factor ana-

lysis of leisure activities performed in 1957 over a smaller,but similar

.random sample of all population groups yileds findings-'that roughly con-

firm our results. The list of aotivities4included in the Finnish study is

so limited, however, that the two factor!: which` represent the total pat-

terntern in that analysis are only two of eight factors developed later in

this section.*

;L.

*Piepponen, Paavo, Harrastasten valinta:' The e was pSrformed on 40f
ratdomly sampled residents'of city of Tampere in 57 (92% response). A
list of activities included: Sociability, Concerts, Literature, Book
Reading, and Interest areas in Newspaper Reading: Political, Science,'
Literature; Theater and Radio Plays (soap opera). .

.
.

All variables load most highly onto the first unrotated,fictor with-1
the exception Of so 'opera indicating a rather r-hoiogeneous pattern of
,activities. After ro, ion three factors -are generated, but two of them
are highly correlat e third hai-the two-Variables which do not load
more significantly onto the other Soap Opera:, Newspaper articles
about theater.'. :'

jhese two patterns are similar to our,"cosmopolitan-intellectual" and,
'Ipassive, mass cultural" respectively. Pteppginen entitles his dimensiOns
"Self, -Development/Sooiai Participation" and "Passive cultural interest. ".

143
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A recent factor analysis of "alternative evening activities" under-.

taken by Sverigeh Radio illustrates a lineial difficulty of applying the

technique ti disoover patterns. The time period of analysis is one

evening, and correlations investigatedthose between the activities
- ; ,)

listed by the interviewee: An individual who went icia restaurant would

not have had time to engage in hobbies, or watch TV. The time bUdget con-
.

a-f

straint' reduce correlations for all time-consumins. activities,. The $rob-

lem ie severe because-the time period for the analysis is one evening; for
. ,

our study where the activities engaged'ila ehn have takerillice over a

4 .

yearts time this problem idf--"constraint-bias" is probably not-significant.

' 3-3: - Data on Leisure ActivitiesrI
/

A set of 24 variableS measuring leisure pastimes, vacation activity,

4

social and,political partidipation was selected from the Swedish Level of Living

Study. 1968. Of these, 19 were measured by angle questipsre'in a

'nineteen activity check list. Respondents were asked "Do you

uhually do any the following as.leisure time activity" and to classify

their 'response to eadi-.70tiitity as' -no," "Yes, admetimesiq-cr, "Yes,

often,1(often defined_as.atleast once a month or more than ten times a

'year): A series of six-questions on recreation travelling and frequency of

r

,4
,

4

4
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visits to summer cottages -'Fare trantformed_intd.iridices for trays' and.

cottage viSitsTespeotiveli,.- Three additional-sets of questions assess,

` the degree of participation in unions and political organizatibns and the
-/

frequency of, church service attendance.,

Most of, the nineteen activities are of a kind in which fairly sizable

proportions of the adult population engage butthe variations in 'minor,.

tims active is also substantial. This variation in the proportions ao-

itteh-esting in itself bui,it also hasthe technical effect of

lo*ering correlatiOn coefficients.
fr ,, 4.ii- .

_____,--,*!- Several of the Swedish terms for leisure activity=in the check -list

are difficult to translate verbatim; but nevertheless have counterparts in

tileisgreIpastimes of other industrialized countries. The "Reading home

. .

magazines" item directly translated means Xewling weekly magazines (vedko-
,...

- . -

tidningar). In common usage it refers to magazines featuring serial ro-
1;

.

.
1

mantes, love stories, human interest stbrieso articles abut movie start
.--..,

.

1 i i

etc., house-keeping and cdoking tips .etc.' Men's magazines of equivalent

content and function are also inoludea.

"Dancingn,is translation for a term which implies going out to

special dancing halls in smaller °immunities, to disc6thequet in cities,

or Right clubs for older participanft. "Window-shopping etc:" is a trans-

lation for'walking about in the streets and visiting shop6".and should be,

bizoximately similar in. meaning.
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Table 3-3 t Frequency of Leisure Activity

Sweden 1968 call population (n = 5923)

Peroentage answering

Activity ometimes 0 ten. Sum active

. .

, ...
1.7fishing -", 25. ' -10.- 35---._

2. Hunting . 5 3' 8

3. Gardening 24 25 495;

,-;-- t...._--

4. Movie attendance 36 6 42

5. Visits.ta the theater, concerts, museums,

exhibitions' 34 6 40

*7

6. Going to restaurants

34 5
....... 7. ftc

24
- 7

8 52`7. Dancing:-

8. Reading books - ---41 . 31 72

9. Readineihome magazinesr,,loi. 4. L-fr.,--. - .---- A:kir% . 32
71

=

10-. Window,Shoppine,'etc. 30 9 39-_,,-
N41,

1'1. Auto eicursions- 43 28 71

..- 12. Visits to relatives 59 ( ' 28 87

'a.

13. Visits to friends .., 61 30 91

14. Have relatives for visits .. 62. 26 88
.

15. Have friends for visits 63 30 93.

''IL))))

6. Participating in study cjrples or courses- 7 19

17. Playing almisical instrument -7 .--.-1:41't 5 :14-' , -
18. PartiFipeting in sports , 13 , . 41-- 26

.

. 4

19.%1TobbtaiettatceS4.it.-krifitilit, sewing,

carpentry, stamp collecting, painting) -24

l 4

yrvie I

1

315 59

142
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'The other,five variables jincludec in the analysis

other techniques than the simple check -list.

20. Political, activity inde

-

r,

21.

are measured by

' 00`
Non-member 81% -

5%Passive member of politlical party
Active member of political party ._, 9%
Elected leadership t - 4%

Erni 6n activity index.

Not a member'
Passive member
Active member
Elected_leadership

22. Church attendanoe index

Never visiting services
Attending less thail once a-month

.Attehding once a Month but not once
Attending once a week

23. Suer cottage vilsits index

a week

.

No Week-end spent in summer cottage
At least one-week-end spent in summer
values 1-52) 1

f,

I24. Recreation-tra el index

143

45%

1096

5%

64%
cottage- (range of

3614

No 'recreationsitravelling done in_1967
',Trips in Swedqn only
Trips within Nordic countries

Other * foreign trips (range of values .,14)

"Visiting Sommer Cottages" has considerable significiumetn,Sweden.

The contrawelof seasons makes a summertime,"close to nature" a more

resistable phenoioenon than in countries of a more southern latitude,

48%
28%

r

Rural to urban migration is also a recent phenomenon in, many areas of

'Sweden, and thuS, ties to the cnint4side are stronger than ..in older/urban

Isocieties.

---kembership in trade u14.on.organizations is a more widespread

1 4 7.

0.0
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phenomenon than in other industrialized : countries: membership app oxi-
.

mat'rf

tely 80 percent of the labor force, representing a wider social class

and occupptignal 9$.96trum than-in-the United States, or example, wliere7-

mcjidbgrshiphovers around 24 percent of the work force.
,

We may say in general thiiiheaparseneas of the data in the-area'of

relaxation is at least' in keeping with our overall goal of describing

"active leisure." Bbwever, more daia on reoreation.in the home with fam-

ily members, as well as more detailed information about friends and work

companions, would be desirable, and would allow direct testing of hypo-
.

'theses about "privatized" or socially "passiye" leisure participation..

The comprehensive data on organizational and political activity completes.
the ploturi. of leisure time sadial 7interactia7t. at the 'comarani '-a0.8.1e%

Data that,measure social relationships at either the family or the comi.4

munity scale of political. involvement, raise the problem of-a different

logical, level of the analysis. Family relations or political activity may

either cause or be caused bythe other leisure participation variables.*

It is the correlations between the leisure variables, their covari-

ance, that is of interest in investigating leisure patterns, and we will

and that over hill' of this common variation can be summarized by eight

leisure patterns. Much of the total variation in leisure (over 6036) is

'not explained in this manner, and we mist keep in mind that outside influ-.
.

ences, may play a major role in leisure behavior.

The correlations in Trble 3=g...are'noi high (.64is the highest) and,

*For a disoussion7of the implications of including political activity
measures in the leisure behavior group, see Chapter 1

,/
1. 4 8

we.
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this may indicate either that leispre.is truly random behavior or that we

have mach measurement error. There are several other considerations,

however, that may artificially lower the correlations. One source.of low
'

correlations may be_the "faulty" frequency distributions of the variables

themselves. Seveial activities have a single.: aileff frequency,distill5ii-

tion with most values clustering at zero, Thistcan substantially reduce

the
If. P .

magnitude of maximum product-moment correlations.* .,
-- - .--

There is another reason that correlations may be lowl
I
--allActiVi ies

, .

IP

*iv are subject to a time budget constraint. If one go to the movies, one
, r, _. ,

constraint.
.

is precluded from simultaneous activity such as reading a book. This ef-

feet touid'be severe if the time period during,which the correlatedacti-

vities were to have taken place was as short as one evening. For our

,!

study where the time period is one year, thikbias is probektly -
1/4

Some (activities such as visiting friends and - relatives may be comple-

),
.

mentary to the other variables, i.e. when they mix1Pith other activities

the demand for each component increases, Such compatibility may be re-
,

fleeted in higher correlations than would obtain for the-"puiretaincy"

to engage in the visiting. On the other hand, a reduction in correlations
o

occurs 14 the activities within a thsure pattern are good substitutes for

each other. Going to the movies may aspate some underlying tendency to

engage in active social pursuits and reduce the desire for going to a

restaurant. Fishing, however, tay not be at will equivalent. Since our

goal iu,to investigate these "underlying tendencies" and, thus, groups of

leisure substitutes, we must be content with lower correlations.

-*All of the 4 variables with'nan-mero'respoiise frequencies of under 20%
(hunting, study circle, music, foreign traVel) have communities -under .30.
However', little variance is also explained'on several high frequency vari-
ables such as.gardening, hobbies and magazines.

. .
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1

7.-

2. Hunting

3. earaen.irg,
4. 'Movies

51 Theaters

illestaural
7. dnaing
8. Bcolci - .

9/ Mag-azi9eSt ilindcw shop

11.,A41to trips

()

C2)

. .10

12:4

. .17 '.13 -t04
.11 -.12. .1.311r....4_

- .18 .23' .0,5 .39 0477. 1
.20 .23 -.03 (48/ .22, :46

_.13 ,.23 .41 .26
.08 .09'''.63 .22 ,.02 .12
.05 .05 .00 .2? .20'
.15' .12 .14 .20 .18 ,23 .22t
09r._.: .12,19,40 464.44,

=49'
. 13: Visit friends .17' :154:11...31.

a

Table 3-2 Correlation ,matrix of '2 leisure activit ies
,of 94edish population age 15-75 in 1968 ,

4

4

(6)

,

14. Relatives visitClf .',26

. . Friends visit- .15 .164:1.14 24
. 16. Study circle .01" .141-4,14 .17--

17. Music .14 .14' .10 .23
,,a -18. Sports .23 .15' -.06 .31

:!"*"4.? 19-71412kideS' 7,00bt_
-3;4- - 7 29. act .03

t 21. t3nioh a.., .15.1$ .07- .

:-.10 -.03
..f.2 .03

.02 -.02 -.02 .17

.27 '.30 .31

,.25

.31

37
.27

.10 :ps

.28 .25

.22 43.7

.57 .22

.27 .31k

.03 .20 .07 .164 .0§r .05
.05 .06.-.02- .06 .05 .00

.03 -.02 .07.i /".05/.02
-:10 -.07

.12 .03 .21 .14 .01

.27
.21 110

*
Church

23. Cottage
241 Travel

ate,

.12

(12)

(1'.1
2 $.4

44

)439 .33 tt

.21 ,20 .22 31 .39 5

.13. .16 .09 25 .56 .34

.21 .20 .16 .26 .33 .62

.24. .05' .11 .18 :116 .20

..11 :16 .15: -.10 .22
.20 .O8, .134 .14 .09 .22

.).13t ..:15 .12. .14 .18 41

I .10:--,.099c1;05 .02' ..03 ,.02

.05 -.09 -.07 .09 .04 .01

.02 -.05 :03 -.00 '.06 '.05

.13 -.02 .05 .04 .05
.19 -.05 .07 .08

(14)

(15)

eNi

-1
in 116)

7)4

.15;'19

.11 ,.19 ::24
. 09 .19 :24,-

. 20 .20 .15
.03 .03 .16 .03
01 ,-.(ft .12 -.03 .04 -.12 a.-18

.05 .04 .09 .10 .05 .11 -.06 g

.04 .07 .09,...06 .12 .09 .00 .06.-.05
.08 .10 .07 .13' ;02 .04 .06 .01 .07

4

J

.48

(20)

ae

-4
(19)

0 21)
w
4.4

"g

.04 -.04 r2 (22)
(23).

4,

8

I
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3-4: Factor Analysis of Leisure Activities,

a.) The Unrotated -Factors
a

In this analysis we firet1 review the unrotated factor patterns and
_

then look at the Varimax rotated factors. 7
1e 3-3; shows the result_ofthe,

.

first approximation' of dimerisions from thefactor analysis. The numbers,

"loadingi" represent covelation or regriassion coefficients of each vari-

ab e ith the "unrotated" factors themselves weighted sums of the ori-

ginal variables best reflecting dimendions of common variation. Unrotated

factors are extractV-with the strongest central dimension first. The

first unrotated factor is thusthe beat single,summary of the variations

exhibited in the data.

,
The most important question for many researchers is the strength of

this central dimension: i.e. the ftnidimensionality" of the factor. .pat-

tern. Recent studies of data on "modernisation"-and-"alienation"*tested

the unidimensionality of thiBe concepts on.tbe basis of the relative:

amount of c ommon iancb that was e xplained by the first unrotated

factor. If the r criterion were adopted in this study (i.e. that50% of

the variance explained by four factors be accounted for by the first un-

rotated factor), a strong case could be male foethe "unidimenSionality of

leisime," That fact6r, including the highest loading for visiting friends

and engaging in other outside the home entertainments, is the "activi-

social" leisure in our study and'accounts for 5294 of the variance of the

first sevenja*ta.t%d factors (footnote next page).

*Portes,

----...
,

7

e

I

factor structure of modernity," A.J, Sociology, July 1973.

1 5 .
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-.Table 3-3 lir:rotated factor 'loadings for, 24 leisure "time..
activities in Swedish population

1. .14ehing
2. BUntinN

3. CardenIng
4. Movies
5. Theaters
6. Bestauranfl-

e 7.-Danoi
8. Books
9. Magasin s

.10. Window s
11: Auto.trip
12. Visit relatives
13yllisit friends
14:'Relatives visit
15. Friends visit
-16._Study circle

_ 17.1dusic

. Sports
Ebbbie's

Political act.
activity

22 Church
,2a.;T:Cottage

_g4Z.21#01

age 15-75.*

1 2 3 4 5- !6 7 8'

. 31 ,-.10. .02 -.46-- .06 ".08 .15 -.08

.31 ,7:06 .02 -.41 -.09 .13 04 '.07

. 21 .25 -.25 .09 .06 .05--

.53.-.36 .21. .09 -.402 -.05 -,04'-.02 )

04.--.55 -.27 -iak .17-.01 -.09 .08 ..04
/ .58 -.34 -.015'44-.01 .01 .i7

.52- -.34 .31-:i-.16 -.01 -.01 -.11 ..11

.41 r.17 -.28 .11 -.04 .06 .09"=.18._

. 30 ..04 .31 _08 -.24 .05 -.02 -.19"

.35 -.09 .15 .19 -.18 -.05 -.06 -.16

.45 .11 .03 -.06 -.09--.16 -.16 -.10

.47 .46 -.02 -.05- -.08 -.24 -.11 .04.0.

. 67 .19 .14 .08 .24 ..09 .02 -.06
%47 .55 -.03 -.0t -.07 -.10 .02 .08
.65 .29 .10 :07 .23 .13 .12 -:00
.39- -.30 -.02 -.05 .11 - .22' -.05

.39 -.A =AO, .04.-.13 .25 -.12- .06

42, 7.24'-.04 -.11 -:03 .10-0-.02 .02

.27 .17 -.09 .19 -.27 .09 ::07 :01
. .06 -.01 -.2.14 .17. .04 -.22 -.06

. 06 -.07 -.21-=:32 :19 -.16 -.09 -,19
-.01. .19 :-.21 .13, .04 .25 -.22 .:08
.16 -.07 -.24*-.03 -.07 -.05 ,28 -.04
.21 -.21 -.19 '.15 .15 -.17 !:01 .01 .

*The_factor ses*sis his also been, performed with the sample divided into
six separate gAups by sex and'age,to verify the consistency of factor
patterns. The proportion of variance explained bT the firet unrotated
factors varies between 37% and"5896 in these six age and sex subpopulations.

Percent of variance of first factor- Va. Common' variance of seven
faotors-iunrotated:

246: 14=25

30-h4

55-75

WoMen, Men

37% . 55%
37% 41%.

a.

"Unidimensionality", generally higher for mep than women-and deoreas-
ing with age for both sexes. The fact that unrotated factors other than
the first; "active-social" factor account for a larger portion of the
variance with increasing ,age means that these outlying clusters of vari-
ables become more and more significant-confirming-the platitude: general
observation that people become more set in.their ways as they grow older.

, See appendit for details,. -

.
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b.; The .Final Factor Pattern

,DaterminiOs thallu*pr. sit r.aotora_

Theoretically as many independegtfactors are possible as original

-

variables in the correlation matriX, but the factors dii,linish rapidly in

4

the total variance they account flIr. With dociologicalEdata it is common0

that oneIfburth to one third as many factors as variables will, account for
. ..

, A M ___

over half of the covariance in the correlatioh matrix." In our factor

analysid the 7th, 8th and 9th factors all have significant eigenvalues.**

The decision to retain eight factors was made on the basis of interpretive

clarity of the., factors.
. ,

g
Ah important consideration in judging interpretive olarity is reli-

-ability of the leisure factors within all divisions of the-population.
a

= The choige of eight factors yielded factori which appeared consistently in

six age hnd sex subpopulations as well as in the nob-rural dubiopulation,
1

when independent analyses were perfoied. Seven of these factors appear

with only -slight mod1fl5lations in #o,at of the subpopulaione see p. 3201-
-

1 Varimax Rotated Factors
._

Table 3-4 Presents,the varimax rotated loadings from the ;thole popula-

tion
,

....-...,

tion factor analysis. the'following subseCtions'the mador factors, our
,

v/ .

-. '. ., ,
,

leisure patterns, are disoupsed individually. We will avoid the problem
. .

.\

*Joreskog, K.4.4-Statistical Estimation.in Factor Analysis, Table 18:1
"Summary of results concerning the number of common TactSrs for 21 differ-
ent studies," p. 118. ,

**In a separate factor. analysis of the,non-rural population these eigen-
yalues were 1.11, 1.03, .99 xespeotively.

.1
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2.50

, /
. . .

liable 3-4Varimax'rotated factor loadings. for 24 leisure
time activities in SWedish population age,15-75'

I II III IV V -VI VII, VIII

1. Fish .08 .06 14, 047 11 . 13 07.

2. hunt .04 .11 .06 -.04 -.02 .-18-.00

3. Garden -.03 -.05. 20 -.10 .02

_ ..

4. Mbvies

5. Theaters

6. Restaurant

7. Dancing

8. Books

9. Magazinh

10: Window shop .04 .11 -.09 -.00 -.09

11. Autr!.i.iif)s'
,

.05 e .13-=.02 -.0,3

12. ViqA.t Rel .12 70 .05 -.04 -.03

13. Visit Friends 0 .02 -.09 -.07 -.17 -.07

14. Bel visit 23 411131-.06 -.68 -.06 -.02-.62 -.12

15.'Friends Visit 39 x.05 -.10 -.11 cg-.09 -.11

16. Study Circle .01 15 .20, -.20 -.11 -.10

17. Music .08 .05 -.06 -.11 -.13 -.16

.

18..Sports .08 .02 .06 -.12 -.15 -.10 (a

.13 Al -.02-'.05 -.09

.06 .12 .08 -.16

.67 .12 .03 .01

. 12 .04-01 .07

. 11 .03 .10

.10 .14 -.17 .03 .05

-.18

-.16 -.04

-.10.

,.04

.07 -.69 -.05'

19. B&W:es .02 25 4111) -:20 -.21

20. Pplit act .01 .02 /22 -.03

21. Union act -.02 '.03 .48 .07'-.08

22. Church att .06 *,.06 *1 .42 .05
*or .

23. Cottage .00 .04 x,00 .04 .40

24. Travel .05 .14. .00

155

.02 -.17 -.01.

.02 .09 -:02

.00 .05 -.12

-.11 .08 -.114

.03 :03 -.12

.06 .17 .

a
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ofIeneralizingsprematurely'and rely heavily on a simple list of the

leisure activities to define the "meaning" of each factor according to the

following criteria: activities whose correlation with the factor are'Iess
;

than .25 will be dropped from the discussion. All activities with load

Tags
_ .

,

ings of over .50, or the hiatest loading variable on each factor will be
r--

used to "name" the factor.

c. Discussion'of the Leisure Patterns

1.* to Friends
%,

Have -friends for Visit

' 2. Visit Relatives

Have,Relatives,f= Visit

.57

.0

.70-

.68

'Gardening

Hobbies .25

I

Auto Excursions .39

Visits to Friends .35'°

Have Friends /or Visit .39

While visits to friends and visits to relatives do not appear as

.separate factors until at least four or five factors are extracted, there

are fundamental differences in the other leisurb activities that are re

lated to each of -them.

.e

--Visits with. friends are most often associated with the active social

pursuits of going; to restaurantb, movies, dancing, and the "cosmopolitan
.

intellectual" activities. Visits to relatives, by contrast, have a nega
...-,

!

.-tive relatioltto this goup of activities. This negative relation is

strongest in social class I and least in social class III.

A

15'6

9

-
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By the sixth 'stage of factor extraction, visits to friends splits off
. .

as a ctor indfendent of even the "social" activities. The variables

a2link to visits-to relatives, such as gareLingr-anillauto

do not separate as an indefendent'pattern,'Until the visiting relatives

variables are removed from the Nptor-analysis.

4-;

'We will call the first factor -visiting friends and the second,iisit-
,

ing relatives and related activities.-

3. Trade Union Activity

Political Activity

Hobbies

4. Church Attendance

Study Circle

Music

.48

.35

-.25

.42

.37

.34 -

0-'

...The factor analysis for the whole pooulation shows a split in o4gan-

dzational activity that a apparent in some degree'in'all the'agCand sex

grouping. One factor represents-a "good citizen" pattern of activity in

political or ganizations and trade unions: It is-interesting that engaging

.

in hobbies correlates negatively with this factor, possibly indicating.

4 .

that hobbies have_a "privatization" of leisure effect. There is.a similar

negative correlation between:political activity and a factor defined by

"hqme magazine" reading and window shopping in thepiddle ag* woments'sub-

population. This third factor we label civic activity.* -

The fourth factor is the weakest factor and the least stable also
4

44*

*For a more complete selection of 'political activities and organizational

participation variables see the non-rural factor analysis and the discus-
sion'on pp. 37,

157
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when we test for consistency of appearance in the six subpopulations. In

an analysis in which membership in temperance organizations was included 4

as a separate 7ariable this loaded most clearly on-this -factor,- We pro-
, 4

pose to label it religious activity.

4

. Prqmthe separate - analysis of subpopulations we notice that before.

'...
-

.
.,__age,30,13 1.4pation in organizations is split among several factOre for,-

-,--..-1.....,_ - _ . _ ,_

both young men and young women. Union activity is a cOMpletely separate

activity before age
. 30. With advancing age both forms of-societal partici-

-

---
pation appear together as an increasingly consolidated factor among both.

sexes.

5. Visiting theaters, museumsj atp,, .55

Book reading --, .14

Travel -

Cottage visits

This cosmopolitah=ifttellectual factor appears in all of the social

claq!,noh=iliial and age-sex subpopulations, where it is one of the most
;4`. .4 46

clearly identifiable leisure patterns. Along Young and middle-aged men a

related factor labeled "general- intellectual" with lest; ot,an upper class-
,

urban bias appears. It has much lower movie, restaurant, foreign travel

loadingi an( higher study circle, music, hobby and gardening loadings.
4'

Incidence of gh cultural",activities is not uniform, but is iocaly/

Ized both in social class I and in uibinrkreas.1' This-interactive effect

,is so strong that upper class urban men age 30-54 are aItlost five times as .

Lundahl, e, Fritid och rekreation, i&gihkomstutredningen, ,Allen nna:*
rorlaget, Stockholm 1971; See also Swedner, Harald, 0f Fine Culture and
Minorities. Almqvist & Wiksell, 1971.

158.
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4, ? 5
-likely to attend theater',"iusevas and concerts as lower class rural men.*

When the'fnli set of activities--theater visits, book reading, restaurants,

'foreign travel (with loyer loadihgaTdr tefiii.187'6iie,-:lind cottage visits"

--is combined and weighted by their squared loadings, the incidence is 2.5

'times as high in social class I as in social class III, with about half of
,

the"effiiral attributable to urban location. Nevertheless, the factor is
IP

not a aymptot of the social class-urban iodation interaction.'
A,

6. Dancing .63

Visits td restaurants .63

Movie atten .59

Sports .38

Travel

These va-ki

.28

les comprise the strongest factor. These leisure activi-

ties are characteristic of urban "night time" entertainment and-the highr.

. - . .

-est loadings of this factor occur in the dating age category, 15-29.
-__.

Unmarried indivlAuals'of all ages have-mgch higher frequencies onizany of

these variables: movie, danCing, sports, but not gardening. In general,

Ivv-
the "active social" behavior represented by this factor stands at th6-core

of much active leisure participation and if a single dimension had to be

extracted to chdracterize leisure this would be it. factor we pro-
') ,

pose to label active social leisure

7. "Home magazine" reading

Window shopping-

Movie 4 4#944. J)-( -- -.28'

*Lundahl, A. , ;

4
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We have identified a'leisure factor whoseactivities-are significantly

more common among the "upper" class; is there a comparable factor for

social class II or III? The major activitiftdeof factor 6 are relatively

' constant by social class (slightly higher fore class I) but there is a sub-
.

set of these activities, which we will call hereafter "Dabs cultural,"

.

which clearly have higher frequencies in class II and magazines,

promenades-, auto trips, movied. This factor 7 appears in the 16ole popu-

lation analysis and the women's middle-age subpopulation.' This factor we

propose tolabel passive mass cultural leisure.

A number of activities which occur :with high frequency in social
-

cliIrss I (restaurants,. fine culture, books) also have low loadings on this

factor.*

Several studies,of "working class" leisure participation have identi
.

fied a similar grouping of variables. Richard Brown et al. in The Occu-

pational Caiure of the Ship-building Workers" notes that the "most fre-

quently men shed activities were family centered -visiting relatives and

friends, shopping, working on an allotment, gardening, hobbies or car

maintenance, family outings." ** Steelworkers in the Toulouse area of

France'report similar leisure habits: trips to country 83 percent, movies1.

62 percent, fishing 59 percent, gardening 27 percent, dancing 17 percent;
%

with theatarand music 24'percent, sports 14 percent, hunting 12

155,

4P,

*A more thorough discussion of hypothetical "causes" for this factor is
included in Chapter 2A and 4.

*it1104 _99, R. Brown, P. Brannen, J. Cousins, M. telphier, "Leisure in Work,
The Occupational Culture of Shipbuilding Workers," in Ilichael.Smith (ed.),
1974. Watching television, reading books or magazines, listening to the
radio, or doipg jobs in the house, doing things with children, were also
mentioned.

,160
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percent.*

8. Fishing

l!untinq
,

'6

.54

.50

The factors that represent active physical leisure stand out more.in-
.

dependently in. the factor analysis than those dealing with socialp-cultur-

al and intellectual. In the old age subpopulations, however, two distinct

pattern -of physical activity emerge: one including hunting and fishingr
that also includes weaker loadings for sports and dancing. Another factor

with diminished loadings for hunting and fishing appears among older men

and women, and supplements the "active physical" factor for middle age

men. It includes fishing, gardening, cottage visits and hobbies. Ip the

non-rural factor analysis, we find that this lattergroup of activities is

associated frith voting participation and memebership in non - political,

non-religious organization. We call this special Sub-pattern the "petit

bourgeoise syndrome," Shd-it ban also be identified closelFWith the

-"visiting relatives and related activity" pattern of factor 2 in theldiole-=

_population.
'

The factor with fishing and hfihting we'call active physical leisure.

d ResOlvin t e Arabi: ous Correlations

The fact that a number of the variables load'pn several different

-
dimensions makes the task of clear interpretationmore.difficult.

guities of this type are not surprising,. however. It'is partly a conse-

0 quence of theJhrimax method of rotation that the pattern of loadings on

X56:.

. .

*Janine Larrue, "Loisirs Ouvriers Chez Matallurgistes Toulousains," Espirit.
27 annee, No. 274, Juin 1969, p. 956.

.
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4:57,

.,

the factoi, inst d of the pattern of loadings for the-variables, is
J i

simplified. From Table 3-4 we notice a number of multiple loadings that

arse lOgrticularly troubletome:

A. Travel loads on two factors.
.

B. Playing a"Mugical instrument loads-an two factors.

Participating in a study Circle loads on four factors.,

. Going to restaurants lodds on two factors.

E: The loadings of cottage visits changeswhen several variables are

deleted.

F. The loadings of the Political and union activity variables. changes

within population subgroups.

G. The loadings of sports activity on the fishing and hunting factor

is equivocal.

E. Automobile trips loads significantly on no factor eicept,the

social relations factor of visits with relatives.-

The first three ambigtities can be resblved by examination of

factor analysis from six agg and sex subpopilations of the whole sample,,

and also from a factoranalysis of non-rural individuals' leisure patterns

(also with age and sex subpppulations). Table 4 (appendix I) shows the

loadfhgs for averaged factors from the six age and sex subpopulattbns of
.

. r
the full adult Swedistiample.*

A. Travel loads most heavily(on the factor wirth f ie culture and book

reading.

*In the non-rural p opulationall age,and sex populdtions-7-the travel
variable loads most heavily again with 'fine Culture and book reading.
Playing a musical instrument hab,low overall correlations, blt loads most.' 6=
strongly with fine culture and book reading.--

0 #
,-

1 ti

4
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B. Participation, in study circles loads most clearly with the poli-.

ticalacIpity variable, and,then'with the religious acti

C. Playing a nnisicaI instrument appears most frequently with fine

culture and book reading.

Two ambiguities remain. or the sake ,of developing a clear final
-

Pattern we will define two factors which inoludethe restautant variable,:

but in the ease of study circles where the loadings are actua4y split

between three factors with church attendance, twoaaparate political

vity factors, and the fine culture -book reading factor--we 411 arbitrar-

ily place the variable with the fine cultural-book reading factor f4
4

reasons of interpretative simplicity. These decisions are incorporated

into the final factor table, p.165.

An additional factor analysisiin which the social relations variables

are removed resolves the question of 'whet'er some'of the factor loadings.

are the result bf the high common correlations with vial to friends And

relatives rather than a result of true internal coFr 1 tions. When visits

to relatives are removed, the factor with gardening, hobbies pickes up
. ,

cottage visits (along with partraipation in non-religious,,non-political

t

158

organizations andvoting participation). The factgr retains a loading for
-,v

auto excursions but the loading is less significant with amother
. .

;
factor, indicating that it was primarily visits with relatives th4t,,Auto

fixcursions gardening and hobbies had,in common.

/
In the total populatibn age 15 to 75, remarkably weak corr4ht106a

-1,-

6
I

occurred,for the union and political-activity variables. When additional;

04,

I 0.

50I

4 1
. ' '. ,:,

organizational'activities are included, the factors loadings increased
,

,
.

would be expected, but in addition -two distinct patterns of participation :
Near)

i .

1(9



emerge:

1

rill59

'1. A made participation factorlincluding pUbfiC demonstrations,

4 unionknd'paitical partyactivity.

2. An elite participation factor including attempts to influence

r ,pyablic officials, to file complaint, spewing at meOings, and

writing- articles. /

/
/ . .

. , e . .

A final ambigliity is theirela ionship between sportsTparticipation
/ 4

and hunting and.fishing. By inclu ing both participation in sports acti-
-

. . at 'D

vity'and membership in sports, or izations es separate variables in the ..,

.
4 '1

non-rurayacor analysis, a Clearer active physical factor emerges.. The

loadings for sports "ands sports org nitions (.68 and .60 respectively)
. .

are clegii.ly significant, bitthe,.hUnting4ishing variable (.27) also at-

tains its 'highest loading on this factor. Again-, daxicing has the next

most s ignificpt ,cading (.t9); although it is not includ9d on this factor-
,

jwi,tho summary table because of Con iderablyetronger loadingsoh Lothers

The:actiVities: sports

(and dancing) paint a clear picture

pattern:'

p rts or'ganizations', huntine-fishing

o a physical, active - social 19isure
- - 4

1

1.4
.) . i

A

4
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e. Communality of the Variable'

The amount of variation by, all of the factors included in the leisure
,

0,activity factor analysis is not high 0 in the ton-rural group and,less-

in the whole survey), leaving much of the variation attributable,to out!.
4

side causes. ye-cannot.exclude the piossibility that the' dimensions_ that '

vt,

appear in' the factor analysis occur because, of 'sihiliar correlations to
.

169.

an external variable: The amount of total 'variation of the variables'

that is accounted for by the factors.is called the communalityxx of the

variable, and it is an indication 0 him much the loadings of a variable

on.the factors is likely to be affected by unexplained causes.
'"

Table 3-5 sht the cohmunalities of 24 variables'from the whole

.
**

*The range of possible variance is indicated by three pUblished articles -

-using fetor analyseig:

,a) navinghurst, op. it., performs a factor analysis of 24leisure "values" -

(i.p. creativi elation, etc.).. and with ,5 f#ctors extracteeappears to
explain abaft df the variance., -

.

b) Rummell R.J.; "Dimensions of Conflict Behaviour 1946..59," Journal,ef
Conflict Resolution, Vol. X; No. 1, performs a factor analysis of 23 com-
ponents'of national 4ftflict ti.e. mutinies, coups) and with 3 factors
accounts for 64% ofthe variance.

/ 0
c) Amason, C..4., "Swedish-munigipalitie4 a "socioecological stud4Of the.
Swedish munidipalities in 1960 and 1965." National Institute of Swedish
Building iiesearcn.,,projelii35.7-efactor analysis performed on 51.munici-
pality-diMensioha (referring to area, land, population, mobility, social,
economic and pc tidal parameters) yieldska communality of 77,7 with_., .

varima d.x'factor -------,-. ,- ' -'
,

**In the most common method-Of factOranalsysts-evatiable is said to have --
such "unique variance" and li't'tle itiempt is made to adjust the factor Vat-
tern to,theyarianee of such a variable. A. variable with high cOrrela.

;I
tions tothe others 1,s" iid to have gh "oommunality,n,and the specifics'Ais

; .correlatienebetween it and the oth variables will hive considerable im7
---

-pact-on-the'factor pattern. 'There are two fundamentally different methOds
of factor analysis: In the Principal Co nent solution, all of the vari-
ances the variable is relevant in'def g the factors. ;121 /the Common .

Factor method used. in this-report only t portion of the variatioq that%
is attributa1Le t common variation, covariance, id. inciviell.

*

,

-4>
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Table" 305, Percentage of explained variance by variables in a factor
analysis of 24 leisure time a tivities in the Swedish
population ago 15-75 in 1968:

alf

t

Ttrtal

Men
i 1'9

15-29130-54k55-75

Waren

15-29130-54155-75
Additional,major -

.sources of variance

1. Fish

2. Hunt

3. Garden '

%
4. Movies ,

5-,Theaters etce-

6. Restaurants

7.'Cincing ,

8.. Hocks --

-.5. Magazine --

10:Window shop

1.1. Auto trips

12. Visit relatives

13. Visit friends

14. Helatives visit ".54

15. Friends visit

.16.:Study circle

17.Music

18. Sparta , .26

19. Hcbbiea

20. Iolitical org.-

21. Trade.cmg.

22. Relic/mg
czg1)-J

23. Cottage ,

24. Travel

.

.35

.29'

.23

.46

.53
3

;46

.50

.30

.25

.22

.28

.51

.58

.60

.30

.27

;23:

.18

.22

:21.

.17

4.9,

,

-138 .27 .31

.33 '.26 .20

..27 .27 .21

.42 .39 .18

.57 .54 / .46

.50 .50 .27,

'.46 .43 .16

.35 .29 .37

'-.38 .27 .:27

.33, .30 -.66.

.15 .26 , .30

.53 .50 .52

.61 .59 .61 Ns...,58

.62 .60 455

.0.3.66 .64

.33 :41 .24

.33 .35 al

.30' .,26 .16

.24 .24 :22

.10 .25 .30

.24 ,.17 ,l7

.08 .18 .17

.0%, .16 .27

,%15 .1 . .22

-.....

.11 1 15

.62 .27

.3* :.22

.43 .30

.58 .%9

.53 .51

.39 .43

.32 ''.33

:27 '.13

;24 4.4

.".25 .22

.58 .52

.56

.54 ".59

.57 .58

..32 .28

.31 .13

.31,' .67

.24 ''.19

.11 .16

.20 .12

'.25 .25

.1.7 .17

,.21 .20

.

,.15

.74

'.28

.28

.60,

.73

.31

.24

.17

.32

'.46

.52

.44

.48

327

r'.08

'al

:23

.21

,20

.19

.27

.29

- '

urban

urSan)cmarital x cla

marital

class x urban

class x urban, marital

'marital

uiban x. cuss

uxban,x class

urban, marital.

- .

marital

-
.

marital
.

- ,
.

class

urban k glass

age k Class.x marital

ukbanx sex x class'

'urban xage x class

urban x class

N.A.

tAan

Urban x class, Farital

. . 1 °

i) This variaBle may be unfortunately inconsctlYformulated.
It is a summation of,t46-variab100, with "no answer" for many
individuals.

, f

48
4'

f
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4
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'poPuittiOh;.age and sex subpdpidations, factor analysis after` extraction

'(
of 7 factors. Variables such as going torestaatints and theaters have

,
. _ .

. .
.

much of their variance explaified b:,"1the 'fact; and appearmore stable.`

within the subpopulations. Variables with
. ....7

study circles (.30) are ass reliable lb

111 ler dommunalities,s6h as

e is such an important determinant in the
. --

primary reason for excluding the rural population in this, analysis of

thic,t--Fban-rural location
,

e activity pattetitts was the

work-leisute associations. 314,importint split 'or .many activities occurs

at the small town rural area boundary-.-there is somewhat less variation

according to different scale of Urban .lo'catioA. In-order to eheck.the

.4tability'of the factor pattern, however,: aseparata factor analysis was

performed within the non-rural.populat

.,

We can summarize the, implicat ns orlow communality,* by stating
.

- . .

'That it may be an indicttion of any dne of the three, "false patterns"terns" we

tited in the introduction: leisure "Symptoms," omitted leisure Patterns,

or leisure "outcomes."

When leisure 'symptom" occurs, the original correlations (and thus

communality) are low overall, but high in a special subpopulation. The '

result will be a weak or ambiguous factor when the whole population is ex-

amined, but a special new pattern will,appear within a special subgroup.,

1

162 -

s

*The\inclusion of other politica d ganizational activities increases
the communality of the _political p and union activity variables from
.26 and .25 to .39 and'.27-iispectively. Within the male, middle aged
subpopulation (eight factors) the goad participatiOn variables also at-
tain high loadiggs: Public demonstrations--.301 attempts to influence-- 1

.32, speaking at meetings--.51,#itten.public combunioations--.38. The
politi,cal activity factors.as a group appear'more stable with the addi-
'tiom.af the related organisational and political.activity:variables.''

ci

a
la .
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' The second problem manifests Itself in the absence of significant

correlations, and thus insignificant communality. Relevant leisure stirti-_

vities, which may have correlated with the inclhded variable, may have

been omitted.

,
wiak

A leisure "outcome" is reflected in orrelations and communalities-
--. 1

IS
h are artifiqially:increased because of' outside factors. As a hypo-

d

thetica example, we ght find a high correlation between 'tine read-

ing an back aches.

that is, reading mo

aches. Tho-f.

The relationship may be purely spurious,-however;

magazines may have no effect whatever on the back

_
t they, appear together ma 'be due to the-fact that

they are both utcomes of a work environment influence.. In our factor

analysed within age
e'

and ii(lx sdbpopulations, ve notice ttat the communality.

163

of movie attenaknce drops with increasing age. This ;suggests that.the

high communality of going to the movies in the whble pophlation

part a result of "youthful leisure preferences." Once'the stabili

the pattern has beets shown inspite of several significant outaide

'tors (in the appendix, age, sex, non-rural location, and social class),

fac-

one can speak more accurately of "possible causal /inkages.to the leisure

_pattern as ba whole. - \

Are have ho summary, statistic, which explicitly indicated how much of the
unexplained: Va*iand-6 is-due 'to a grqqp of -external causes,. as opposed to
random variation Or me meat error. Janson, C.-G., "IntevdePendent
systems and factor anal is?" Quality and Quantity VI (1972), n. 2, p.
-2135. .

,

41.
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3.-5 Summary: Final Leisure Patterns

.

The combination of Varialaeilelow represents_thAynthesis of thq

information from the whole population and non -rural factor analyses,

ing into consideration the information from different subpopulations and

variables groupsings.* Visiting Friends and Visitiap Relatives, separate,

(1. .

factors, are removed and in Chapter 5 used as alternative independent
. .

.

variables.

16L

Perhaps it should be stated at this point that factor scores are not

the form chosen for tabulating leisure partioipation in the following am=

lysis. Rather, the factor analysis in Chapter 3 is used as a basis for

assigning each leisure variable to one of the leisure patterns in Table

/ 3-6 (such as "restaurants-movies-dancing"). Individual scores for each

variable in the oldster are simply added together.** This makes it easier

to interpret results than when dealing with the factor score's complex

mixture of weighted impacts,
4

**There is a-difference in overall magnitude of correlations between the
Wiaole:population and the'ren-rural population (as well as between age
groupd).. This is remarkable.in light of the consistent fadtodeitracted
from both the correlation matrices. The observed correlation.differences
by age group are 'consistent Withiclater-interpretatioulAppendix .) that
leisure patterns become narrower and less flexible witfi advancing age, but
the lower leisure activity correlations within the urbaniied population-
appear to run counter to common sense. More "differentedr leisure which
could accompany urbanization, should result in higher correlation or at
least sharper differences in correlations. The non -rural factors are'at
least as clear in term of simplicity of factor loadings .as. thiihole
population factors, but the overall correlatips-areNinexpected. and unex-
plained. -

**Thatsis, the factor loadingweiglits-ge fioltused. Of course 'only. the
highest -loading--thiiid-Fraizr Varalibled-on each factor are included iri'the
clUster and the iest'are excludedlntirely.

.169
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Table 3 -6i Final Lei ure Activity Patterns

"Suburbanite!? Leisure

Cottage visits

Gardening

Hobbies_

Other organizations

Elit4 Political-Activity

Personal contact to influence_

Speaking beforemeetingm

-Writing in newspapeft, etc.

Mass Political Activity.

Xolitice.1 party activity

Trade union activity

Demonstrations

..."'41

Religious, Organizational Activity

-Church attendance

Temperance organizations

Piled complaint with authorities,.

Intellectual Cosmopolitan Leisure Evening Social Leisure

Theaters' Movies

Book reading -

Travel

.Study circle '

playing ga muffical instrument

Leisure

Home magazine

Window shopping

Auto trips

Oing

Hestaurants--

ks'a.,v_e_eisure

Hunting and. fishing .

Sports organizations

Sport) participks tion

1 7 0
4.

ev*
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Chapter Four c . .16.6

The Job Content - Leisure Behavior Associations

6

Inthis chapter we examine the primary findings of the study: the
-

association between the job contenedimensions and the leisure activity

1

indicators. Summary of 0. broad range of statistical results is a signifi -

,
- -7-4 - -cant challenge for the social S9iences in general, and it-is a particularly

difficult-problem for the work and leisure findings, We-begin the chapter

by presenting the relations in their simplest form, but mast add complex-,
..4.

,

ity as we test the interactive job content model, and add still further

Complexity when these associations are tested for alternative explanations

in Chapter 5.

In order net to be overwhelmed with new "levels" of findings at each.

_stage we must select the "best 'predictor" or a useful-"composite
w..

tor" as a summary measure for each stage of further analysis. This means a

loss of generality, and Illbs we will try to suggest the nature of the

overlooked and non-conforming results in footnotes. To begin with in

Section4r1twe drop two of the six job content indicators; we convert the

leisure tivity scales into diChotomous "participation /non-parqcipatfon

variables" and we relegate all discussion of the "mental strain" compo-

nent of the job content model to footnotes (using mental strain "symptom/

non-symptom variables").

In Section4 -2 we display the univariate associations between job

--Eonieneand leisure activity measures; and use fhese findings t6 select

one Beast each of Job Demands and Job Discretion for further analysis.!

In Section443 we
,

test the` interactive Job Content Model ("active, passive,

heavy, and leisurely" jobS) and gAledk the one best predictor pf job con-

;tent effects on leisure activity, as well as composite indicators of

.4

17

'411)
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r
--nactivell and "non-active" leisure. Using ihese 'best predictors" and-cot-

posite indicators sae control the job content associations for a variable
. of

______

Additional measures to assess the impaqt of continuing work experience, in-

dividual background, and alternative linkages between the work environment,,,

and leisure-tine behavior in Chapter 5.

'4-1 The Leisure "Now-Participation" Indicators (and Mental Strain Symptoti

'1n this analysis we will not attempt to,predict the worker's level of ----

16?
4-

leisure participation, but only whether or not the worker participates to

. any significant,degree in'each leisure and political activity category.
f

IThus we reduce the leisure: activity scales--constructed from the ariable

.5,

clusters from the Chaptet Three factor analysis--to the simple d. hotomoup

variables shown in Table 4-1. The first reason for. choice of the "parti-

cipate-no participate" simplified scales, is that it aAcws us to begin with the

'simplest fOrm of the work-leisure question. Also, no significant participation
. 3

tion* in any leisure or pblitical activity category during, a one year periodmight

be considered a social "problem"and a subject for investigation. Our

-

initial purpose to th% study is to investigate the hidden costs -of work, and
-Aft

toward. this end we sel ected mental strain symptoAs as one type of "problem"

(discussed primarily in aleter report). The:Concept of "non- participation"

;is advanced as an equivalent method for treating leisure activity, although

r
we must be careful not to overstate any normativeimplicatioins since we

- l
*Ip order to facilitate comparisons "at a glance" acros measures, there,is
a correction in the definition of "no- significant participation""Xbr -
Intelllectual-Cosm4o11.tan Leisure.' This indicator is Made up of twice as
man variables (including a vacation scale which is a composite in itself)

..--
as other, leisure activity factors. Thus no significAt participation"

"*"

'was defined as not more than two activities. (one once a year, the other once
a moth, or equivalent combinations).

4
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3.68
7

...

_ _

hae no data bn subjective appraisals of "good leisure" or "bad leisure".

In addition the distinction between "no-participation21 and '!some-participa-

tion" is really the only non - arbitrary cut point for the activity scale;

other points require a decision'of "how much leisure is enough." That

deciSion may be more clearly the province of arvindividualis life style

choice.* Fortunat6ly,.it is nOt necessary that the "normative" ithplica-

.tion of non-participation be completely agreed upon for the analysis to be

useful: the (0,1) variables may be considered merely a truncated form of

.the le sure activity scales. They also provide a relatively standardized

scale for comparing effects across leisure- activities (ad also mental

strain symptoms).

The totil "variance" in the leisure activity indic&tors drops

cantly when the (0,1) variables are used: in the full male population the

coefficient of variability (the standard deviation divided the mean)

Adrops from .60 using the full activity scales, t4 .25 using the cutoff

.

frequencies. It happens'that the'total variation explained by the job

AL
content variables is substantially higr when "non-participation," aria-

,

,bles are used (r2 .6) than when tha-full activity,scales are used

(r
2

r** .2) . This relationship suggests that precisely what job content

doe
immi
s predict is the tende cY to participate at all; other factors may

. .

account for the level of pa-ticipation. .The accuracy of prediction in

!4

" *A worker may of course choose to emphasize one leisure life style at the
expense of another, and this should hot be considered a "lproblem" (although
a low overall level may have socially undesirable consequences; see p.
298). We suggeSt instead that it become an individual or social problem
if 'the individual fails to participate over the Course of a year at all
in political activity or in a range of intellectual, physical, social,
religious, etc. leisurp-activities.

17 3
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our regression equation also increases., because we are attempting to answer

a simpler,,mote "aggregate level" * question: whether the worker partici-

pates,not how much ( Coleman, 1964).

The data in the tables thet follow and the regression summaries (based

on them) are simply the percentages of Workers with a particular type of job

who do not part. a e in a particular leisure category. Because these per-
,

centages are locased on cell sizes of 50 to 300 they can also be interpreted

as the rather precise** estimate of the probability that a worker will or

will not participate

An empirical analysis where percentages or probabilities are the de-

pendent variable (Theil 1970, Davis, 1974) has the advantage of standardizing our

169

F.

results. There is the disadvantage that, when percentages fall outside the linear

range(25%ito754) and approach the absolute limits of 0% and 100% distOr-

tions may resu-lt and must be corrected through use of a "logit analysis"; if per-

centages differences are to be compared. Fortunately, the "logit" corrections

**
are substantial in only a few cases (Variations in LeiiUre and the Mental

*Duncan's finding that the income_and education level of an occupation can
predict 83 percent of the variance in-its status score is a similar example.
Regressing an individual's income dnd education on his status score will not
'give nearly asOligh an R2.'

**For a'discussion Of the'accuracy.of such an estimate, see Appendix 4 .

***For a more couplet discussion seed Appendix 4. ,Distottions can occur with'
probOilities close to 0% or 100%0 This is a problem only when two differen-
ces in percentages must be compared. A 2 percent ,Change,in the.probability at

percent (50 to 52-percent) is not as "important" as a 2 perCent change at 4
percent (4 to 6 percent).. Thus, when the participation probabilities fall out
side the linear range 1.25%to 75-awe transform them.iniO.rates of. change at
midscale (50 percent) so that rates of change -will be.:compdrdble. To convert
from rates back to actual percentages (in these special cases) a transformation
scale must beused. (See table A-8 ). 'Also for comparative analyses'the

percentages are weighted by their cell size (as is Standaid). These weights
must; also be corrected (for homeoscadasticity) as the probabilities rppro6:th
0% or 100%.

74
it



Strain variables). In the tables below the uncorrected "raw" fre uencie-g-

are reported when the tables represent absolute frequencies-; "logit-corrected"

frequencies are used when differences are compared (see p.210, 323).

We also drop the double-negative descriptidn that can reasily result
,-

from the use of "non-particip'ation" variables. Thud! when we state that

'partiCipation rates increase as 'X' increases," the reader must be aware

that the non-participation figure will actilally display the opposite effect..::-

Our first finding, from Table 41-1, is that engagement in workactivity

is associated with higher levels of activity during "life outside the job."
a.

We can see from the outset that males with jobs have more active leisure

and political participation (and fewer mental health problems) than the

population as a whole.

:;...

j

I

N c'--r-54,,,=>?

I/
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,Table 4-1: Definition of Leisure "Low Par
,

a"

ferceht ages of Individuals with no Activ

tiripation" Indicators

ity Full Pop. Males
(Non-rural) With Jobs
nog 2 n '1 66

O

Intellectual Cosmopolitan Leisure:*

BookA, study circle,-fine culture, travel, play
instrument, restaurant

2. Active Physical Leisure:
.Play sports, 'hunt, fish, sports

3. Evening Social Leisure:

34.2 . 30.2

organization 44.7 27.2

Restaurants, movies, dancing -

4. "Suburbanite" Lepture: .

32.9

'29.0

49.8

48.1

30.1

35.4

53.4

5C-1.0

Cottage visits, gardiling, hobbies, organiations.

-5. Religiousious P i ation
Attendance, mingbership in church and temperance

P -1

.

6. Mass Cultural Lei sure:**

."Home" magazines, windoir"shopning, auto trirs

s

7. Gladiatorial Pali tical Activity:

'Meeting; influence, articles, complaints 61.1 45.2°

8. Mass Political Activity:
Union, political party?demonstrationk 61.9 46.0'

9. Total Political Activity:
Gladlatorial mass political activity 43.5, '26.1

140. ariations in Leisure'Activities:Diffrrent leisure actrity categories (1-8) engageii.
in (o more than one 3ategory) 29.0 2Q.1

.)
'vitas indicator represents the combination of more variables, several of
which are also composite. Thus, a respondent had to indicate substantial
participation in at least two categories to avoid a "prOblem."

**Here again, frequenoiea are_very high so a cutting pdint above-unity was
cka en.

--.*!.--
Mental Strain Indicators: Percentage Repiting,at Least one Symptom

Variable clusters from a factor analysis of 20 self-report " Males
symptoms of mental strain and psychosomatic illness (p.326) with Job*

n' a 1466
1: eDELeALt2nEIENeT219 Depressidn, nervousness-

anxiety, tranquilizer .t., .

2. Sleeping Probldhs: SI aping problems, pills
3..Tiredness: Tiredness ing, evening, or day
4.-Aches aTta Pains: Shoulder and upper back,

in-hands and arms ,. .

5. High Blood Pressure,Dizziness: -High blood,
dizziness ' .

$

,

3

. 116 ti

171

sf

23.1

13.1
39.7

39,7

12.5

15.2

-8.0_
31.6

. P.4
..

5.9

*4
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4 -2 Univariate Associations

4``' *I e

*

Ip this section we exaMine'the,univariat4 telations between the job

,

/ -A...r._____.4.
.

,,,- 'V....

conteptvariable and the leisure i'non-7partidipation" measures (a_summary of °.
,

.
.

mental strain findings i3O id the fopeelctes); These relations are simpler .

f,'.
, . . . -_-_,

172

than thq. predicted multivariate effects frOm.the job content model. We

-* .v. . ..
.

.

.

,

' incZude,it topresent the least complex and Most. theoretically "parsimon-.
.

ious" presentatIloof the basic work-leisure associations. Also, review

r ,

of these univariate associations in Table 4-2 will allow selection of th-e
,..

.
. _

particular job demand and job
/

discretion me res to best test the model,.
. / ...' , - 1 L

. _ .

later in this chapter. We should mite that_two of the job content measures
.

.
.

..,discussed in Chapter 2B have already been eliminated. The Phsical Job
.

,

4- , p
Hazards measure was excluded on'the grounds that they were not as l ikely to

...., t _,.

...,

affect behaviorlJatterns in leisure (unless-they lead to serious illness),
--,. , .

and the Instititional JobStatus and Protections' indicator was excluded

because it does not ±ealliveeture daily experience on the jo87.

There is confirmation .of the overall strength Of the work-leipure

associations from the canonical correlation coefficiept of all the job:

.contentandlei-surevariabi-es-usingthefullleisureactivi,ty scales and

all six of the job content indidators, the magnitude of the first canonical

correlate is .69 (first 15 years of work) and .82 (oVer:15years experience).

A comparable measure Of canonical correlation by Kohn,and Schooler (1973)

for occupational conditions and pSychological functioning was .41.*

fe
Aside from indicating the presence of an effect, these coefficients

' are hard to interpret specifically." Examinatioi; of Table 4::2. provtdelp more

c444411: .

0

*Their figure is .34 when subj0dtive reactions to the job were excluded and
to,

education controlled. Our neasUis of "b ". holding education constant's also (in
regdlar regressions' ): *somewhat ibwer thell the uncontr91,Zed figures -
abott 78 percent of ,above values (.54/.84 if Corrected).

1.7 7



detal

. r.
7.*

d infrmatiOn SiAit which' Sob content Jneasures display the :strongest

. 7 -. .

cOvarlation with leisure. In, semmirY:
, .

-

X 44

A. LeisparAticipat.1.6)14narea ses-with thCreasbig

B.

C.

11.ychello c61--jobv,ieniands'(within=4uk very liFlited -range) . ,

4 Sob _

'Mu , no tirednegftrignedt ,

-.. .

,Leisure activity participation does 'generally drop for
noreasing physical job demands, but not fore all activity.

categories.-

-

Leisurotivity participation generally inareases for \
increased job freedoms, whether measured by- schedule
freepm at\ the workplade or intelle?tual discretion'.

e

"ss

'The'ddb Deland Measuisp

.

os. 4t

' PsychologIce Job ,bellaildfibis selected as the, JoIf

, .

A

further use in the analysis. atre-assoc n tl0s-. of the leisure activity in-
. -. - ,

. ----

.. "-- s---._
,

. aicatore with psyahologleal job.demand# (11:=;22.4) are not`only higher on

p . . . , ...

,:ehe average than for physical job demands (Z=9.9 ) but the former 40
v

...rnrli Wca-s1141,Sb\'aliit,:titliroproith. el model or "social4sychciogicar
. . 4, - 1 . T -1-1\r-f/* A,,,,),,,,,,;.,:i \

,
5

0-. \ ,
funJOkoning." IndeecOact' contSmmorary studies, of jdb coAltailt qffe6ts

t .. 14. i 5 I N .
.

--seleci.-a psyCholOgidai stress indicator to associate lath mental strain or.
. I

demand indicator for

173"

1445

4( 0:

44/

44

.4 Es

0 ,-
,

.

. ,q . , 0 f ' , - .
*Truncation q_the job content ifeicators fcA' Table 4--2 dnd the 9-cell tables

: $ , The.vgHables above are trunoated.:forms of the 4 to 6'pesition variables
listed ip Chapter 4.' The truncated .y.ariables define three level scales.

These are used for the marginal grequencUs.jiCTable 4-2 and the
9 ce fir. 'tables in Table 4-3 .. ,-Format :1 ;;77,--. -

, 1. 2,3,4,5, physical- job Demands = ",High"
.

.

.

2:i Jdb fectiC acrd Psychololf611 Demands or ,(that)plUs psychologidally
-

%nBwhaustig = High. . '

3: 'Jo]; .not monotonous, and with skill "measured as any post-elethentary

schiooi edtdation, full high .school,educati iversity
.education = -"Hi4h" . /' *

f

i.'' Schedule fr. dom to leave week for half ad hour, ox ,(that):plub

. employer' no anceriied with schedule= High", : . ';'- v
. "Low" = no ihoce 4calls and/or no 'Visitois: fOr 10 minutes 1 .

--

40.

9 .4. c
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"A.

e
4-

Viable 4-2;ynivariate ssociations: 'Job -Content- .Leisure and Political
. C

ketivi

-- - Sweden -Male' (non-rural) 198; age,1 .-6t1 (n=1466)

---,

,

ch.

. Marginal nil articipation" 4istrilbutions,(0,1 variables
. 0Job,.0onten variabreS truncated as rioted (p f.f.'r y

4, ...,

, . ,

* . .

.
.

t3 0- 6 tta . ---. :
1 ci z d cn,u'l >n4 ,t1 .i. ",u)c_,), .i, c.L1:4

m- a's es-- ti M 8 '4- Ti A 2 .S:; 2 2. .* `.1'

)-

E...

. 3 ,
EGO *Z"

2 3 19 8

Id. Psxchorogical Job.Temaftds . :

32.2 58.5
25.6 .49.2
2547d 31.1,

52:8,

04.4
40,7.

35.6

.29.5
A15.6

24..9

121e8
13.9

...

24.5%
40.3
55.4'

.4742.4-

.1:6".45.9

)

ill

AA -,'

54:4 .29.4 55.8 54.9.
38.6 55.7* 31.1 55.0 57.5
26.1 20.8'29.0 62.9- 47.5

17-:8, 13.6 .4 -7,.1 7,6
,

6.5 27.2 12.1 20.0 11:0

IBA. Physical Job Demands . . .

23.5 36.1
31.8 49.0
28.4 51:1

50.8 ,,....23.6

45.1
42.4

-27.8.
27.4

-4:8,-12.5

13,1
20.4
25:6

37.8
20.1

42.o

,E= 9,9

Lo

,

. Hi.

-...4

29.6 21.0 ,26.2 63.1 48:7'

35.1 27.4 25.4' 60.3 52.9-

40.3 _39.7 5.5 56.4 57.6

10:7 -18.7' -9:-714-17*77 :-8.9 :-4.9 -15.0 8.4

III. Intellectual. Job Disoretiob
. 4

37.5' 64.5
.5 53.1

2.8 30.6

,.

6

49.,0

4.2/-33.2
30.2
19.1'

air

24.2
1.1.0

.

12.7:

45.V3
.

42.0

-16.616.6
.

Do'

Hi

iS -.-..

500' 41.7' 54.2
40.4 40.6 31.2
25,5 15.4 2e:8

.53.5 62.0
57.7. 56.1,

59.7 4

'14.2176 26.3 13-4 -6.2

Pevmnat 8efielliiiii Triiiiiiom

14:7 33.9 =5.4 22.3 ,

IlB,.. , ,

1

9,'1'
29'.1; 54.9
24.7 .56.2'

i .

-8".`--8--.,45'.:r
41.4 210.2
52.8 24.0

:5, t.-7.-
1

I

25,, 3.
g1:6
15r7

Og

20.6
504'5

47.0.

it 9 . '7
1

IA:)

11i

A. =1471

4

446: 16 49' 37 4§P
554, 33.1 , 26.3
30.4, 24.4- 27:9,

li

'
58 ,.;t1 :5047 'c
48.4p:554
63.9 49.4

1215t:-- 9:9 -5.5 I 7.3 ',Li 4 1-672-,.-1-67C) 9.6

-,

_*Full scale (the correlations are much higher for the. 0,1 vIA.S.)

IN.

IB.

1/A.

M.

.S.B. I.C. E.S. M.C. . R.O. A.P: E.P, M.P. T.P. V.L.
_ -

.r

I f

,15' .12.

-.06 -.21:

24' ...34
". 08 .18

-.07\.07
.,09

.17

'-.Q4 ..".'

I .04 --t2
- :04

-.02
-11
.16

-. 07
.

.26

-.18
.39

.17
.

.13

.04

-10
- .12

.26

-%.11,

' '.25

.07
,

.16

--.17

.21

.
,07

13.7

11.
2L.1
10,8

..........1,

'

4>

**No significant participation = participation in no more than two of six
activities.

,

I
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.1.75

- .
.

psychologicalsfUnctiOning and behavicir1Kohn,and Schooler, 1973; Caplan et
--

al., 197 _Quinn et al., 1971, FrankenhaeSer and Risslet, i970candt-in a

: w
..____ ,

-r.-- 'non-work Context-rSeligman, .19,75; Maier and Seligman, 1976). ! .

,

4..

When we xamine the psychological demands indicator we find support
..

.

.,for both of/the major hypOtheses4Zhapter 2A: as job "challenge" or demands
. .

J.
. .

,increases, reisure activity level increases (the non7participation frequen7
.- F

cies decrease)Aand.Tental strain indicatorg- (including,fitiredqss").
, -

--. increased While increasing psychological job demands are associated with ,
--- .

. .

.k.
4

.

greater"t2redness" (under some conditions--see p.I97) this condition dor

not correlate,withiWithdrawal from leisure activity. In the fallowing A

4ta.

t

section we Also find tAt,the interactive effect of'increased4*

Cliscretion moderates thee "strain from high jdb demand.' This occurs for

psychologiear job.demandbut not physiCK. job demands.

.

*Mental Strain "Findings .
,

.
,-_, ,

..,

A. The lowest leyels of intellectual discretion .are acCompanied by mental -;
health' problems. Personal freedom displays a weak "U" relation, to mental
and physicarsymptoms. '

.

,,
"Ii.B; Moat mental 'strain :symptoms increase with_increasing psychological job

..
demands, buI measures of aches and phins are only,alightly affected.- Mea-
sure of aches and pains.increase,for increasing physical job demande,.and

-mental.striinrlymptoms_are unaffected. '
1tweden: Non-rural Menl n es 466) High Blood % of fop.

$ Tiredness Slee P b.Be re Pr./DizzY.,Achee with job ,

. .....

Lo 21.0 '3.6 =.o 448-- 35;8 TPsyc
29.1 , 6.9 13.9 5.6 37.4Str.

Hi 41.5,.
12:2, '' 21.0 %.7.1 38.2 ,

Phys.Lo 28.4 , 8.8 14.9 5.6 28.3
, .:

Str.. `5:1* 35.650.8 7.5 , ' 14.9
111--_1! 34.7 7.5 15.6. 6.7 46.2

1 tl:
.

41.8 '- 1001 21.4 '-4 7.5 %.1-
7.5 ° 16.0 ,'7.1 43.6Disc. '

T.ho 31.1 76.!7 . .- '-.1X-
..4f?: ___ 011._

Ili 2

. 7.0 :37:5
Schdl. .4, .30.6 6.8 13.1 4.1 37.1
Disb. Hi 1.8 :___9..f 16.4 6L5___ _3.6:

,

8 0

-24.5%
40.3
35.4
37:787

20,1,

42.0

12.7

45.3
42.0p,
22.6
30.3

.0
1
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High physicaf'joh_demands are often associated with iaSs.active leisue
. .

- . . ,
in Table 4-2, suggesting that physical exertion simply leads to "tiredess,"*-

. ,
. , .

and Aot_to the' hypothesized higher level of activity oUtspie the job. Fui,,,
-.- -

. , , . -
thermore, mental strain symptoms do mot substan4ally.increase with increasiN4

'phys4ical job demands (see p.175). Thus the hypotheses we advance-in Chapter 2A
_.,,,f-.

. ,
-

are generally not confirmed.whem tested withphysival demands, although a fuff

%

test of the job ccgitent _model would require analygis of 'mere than these unl-
-

. .

. ,

variate results. Of course, adtmodel,was not designed to account for "the
.

, -...* -,
.

impact of physical job demands," and the "compensatiod/carry -over" conception
:..:, -

I, .does not_seem to consistently applyto-it, either. A high level of physically

exhausting work,doeg not "carry-over" toran'active leisurq,bt leads to a

rather hollow IcompensatiOn": Low levels of activity after the job and tired-
. - .

.

. .

neSIsee p. 196). Only'to this extent is it true that workers_compensate in

their leisure fordcOndi lops at work, but this is obviously represents no
- , .

t

t

positive value in ldistire .time pleasure for the blue collar worker. There are .-

-.,
----, .

.
.

.
.

. , .

two exceptions to this trend: in the first case,sT015er4Y -,1/e-ry.:_ptlipicA.1,,,,:c..,

jobs do disply limited carry-over" or-"socializAWC4, active physical leisure

is more common for very 'sve physical workers eian,for workers with modera,tg_

\..k.'evels of physic job demands, and'maSi4OIlii=dal"CtWity'lsee p. 184) is also
. .

morel common for workers with p1 ically demanding jobs 2r
O -

.

Job Discretion Measu
, .

The intellectual job dfscrtion_measure is selected, for use in furthercom-
.

putatiods. Its associations with the leisure participation measures in Ta:ble 4-2

are stronger (t - 16.7) than for the personal schedule freedom indicator (E. 9,7).
, . 44

The intellectual' discretion on the job Probably is a more fundamental indic4tor

r
4. -,

*'The onl'7 activity which'increasee for both psychological and physical job
demands. - .

c

.Sr
18.1

-,.
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of the .worker's control in the worReenvironMent than the schedule freedom

$

indicator., which-basically measures, the individual's freedom to,,withdraw from

the formal tasks of work.
0 7'

S,--However, tht-_ choice is more difficult than for the job demands selection

above. Both measures are theoretiqa ly acceptable measures of the faorker-'S

ability to either cope with stress or c

during Work:* Measures similar to--tha.-Intellectual Job Discretionindicator'

have been used more qften in recent job'content studies' -(Kohn and Bchooler,

1973 it,

t

Gardell, 1971; Hackman,and Lawler, 1971, 1975). However,_the schedule

freedom is the only measure fatinesignificantly related.to job satisfaction

/,

177

self-directed patterns of activity

_. ---
,.'

. ctYe . .

in one major Study- (Turner and Lawrence, 1965), and manifests importaht effects
. .

. ,

in other studies (Young and Willott, 1973; leornhauser,, 1965; Firth, 195-).

These last two studies test the importance of schedule freedom en the:wofke-rl's
, I

.ability, to tope frith stress,** (and there are several non-linearities) ***
'

In'summy activity levels are consistently higher for both high idtellec-I

--tual job discretion and high schedule freedom. The effects are stronger and ,

\
,

more linear**** with intellectual discretion:' In addition,"Mental_strain is.-
---

-,

.

generally lower at both,high intellectual:cdiecretion and schedule freedork---

althoUgh the latter indicator, displays
i

several :'U" shaNrelationships.
.

. .
....., -

,.. ;

A - .

may
- y

* "Schedule freedom" y,nof imply equally strong socializing diberiences as the
restriction of intellectual discretion. Perhaps the worker who, however restric-
ted on the job, could have "practiced" sufficiently in other spheres of his lift
the use of the personal freedoms measured, LaCk of opportunities on the job

.`,could not impose a "passivating"Pattern op life as a whole, -.
f.-,,

I,,

'' * *The Frankenhaeser and issler study (1970) ,shows that ability to control the
process of task accomplishiment also affect's "strain ,related", measures (adrenaline'
secretion) -- see P.'54.-4- , . ..

,

* **Particularly obvious is an interaction effect of differences in schedule free-
domat high levels of psychological job_derilanct: for tiredneS1, depression, high NI0

blood pressureLdizziness, sleeping problems, there are high levels of,symptoms
for both high and low schedule freedom, but rot intermediate degrees of freedom.
This peculiar "dip" in prEblent'level,reversesfor "headaches."

****Tha-major now4inearities-occur for evening social leisur, where non-partici-
pati:on'is lowest fOr the piddle range, of schedule freedom; and for mass cultural
leisure, where a very complex "sad41e,surkace" of, participation appears.

18.2
1',

,
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-Discrepancies and Questions':

tt

y. 178

--7---tis-prOblem that arises can only be.resoliied by controlling,

_
t

work - leisure associations ioFiiicfersiaAaturePin Chatter 5. The'physical

and psychological job,demand dimensions might be merely measuring an

underlying "social class" dimension of blue-collar,,white-collar employ-.

ment, or.loerhaps familq income differences. We find, for example, ...that

many leisure activities increase in frequency with psychological job'xie--

mends,. by almost the same amount that they decrease in fiequency with

*physicalob demands. This'suggests that.what may really be "causing" the
- 1

associations Oi46.1w,ed in Table 4-2 is -eml_Underlying "manual-labor vs.

y.
mental work" dimension. ,--,

.

,,,
. . ,

,-

Inirfact, there is a negative eartelatian between the two job demand
_ ,

.s, rt w-

indicators (r = ...11),* but it is nit so large, that one could be.tileper-,-r
),,_.--,---------.4.11,k. ,'

, _ ,,,..... 5r:,

7;"":"47g.fedt'lattpltrerip*--tihtiacsir.,,.-pf-r,r.ut4ethp4
" 'T'rr'7-7717 ,,,

these spheres of behavior arefunctiesally different. A physica"tired
) . =. . °

0 . \
ne &s" can occur simultaneously with a psychological , "stress"' that is asso-

t 1
. . c

ciatea,,.d.th active, demndini leisure. T4 trud-test, however, ofiihisr.
"independence will be to see,whether such job contentassociationspersist

when*social states measures are included (occupational clasii, ingome,C-wage,

,:e4ucation).

*Also the hectic work,,variPblei on,phe psychological job dejand indicator
does refer, albeit lIss strongly, to physical Job demande,also.

1 -:
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4 ,3 Testing the Job Con-tent Model Job "Activity Level" and "Unresolved Strain"
,

4406.01;- re.

As we reca from Chapter ,2A, the literatpre on the bt havioral impli--
. ,

,.
cations of the.demands and discretion5 present in the work environment could

4

.'-
be organized into, a- -small set of relationships:

1.'"Heavv" Job( High.Job Demands w /Low Job DiscrRtidn+Hiqh.Sirain (?)

,.... 2 'Leisurely" Job: Low Job-Demands w/High Job Discretion+LO araiii- ,

3. "Active Job: HigirJob-Deminds w/(?)High Job Discretion++High Activity Level
.

.-; "

4. 1.11,assiver Job: (?)Low Job -Demands w/(?)Law Job.J.Discretion7.0-*Low Activity- Level

If we neglect the four.question markes' for the time'being* then these foUr

.

"modified" predictions qak,be incorporated into, the follOwing table *(which is

expanded fro8 four cells into the nine cell table below) -:,

rri . ,

7:1

Repetitious Job
&,LoleSkill Req.

2. LovSkill Job
(lem. Ed. Req.)
& Not Manotdnouti

3. Skilled Job'.

(Over Elem. Es10.)4

eNot: Monotonous

, .

1r../

biegrai`4=1.

Ps:ircholoicaI Job Deinands-

3.c.Rektic
Hectic &

Demanding
..

Job = . ,

reduced .,

actin. leVel

.

!

4 ----

.
.=

;Joe ,=.7', ,

increased ,

mental strain

.('

.
.

7N
. 1

/

X

N,N.

1

` s

"LeisurelyT
Job

,A

= ,/
reduced
mental strain

-,- . ,_

.

,
.

.....,

; "Adtive":
JOb = ,.
increased, '

activ.. level
, .----

tinresolved

Strain
Dimeneibn

Actiiity
Level
limensiop

*1. - The "learned helpnessness" contention that strain and passivity

may be equisialent: 2.- An additive .or mmi-tiplica"tisze
levermeasureL 3xbehavr change under abnorm4.1Iy low stress'.

184
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In ,his -two- dimensional stray of job content categories, the diafon-
:,

als most closely approximate the concepts from the models of job content
,

. --, ..-- _..---

in Chanter 2B: "untesolved strain" and- "activity levtl." The nine-cell

tables allow simultaneous ,control for the effectslbf psychological jib

demands, holding intellectial. discretion constant, and 'vice versa. The

180 -

.,-,
.

figures` in each cell in Table 4-3 are the non-participatiip rates in 4eigrh
'

-

,

category of leisure activity. The o-digit number represents;-:the percen-
., . .,. . . -

tage probability that a worker with a partibillar combination of jolP de-

mands and job discre tion will have .a leisure time "problem ":, defined as a

failure to engage Significantly in p particular activity or be subject to a

mental strain .symptoM) . >The table is thus a -three dimensional crosstahulation.

It should be noted that although tha ninecell ta-bles are, complex to

read, they furnish substantial -detailed- information, Since -the independent

variables" are Guttman scales, the meaning of each level- of the variables

can be interpreted (to -=the Accuracy limits nod in Chapter 2B), Thus
4

*fr-

Cosm4rolitan Leisure"the probability of non-participa-

3
tion is 50i for those with "passive" jobs, anc;nly 12% for, workers with,

-,-

active jobs, But we can be much more, specific:
...,

1 . The probability of nOpl.participation ,is "50% for workers
Abase jobs are:

i
,

.

a) "mOnotonous/repet#ious, and-low skill" 7

. and - L

.

- , :
. .

b) neither hectic, for psychological y. depanding,

.

- .

.2. The probab ility of non-participation is 12% for workers

(.-1-s

who e jobs are:
a) led (above eltMentary_ school level) and not mono-

,tonousfrelletitious and
b) both 'hectic, ax& 'psychologically demandingi

. .

* - or psychof6gioally exhausted when coming from work.,.. .hut this top po-
*Sition, of the Guttman scale is included in the "hectic and demanding" level.

. -

47:

or.

.
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Table 4-3: 'Test of the J6b Content Mod.eI: -Probabilit of Leisure Yon -Partici = tion

Sed.i.sh labor', force 1969, II -Males (non rural) age .19-66 years

tPsychologil. Job Demands
None Hec= Hectic& None Hec- Hectic& None. Hec- liectle&

LntatTha-. ual Job tic Demand. tic Demand.'

ffigitgetit.
& Ldw . ill,

Low-Skill
' (Not konot.r)

:ugh 'skin
(Over Clem.

39% 33%, 28

27 25 19
I

16

\
50' 43 32...........
41 42 36

\
16- 22 12

46 39 26
C,

33 36 24

\
25 16 27

ercent)

sr = .1466*

116r.e Hec- Hectic& None Hee-, iettic&
tic Demand -- tic -Demand.

"51 44
1.."7i
4,3 4,2

39' , 27 19

/ARIA; IN LEIS. inEILECTUAL ACTIVE PHYSICAL SUBURBANITE
'EOS'MOPOLItAN LEIS. LEISURE ' v -LEISURE

4

Paychologica.1(Job Demands , 4 -

. None Hec - Hectic& None Hec- Hectfc& None Hec- itectic& None 'Hec- Hectie
Intellectual Job"' tic Demand. tic Demand. tic Demand. tic Demand
Complexity

Mdnot./Repetit.
- & Low Skill 1
Low Skill 4

(Not., Monot. j.

High Skill
Over Elem. Ed.)

I. ..
:-..-.

*Cell :sizes 1-iite..1 1r. 2.3..1-9 186. Marginal frequencies listed 1.,i' Table 4-2.,
A, J ...' ..

36 37 40

16
..

29

VEINING SOCIAL
LEISURE

.--
e

38 52 50

58' 56 61

51 5466-................1..

MASS CIXTURAL.
LEISURE

...-,..,-,,-,......7
4.8 49, 30

, ./
52 43 35

i
56. 50 '.45

.6.1....e. ..---..
TE POLITICAL MASS POLITICAL

ACTIVITI ACTIVITY

, ,

186

47.0/e.11

r

C-

A

.t...,..---.,
66 61 6z

52 60 55_.

7.7.-1
56 53 42.....-,--../
RELIC. ORGANIZ. '
LEISURE

None Hec- Hectic&
tic Deward.

17 , 17

_

'7 - 1.-6
t.'

27,
-/

/ 16,
-DEPRESSION;' XNX:

e TRANQUILLISERS
,(symptom level) ,

ror'detailed frequencies .see '13. 327

",
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the tables alsd allow us to observe that the association of Elite ,Political

Participation with Intellesctual Discretion is stronger(now.participatiOn

drops.35.percent)than with Psychological Job_Demands.(non-pe'rticipation
.

drops 12_percent ) -- -see Table 4-4; In addition, .there' is an
-
interaction

.

effect: ch4Kges in psychological job deman

cipation at low.inteTIEEtligr'diScritionl
ri

Several Findings

show sharper changes in parti-

.

we can- see that the, basic pattern in leigure participation revealed

by Table 4-3 is that participation-in leisure and political_ac#Fity increase
t

alolthe "active - passive" diagondl--noted with a diagonal dotted lines

(Table 4.:3):

, ,, ,',

The most comprehensive "measure".of leisure behavior is the Variety of
it

I, eI .
# ,

Leisure indicator. (No more thanone categ9ry of leisure.is defihed as a

leisureiiiariety' problem.) The table shows that variety.in leisure beha-\
.Sc

. , a ; . ' ;
..or r.

-.-t; vionis clearly Associated with higher fre-dabi-On'tbandhl her levels
',,' ' : 71r4'4"...r.--,porri"rrrr-1777: 4 ' ! . ' 3 3.4.--- -'^

of psychologicaijob demands. While only 9 percent of workers with "active"
. --- N.

% ..,-;,:

jobs fail'to in more than OAe activity.category, 39 percent with

',. ,-,-..,___

"passive" jobs have such rest icted leisure behavior. Substantially the
. . ., , .s

-I

...same re occurs when eithe intellqctual disCretiOn'or schedule freedom
-.6,..../..-

,
, , a-

.

at the workplace Pare coned with psychological:job demands.,

,....-- '' - `'"-...
(;. There are several important exceptions and A oadditions to this basic

4- .' )
N

rdcture of active jobs- active lesire. -Non-particip tion inirilass cuUural
,..,-.4

leisure is hillier for workers with more active jobs That is, workers with

passive jobs are more likeliVtb select the leisure activities like home/

.

adventure magazine reading and window shopping.* Participation in evening
1

*Auto trips is initially,incliaded in the leisure pattern because it,was the
"best fit" of several ambiguoui-Options, indicated in the factOr analysis%
gowever, further analygiAusihg a Mass Cultural Leisure indicator without
auto trips displays stronger assocfations with theljob content dimentions:
1. Original (full scale, working men and Women): r = .109/-.09

1*4'-2. Minus auto trips (full scale, working men and women): r = -.12/-. 5,. 3

o
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social leisure is predicted better by' the, intellectual discretion by itself

than by the active-passive
f.

diagonal VactivitY ,

Zlite-and-IHeise Partitipation

The strongest relationship between any of the activity indicators, and

a/. -Ver

-the stress-discretion models ?f the work'environment occurs for-elite

political activity. :Over three,-,times as.lany indiviivals with active jobs
.

engage in at leabi one of the elite political behavior indicators vs. those

with passive jobs. The effect is stmewhat stronger for those whose jobs

are "monotonous /repetition', sow- skill, and not hectic" (75% low participa-

tion4Vs.

accept a

=,-;In either case, the vast majority or workers who fit the "passive" work

23%) than those whose jobs do not allow the schedule freedom "to

visitor for 10 minutes on the job and not hectic" (65% vs,. 25%).-

environment model--low job demands and low joNlecretion--are non-
(

rarticip4ors in this personally engaging and personally directable i)prm

r-7441rT--rT41-iro-,-- -.4,- -,.- ...,... ,,, ,17,....

. 0
of, polit al activity: 7 -. ':- I rft*t*ft:),

N'!..- '
,,v,::. ,.,,

.

-y-1--.-."

'

i,14-.1-Wr-Yr06=-;)44114\\

Thus there apears to be-a-,definite carryover of work environment be-
s

-
.

c.

....,

havior to participation in the societal decision making processes, parti-

.cularly in the area' of individually manifest "personal influence" or .

*Auto trips is initially included in he leisure pattern because it wgi-
the "best fi4" of several ambiguoUs options indicated in the factor analy-
sis. However,, further analysib using a Mass, Cultural Leisure indicatdr
withiout auto trios displays stronger associations with the job content
dimensions:
1, Original (full scale, working men lc' women): r = 7.09/-09
2, Minus auto trips.(full scale, working men de,women): r = -.12/-,15
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attempts-to influence,socially relevant issues which affect the respon-
.

dnet's own life situation. We-find in Chapter 5 tha e active-passive

work dimendion is highly correlated with social status variables such as

class, family income and education (Verba and4lie, t97), andl;thus, ef-

fects of these factors must be partialled out before we can. reach a firm
7

conclusion here.
f

ar

. A-finding,of major1s4nificance,is that elite political activity'shows

. -

_34ttle,variation between "heavy jobs" andd "leisure jobs." ly contrastifor
:-.

--,'

Mass-Political Activity it, is just this dimension of "unreasolved strain"
fJ

that is the cricial one: workers with "heavy jobs (i.e.4,,uoppressed" wo±kers)
IA. . .

a
Are the activepartithipants. ,For elite political participation, not only

, _ --,, ,

. .,
.

is the active group hffePent, but the dimension which defines the'highest

leyels of engagement differs..

. .

,

. - , 1

The.job content model of the work environment, as measured by either
.,

physical or mchological demands,* shows a strong association with Mass

.
'obit kcal Activityparticipation in demonstrations, activity in trsde

unione and political p ties are more likely among those with othPhy-

t -., ,
.

*Physical demands are associated only with mass, 'and.not elite; political

participation, which suggoktS that thethisical dePands effect may Ire an

artifaCt of sooliclass colinearity. Even among 'the working ,class where

.mass political participatia is highest, it, ii the special grout, with .-
pSYcholdgida4 strain on thsjob which' is most active. ,. .i'

*
Y

v.4-,

IP'. V 'P,. C

\

sicallyand psyChologically demanding jobs, portions df the industrial
,

.. ----

..
,

working class, than those without. Examination of the 'job discretion re-,
.....

lationships showse. result, Irwever, that_id contrary to our general

hypothesis, and contrailito thekfindings,for AA other activity in*atord.

r

o

91 r,

7.1

I J
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\_ . .., k

'- I-Lis workeve)Witb the least discretionat theworkplace who are most-ao-_

*

: .

1 -ave. ,This finding suggests that mass political acts is, in every, 6,

way, a "protest reaction." Workers with the most'demandi and rActg--4.

tive jobs arelost active in the politicalorganizaltions,

have as their goal improvement ofworking class conditio

hich,,in.Sweden,

. WM- cannot

say, therefore._that_thinsocialization" process can account for

,many of our other - activity. patterns= applies uniyersally, A "protest"
...., .

chanism appears to function for mass politicalaivity.* However,im the U.S.
A ,

- studies Of political behavior suggest that the same, phenomenon does,not.
...--

,-.

apOi(Ve4pa and Nie)."

",

The vBestrPredi toe : A Summary Measure of 'Job Content
411fr

,While these detailed analyses provide insight into exactly what'level

of each job ontent indicator is more.relevant tb Par changes,
& 4

;analysis is edious _,Tb summarize the multi-cell tables requires that we

*
. - .

0

'

, , ,
44'

)
,:-Itilk . w----- ..

select one set/ of independent.variables from-several available. We can

choose between the empirically'deriveci job demand'and_job discretion variable,
0 .1

or the transfor d variable-predicteagy the content model

(Demand t Diretion, Dema s - Discretion) .

in Table 4-4 and deteeNine 'w

the table variations.

**Vefba and Nie;- op. cit. p,159,340': There.is-no elrideAce i he U.S. of a
pOlitickle participa4on tendencycof the samest7pe(cross-cuttingsocial status.
in general). However, a similiar intribmenon Is notea'for blacks: "black
consciousness accounts for a independent, increase in political participation.

will test loth' airs

.

st,successful in simply describing

'19 1

Ct.

re
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\
We use multivariate linear regressiongswith ea h pair of variable!

4;) 4

The' percentages in,each cell are the dependent ables, and each cell

is weighted according to the cell population frequency**,(see Appendix 4).

We compute rates of change OD
x
), correlations (r, r

2
), and the "fu11 scale"

variations (Dx) which allows us to compare the total,probability c hews
-

that are predicted by each variable ("logit-corrected" see p. 210 ,- 323) .

'liable 4-4 summarises the variation explained in leisure participation
41. _

1

by four joli.content-measures: Psychological Job Demands, Intellectual Job

Discretion, the "Unresolved Strain" compbsitegand the "Activity Level"

r .

, t
,

, .
Is..

J *A third cfioice would be the inikra7ction effects which we do not inves-

tigate in detail: ,--

f a. The impact of intellectual job discretion at.high

..
( levels of psychological,demandsi This is important for
full-time wortingwomen's leisure, and the effects of
'schedulefreedomon mental strain.

( b:'The impact of psychological job demands at high
.,

,
levelS of intellectual discretion.*. This is important
foreverfingsocial. leisure.: and some effects of ,phygcal

job demands on leisure participation( There is also a
change at low levers of intellectual diecietion, an
'especially important interaction for e"sleeping problems,";

T 'and-several schedule-freedom relationshipe !6,

. ;
,

.

.
,

**The actual cell weights for Table 4 -3'are as follows_in order of'Table'

4-3 cells. The approximate weights used eliminate post of the error that

would be introduced by an.unweighted analysis, but more exact weighting

trials show that the' approximate weights still leave a margin for error

2'to 4 peYcent in the coefficients in Table "4 -4. Actual5weight also depend

on percentage level beyond a linear range(.25.to .75) see appendix A4.

. n -Actual/Weighted -. n' Acttal/Weightee h _ActuallWeighted ..

.

% S % % ,

(

52 .035
,

(.053)

i

84 .057. (.053) 50 1034 (.053)

194
,

.132 (..3;Q5)ps)
A

,
,.316-

1
.216 C.210) 154 .105 '(.105)

ii0 .%075 . (.105)
-. . .A 191 .130. (,105) ,3,14 .214 (.2101

1

TOTAL 1466 1.00 1.00

a

I

*1'
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;Fable 4-4: Best Predictors of Leisure "Non - Participation"

bx.x is the total scale variation in non - participation predicted

(p.323)'and r
2

is the variance explained (ihdependentlY) for ea

Ave.

Non-
Part.

Level

I. Leisure
.

Variety**

II,

.Cosmop. Leis.

II. Active
PAys. Leisure

II. Suburbanite
Leisure

2036

30.6

2794/

35%

II. Evening:
340%Social Leisure

II. Religious,
Oman'. Leisure

/

III. Mss
Cultural Leis.

'

.IV. E
Poli

V. /Magi

Political

4

Act.

54%

58%

Original
POYch.

Demands
2

° b ox
x

Dimensions
Intel::

D9c e ion

//
/ b

x
.x

2

Transform
Activity
Level

b x, r

187

t 50th 572!14:/ /

variable.

/

d Dimeni

Act. 45%
-

40'

Best Predictor of Leisure:
(of Each Job Cohtent Pair)

Average bx.

Average r2'4,; ".;.

-13.81

.24 .P5j

-11.7,
413

5.7

.12

716.8

.40

,

',. 3.9 .

-J6.8

3.4

* 22 :3

.01

1

- 35.1-

.73

-13.8

- 25.1

744 81.

.85

19:k
,.08

AtI16.8 /23.4
.10

-19`5/
.44

92

-14..2

.22

9 -56.2

.41 :69

9.8'

.17

/

/

-4.1

.94

.67

2/.1%

#r4 is calculated on
diCtOr- of the leisur

tion*when the " f ir

,Aeisure y +

(1 to' 5) and the

** recall "logit-

1

/

.

ing each variable by itself,
e b

x
's represent each vari

ansformed) is used jointly. to
The transformed dimensions' have
ions,2 unit scales (1 to

8.1,

.04

25.3

7.4

.00

.03

,.00

11.6 ..

.01

-23'68
.80

32.35.

as the pre-,

e's contribu-
ediCt

4 unit scales

I93
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.1356

composite. The_finding is that the measure Of Active vs.,. Passive activity
/ /

,

level,op the job is the best prediction of leisure participation (average

/...._'
. - .

r
2
,.---68). - -.-Inteidec4ual job discretio ,a3lone is a cIosey'second choice,/\

, ) /- , %,

2
.

(average r = ..6,1). and in,Jat is a e;1 predi or of the evening social
. ..k . .

..1
. .

leisure. We:note also that mass' litical activity,ie:predicted by high .. f
. ,

"unresolved strain "* from work, rather than the active- passive charter

I , , ...ofthe job. This dimensionis also the 'best. predictor of depression and other

o'2 , .

mental strain_indicators.*/,( rThe low fftunresolved strain (except for
.

.
. .

mass pdlitical activity) show that leisure activity in general is 'via-
. ;

' tively unaffettedAy strain.**
0

,. .

, . . .

Several technical points with theoretical implications must, be raised.
1 .

FirsY, psychological:job demands and intellectual job discretion are bor-.

ielAted (r = .22), not highly, but large enough that sode,of the variation

reported .for intellectualljob discretion could really be the spurious of-* . .
fect of job demands.' One solution to this'indeterminacy is to define an

aggregated measure, dere these separate contributions need not be iso-

v,"Best indicator" of Mental/strain t bx'x for symptom probability--at.50 %ile)
-

P

a). Depression,

.Anxiety,Tranquil:

b) Tiredness

i(c) Sleep. Probs.

d) 40es &k Pains
, .

e) Hi Hlood.& Dizzy

;yc. dem. Int. Disc. Act. Lev. .Unr. Strain

.
,

.

,
,

29.6 -22.6 6.9 52.2_

27.2 4 -18.9 , '8.4 6.1..,'32:8 , .-13.7
' 19.0 .

5
4.7. -14.2- -9.6 ..9's

13.3' -30.0 -'12.2 43.6Average
' h .x

' 27,0% - ' - --. 41.1* /.------..._.,

...xya

-'- ("logit"-cftrections Must be used "'or level prediction) 5.
$ . .

_ .
. .

**If we sum the total effects due to th;.unresolved strain, however; at.

,.

strain generally ,educes particiatioh (nonparticipatiorrupeN except for
mass ViIiticalactivity.

,,

400*The correlation between. 'sob demand-jOb:diseretion-bairs is: -.pgytchOlogical
' .demandslintelleptual discretion, .22; psychological demands-pchddule

7 freedom, r .07; physical demands-intellectual discretion, r =.33; and
4"sicell demands...schedule freedom, r = .

-f
1



lated( "spurious" contributions are internal to the measurel***

vity leyel measure meets this requirement;

/

1R9

Ouiactilt

One important finding is that the transformed'dimensions--demands
.

. .
: - . -

discretion, demands- - discretion- -allow a Minimax of variance 8n tAe lei--
. , .

. .
..

,

.

sure participation and mental strain indicators simultaneously (, 87,188ffJ.By

transforming the variables in the manner predicted by the theory in Chapter

, , i

2B we simplify the explanation of both leisure and strain simultaneously.

This allows our story'to be told more clearly:

Diagram 4 -2

"Activity
Level" at

ACTIVE LEISURE. Job
(or nOn....active) INDICATOR

rim

"Unresolved
StraW at
Job

NTAL STRAIN
SYMPTOM (or Mass Polit. Activ.)

The figures in Table 4-4 made use of an estimate of "activity k level"

and "mdktal strain which-are Simply the diagonals of the nine-celled

table: J.4., the coefficients for botd the psychological job demands and

iniel?ectial discretion are 1.0, since our theory implied no more precise

,

srecification. The coefficients which best predict leisure activity level

can` tre determined by use of a multivariate linear"r4gretsion-oil a.domposkte

leisure participation measuresp-192nne resin` reolieffickente are somewhat'

,

***Of course, "demand'minus discretion"--the unresolved stain measure--
suffers jusLIkereactivity level benefits. Small variations may.; be of in-
determine& s gn, an increase-d-erroris introduced. 'Fortunately the com-
posite indicator still_appears trite a quite successful predictor.

1 9

a+01.,74W-

c



, ../ *) . .

indeterminate because of the multicolAnierity..V,tilp intellectual dis-
. .

lh cretion coefficient lit glearlyhigher than that for psychological job de-

mends.

, .

Forpersonal schedule freedom th coefficients are nearly

ever:

(-) Leisnre.Participation = L + 9.7 x Intel. Discr. x Psyc.
(compos4.te)

- = L. + 5.6 x Sched. Free. '+ 4.8, xl Psyc. Demands
. .

Thus, oui concelwed diagonals should'ideally be rotated. How-
;

ever, we retain as "best predictor",the measure based on the diagonal (1.0

Demands

!2,')0, 0 N.

+ 1.0) for opmputationalimplicity in the Calculations below. ritthough

it misses -an extra bit of variance but it.is,easier to interpretonnit changes

J
* of job content(and i.he weights are similiar with scheduldfreedom).reedom).

'.ThiNsimple scale of active vs. Osiave job content the "activity

fevel indicator") is computed by adding the level of °logical job

demands (1 to 3) to the level of intellectyal job discr n (1 to 3).

The resulting interval, scale is used throughout Chapter as the summary

Measure of:job content to which effects of ptler variables he compared:

income, friend visits, etc
t .

The parameter (b )* is the change in. probability

of leisure -participation with,a unit change a ivity level 6.414.,,

Such a,linit increase could comefrom an increase either in I tellectual

Discret
/

or Plechological, Job Demands.

n
1 ,

. ,
I . ,.

* e patamete(Se) is the standard error of the regressibn. Since the
full scal,e variation alon/g'the activity level is 4 units, a value of (Se)
less than, b indicates that the regiession line is a fairly close
fAtl to t ihe values in the multi-Cell tables (confidence level =..000l that
particIpion As hi'her for active jobs, etc.).

t ' / . , ..

;

. . . -.. )

1_9 6

3

.
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1

I

'...,
ca. .. ..0 ,(

.1 r.

. 01 c-

.

0
:'

I
. 1

.,
ry Leisure Participation Measures .1 )

. .' %
.

.

t

4ole 4-4 shows that most of the leisure activity&dicatdrs:4isiplay

. c
a-roughly similar type of association win job content. TO simplify fur- '."

, '

4

ther'analyses a composite of the ct ve leisure measures Will be fdrmed

..

. f/(

A'
If_activity indicators are ranked on the basis of the differen6e in

... t

I

from these indicators.

participation rates explained for active and passive jobs,, wefAnsthat at

the top of the sale are activities sich as,"spaking it.meetings,.sending
t

,? I
in articlebr complaints," arid the intellectual,cosmopOlitan group of

4
-

leisure activities. At the bottom end of the,scale--negatively Correlated--

are mass cultural activities, such as home magazine reading and window

shopping.

We might' cal], this the ;kale of Active Leistiret It dopplays a rather°

consistent quality. .4.t the top end are activities which demand willful and
t-

.. .

judgemental decisioh,making on behalf of the tiarticlpant. At the lower
;:-

...

. . 04,

-end of the scale we find Some activities_
- A

which reflect-akmdsI random dis-
-,

.

positiO5 of energy by the participant:t.magazinedeidingand windowshoiE

..,

ping are the best examples of suChlon-choice behavior patterns. (Auto

. . , $

excursions--also plclddedlnyay be', random or quite 68.1 oriented.)
...

. .

Mass political activity most be onsidered the eacdeption4*1
r

*Masaloolitical Participation muat.be cohsidered,in exception here. Most
of its-component tactivities could be sa4 to require oasirable.energy
,apd discretion. High participation is copelatedotith hec and Payoho-
logically d6mandingwork. Also unique Cdt.this indicator is the, fact that '0
the Heavy JoblaseiaurAy Job d 'Sion is a pnich,,MOre effecttv*e discr-iMina-
to 'It is behavidr remsen ing the "reaction 9f the oppressed.", .-
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. Table 4-5:1 OF ."ACTIVB LEISURE" BEHAVIOR

)

A

r

Elite PolitVal Activity

e ,

Tntellectual; CosmoPolitam 47%-

. -'

"Suburbsniten'1.4isure . 42%
m w
H E4 '' /-,

1 rc24Religious Organiz.-Partic. 21%
0

E-,

.H o Active Physical Leisure 20%
o

0
4

, , Evening Social Leisure
. -

bx (at 56 %-tile)
2

x. . .

ange in leisure4by explained variation
't

b "activity level" by "activity level"
1 1

..

5t% .94 .4

Mass Cultural Leisure

Paitcal ACtivity

I
Variations in Leisure ki

O

.53

.44

.19

.47

.07 (.80) :

.8t ls

N
The scale of leisure activities developed may'alSo ipflect the

consumed by.tbe-activity, although this iscertainly debatable and not

measured by our data. Just like work, some Of the top epd activities- -

travel, eetings, study circles --can, beexhsusting, although the energy

expended s-modulated:by_the.indiyidAl at all times and can as easily be

"excitemerk.0 as exhaustion. This ,finning is consistent yip earlier

evidence that a definition of "active" leisure could utilize the same

dimensions of action as work (at least"iciivework). Active leisure is

- *We recall the same role-tdefinition dimensions that describe active jobs

have been used in the political-participation literature to categorize

that type, ofv"active leisure participation as well (see Chapter 1, p.29 ).

The active political participant was "psychologikally involved" in actl-

vities which demand much energy and use of time (Milbrath, or. cit.;,Lewin,

op. att.). Ifirais3 manifested the use of skills and individual decision
making to guide the direction of his activity. The measure of his social

integration in the' elominuftity was also a relevant but comple dimension for

that model of political activity.
A study of leisure activities by YCpng and Wilmot the categories of

,after -work behavior that are described in their questionnaire responses as
most "Work-tine in character" are at the top 71i the leisure activity table

98
1,

-r
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S.

demandingijm ternsoof hustan rstourcest is goal oriented, and requireiNhe

use cripdividual discretion. In shOrt, the activities that associate

most strongly with °active" work (demanding and discretionaryYare simi
.

farly "active" pursuits. Mass Cv 4eisure, on the other hand, does

_ndt sh- ow a positive association with active,work.

. . _.

.
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4.-4 Geheral Coma sions'
4,\

A

.a.0 Compensation And Carry-Over: By redefining our 4)1.041011 in terms,

; .194

4,

or "activity level" and "unresolved strain" we have dismissed the more

familiar discussion of "compensation" and,"cariVover." We considered

these_ categories far to unspecTO to guide the formulation of a-reemerch

question. However, since they raised a cori011ing social policy issue., we

.

return to them, Does life outside the job represent a "compensating fee-

l-- .

, -..
.

..

.

tor" which, somehow equalizes the benefits Of wok across population Brbups;!
. - ,

, 'or does the occupation system dist:Tay a "double inequity" when the effects

of. job "carrying over" into leisure are also tonsitered?
.

II I e .
J . , V

4 .:' .. .

To describe our empirical results we
t

must rigorously Postulate.,,that
. -

.

a "carryover" finding is ohe where dimensions of work activity are similar

"to dimensions of leisure activity,' and "aompensation,"Occura.when these
.

*.

. characteristics are dissimilar. SSme mentalystisin symptoms are likely

candidates to breed confusiOh. For exame it is always assumed that the.. ....

.

. .

wrier "compeneatea" for
\

ah,aotiVe day by sleepi4-af iligfif.--Thue- on an''
1.....

.

Individual level "tiredness" itightbe considered eVidehce of a compensation
,

x

"i- '

process. In our research, however, the question is alWaYs-formiriated in

.,terms of,relative levels of the leisuEreproblems between differentkjob
. .;-

.

94ntent categbries.1 If a worker with a ding 16.100J1gove_ac4ve or morewith

tired (Both strain correlated than one without, the.process' of "carry-over"'
.4.4.

ie gcCuring.

200/.

4
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of

In general the

vironment are, comp

,mental health) w en

4
81 little evidence the t deficiencies ,in the, work en-

,

sated fort by choice. o leisure acgvity (or state of

,
'195

the relative partic ation rats are examined for difi-t

ferent group workers. The evidence is just the reverse: the distri-
.4

'aution ofou ide-the-job costs and benefits (summarized in Table 4-6) of

work gene 1y reinforces the exi inglhequalities in.the occupational

syStem r: .resented by wages, in me and social. sstatus, We copfirm Meiss-
.

ner's 1971) fl,cling that the Long Arm of the Job stretched' out to lei

'Sur activity and Mental he th (eepelso Parker, 1971; Torbert, 1973) /

W rkers with high incomes

"strain free" leisure.

and wages are also the onea.,with "abtive")Jr.

The oorrelaticals of income and wage.witil the rari-

k.

' in the lativeLeieure ?zero so strong. that indeed we suit k (aa we

do in Chapter5-5)2ahetliei income, class, education "cause" the
/

e associa-'

tiOns_.;tsci we find`th.gt, they al pot (At leas% substanti4) we con-
/. ,

cludelthat much of-what is oonsidered social,dlass'may b attribUtable,

not only to the already well door dented effects o

hilt to behavior patterns that are,

come and education,

ed at work, and the state of

.
""strain",of the working i en he leaves his job: We can paint a

, - ,.

indre detailed piotUr than the unidiiensional status indicators, since we
l

.
.

find multiple patterns af job related "costsh- at the lower
It

spectrum.

1'

job content dImensians.

end,oT the job

.Table 4.6fis based on the "best prediotore"'(Psychol66ipal jobaemands

and InIelleotual Job "Discretion) but"the specific findings depend the

1'
1

.T

When we. Measure "activen'end ve" jobs with

.-"
.

r
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Table 4-6( Summary of Work-Leis i.re 'Correlates for h-E? POUT "Prototypical"'

196

.
. -Job Ty Pee (96)

,

. 5 .

,
. . ,

These four cells represent the extremes of the 91-oell diagram (p..179 ) and

about 40% of the work foree.

. .
..- .

Sweden, male workers- (non- rural) 1968, age. 18-64 (n. is 1466)

1

. .
Job Content Categories Avera6 Heavy Passive Active Leisurely

Loy Activity level:

.

'Irwr:iatiope in Leisure
,

20 -% 28 % 39 % 9 1E6

Aotive-Leisure:
.

, -

Intellec. Cosmopolin. 39% .32' ""441-50

Suburbanite:Lehisure.'

Active Physical . 27 . 26 46. ; '17

Active Social '' 30 36_ 34., , 23

jeligicus Pairticipation ;-.. 53 62 66' 41 56

. .,. Mimi Calture..1,,Leisure '58 50 .' ,58 ,66 54

' Mass Political ActiktY .t6 30 48, 45
.

. c
t'Elite "Political Aotivity 45' ",58 75 .'23 .,

e.

16- 1.2

?5

6

(Total Pont. ,Aqivity' 26 24 _ _ ,13

HIpaa symptom level:%,,, 4
.

. .

., .

43
.,. Tiredness .-

.,
32' , 6 33 J- J- 36

C'

19
.

., Sleeping Problems ,
, 44

.---\
Depression .34 17 16 '8

. ,

r
High Blood Pr.- Dizziness _6 14 12 4 4

Actle4 and Pains 37- 44 4,0 31 31

.... .

, o

110111M111

9rI ,

e7.\

#

.

/

.
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0

,

... these predictors (or Schedule Discretion), higher'"activity levels" on' the

*
. 1

-JO are idsJociated,wit* more Sett* leisure and. political participation.

- Workers with npassile" jolis participate.less in these ictivities, but have

. -

htittier participation, -in-in the "non - active" leisure. The effeots:of PhySical

,ob Demands ph leisureadbivity are 'generally opposits'those for.Psycho-
. .1'

logical JO Demands.* According to Our rigorous definition? Physical
s

Al:
other job content dimensions, and

, 1

. -4 ,
. . .

. .

their dotposites, dhow evidence-CIS ariy-over" of behavior from work to
.. .

Demands imp' y "compensation," while ,a

leisure., Thp libel is'misfeading,**%howemer. What it means es,that

.

workemwith phvsic4ly,deminling jobs have'ltss "demanding'', leisure:
/

they.My.be physically exhiwited--hardly a valuable.comperikation. Fur-

thermort, there is a,slient Suggestion of A higher level, of Active Physi-
. .

. . , .

. cal .Leisure. for, the most physically taxed' Workers-34301in parry -over evi-
t

d9nce. 111.4.

N'
0

1
A

To confirm "carry1.0over" 41;th'ihe original job con't'ent diemsnions is,

/
-. . . I --, ' .

.,
, . v .

*Mental Strairi: Summary' . .

.
dental StrSiriinoreases withPsyphoiogical but not Physidal*Job(De7

mand4 Intellectual WO Discretion clearly' modulates this effect:. indivi-

dUals with high Intellectual Discretion htwe'fewe strain symptoms at high
,stitie 'thatiVorkers'yith-low discretion.- The pchedule Freedom measure

,displays a more complex 'result: some evidenceexist,s for increased problem's

among highly stressed, workers with the highest levells of personal freedom,

es. well as at the lowest, although at the most aggregated level these,two-

.
d/;Icretion.me,asiires have4similar results: .44gh discretion, low' strain.

/ .,j. ,
I .

04..-,
,--Itlan common usage "earrp.Over" might.Mean that some-burden of workled to

,-,- -hfemdottatee're-work, even though the undesirable charadteristics in
each situation areilen-tfrely different(sual as physically' exhaustifig work

"carries over" to low 14isuXt activity). Another difficulty is that in

common page the,trs "compensation" could hardly be applied to a work en-.
viroriment whereimbstiptial firedness,was the outcOme'regardlesdiof the

deSciiptfonTof the job.

; 7.7

,,1

ft

t
41

*Pe ,V ,

,o
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0

..

.. ..mope difficult. It creates ptoblems of categorizing "types" of leisure
. , ( - . , "

.. behavior that we avoid itith the definition of Sob "activity level."
r

'

.NevertAeless, leisure activity catiogories that would appear, to require.1. . a

,

'high lbyels oft"perponal competencd'and skill (such as Active Physical
,: 4. N. 4

'4

kl.-
Leisure, Intellectudl Cosmopolitan Leisure, kite Political Activity) are=, P

,

Y. .c
assogiated with higher levels of Intellectual Diacretion.and phedule

Piliedom at work, In Table 4-4, leisure activities that wouldia0Tea;, to'be

associatedyith.high levels of "psychological engagement or challenger* are

also higher for workers with. psychologically demanding jobs, (Variety in

l' 4

"Leisur1441ass and Elite Political Activity).* Thus, there is eviddhce for

tif earry-over" with both the empiri6ally derived job content Uimensions and
. .

thei."30.-content" constructed dimension

A

I

C I
r 10

However, "Suburbanite" Leisure is'also highly correlated with Psycho-
logiCal 40 Demdnds.

11

%,

a
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, .

6 :46

-

'bT es 4 :
b. What,is the Me tanism of "Secialt-PsycholivicV. Funciionin0"-----

,75

. - . / ,. ,
't) 4:,

,
t.,

We subdivided the original question of the impact of workt-; life
. 0 w 0

Side the job into two types of effects;; the
s%

activity levelmt work (illea-
. .

e

Suring thedffience'ioetweeti litiy0obs and Bassive"Jobs) was hypothe-
.

. cr . .

sized.to efXect level of,participation in actiVe leisure and political be-"
: ede / . -

strain f5cm work washyPothesAed to lead to
,g

ihavibr: 'Secondly, unreylvad

,

mental strain symptom.

-..

Our first finding relates to this

4

overall model ana thus must

4r3-so address queatio-s of metal strain. We find that for the*wbrkinr male,

populalionlintal strain s tom and leisure activity participation are

litalmost completely uncorrelated.*,

traryto common sense it is indeed

1111.

he this finding runs somewhat con-
0

, alt.
i

the result we might expect if mental

/
strain and changes in the 6dividual's activity level were generated*

independent mechanisms of "social psych.ol6gical functiOning, and if the

work environment were a significant determinght of this.full ranre of be

. .

havior.
.,

Our finding is that, by transforming the psychological job demand
... N / . I 4

and intellectual job discretion measures into the demand + diScretion",
.

And ndeMea - discretion" (which are mathematically independent) cotopo-

-
isites that th& variation in both symptom levels and leisure behavior s

. .

*Correlations: F41 sample (excluding self-employed and agriculture,n=1150)

Leisure varlet. actv.

cosml

Strain

. Tiredness .04

Sleep Prob. ..07
.

Depression, .06

Aches

04 .03 ,

.04 .01

..04 .r03

.-04 .-12 .-08

Average, =;, ,1 008
2

even.. subbrb. mass elite mass
soc. isi.s, cult polit.-polit.

.09 .-02

.o1 .01

.-ol .00

.-16 .04

200

.07

' .09

-ok

.,=04

:03

:OS

.04

.02

r

.03

.-065,

. .00

.03

11

400

/

,

*r:
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, . e
. . .

.1 ..*'

. "optimally"* accounted for. "Thus, we ,do not6find that both depmession and

. .

a passive life-style are closely associated as Seligman (1975) and Gutten- '
. _

,

0 tag (1975) suggest.** Both,findingt.lend indirect support to our concept
IV

.,-.-
. A

of a,model of social - psychological functioning. However, ihce we do not

directly measure "nnreedlved strain" or "activity level" at work our find--

0 -.), , r--
_

*
.

bags about these constructs' as psychological processes are only suggestive.
4 .

)
. -

44 '6
. .

-*

.

a. At mdlimuM we can stake thSt 1;oth'Ah: jolvdemand,and the job dis-

%
cretiohterms hive independent effects. Neither the activity 'nor the

e *- . '. .

, strain observations can be ac for as the effM or one dimension

and its "spurious" correlations through the second variable.***. Both
. -

variables make significant separate (but unequal) Itributions--additive

or.subtractive,* *.as predicted by the model. Leisure participation is

more strongly. assoCiated with the job discretion variables, wh4le mental
$

strain 18 more strongly elated to PtychologicaliJob Demands.

*Werecall that 67% is accounted for only when sibple dichotomous variables
are used. Whe:\ the 4pal scales are used the prediction is much less sue.-
cessful: =.10 to .30. Also transformed scales are not quite the op-

. timal combinations.

.**However, we measure only a specifio type of mental'striin (related to
anxiety,worry and tranq izer consumption) as dePressfon; pOssibly
dthei definitions of th broad conception_of depression, emphasizing a
withdrawal from active behavior styles, would'yield such a relationship.

P
***r

sYc
= .22 (intellectual), .07 (schedule).

.

****We cannot determine whether "activity level" is additive or multipli-
cative._ First; our data. is not sufficiently precise. _Secondly; we have
no measure of a "sorb point" for job demands whir might be important for
"stress" through boredom ( lenhaeuser rind Ris er, 1971). Mass Cult.
turallleisure shows a possibl multiplicative rel ionship.

We can certainly reject the existence of a "p ed curve" of optimal
response; but this may be due to lack of measurements at very high and

, I

very low job demands. Schedule demand:: disp/ay an interactive"U" shaped
effect, where activity peaks in, the middle.

2 t
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a rte, Cab

. We have not tested an analysis of variance model, to see whether
4

the interaction term is mathematically significant--indeuendenI of the

ditive effects. ...Rather than perform such calculations we have 'presented

.
e"1-91necoll'tables, wheire interio4ons can be deteoted easily by in-

_. 4

speotion. 'Beyond this, we save found that the interaction terms are the

- best. single predictors of.the aseociailons*.and use them in all future,
. .

..,
.

. 4
analysis. The most bbvious examples of true interactive effects occier,

.

outside the boundaries'Of our restricted leisure activfty.anAlyeis (far
.

mental strain, for women* leisure,** and for the SChedule Freedom:mes-',

sure)., There is irregdlar evidence that " passivity" from the job is more:

L./ strongly related to,lackof challenging work at lower revels of job dia.--
4

cretion. Taken tokether with the strong (often in'seractive) mental- strain

findings*** we confirm Wiiensky's (1960) examples of dual disadvantaged

,pcpulations at the bottom of the occupational hierarchy (at least the job

discretion hierarchy):

-)V

1) The "strained" atito worker who moos his car home; belts .

down a beer, comes Vine to beat his wife) and throws
rocks at his neighbors.

6 4

*The better question might be (Blailook, 1960) whether the original dimen-
qions add signifleantly to the prediction after the,"main effeCtsr_from

f the transformed variables.

201

**Full-time women workers display an'interaction for leisure activity (p.246):.
only when their fobs are very demanding does job discretion associate with
abtive or passive leisure. As Seligman (1975) suggests, among Highly
stressed individuals, low-job didoretion may lead to both passivity eit
depression: If the job is not demanding perhapApresponsibilitieo at home
art:more/I:alien

,,

***P example high job demands are tuoh more likely-to leadtCsieepihg
probeems at 1 discretion (2094 vs. 2,g_ than at high Intelleotual.Job Dis-
cretion (1194 vs; 5%). This suggests that the worker with' more freedom on... ..

the job is better able to cope with overly heavy job. demands (as well as
the,problem of'tdo little to do).

, , , , , -
i

S.

y
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-

2) The ,;:passive"vorker .in the huge pr:ceseing dustry or , . .

administrative buieacuracy who turns on'the T.V. after:. ,

. Work, and thereafter' isolates himself from. 11 further /

sOciotal participation, .
.__-_--

c: We cannot really ascertain what,prooesses are,at work to. "cause"

of

. .

the associations between work and leisure. Time series data would help%
1

r, ,
. ./ ,

' .
ft '

Us test "process" hypotheses.* However, we can suggest several speculative

202

hypOtheses that may be.useful in future experiments. .High job-discre-
.

,
/,..

,

tion mightallow coping with job tensiond on the job, leaving the worker ,
' r

4
4'. /'P.

. .
.dn,an

,,

"equilibrium" state at quitting time, so that he can be'master over

I*.Is
his leisure energy. .However, we have observed that workers with the ..

.
,

least strain from work (those with "leisuzelyr,jobs) are-not:the mOst, , ,,.

4 l. ,
'active particip ators (in politics particularly). Thus this explanation

/
,v.

seems incomplete. 4.
, ,

.

S.

ti

An alternative explanation-is that high level; of discretion on

the job socialize workers Into self-directed styles of behavior in

leisure-if the job is also demanding or challenging, 'Then leisure

activities, in turn, mightserve as a coping mechanism for high levelsrf-,

. .

,

.

rjob strains "left over" from work, or they might serve as a framework
...

for "putting more ederW" into a leisure life style. This second

!

anation,suggesti that psychOlogical tensions, (but:not physi al strain)

from the ,workplace find their natural Cutpiit'in leisure actiVities. The
.

, 1

worker carries over "learneCP-of stress ccimPensaticiin from work,patterns_
f

. 0 46.
.

..---to leisuie.

*The third question is also unresolved-r-rwhether "pasSive" changes in
activity_level come only during a stressful situation (Seligman, 1975),
or Whether there may be long term adaptations Oesituations of low
activity demaild.,Jaboratory experimenVs.at the micro level in which .

re4onse-over-time Has measuredould Se xequired to resolve this qpIestion.

4
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1.1!

- .

ul important additional perspective on brOader implications of work

on
/

, ,/-

./ ,

reigure behavior Fah be gained from examining leisurelictivity,partici-;

I 11/4

pation (and mental strain) for adult male with low employment and unam-

Ployment: TIAA circumstance. might be,considered a "lowest ob demand",
-.. /-- N7--- 1 ,

/ategoryi, and at first otie might expect thAE fr edom of action was high as
, . .

.
.

Well; Perhaps this would occur if job 'const ints were the only restric-
e

..
..;i

tions on behavor, but Idck of Other resources ,such as the income and
I.

1
.

, . .

social relatiOnship opportunities that a job providet suggest that the lifq.ok

4.'. 4- '1/4'

. -,,

the unemployed male hardly promteb.freedom of actionia Findings we have.6

'obtained in the full population show that such a life is also not carefree.
. _

- - ,

Illdesd,the problemnof both passive participation and'mental strain are

-
combined: 42 percent of the low employed are leisure$ non-participators vs.

the 32 percerlt-ne would ?xpeCt fox a ,similar age mixture in the full pop-

0
ulation. The most obvious characteristic% of the low employment male who

is At his me o ife" (age 30-44L inSweden is that mental strain symptom

X

rates are four times higher (35 percent vs. 8 percent) than for the fully
/ .

. .0'

einployedpbpulation'for depression, anxiety, sleep problems, tranquillizers,
.

.

:.::*'and sleeping pills. Even tiredness and oPerttresst ''re%higher though such
P ,

....

workers have "nothing to do." For respondents with even less "to,do"'

(no' chilcjren at home and low emploympnt) the symptom rates are even higher,
11,

(44 ent),

_The_variati job content "account" for over 60 percent of the

variance between job types in the probability of leisure non-Tarticipation

(and.mentaI strain). Nevertheless the working' population as a whole hls

fewer problems than the adults whose primary' connection to the occupational

system ,is the stigma-of, unemployment.
1

(0.

*Similar high mental strain symptom rates and "passive" leisure occur for
adillt women without jobs-and'without household responsibilities (often
middle agedwomen).,

er

209
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Alternative *Explora
.

tions _of a WorkLeisure-7-tinkage:
-7..... , ... ,

. . Approximating a Causal Model
"._ #, . a.., s
4,

Inthis chanter ye investigate-whether the associations between job
,

4

44ontent and leisure-demonstrated in Chapter. 4 persist when other potential
.

"causes of work and-leisure
,

behavi are examined. We will.utilize the

composite. work and leisure ihdicators to describe the general relationships:

Job "Activity Level" (Psychological Demands + Intellectual Job Disdretion)

Aand eAotive Leisure Composite and the Variety in. Leisure variable.

However, because the separate leisure and politic activities (and mental

strait indicators) often reveal important detail, these'mdre specialized

results will also be noted-tat least in footnotes .'

,2

Can'the jobqa said to "muse" leiyurebehavior? This is the implication

of the classic sociological question of-whether job behavior "carries

over" to the leisure-hours. Since we do not have longitudinal data or a

controlled experimental situation it is impossible for us to conclude

de/Innen that it does; But the comprehensive data available from the

Swedish Standard of, Living Stndy does allow us to severely restrict the

oltlOgetivelORtheses: We subdivide our tests of the.null hypothesis

that Arier factora'account for'the associations of Chapter 4 into five

sections.

4

5-1.Individual Background and Personality,
The impacts of bhildhood life experiences,
'education are reviewed.

'I

edudijtion and:family

5 -3. Work Experience: Testing for "Job Socialize oh" ,

We search for evidence of increasing assoc tiedS between-1461.k
and leisure with increasing expodare to the work environment: 4:
the true test of "carryover:" .

I

Meissn ?4.,Y "The Long, Arm of the Job," Industrial Relations, A Journal.-
of Economy and Society., October,' 1971.

2 i.

/ .
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In

/I.
S.

1. .e.
°P.

yc

Ifs 4

'

1

jf

-. ,, -,0 . -
, Other_"**=-Related" 'Factors- % ..'".

We disouss'the difficulties of crosssectional analysis and
search for othei\alteYnatiVs tests of j9'ig.,socialization ,i1.

job selection: lifd-cycle'cha'nWs,%personality 1,"fillfilalmept"
.(through b."edIection), and incOme dynamics. .

Communi r and Soc.yal Relations'
.

,J5-4.

The i act3of urban scaler'andl*the'frequency of visitswith
friends and relatives are reviewed,

1,.
..,

5 -5. Status 'and Economic Resources .

We examine social. class membership,' income, wage, a
to estimate alternative mechanisms by which'ocelin

, affect leisure behavior. ,

1 4.01

education
o mighty

r
section we prelsent a diagrammatic model and review of the

overall

full model empirically; In a final section we discuss

work and leisUre findings. We atop short of testing this

several implica-

tions of our conclusions.
A

e

In each of the fir five gectionsiwe- will begin by referring o the

relatiofiship between -the control variables and the work and leisure pars-

4.

_>_,A

Meterin Table 5-1/2. The association between the control varfable,/spch as
4..,- , .

education, and the leisure non-participationyrgbabilities will be treated
.

, ,- . r 1
.

in, the same manner .as the job content4eisure tnivariate associations: in 5-1

t
marginal frequencies for 'each level of the control variable are reported.-
The assoCiatli.ons between the, control variables and the job content measures

can,be more simply treated as a correlation* BetWeen interval scales (where

this is appropriate) and.are repo ted in Table 5-2.

4
_ .

,

*Correlation coefficients or-the (0,1) form of the variable are not in-,-
c-luded (for-reasiina noted earlier; p, 1610,,

211
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Table-5-11--FREQUENFY OF LEISURE ACTIIFITY NON!.PARTICIPATION (%) BY SRINCTED
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS '

Swedish Male' Workers (Non-rural), 1968 (n 3= 1466)

Rt . 0

E.O, H
COH 0 vt f:14 wO

I
g E-4 g Cx1

E-4crl 0 11-i b..1

INDIVIDUW1ACKGROUND AND PERSONALITY

ETCAtION

Elem. Mininum 24.5
+Yrs (No Dtp.) 21.8
Jr NS' or Voc. 7134
Mad HS, Univ. 4,1

CHILDHOOD ,PROBL*S

. None
One.

Two or More

17.2

24.9
18.3

42.2
28.6
12.0

6.4

28.3
35:1
28,7

2.8.;°437.7
28.9 27.7
22.9 18.6
24.8 16.8

(

23.6 25.8
.2 34.3

32.6

FAMILY EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

Low (see text)* 21.8 35.4 27.6 33.1
High 13,4' 13.4. 26.-3, 21.4.

WORK EXPERIENCE AND LIFE CYCLE

WORK EXPERIENCE (YEARS WORKING)!

0-5
6-15
16=30

304.

1647
19.7

43.11

24.6

21.4
28.0

40.0

19.6
21.4

A.2
36.1

\.5.6

13.3
31.1

48.8

LIFE CYCLE

Mar./.( 30 '17.7 26.1 16.5 17.4
Mar. /? 30 18.8 32.2 29.8' 41.0'
Untar.P. 30 14.3 22.6' 22.0 .2,4
gnmar,/?... 30 32.9 26.5 35.8 23,1,

AGE .

18-30 '16.6 23.5 /9.9 9.1
A2O.0' 29.7 25.6-.3Q.7

50-66 22.5 37.9 37.0 49,4

*Men without Jobs included

.1

in this

40.2
32.9
31.8,

21:6'

56-.0

55.3

51.4
40.9

-57.1 52.7

58.9 48.2
53.6 36.b
68e5 18.4

41.3
48.0
53.3

52.0

.525

.175

.199

.102

I.
'31.8 51.1 56.2 45.9 48.9 :450-
3949 54.7 60.4 49.2 43.5 .27
36.8 56.4 58.1 39.7 43.5 .279

Jr

37. 56.6 49.0 40.7 I .753'
27.1 .-- 60..3 31.4 60,0 .244

g.

44.5 60.1 44.9 59:3 64.9 .115

41.0 57.5 48.0 7.2 60.9, 4221
30.2 50.8 57.6-.41.4 43.1 .322
33.6 5046 68.3 42.4 32.3 .340

38.8' 56.1. 50.7 50.0 59.6 .157
26.44 49.3 62.6 38.9 37.4 .599.
5147 63.5 39.4' 61.1 67.8 .'193

4025 59.5 36.9' 41.4 44.2 .1o1,

4

46.5
30.3

59.5
52*3

44.6* 57.3
59,8 4o:5

6446.
42.7

.271

.3-
32.49 49.3 68.3 40.8 52.9 .276

21.2
,



Table 5. !
'6 oontinUed

COMM1NY

URBANICITY'

I

H g
if!

iP):q 1
AND SOCIAL RELATIONS

3 Lgst. Cities 20.5
Smaller Cities 19.0

FRIEND VISITS

23.8
'34.8 24.8 31.8 .36.5

.

Isolation 43.0 43.8 ;39.3 .'52.5 53.8
Normal 21.3. 32.3 210- 27.7 345
Gregarious 11.8 24.1 21.0 20.8 32.7

RELAilvE VISITS

Isolation 28.5 35.5 51.6 34.3 49.8'
Normal 19.1 23.5 27.8-29.3 .35.5
Gregarious ' 14,7 287,2 23.9 28.4 26.2:.

IV. SOCIAL STATUS AND INC

SOCIAL CLASS'

.

I . 4.0 6.0 29.0 20.2' .14.7
II . 17.0.-23.9 .22.8 27.3 28.6_
III 41= 25,2 40.9 30.1. 34.4^ 45.4

FAMILY INCOME

0-12,000
12,000-20,000-
20,000-33,000

(DISPOSABLE). SKR = 80.20

23.8 35.0
22.6 34:6
19.9 3243

33,000+ 9.5 12.5

22.4 15.3 58.1.

31.3 31.3 43.1
26.5 35.5 30.7'
23.3 25.8 15.5

WAGE /HOUli (EXCLUDES SELF:EMPLOTED = 1

0-7 28.1 16.9
17-12 34,2 32.7
12-20 20.2 / 26.1

'26.2 39.3
23.8 '37.4

-5/-44.4 12.1
6.3 i 9.920+ 26:oq 23.8

FULL P 'DION (MEN)*

20:1 28.2' 27.2 30.1 35.4 ,53.4

57.8
50.4

"-

69.4

51.7
52.4

65,6

'53.3
45.9.

62.7 44.2 (51.5 1.410
54.5 45.7 42.3 1.590

.81.0

62.2
46.1

58.o .51.3 .6834

44.9 45.7 .552
42.5 4571 .364

1.

611,2, 56.0 53.6
60.1 43.0 45.8
4-7.5 41.8 41,3:

. .
207

.191.

.508.-

.300

41.0 61.0 14.4 50.5 .125-7
48.4 58.9 31.4 49.4 .368 p7
60.5 53.9 58.3 42.3 .507

58.2

55.0
54.0
43.5

3%) (SKR)

52.2 62.5
42.8 .58.0

39.4 50.0
8.5 42.7

53.3 65,4' 58.5
56.4' 52.9 59.9
57.9 4.6 58.5
65.7 21.4- 48.8-

.147

.233

.471

.143

51.1 72.0/14 58.0 '.061
49.9 53.2 '42.3 .430
60.6 . 41.2 .291
68.7 9.2 54.2 .989

n=1466

58.0 45.2 46.0 11.000

140M32#

Full Time ,

,Part Time

No Work
(Housewives)

32.8 27.1: 58.6
35.5 60.5

46.9 46.2 66.4

26.4 27.2 46:5, 41.7
34.7 22:0 47.4 32.9
48.2 16.4 47.6 41:5

213

,

71.5 63.5 n=482
78.5 72.4 n=392

80.a 87:8 n=743

f
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bble 5-2: 3oli Content- .control Variable Trelations

A..SwedishMAe Workers (non-rural), n est 1150
-(8;1f-employed and agricAltural workers excluded)

B. SubsOmple of Above:. full"time.workers,'agi30_0
49 Yearsi.n = 504

Childbwd
Problems

Education

Family
Education

.Friend

Relative
Visits

Married Se

High Sodial
Class (I)*

Working.
--Claas (I/1)*

/

Income (log)

We (log)

Health
Problems

Serious)

Psyc. Demanda
A B

Intall. Disc.
A -- 1

.

Sohed. Freedom
A B

Pbys. De
A

s069

' .067-
.010.

__ .

-.023. .

-;.040

.010
, .061

wb55

.187
465't

.166

.611.

.156

.086

.003

.234 ,

44`....L.1323
- .103 - .

..025

-.306:
_ -.324

-.074
-.101

-.041
i

.

-.020

-.017

-.026

_.. .. ._...

.088 .042 .
..

-.019

`. -051
.047

.

.

.

-.011
.081

... .081

.029
-.017 (k

.008
.082

(

-.062

.

.

.,-

071
.,,,,

.067.
.

.

.c.04

.012

-.046
:,A: -.039

.028

.125

.033

.101

-.007
-.010

.160

-.048

25 .49 I
.34 -,.51 is

-.28 -.65 -.40' :514(41-

.262

.162
-.237 ,

.397
.052, I

.216
,-.111

, . -.189

-.3781
.._

....050.

.030

.282

r
.

.322
.570

. .627

..267 --.256,
.387'

.110

./ /

,

_
.180

..056
-.041

,

-.035
-.023

208

* Unfottunately social class
:

duMmy variables were not inoluded in pop. A. -/
In pagulatiOn.B the social,clags job content correlations are (ee also p.98):
Social. Class I 4

)Social'Olass-III. '4-.42 --
,

Family Income
Wage % - .

Panda uoatioll

.32 -.25 ;

.59 -.60 .51

.64 -.51 .33

.13 -..09 -.03 102 .24 -NI
At..59

,...

-,- ,
'..

** Physical exertions only;didoOiforts (which have a lower correlation)
were separately coMputedl r = .20/.34 respectiv4. The correlations of
the institutionalized job status and proteotion indicator with the social -
Class dummies was r iff ,.34 (aims aand, r'.. -.70 (demo III). 4,

.e

.1
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A Comment on Interpretation

+.1

Ien Chapter 5 we are primarily concerned whether the w ork-leisure associa-

tions retain their full,srength.when other-variables "axe used as controls

.
.. e, .

(in subpopulafions or in regressions): Thus we are interested inplechanges
', /

: ,.... .
., .

'.,

in b
x

.(the rate of change` o$ participation with job content). We :are less
.

.
.7

.

1

.:1,
concerned about diffeiences in tltV level participation loetween,those sub- 1

population/'* means (L- )., TherefOre when Agressions are used, we report (bx),

,
the standard error (s .,s .) and We:do not 'repprt correlations and r

2

. ..e

+0,!,

e
x - .

. (often Aver .71 primarily because they might be misinterpreted tb imply that

a high portion of the total variations in leisure activity is "accounted"

by our regressions.*** Much of this variat ion, of course, has-been eliminated,
- 1

4

with'the choice of the dichotomoushparticipation/non-participation" variables.

209,

. . .,
For the sake,of.comparison all rate of change aret ireported as f

-..
- ,

ocduring at the 50th percentile. These figdres are correcf (estimated)
,

*For significance testing with the nine cell table: the following confi
.dence intervals apply to ,statistically significant difference between
any pairs of activity participation rates. They are dependent on the

cell sizes compared. The range reported below represents cell sizes of
50 and 110 (1-4treme cells along the heavy-light dimension), and cell sizes
of 50 and 31'0 {extreme cells along the active - passive dimension). This is

an average ..range which would apply to most pairs of cells in the table;
since the direction of the relationship is specified a onettailed test is
used. .05 confidence interval = 12% A -p, 14% H-L

:01 " = 1% A-P, 19% H-L
.001 " = 22$ A-P, 25% H-L

* *This method is particularly helpful when leisure activity is constant
with respect to the control variable in the subpopulation or when

non-linear relationships exist.

***The r2 , of course, does reflect how well the cell by-cell.
non-participition probabilities can be summarized by regressitlns.

los

'S

p

A

1
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rspge "logit-type" assymPtOtic distortions occnr.::, If. the implication

. _
of the rate of change* is that the level.of phrticipatioa sould fall

:/'., .. . X
.- !

outside the linear range of 25% to 7$ %4 then a correction table
,

r. .,
51

(Table A-7 ) must be- use t1 to find the 'true estimated level. (For
. .

,./

.

. , %. , /
example, An extrapolated level of 2O% will become#23%; 15% will become

' -
i

20%; 10% will become 17%.) Fortuhately:these.otypes Of adjustments

t
.

'

-...

are not usually required (only for.,variation in leisure and mentili strain) ,I

.

butjogit corrections have been applied to,all the calculations.

1,,

,

*For example: if the mean value of participation is 35% and bx"=. 10%

the four unit "activity" level-scale implies that an active job will
_have a 15% non-participation rate ancl,a passive job a 55%
anon-participation rate. The 15% figure falls outside, the linear rang!\,
,(25% to 75%) and Would have to be adjusted to yield the "true",estimated

rprobability: 20%,

ind the 'true estimated level. (For
. .

,./

.

. , %. , /
example, An extrapolated level of 2O% will become#23%; 15% will become

' -

.
,
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The Effect Of ImdiVtduaf Backgratind on the Work -leisure Association:

gestink for Environmental Compionents of "Persbnality"_
V ' 4

-,Jor .4? \,,,
4

t,

. Drie major methodological problem to.be solved in dour analysis is the
,

)

p o s s i h i l i i x that "confour-Iding" faCtorsdearThent on J d i'. ividual4s badk-
e .

* . ,

; i 7 , --. .:.-- .
* ,0

.

ground' or personality Aet*mine" boti),,,hi s, rioleption of and nd his

leisure behavior.

The most obvious implication of the "personality (job se ection)" ef-
,

, s

feet is that at each-point in time (and, thus, our ful1 cross bctional
. ,

'sample) we dould predict which individuals would .ha-;re :loth jobs and leisure
."'

.
, . . - ,s,

of a particular type (i.e. acti4tejoibs apd active leielte) by knowing pert-
.. 4

sonality or individual background characteristics. We test such hypothe-

ses below. There is another form of the "perapneaity (job,choice),!' hypo-

thesis which is much more difficult for our data and Which we'postpone fur-.

.

ther discussion of until the next secAon This se rid variant holds that
.

, /
.

individual` background or personality does not manifest all of its effects

.../

until full maturity,Oas been reached.' "Latent values" instilled or born
-.-'

. ///
within thd'chtld continually change behavior(f.a. thiough job.selectidn)

d,

.

in'tuih a way that the "intended"Jersonality'is'Only gradually revealed.
(

This elusive process could also for an increasing relationship between

Wiork and leisure.
ge-

Three broad measures of background experience are constructed from

ray variables in, the Swedish data, and. we will analyze` them iA turn:

cation, childhood life experienies, family educational backgrOund.

it

. i 7
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'Education is astaddard measure of individual background with broad' '

applicability. We use it lateras a social statundicator-in Section 5-5 4,
41,In this.sectlen education measures exposur e to the "process of socializer-

.
.

don" presumed to occur at adhoel. We use 4t to approximate the indivi=

dual's learned tendey to "actively" tackles at work, and engage
fi

in new challenges in leisure (recall the personality attribute of."compe-

_tenet" or situation "mastery," P. 71').

fr

Education
*
*is,a "tough" control-for the work=leisurvassocia..

etaons. 1;s:3st measures of individual -backgrouneh-a a clear "causal' status:
their occurrence is indisputably "prior" when ;elated to elements of the

individual's present behavior such as occupation owever, education can

also represent a chosen process of anticipatory socialization for a par-

ticulartxareer.' Thus to cont 1 fo it fight eliminate a significant

.element = (skills) of the occupations's effect. Indeed john and Schboler,

observe that using education as a measure of personality substantially
. ,

weakens their findinge'about job content. If education is used asIt... . 4
a- "proxy"

measure for past personality (intellectual flexibility) the impact of "pezz

..sollality" on job content, increases 1.1A to .40) making it larger than'the
.r

effect of joe content on "personality' (.26), instead of smallei as re-

ported in their Primary-,findirigs (AJS,,103).

a9

*Definition of Bducation'Variable
This variable is uscd a truncated version,o4an existing variable in

thp'Swedish 1968 Standard of Livingt.Study. The variable'is'roughly similar
e to years of education, but includes eala of whether the fqrmal educational

experienc, was occupationally or academically sriented: ! .

1.: Statutory minimum education (7 years) elementary school.
2. Additional years of education (but no graduation diploma).

,i, 3. Regular formal education at the intermediate (junior high/early'high
schoo1,1)4Yel. Opt -

'Graduation from an'occupational training program (e.g.,business. tech-nical

Y

e

4. graduation from a fullacademic.highachool X6.additional years beyond
'plsmentary, age 19). ' v
5. Some university edlicatibn or a university degree.

. '
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Main Effects of Education

We,observe in Table 5-1 that education has quite strong association

. with most of.the 14ure'and politic-5T participation probabilitie.
I

The effects -are very strong for Variationsin Leisgre, Intellectual Cosmo-

politer; activity and Elite Political activity. Only Active PfikeiCal Lei-
.

sure, Mass Cilltural Leisure, and Mass Political Activity display-weak or

opposing tenden-cies-; The-be veriationt are often of similar,magnitude to
Y.

ihebob cont t leisuie associations (compariAk Tables 4-2_,and 5-1).

t __
..--

) Ailothariaiffic ty (for Kohn-and Schooler as well) is that hducation -/ , ,

c_

is so colinear with intellectual job, discretion (r = .64)* that to intro-

duce it into a standard multivariate linear regression model ith job. con=

v.,
tent would lead to ambiguous coefficients (however, see page 27 ). For-.,

tUnately (and surprisingly,' in view, of this correlation), there is, a sub-
..

-.-
stantial nugber of :Swedish workers** with "constant" .education -(5Z4

have the statutory minimum 7 years--elementery school) who still have'

substantial variations in intellectual job discretion,

Thus the most itraightforwwrd ;miner for "purging" the ark-leiture-
, _-__ --,

. associations of the effect of education is to examine them ih the large

subpopulation where education is the minimum elempntarr school. Tnest

sulter6 ren-rted and summarized in terms of rpgressioAccoefficients in

Table45-3 and the nine cell tables in 5-4.

*Correlation with ItychologiCal Job Demands t'.= .10.

**In the United States a similar education'bulgeoccurs at 12 years educe-
. tion. For the U.S. Quin q'al. (1971) report that 59)/Seof the, work force
has atilltrepancy between actual education and education required for the
job. e-figure reflects discrepancies at all levels of education. In,

our Swedish sample at one "cut point". .only-eitmentary educationthe' dis7
'crepancOs 23%,of the full work force.

,.
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Table 5-3: lirmact,of Indivinal
BaCkground,EXperienceaml-"Personejityr(Job Content Effects Summarized in Terms-of Activity Level Variations':

participation pe:runit change in activity level (a four unit scale).)
Swedish- male 'workers (non-rural), 4.967, age 0-66 (n = 1466)

OS

nal
Sample

Childhood
Problems

= 1
ti

2

Educatia

= 7 yrs.

Iln the :tor `Leisure Relationahins
'13.' is the change in probabilite of non-
= category team: S

e =rstandard errorr---
_

Variety

*

Varia- 0Intell.
tions in
Leisure
b
x

Ls
e

Active Leisure
_ *

t ,
.

Active- Evening Subur- Relig.
Cosmop. Physical Social banite Organiz:
Leisure_ Leisure Leisure Leisure Leisureb
x
Lse:bx Vs b Ls b Es 'b Ese x _q . x .. e . xi, e

,,

omposite

Active
Leisure
b Ls
x _ e

Non-

Active
Leisure

-Mass'
Cultural
:Leisure
b'Ls
x ,.....-e

Political
,_ Activity

_____--

Elite Mass
'Pont. Polit.
ACUvity Activity, _
b fr, se b

X
I: se`, X e-11.2 7 -11.7' '8

20% 101

-4.9 6

271
-1:8 8

301
-10.5 3'

35%
-5.2 5

° -541
-7.2 6

35%
+2.8k 4

` '58%
-14.0 4

45%
-6.0 3 c

. 46%
.......^

.,
.

. .-v.6 9 -10.9 11
17 28

-4.9 7

24
+.3 ,-, 9

1 26
-10.5 7 -2.5 7

' 32 1._ 51
,-5.7 s

32

+2.6 7

56
-17.1 3

46
.-7.7 7

49-13.9 11 -12.0 12
25 35

-5.8 12

33'

-8.4 20

34
-9.9 --51-9.0 8

40 - -. 55
-8.7 --12

39
+3,5 10-1-12.9 7

60 49
-4.3 4

AA:._-8.5 9 -10.4 11
. :1Ei e" 29

-2.7 9

27
-5.6 .10

33
-9.3 4 -6.9-- 6 -7.0,; 8

37 1 56 -36
, +2.7 9.711,6

58.

, 4

40
5.5 7--

44i

.
.

--8.3 5 -7.6 12_
25- 42

-7.1 3

29
-2.1 12

,"38

-7.2 5'

. 40
-4.7 -81-5:7 7

56 41

+.6 51,-9.7 4
.57p 4- 53

-5.4 5

'` 41

(WOMEN WORORS -7 See Section 5-32 = 392 part time4, n = 482.fattIte)
,Part time

Full time

*The'hypqthesis that.th re is sortie statistically
significant-difference between the "active" and "Dassiy 7.jObsis significant at the following levels: The confidence level is-p = .0001 for (S ) less than 41) ); -p = :01 foran (S) .= 1.8(b.); p .= .10 for 05-) 1.103 ). - ee x ' e , x

-6.2 '10
36

-15.2 10
37

-3.2 7

60
-6.7 .

34

7 +1.6 13
19

1.5 '7

---47
-5.0 9

39
+2.5 6

66
-7..7 -12-

,79
-T5-- 15

73-7.6***12 -10.9"414 -6.1 .6 -4.3*** 7 -3.9*** 7 -6,2 6.'-6.3 8 +6.4 6 -11.7 4 -5.7_:, 10,32 . 29 . 59 26 26- -46 37 58 74 , 64

"VariationsArecorded aldng the unresolved_strain scale (4 'Unit scale, also).
**Intericeibn,effect is.-strOng ri'see p. -246
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Table 5-4s Job Content-Leisure_-(Hon)-Participation btIndividual Background

Swedish male workers (nor-rural),1968

A. Education

Intellectual
Job Complexity

Monot./Hopetit.
.& Low Skill

LoW Skill
(Silt Monot.)

High Skill
(over Elem. 280

SIntelleotual

Job Complexity
.,

age 18-66 n m 1466 (percent)

VAR7ATIO8S-121 thi.eLLECTUAL ELITE POLITICAL MASS PDXTICAL
LEISURE COSMPOLITAN L. ACTIVITY . 'ACTIVITY

Psychological' Job Demands
Hone Boo- Hoctio&

Lo. Hi
tic Demand.

111 34 .,32

27 19
s-

s

, 7

to Hi to Hi

Psyctiologlcal-Job Demands

To Hi
.

.14 42 27 17

ISM
Ni

1111111111

41 33 19 !61
1

2. Above Elementar chobl (n ..,695)*

Hi

El27 17

27 A 24

I6 18 10

Hi LQ Hi

R. 'Childhood

Problematic
Experiences

VARIATIONS IB

LEISURE

to Hi

DD
1111111111
No Problem /1-44. 660) .

10

Hi

Cell Slobs: left to right; -top to bottom

.E11= 0 / le-41, 62,
=

38 / 442, 236i 10 / 24, 45, 63
ED.= + / n = 12, 22, 12 / 52, 80, 34 / 86, 146i 251

CP = 0 / n 22, 31, 171 88, 134, 51 / 69, 100, 148
CP = 1 /n = 13, 26, 16 / 51, 104, 54 / 19, 45. 61
CP a. 2+ / n a 18, 27, 17 / 55, 78, 49 / 22, 46, 97

-+

4

One Problem (64= 397)

Psych, Job Demands

Hi

14 9 9
I:-

No or More (n .1, 409)
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Interactive Eftects of Education (Elementary School Subpopulas',on)
4

Inteileidtual Cosmopkilitan Leisure covarys considerably according to
,

the actual education of the worker. Nevertheless, among workers with

)minimum education the estimated unit Variation (b
x ) in the proba-

.'

bility of non-participation according to active-passiire job, content

most as stronp as it. i 1.1 the full sample (7.6% vs. 11.7g )*.i

0;-, . -,
'

is al-

Variations in Leisure, the Active Leisure composite (but possibly not

for Anon-active" leisure)** all follow the samejpattern. Variety in lei-

sure is indeed lower for workers with minimum education than for the

average worker (probability of low variety 20% vs. 25%). But the varia-

tion in participation by'joh content is. only sliertiv less than fin. the

fullfull sample ( '3.3%,vs.11.2%): .In summary we find that the
.

unit covariation'of activerpassive work with/the active, leisure partici-

k oration is x.796 workers with statutory:minimum education co ared to

7.2% in our full sample: a 2196 4ddction. Tis finding only:ill trAftes:
. .- . ,,,

that education does not account for all of the work-leisure assocations:

.

Section 5.-S("statub") shows that the overall variation in leisure activity
.

,
b? education remains substantial.

,

The ,association of job content with political participatiou alsp per-
,

sist-s when education is held constant. In Chapterl we noted that many

.
.

*The range of non-participation is even stronger in.Table 5-4.. Itvaries
from 58% for workers with passive jobs (n = 41))to only 19% for workers.

4r .. .with active Sobs (n = 60.
AA A. I

-,

1' .. .
**Table 5-5: the job content association with non-active leisure'does al-
most disapp'per in the low education population, but the estimate is rather
unstable. 'In the low income population (see section 5-5) the Mass. Cul-
tural Leisure meisure'again demonstrates a strong active-passive associi-
tion.

9
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cal bcientists list d.uCl.tion as a crucial social-economic-status
.,

explainer of nolitidal participation (Milbrath, 1965; Verba and Nie, 1972).
',.. 1

We might conclude that these researchers have attributd some "spurilbus"
, :..

,-....i- . : _i
variation that may really belong to the correlated job content, cause of

pol4tical participatioa.. They have concentrated their attention on:

limited aspects of occupation.* U

Education's promised effects of enriching quality o life and experience,

of culture appear to occur on the job as welt': Our leis re indicators show

that. the job itself may be the primary classroom for half of...the Swedish

workforce. We discuss this implication further on page 276..;
_

4

*Milbrath' (1965) obserVes that occupation apart, from "status" is a 'cult concept to measureandiStusoften eliminated from further'consideration.
HoWever, Lane (1959) cites four measures, two'of which are related toours:

225
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1). Childhood Problems

Although the Swedish data.contaims no personality inventory
4 4

questions preventing examination of many hypotheses about the rela-

---:--tionshiptbetween "persodality" vld behavior) there is-data on the workers

life experienceAuringLchildhood which may he good "proxy meagre" for

cone aspects of. personality. Kohn and Schooler (1973) test for- t tie re,

ciprocal effects of job content and personality, They present a cOnvin-
,

ding case-that the effect of job experience on indiVidual personality,is

about double the effect of personality on job expeiience (for "substantive

job complexity"). If Kohn is correct,.two'deductions* from his findings

suggest that the mostsignificant personality measure should be past

social-environmental experience.**

)t.

The Swedish data base includes information on loss of parent, divorce,

family dissension, many residence changes during childhood, economic dif-

ficulties, foreign immigration, and illnesses of fAmily meMbers(or the res-
.

pondent. An additive ,a..1.e**, famed from these variables is roughly similar to the Stressful

*Since the present environmental experience (the job) has a bigger impaat for*-
present:': sychological,functionicng than present personality, the Most relevant
-"job purged" personality measure would"be that from the tine just preceding
the first jcp, We can extrapolate Kohn*s environmental effects backward in
time and Conclude. that crucial-determinant of even this "pure. -personality"
measure was childhood environmental experience,,

**See Holmes and RA6,-1967; Miller and Swanson,
1963. The linkage to the 'occupational system as
Kok), 1969. Ouilconclusion is equivalent to the
evolv#g pattein of "fulfillment" represented in
must have had its roots in (measurable) childhoo

,

1960; Lingner and Michaeli,
a whole is provided by
statement. that the

successive job selections
neTdents.

***Our scale is composed by adding all variables. ith equal. weights (al-
though,Pmanyu residencethanges countil'ettraf as well as own illness).

sestccording to the Holmes and Rahe's (1967) analysis for weighting stressful
life events by the 'strength of their impact on the individual; the follow-
ing weights could be used to construct a more exact indicator (1 to 100 =

(Int'd.)
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Live Events indicators developed by Holmes and Rahe (1967) to link total

219

life stress and illness, and 'to the scale used by Midhaels and Langner

(1963) to predict menta health "risk"' in midtown Manhattan. !'Life Stress"

may be a rough mea e of the.individual's!tersonalgity orientation," Tele-
.

vant to at least one area Of psychological functioning: sensitivity toward

the effects of, or admission of evidence of environmentally-induced stre s

(see discussion, chapter 2A, page 65).,

While such an "environmental" measure of personality has been used in

the literature to predict dffects of mental strain, it is rarely usedsed in

discussion about Ieisure'behavior. We shall attempt to "legitimize" such '

a measure'of personality in connection with "activity levels" (one half of

our modelof psychologicarfunctioning) through demonstration of its ef-

fects in our dafa on mental strain, thdoihdr half of, our model. Thus we

have several long footnotes on the mental strain' findings,..or

(cont'd.)

1. Death of'parent'Or spouse
2. Divorce
3, Own`serious illnes
4. Illness in family
5..Economic difficulties
6. Family dissension

a) Trouble with in-laws
b) Changes in snause arran

7. Residence changes

100 (sibling = 73)

73

53

44
,38

33
29'

ent = 35

20 (each)
.

k. 7
*For a discussion of the accuracy f self-recall of past life events see
Cas.ey,,Masuda,. and Holmes, 1967. eye conclude that in spite of some ob-
jections to the validity of such indicators thata self-recall indicator
is valid when the events in quedtion :re salient events for the individual.
"Validity of recall is related to the liency of illness.... Consis-
tency of recall is similarly related to he saliency of life events."

e .

1.

2 '2, 7
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1.143.,n_Ef4Os of 0.0.1dhood Exlierience

Our first observation (from Table 5-2) is that the job content mea-

sures do not show a strong relotig to the childhoodiproblem indicator

(r =_.071 .01 respectively tfor psychological demands and intellectual dis-

cretion). Sincq the leisure participation indicators also do not display

a strong variation by childhood expeiience in Table 5-1, we vould be

tempted to conclude that individual background does not account for the

work leisure associations in Chapter 4. But, there is strong evidence from

t-e mental strain findings* that the psychological'impact of childhood

-Mental Strain Findings

One of the most striking findings In this analysis, is the substantial
and complex impact of stressful life evens during chil ood on the job
content-mental strain associations. Thes& differences s ggest a broadly
identifiable pattern of stress "coping styles" that not only appear to be
enduring characteristics of the individual ("personality orientations"),

,

but,linked to an identifiable measure of environmental circumstance: life
stress in hildhood.

.

The "childhood life ass" indicator does not display strong
-1.1.

linear variation with the strain symptom level (averager = 41'0, full- ..,/e'
scales). Since the psychological job demands are moderately correlated on
the average with. mental strain levels (r = .142, full scales) and since
the linear association between job demands and childhood problems is only
(r = .069), childhood problems could not be said to account.for much of
the observed job content-mentor strain associations. (r drops from .14 to .12%

4

However, when subpopulations representing differences in childhood .-7/-

life experience are examined, the impact of "childhOod stress on the job ,/ \

content-mental strain associations is substantial. Exemlnation Of 9-cell 2
tables controlled,for childhood life stress levels'shows that with "zero"
childhood problems there is little variation by "job strain'! for anyof
the symptom indicators, except general tiredness. Examination of the "one
childhood stressor" level shows very strong variations by job content Mt ,

the mental-strain indicators (double that of the full poqiulation). At the
highest childhbod,attess level ("two or more stressful events"), sensiti=.
vity both in terms of tiredness, and the mental strain and leisure parti.-
el:potion indicators, diminishes slightly. Anew set of "sensitive" symp-
toms appears--more closely related to- p4ysi ca i illness: aches and
pains become much more strongly differentiated for workers with differing

,v 'job content.
.

. . . .

(footnote continued)
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.

ptoblems does not 115anifeit its main effects linearly but in'stead as a
/

Mental Strain Findings--Footnote Continued:

Mental Strain Symptoms

Childhood
Problem
Level

Tiredness
.b

x
.x y s

e

Sleep Probs
b .1c- 7. s
x . C

Depression
-b .X- Y Er
x e

Aches&Pains
b -x y se_

0 1-3,Tg

1

2

5.9-7.8
26.6'7

3.2

,5.8-70

17.2 4.8
13,61,

10.8 5.2,
32.41

9 -87.6

41.8

46.0 6.7
,.- 32.1
/'

20.4 5.9
11.3

50.0 7..
17.3

-28.0 6.0

42.8

17.2. 3.1
8.9

'14.4 4.1
18.4

39.. '

40.2

18.0 5.7

av . - A_

Full male '

working pop:
(non-rota l

A
)

4..... . Azz

39.6 9.0

ave, = 0,

13.6 2.7

:Ila = 8

1.6.8- .

ave = 16 0

. .ff-unreliable estimate

221

x
ave.

22 .88

50.4

8.0

24.4

- Note: These Findings have not been corrected for asymptotic probability
ilogit-tyrie) errors; for mor,p accurate analysis see report

1 ) The model of psychological functioning in Chapter 2A provides some
explanation of wh &t might be occurring.for each grour:

Individuals with relativelyapnproblematic pasts (50% of the-popu-
lation) "cope with" the stress of current life during sleep. Individuals
facing situations of highest unresolved strain wi,11 simply experience and
report greater tiredness.

/7
, b) Individuals with a significantly problematic past (next 25% o$

population)-are made more sensitive to current life stress and, when they'
cannot cope, their.merital state is affected. They display higher levels
of mental health symptoms and changes in leisure behavior.'

c) Individuals with a substantially disturbed past no. longer manifest
conscious mental idisequilibrium" symptoms. 1SUCh smptoms would orily re-
confirm disturbing knowledge of reality that can no longer be difrectly
faced. Instead the 'residual strain is "repressedi" mental symptoms are
"denied," and -the result is increas6d psychosomatic symptoms (which carry'
less evidence of the problem source).

An additional Postulate is that the gelteral level of symptoms increases
moderately with higher levels Of childhood stress. To test is hypothesis
we add the rates of psychosomatic symptom differences to thd' rate,of re-
ported mental strain symptoms. Doinethiseliminates, as suggested, some
of the impact of individual'styles of stiess response: .the sum of tired-
ness, mental strain and psychosomatic symptoms of mental .strain is almost.
constant at each level of Childhood background. The remaining variation
reflects moderate increases in the total synptom level for increases in
unresolved strain from the work environment (the heavy job-leisurely job'
diagonal).

r229

(footnote continued)
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changing sensitivity to job conditions within each childhood experience

subpopulation. These are interactive"intenSifier" effects (Coleman,

1964) in some populations and a "d

Interactive Effects of-Childhood-Problems

in other's.

,-222

The strength of the wotc-leisure association is reviewed within three

sub-groups:* workers with no childhood problems, wprkers with one, and
t

:-
workers with several problems. Table 5-5 shows thai the same population

group that was'doubly sensitive to job strain- a work in terms of

* //
. -

Mental Strain Findings--Footnote Continued:

If, as we suspect, experience of a stressful childhood is a major de-
terminant of personality orientation (at the very broadest level), then
the effects of individually specific "responses to job stress" are par-
tially eliminated if one aggregates across all major coping styles. This
conclusion suggesps that environmental stress has an impact on'individual
behavior regardl'ss of the "personality type;--If such a finding were sup--
ported by other research, this could be a powprful argument for the_need
to improve work environments. This conclusion does not deny the importance
of individually specific responses to environmental stressors. It merely /------7
confirms the well-supported psychological conclusion that individual re-
sponse styles dilffer. 'the new iiplicaticn, however, is that these re-
sponse styles may be systematically linked to identifiable social reali-
ties in childhood (and probably adulthood as well).--End of footnote.

*The childhood experience indicator must be constant in time if it is to
__ _be used as a basis for controlling the effects of work environments. For-

tunately most of the component measures have begin relatively stable over
the 14st severaldecAdohansson, 1972.), Howevet, there are two excep-
tions: "residence change" has increased :and economic difficulties have
decreased (drastically for the under 35 population). The latter
effect is laiger (it represents a thirdoof the indicator variation) and
thus our indicator of childhood -problems may be slightly biased toward

. younger populations for low problem levels.

We attempt to estimate the magnitude,of this effect: the average age
of each child experience group is:" 0 = 39 Years; 1 = 43 years; 2+ = 41
years. The childhoOd' problem indicator.for each age group is 18-30 = .82;

7 31-50 = 1.01; 51-66 = 1.05.

IP'
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, \ ,

Depression, Aiixiety, Sleeping Problems and Din'e Consumption, is also -most
,..

sensitive tcthe "actiVIty leveiddk the job: workers, with intetmediate*
e .

.levels of childhood problems:

The work-leisure as sociation persists i n each subpopufatton, hut it4

magnitude (15x)- Changes. For thb "sensitive" group, the rate oftmhange for 4.

Variations in Leisure changes from 11% is the.full population to 14%.' We

can use the, slopes to calculatelhe full variation in leisure participation .

implied by the-dtfrefenceby "active': vb. "passive" johl;,. For the_Composite
.

Actiye Leisure Ipdicator the "sensitive" worker with a. passive jgb
.

would have a 59q, chance of non-participation while a worker with an active
.

job would have a 24% chance. In the full population the corresponding,

ofitrFes are 51% and 28%. 8ven the measure of "non-active" leisure (Masb,

CUAural Leisure) displays astrongac work-2eiarce association in this '12,roberradz

subuopUlation; and a diminkshed sensitivity in the group which has experi-

enced no "childhood traumas," However, for the political-activity indica-
.

Vv.

tors (only) the reverse is true:' it is the individual with a non7problem-
A

atic childhood who displays the strongest sensitivity (rate of change, not
,

level. The overall level of a iacip'ationiishigher,for this'group).

We find that background is Indeed an impOrtant determin t of leisure

participation, using an individual background measure that may be an.im-
-

portant determinant of "personality" (see p. 32). There s a s.14451

"linear_effect": workers with no childhood problems are ore likely to be

. -

*For an explanation of why this group should be most
'Strain Findings -.- Continued" and p.

**Correcting for logi* distortions would increase the strength of this .

effect.

sitive see "Mental.

a.

o .
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parftcipators in leisure* and political activities in general. However,
a

- I.
primary impact of childhood experience.pn leisure is an interactive

.

0,
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'feet--in conjunction with"job content. Yorkers, with more problematical --
.

, backgroundd appear to.be more "sensitive" to working conditions in a manner
.

-
.. ,

"'
',7. predicted by the discussion- in Chapter 2A.** This variationt,howev6r, .

%
. ,

,

.

'"-N does not lead to total insensitivity to job_content characteristics within

.any.groun., The maximum /minimum ration of "sensitivitY1F"is approximately"
,-.--

1 .
--- 4

3:, less than for-the mental strain indioatorA. ThiS is,the second piece
\ "-

. A ..,
,.--

vidence that the associations between york and leisure from Chapter,

, so .

-.7.4au"r carliikbet,attributed to the eftec'is of childh9od background or "per-

-. - -__ .

sonality." ''A:%
.

it

.1..,
4.4. 1_,. - -,

* For VariatiOns in Leisure non participatio Ls
,

18%.for-workers-vith-problems -
free childhoods, vs. 20% for- 1-wOrkers in our sample.

. .
.. _ ,

**This exploration is, consistent with our model_df psychological f tioning.
from Chapter 2A; with zero childhood traumas the individual feels better

- able to master the .tensions of life(and jab) and thus can do so. With a
history of more "problems," confidence declines, an "residues" of past
problems Inare ses; thus sensitivity to job stiainncreaSes. With even
more proble malis life_circumstances, a reversal is noted that is consistent
with several differtrit explanations; 1) the individual may be beset by 95
many problems -of health, family, or pAychological difficulty that problems
on the job are relatively insignificant, or 2) the individual begins to
"deny" "di urEing" eyidence of the debilitating effects of his_problemi
or his. beh& ior.

. ``

10` . A ZT

V
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c. Family tdutational Background

A primary component of individual background is the family
4", r

- statue during childhood. It is another measure of early life conditions
. *

that could` Conceivably ifffect not only present behavior (the work and lei -

.225

sure choice),* but also the elusive "latent seed" of personality develop-3

. .

mint that could affect job selection (Kohn, 1'969; Miller and Swanson,

1960)--see Section 5-3c.

The Swedish data base offers rich op ortun ties for constructing-mea-,

sures of family ba ound.* The,educational attainment of family members

was chosen as the indicator with most plausible impact on both job choice

and at least some leisure or "cultural" behtarior.** Ope alAernEZtive

sure, Amilycoccupational social status (based on,an extrapolation of the

traditional 16dish'occupationaliy based social class) was rejected because

it relied so heavily on assessments of -farm size, a widesprell status
,

dicator during the chile. of many sample respondents. It was not clear
f

that such a measure of background would be.as relevant to contemporary work
/

ma leisure behavior.*** The final measure orfamiiy.e6tational back-
4

..grOkpd is an equally weighted averag,,of three Components: father's

-'-
*Thevariablea vailable inclu : occupational category of father,(10
categories/57 tegories) and mother (5 categories), as well' as,t*e educa-
tien:of.fathe and mother (4/categorieV, and -the, education (3 categories)
and social cl as (2 categories) of sib ings.

r
c'

. .**Agneta,Lundahl,,Fritid Ock Rekreation, L.I.U..41manria Forlaget,
1-970.

She finds that fathers and mothers social status has a major iligpadt on
74c theater and concert attendance, book readingl--a "fine, cultural°subset of

activities.troe.the intellectual cospopolitanAndicator. Her data base is
the same as ours (plus the rural*pulation):

elk

tV

..- . .

This may simply represent the reaearcher's "bias." I did not feel fami-
liai with the life style implications .of the occupational mix,(including a
variql;of farmers and craftsmen) from the early.20tecentury. Also an_,
initialpostulat&of-this research is that the relationship betc'teen work 'and
leisure'could well be substantially different for the rural population.

-.. ,

....
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educatioll-*-mother'd-education, and the average o siblings'" education.*

`1.,

Main:-Effects
I

We find that fdMily background `is significantly corielp.ted to in-

tellectgal job discretion. (r = :17).1 but the pverall Correlation with *c--

tivity level on the job is hardly significant (r = .09).** Family back -:

4- _

ground display a significant positive relationship to participation

i both elite political participation, intellectual cosmopolitan leisilrel

and variety in leisure.

This measure is used as a control for the wprk experience analysis
t-

in the section 5C. Other analyses with it are not performed:***

. ,

*Only father's and mother's education were averaged for respondentb
out sibfinge (110). For young "only children",family,educPtional back-
groungs, may be relatively uripleistated. Siblings would have the higher ',

education on the average tag parents due to the contemObrary increase in.
'higher, education. The sibling education component shord probably have

- been eliminated. s:
.

**Psycholopi.:cal job demands r =--.04.

***Further computations are necessary from Sweden, althou4h approximte
.( 2 x 2 table) control data is available.

3

.

9



5-3 Testina:for Time-related Mote

a. Job Socialization .=,

In Chapler'one-we hypothesized' that ii workers' behavior patterns are

227

';-

"carried-over" from, work then, the strength,, of association between .tne job cc,n-
'-----

tent and the leisure-indicators should increase with increasingAbexper-
s

. -

fence. omr data such a test cannot really be undertaken because-Of the
/.

lack of lone4mdinal information on jobs held-at each-Paint in a worker's

oereer. However., we$416 have data on the uration of the worker's tota

experience in the labor market and by making one ma3or assumption we will

use this-measure as an indicator of "exposure" to work environment effects.
. N

`Me must assume"thRt job. content has been constant (or, more correctly)

that any changes, which have taker( place in they job type have_ no systematid

40
effect on the work,leiiure associations (for a similar examile.abe LiPaat

$

1956), 'As we.noted above, the "job selection" position directly, rejects

just such, an assumption, and su gests that kgrouaid btpersonaliy anacli ex-
,

. 44-
,perienge are responsible for selection of congruent life styles: Theta

lest mechanism for this' explanation is that the worker's job may have

chanked,.according to an inner background predisposition; in such a way

that the work.4eisure,association merely reflectt job m*dbility."

4.6.#

We tested for somecaf these background predispositi me in the section

above. Since, we found that such "fixed faotors"*** as education, family. .--

t

.. ,_ .. . .

**Limited time series job mobility data should soon b e available (1968-
1974) in the Swedish data sample. ,,,.

***According to the simplest theory the,direct effedts
g

of 'childhood

experience and education "stop" with thifend of childhood, and thris in --

., ,oreasing associations.with work experience duration,pould only be due to
factors of current relevance to the worker., '- , . .

c::'"

-...
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. ,
background and childhood-experience,,While significant, did not account

,,-..- . ..,
. f6r a major fraction o the work -- leisure associations. We will now- teat --

..;:-
,, .r.

.0 I I.

for changes in-the wor -leisure association by,work experience cohortq,

and compare res It should be noted .that there are-several'"nouEyed"

factor.iPthat might ,account for a changing work-leisgre association over

relatOd to aging: "personality': fulfillment relating to job seleo-

'
es. We return to these inthesecondhalroftion; life cycle; and,income

this section.

Main Effects Atm.&

1

The first problem we enooun.terlis thatthe overall frequencies of

participation change subitOhtially by work experlence\(or possibly age;
-

. . -, - .. ,

see p.,2351)% although all activities do not change at'the same rate.!--see

Table 5-1.= To comparfoohort-to-oohort changes we
.
must therefore express

-.,-

the withini-the-cohort job content differences in.terms of,relative rateb

(lob = average)i*4 i.e. jp.b type,"x" has 125% of average participation in
. f

cohort II and.130% of average participation in cohort B. We subdivide,
.

workers,/ .into cohorts of 0 to 5-
,

yeaTs experiencet6 to 15 years, 16 to 30

"!'

*Labor Market Changes

cannot discount the explanation that systematic structural-changes in
the labor markets may induce "job mOl4ity" effects that are indistin-
guishable in -ata from work experience effects. This factor probably
,reTsents a = fraction'of the "differential that appears.

**We still have the problem of asympidtiC distortiOn (see "logi,t discus-
p. 323; Blau andAupean, 1967, p. 198).

A second correction Minor) is made in the work experience cohort
analysis for the effects of changing relative, job content ciomposition pax.-
ticipOion rate (which is used to calculate the relative participation

' -retail). This correotion (which usuallTamounted to no more thin 2% in _a
35% average) waa-made by using the overall population job content mixture
to cOmpute'a set of_ weights for each of the four co-

Ihorts. When the meaft,is oalculated,.the change does have the effectof
-slily leveling out 'a "bump" in the participation rates at middle'age
-due to the increasedfrekuenoy of active jobs in that period.

0.
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. years, and over 30 year experience.

To decrease thenumbeve separate findings, and incre#se'-the

e-
ty of our estimates, we use\the tive-"actiVe leisure".indicators,as

posite measure of relative participatijon. The composite is obtained by

averaging rates fox' --the five (independent) "active leisure" indicators4,

, ,

Intellectual Cosmopolitan Leisuret,Active Phykical Leisure, Evening Social,

.. `,.."
Leisure,* Suburbanite Leisure, and Religious Organizational Leisure. ---

k %

The tabulation of relative participation rates in the composite mea-
, -

229

sure of five active leisure` categories, and in one "passive" leisure cAte-

'gory by work experience "cohorts" is presented in Tables 5-5 A,B in the

standard 9-cell table format. "Newcomers" to the labor force (0 to 5

- _

years)==regardless of their job content category--displayhigh ;;lance
0

'and relatively smalliTiatfiniialoThiffferences inactive leisure participa-

tion rates. .--Tal6Tir5v.ilYedifif-thit)Workers
.with "passive" jobs in the 0 to

5 years ,experience categorthe relative participation rate was 90 by com-

parison to 1Q9 for workers with the most "active" jobs. These differences

_

indicator was*the least closely related to the Sob "activity level"
measure (it was predicted better by intellectual discretion alone). *

Nevertheless its association with "activity level" is poSitive4 and it
fits the "concept"-of active leisure; so it is included.

Another problem is that because of'equal factor loadings, the "res.,
taurant" variable is included in both the evening social and the Intel-

7-relfittiarctiimajacirftah-Ieisure clusteri,an'eri:rdrin ,h'e present context Is
cautfeof double counting. The error should not be large because it is

y one ,of- 19 measurso.,

r. _ ..
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Table 5-5: Relative Participation in "l'etiX and "Non-Active 9Leiaure Patterns by

Duration of Work Experience
f

''

Sweden 1968 male workers (ion- rural) n - 1466 ----4percent)
,...- (---) -__

A. "Active Leisure": Intellectual Cosmopolitan; Active Physical; Evening S all,----._'
"Suburbanite"; Religious Organizational .->.,

Intellectual
Job ComplexiV

Monot4Rdpetit.
& Low Skill

L4 Skill
(Not Monot.)

High Skill
(Over Elem. Ed.) 108 101

Psychological Job Drecande
Hone Hec- Hectio&

la
tic Demand.

Hi Lo Ei,

99

4s,

109

0-5 YEARS 6»15 YEARS

b
x
*x 19 .7 be* L40. 5

's
e

2 . 2 se 915

B. "Non-Active.Leieurens Noss Cultural Leisure

Psychological Job Demands.
Intellectual

Lo J )- Hi --Job Complexity

Lc,

Hi

0-5 YEARS

b
x
ex It'-42.0

se 11.2

145. 92

94 )16

151 107

92

6-15 YEARS

b
x.x iv -55.1

e gs. 16.4

"I

16-30 YEARS

bx.x .35.8
e

.2

Hi

56 81 83

87 lig 102

124 117 CZ
YEARS

(?;.x 59.1
ee .; 1.0. 3

"Ot
Hi Lc Iii

51 137 114

105 11.0 126

97 84 83

11:1 106 159

11111213
93 103 MI

16-5o YEARS 30+-YEARS

bx.x -16.2 , tb;x m -67.8

e
20".540'

e
r 15.2

*Very low reliability: standard error greater than bxx.

1

/

;

Ci.
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must indeed reflect the impadt of childhood background or'personality, but

they a barely statistically "significant.' Workers with additional

4 -
decades of working experienck show substantially higher(if irregular)'

- .

differences in leisure.participation. For workers with over pi years of

experience -the difference in participation rates between workers withiao-
,

tive and workers with passive jobs is 72 points (56%:vs.128%)_fcur times

.__

the difference -for workers just.beginnink their careers. After the

full occupational career workers with "active" jobs have over twice

/

the probability of participation in active_leisure pastimes as workers

with "passive" jobi.

C.
What about carry -over effects from "passive" work? The Swedish data

&des not provide equivalent coverage of "non-active" (relaxation or "home-

cehtere0") leisure, and only the "mass-cultural leisure" indicator seems
.

to fit this descripa6h.-- 41 iacOof multinlemeasures,also makes our figures.

ti

less reliable.) ,There is evidence of a carry4iVer-of4assive behavior

froi work, to leisure as well in. table 5-5B. Inexperienced-workers with

passive jobs have a slightly higher relative participation in mass cultur-

. -*
al` leisure than workers with act jobs (119 vs. 95 sighificait at .05;

confidence level). This.diffe ce increases irregularly for workers with

,,

additional decades of exp ence, finally rises to 127 vs..72jOr

workers with over 30 years of work experience- -again several times the ef-

feet at career..teOnning.

N, At 'the simplest leve4. of generaiizatlen we could conclude that work-

iers with active jots have increasing participation in active leisure,with
IV

increasing job everidnee, and declining participation in "non-active"

.2 4t)
,
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-

leisure activities. On the other hand, workers with passive jobs expibit
'.,

.
. .

the reveve pattern: with increasing job experience
;.

they exhibit highe
A... a .

..
.

"non-active" leisure participation, and declining active leisure. The.rpt
i

stilts ars a symmetrical confirmation of the hypothesi that workers are

socialized by their jobs into active or passive leis ±e patterns outsi
.4P ,

of work.

We do not find that worker's with 'passive jobs cease to engage in all

activitrafterthe work day is done, but that the "content" of the acti-,

`vity appears to change. Indeed, 'one of the most striking findings

is that the sum of the relative particip?tion rates in active and passive

leisure categories for workers with active and passive jobs is rather con-
.

:stant in,all work experience cohorts.-*
4

1 30

Diagram 5-1
Relative Participation Changes Oox.x) for workers with
"Active" and"Passive" jobi for each work experience cohort'
Active Leisure fomposite,Indicatori

30+ years
6-I5years

16- 30years

° 0-5 years

01.,

60

Passive Job Active Job

*Averaging the "active" and "non-active" relative participation rates shows
that-,the deviations drop drastically:

0-5 6-1 16-30
105 102 --
101 94 --

.103 109 102

121 88 --

94 -104 89
116 107 100

71 108 105
102 101 fij12

8 Wil

93 94 ED
99 97 94

IIMIMEIZI
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Regression lines are plotted for each .cohort in Diagram 5-1.

These changing slopes might be due td an undiscovered "sensitivity, in-

o crease" to active or`passiveJwork4ith increasing age. Roweyer, the slope

differences change direction foi "non-active" leisure, (see Table 5-5 ),

Mbre plausibly, they-are consistent with the effects predicted by a pro-

cess of "job socialization." Older workers show stronger associations be-
-0

oause of the accumulated effects-Cf 30 years of environmental impacts. We

can illustrate the case more clearly by plotting a separate regression

, line fof eacly-cjob content type along a work experience ails. We have only

foitriiork eiarience points, so there is considerable,:error in eacqua-

tion, but the results Uisted in /fable.,5-6

show the magnitude of the hypotheiized"job sociap.sati*,ettict,aver:ihe.
f

life span.

233,

Changes in
six active
rural), n

alegree of...

"Activity"*

Table 5-6: Testing for Job Socialization

leisure participation at 4 work experience cohortstar each of
and passive job Content categories Staleale workera:(ncm-
1466.

bo

intercept1.-_,relative

pgrticipaion during
first year of Work-

bx
change in prob-
ability of.par-
ticipation per
'year of work.,

r

portion
of popu-
lation

"passive"

"center cell"
n

"active"

1

2

3-

4+
5+

103%

93%
100%

102%,L"

116%

.72

.19

.05

.06

.28'

4%
19%
32%
26'
_21%

. .

t 4
... *All-job content cells wire given an "activity" rating according to their

projection onto the active- passive diagonal, accardine to the formula:
activitrlevel-m-dob-demands (1,2,3)N- job discretion (1,2,3)

'.**Tbe l'pluses" refer to slight sprrections that should be made in the coM-
...putations that arise because the original 4x4 table was truncated to a 3x3
table.

-
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Diagrain
_

5-2: Test of the "Job Socialization" Hypothesis
.

Relative participation in the Active ,Leisure Compo to ( five "active leisure,"

offor Workers with vary "Activity Level" at present jolwq -.-plotted by,duration of work expel.

(iton-;rural) 1968 age 18 to 66

RELATIVE
PARTICIPATION

RATE

ave.

(for cohort )140
is° 100%

Sweden., male workers
.- -- -- I -

- .. .....i

I

."

120%

1 ; 100%

24

80%./ A

60%.

Oa.

Workers .wit, "Active" Jobs,. 5

-Waif( Experience 0
Age 18 yrs.

..

:Workers with "passive" Job

. - I

.yrs. 20 yrs. 30 yrs.

S 11.

1

/ 2/ // // /
/ P

/
// -

, .

/

/
e

/
/

,
/

/'-/
/.

A

cellcell tab-10
.r

40yr.
68 yrs.

I
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Diagram 5-2 illuArates a plot of relative leisure aotivity partici-
"

pation by work experience

of active wok (on the :top

not only show a relatively

duration (cohort midpoints) for five gradations 0
.v

),.ant passive work (on the bOttom). The lines_

clear_pa4tern-of progressive change (given the

limited statistical 'reliability), but wi* these regression lines are ex,-

trapolatedhadk.to a common origin, we see that it occurs in earlychild-

hood--at about age eight!** SuCh an initial point is congruent with;, an ex7

planation that children begin their lives with relatively equal tendencies,
-,----

,
.,----.-

toward activOLandand' life-styles and are "socialized" into different
,....: ..., ,,,----.

'life style tracks during childhood. By the time of their first job these

differendes in direction are "significant." Life patterns do not remain
/

i

constant at that point, however, and further differencty reflect the pro-_ ,

//

cess_of job socialization where.life-peterneingeneral gradually beAd to

the-pressures of the societylz-most heaviWobligated sphere of lifethe..-...-_

work environment.

4;744These chanKes in participation pr ty (per year) by job neati
,

, 2vitplevel" provide a rathe r consistently estimated kri
A

= .80) socialization,-a
, 7

"constant." This is our first.rough aggregate estimate of the rate of

change of leisure experience per year per activity level increment:-

k = .28% / V
Ito

interpret the findings more specifically. The job socialization imracts

are not enormously strong. They also appear to take considerable time to
,r. .

,00=7. For example, a job "enriched" two levels from monotonous/

O

*To calculate this intersection "envelope" the ten intersection points
for the 5_ nes,,tere averagedi mean =, 7,9 years (excluding the two
trek intersection points), although the variation is quite large( 0-1= i1 yrs).

ft
.41
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...:
, :

.

repetitiOus arid low sin]. work to a moderate 4 intellectual discre-
.

.

lion.leveljjob riot monotonous, skill abOe elementary) would be exoected

trTesult Over a, five year oeriod in a artici tion-'increase of only 3%
,49

-(5 x'E2e:5c 2)'.

'01

r or"`

4,
] ie wlezi we look fulfocCupational career or major shifts

.

Ain/job COntent,that the ft.141. implications can be assessed. A maximm-59%_
.4 A

*
,.... , ,

0: (45 x .28 X4..5) difference intheprobability of leisure participa. ould
.

.
.

611.

rD

It
occur between the m t-active'and the most'passive job .over an average

wor.ng iifirhietory--the difference between the top an

"fan" in diagram 5-.j. If our results hold for political ac vity as well
i

as the Leisure Activity coltosite, then si ificant political cOnsequences
<

' tl. .

bottom of the

.

are'illiplied. A 59% decline,in politkcal partWpation coulcitransform a
.'" .-S.. '

. . .

- ,democraidsoCiety into government by % rying:Nieliteseveral times over.
"y - %/

. .
X positive change of this Magnitude imuld)ransforni al4.16Ciety.of political al.

-1. . ,--,
- -

_Indifference intcralmost full ci izeir participation, Furthermore, for a

Post-Adustrial society.wherd 58%** f the economy is employea in service

.

economy

v..

productiolii,'a,19% difference in services consumed during,leisure could1
ry

0.. easily resul4 iii substantial eMpr6VMeht chad4es -- excluding' change in

W
related goods cda.sumption. a , .

_ /

:,..

, .

/-
Its errors inolir esUbates have been compounded by several leg/see-I.

0 _ )

. -

ing (Y. Paths) 1965 definition to, 1975 m4npowerRepoitlbf
the. r,esident.

,A
* Of cou etyetrue scale "variation is probably plOie than 4 levels.
Itisd...tful that the nine cell tables represent the maxim
Variation in job content. A much greager range than we e measured.
.obviously-exists for bothvsychological jOb demands and inte ectual
discretion (where any skill over elementary level is "high "). e use of

'four- cell tables-redUCed the variation by ,a4thir (a 4 to a 3 level scale)

a

' .
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'

vb

to an extent difficult to estimate. Weean only concede that the figured ,r

att

abo ve are obviou sly extremely robgh (but display some consistency). One

r

*view of the eribts inherent in these calculations would speculate that the.

randomness of unaccounted -for job changes ree.uce stronger effeoie of job ,

socialization that could be discovered with-proper longitudinal data. The

Tore'eommon position might be that.even the relations we do observeAre

"spurious", effect reall?due to "latent personality direction,F We will

make an attempt i e next section to measure such a "latent,tendeney" by

controlling.w6rk experience cohort analysis for family background,

-hood lifel'experienc and education. In so doing*we shall attempt to pi

further narrow A e rang* of plausible alternative hypotheses that could
4

acAount for t

1

r It

t

tentative evidence ofi "job'socidlizatidn."

1
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5-3b.. Other "Age-Related"Akfects

We do not rigorously control ,for the effects of aging in this efildy.,

Initead we eXaMined the effects of work e erience--a variable highly

linear with age. ,The-separate effects her would be hard.to isolate so we

cannot' eiclUde the possibil3Lty that thesassociation.s in Chapter4are -

.15

Ntlon.s.of "aging" insteadof"jcbsccializationt It must be recalled, however,

that what we did find was not justparticipation rate differences by work_

er6brience (or age), but that there were different changes of participa-

tion for different people. A very effective way of Summarizing these dif-;
-

4
41,

ferences was to refer to job, content.

There are Several significant main effects of age* on leisure partici-

-

Pation (Table 5-1). Active Physical Leisure declines as expected,- buti sev-

eral other activities increase (non-participation declines): Suburbanite'

Leisure, and politictivity. 'Thus, "age" by itself does not-simply

dict leisure participation. Also,. the concept of= "age" by-itself-tbpliep

about why so me workers_should be differently affectedno elaborate hypothesis
4.

. 4
,.-

.

In order to accduntfor out observations by a

.

.

used' as:"--a-raet--ess-ary "reinforcing" variable

. .

for some other factjor -- which must'be7-specified.
_. . , .

by "aging"'thah others

theory-of "Sging,! age must be

background

fn the section below we use_marLtia status and childhood

in an attempt to test such an elaborated_ hypothesis." The

7 .,
J

.. , .
. ,..

. * Lundahl, Agneta, oz., cit. r ana f age variations reveals-that
for all activities except active physica and mass cultural leisure (whqr
the 'variation, ii more continuous with a6), the major difference in parti-

. -cipation rates comes at'the.under/over 'thirty bdundary. There are some
shifts among activities withi41 the fdbtors-as well. Fox example, garden-

s ing increases in frequency with age, whf147-iisits toeumtSr'cottages
drops--both within the petit bourgeois-fadior.."

-
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ites" vatiables may'be-escribed as "life cvcle,". "personality

a job Mobility)" and "income dynamics.'' Table 5-1 shows
°

cts of both work experience and age on rgisure similar, as

expo'

e

Li fe

-,

To stu& the di erences in leisure behaviof over the lifeoycle we

-have-oreated a si-ple four category variable representing MaritalNetatus

and age. 'e select. -30 as' a point to dichotomizethe age variable for iev-

eral re: ons. IWChaptes_3 we found that thecorrelations among leisure

acti tiei Were much less stable in thie"under3orpopulation for both men
.

,

an women. The frequency of participation in sevaral activity categories

uch as evening social leisure and political participation***changeS
. /

rapidly in the vicihity of age 30. Thus, the leisure factors -in gen-
.

eral become more sharply defined ahiove are 30, dnd we can, speak more cor- '

.rectly of "patterns" of activity. The marital status variable isalso
. ,

more stable ova age 30.. Marital:status by itself-41iir)ifests sighAficant

j.

leisure association with the evening socialleisure and the Political par-

tidipation indicators. When both marital status and the age variable are

*Another aspect of aging, potentially indepehdent of oeculgtion, is physi-
calhealth. In`general we find tha' leisure participation among working.
men age 18 to 66 is 'remarkably constant when controlled for symptoms of
Severe physical illness.. However, mental strain symptoms are highly cor-
related to physical health. '

***Verba, S.,, andNie, N.-, Participation in America, 1972, Harper and Row,
New York, p. 141$

** Another reason for controlling "life-cycle"-is to. reduce the confusing
*

ID
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-,
combined, approximately .60% of the male,' non-ruraf working Population

-falls into one category: married, over 30. Married 'under 30, and uni

married under 30, primarridd.over.30 account for 16%, 15% and 10%sOf the-

popUlation respectively.

Main Effects of Life Cycle.

Table 5-1. illustrates the fact thatiife

with
e

substantial differenCes in leisure participation frequency especi-

bl/cycle varia e 'is associated

ally for Evehing Social leisure which may comprise an important-Component

of "courtship" activity in urban. socia tes. For most of .

the leisure indicditei-s participation drops with age: Intellectual Cosmo--,
politan, EveninglSooia, Active Physical and Mass Cultural Leisure. How-

ever, political participation increases, particularly for married men, and
0

"Subui:bitniten Leisure increases slightly, There are several important in-

te4action Pfl7Pcis:bettam age and maritalstatus: moststrilcina is the difference in

Evening Sopial leisure: only 2 % of unmarried individuals under30. fail_

vj'e
to participate, vs. 41.0% for ma ed men over 30.* Another significant

age-mari

s0.
status interaction occurs for Variation's in'Leisurebehavior.

effects\of other "work -like" activities such as houseNeping, child-
rearing; and some community obligations which may affect lifoutside the
job according to the same process of "psycholotical functioning" at we

investigate for employe work (Kerckhoff & Bac, 1960. Certainlife cycle
groups face substantial Jurdens of both family and employed work. By
dividing the population into life-cydle categories 'by age and marital
status, the nature of the individualp primary' socially obligatedactivity
should be roughly constant within these categories,--Atd we can test for
the effect ofimplond work on, leisure time activity and' health.

*"Subuibanite" leisure is much more common for married men over 30 than for
unmarried men. Mass cultural leisure is higher for Tarried men under 30
than for any other group.

, -
e".
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For married-indiVidUals there is no difference in leisure variety under

30, but for individuals who are not married, leisure,variety is

much'lower for unmarried men over 30.*
eV

Interactive Effects of LifCycle

The next auestion tp be asked is whether variations in leisure be-\

havior associated in Chapter 4 with job content variables disappear when

controlled by life cycle variables. Table 5-4 shows that in general the

reverse is trues the irregular leisure patterns for young and older=

unmarried men mask stronger associations between work ancLleis,ure, for ,

married men over 30 than exist for the full sample (the effects-of-intelt-

lectual discretion strengthen). ** The average (bx) for the active
4

***leisure categories increases from7:2 to 8.5 in Table 5-10.

"It
*And somewhat higher,for unmarried Men' under-30.

.2

1

**The major "axis" of variations, however, shifts somewhat far three of the
`fltelleatual cosmopolitan, evening.social, and cross-

category variationi"in leisure. AlthoUgh some interact*e...effect alongthe activetpassive; -a)cis retains, the variation is -stronger for the-simple
-dimension of "inte4lectuakjob complexity.,

***Masi Igisurei-which diplayi a complex "saddle surface" foray
.is -no.Vinciuded.in-4the average. HoOkor, its characteristic hum'also

becomes more bronbuncea for married men over 30. Howevec,som of this
Increase may,A)e,atitibuted to the higher average level of work.pperience
.in taS:life -cycie category.

261.
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"Personality Fulfillment" (Via Job Selection)5-3
c.

In Chapter :1 we disCussed the difficulty of rejecting the explanation

t
(particularly with cross-sectional da ta) that there is a latent personality..

242

orientation which manefests itself thiough a gradual process of "maturation."

Such a factor could account for.the work leisure associatic* through job selec-

tion; yet its full importance could never be detected at once point in time

since it is a developmental process.

We attempt two strategies to test for such effects both based on the

'assumption that such a 91<ess of personality fulfillment should depend on

years of experience or :maturation." That is, more experienced people should

display a better fit to their "intended selves" than yoUnger people. Ofi
oc...=, . .

4-

courS"er job socialization processes would also imply stronger work-leisure

associations with increasing experience; so these two explanations are hard

to separate.
11.

1)-Examining the Effects Of Individual Background Within "Work Experience"

Cohorts (Preliminary Computations).*

r The first test is to control the experience-dependent associations from

ti

4-
the" lastsection for measures of individual background that could Cause the

.,, 6.,--

... .

individua.Ps "job selection" tendencies., Thus-*we test to see whether the

iincreasing stren§ the work - leisure g sociations remains within sub-

populations of bo h high and low family educational backgiolAd and-i-own.----,____

educatiOn.

am,

Asia preliminary step we investigate-whether there are substantial

I

*Thes'computations must be considered preliminary because several variables
were not included: Religious Organizational Leisure Indicator is omitted
and the "childhood problem" Indicator was not used as a control. Both of
these lacunae are being corrected in further computations..

252
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differenc6s in job content, lrelated t individual, backgAundfs that change

by duration of work experience. For example: "Family, $ackground" may not
4J"

play a importadt role fob the first jOb; but over the. full occupational
. .

, .

care r, workers of high status backgrounds may be more likely to "improve"

their job circumstances. Table 5-7 below )rovides a short summary of such

"Job Content Mobility" relationships. There is some tendency for "low-status"

worker's to report more 'passive' jobs with increasing work experience; and,

for 'high-status' workers to have intreasingly.more 'active' jobs. However,

.,-;'the effects are not strong (except own high education) and there is areversal
-

effects for high family educational b4ckground. Although these estimates

'made from cross-sectional data only, there is some evidence of "Job Content

Mobility," and a'further hint,that it may account for some of the work-leisure

association___

TABLE 5-7

"Job Content Mobility" by Work Experience Cohort-By-Education
and Family Educational Background

Sweden Male Worke s Won Rural) 1968 Age 18-66 .(n = 1,466)

A. FAMILY EDUCATIONAL - BACKGROUND

LOW EDUC.

Center
Active ---

TOTAL 0-5 6-15 16-30 30+
51%
32'

17,

42% 52% . 471

A2 31 34
16 , 17 20

55%

15

n =. 1080

HIGH EDUC.
Passive 24'

Center 42

Active 34

n = 350.

95 207 °358 421

i 21 '-`28 7 32

51 42 38 38

t' 27 30 46 30

71 107 109 63

.t.!

B.' OWN EDUCATION g.

t
-:-ELEM. ONLY TOTAL 0-.5 6 -15 16-30 30+

'Active
.CeiTter

n = 767

---1 l', J:25) 24

8 ( (5) -5:-----_jo 8

31 31

----Passime . -62% (75) 67% 59% 62%

28 125 250--- . 361
2i-` ABOVE ELEMt

Passive
Center
Actilr

24

40
26 29 17 '-----23-.....

50 41 3$ . 32

24 30-- . 44 4:5

n =. 691 140 t94 220 137
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We test this Ab SelectiOn hypothesis in Table 5-8,, The table illustrates

"the effect of controlling for family education, own eduCatiori.,* QA the differences .

in leisure participati9 rates between workers with activerend pssaivejohsvim

each of the work.experienc "cohorts," It does'not provide evidence that Job

Selection- accounts for most of the work-leisure associations -- at least if the
?

, .

job selection p:,:tiOess. is dependent on family educational background., or own edu4

HOwever, the ,tests represent a multilevel analysis which does not have

se high accuracy and which yields somewhat erratic findings. Two of the estimates

are based on oby,4ausly non-linear time variations. For both high family education

and own eduCation, -hhe work-leisure association first "jumps" from 0-5 years to

6-15 years, and then declines or levels off. If we "average out" such irregu-

larities we find than about 66% 6f the original'experience-dependent variation
. .

persists after cohtrollihg'for these measures of individual backgoUnd.

TABLE-6 -8-

Difference in Leisure Participation Rates Controlling for Work Eiperience Cohorts
and. Individual (Relative Participation; 100 = AVE.)

. (Based on Aggregated 4-Cell Tables to Maintwto Cell Size)**
Sweden-Male Workars. (Non- Rural) 1968 n = 1-,466

Full Family Education Own Education Average "Partial"

32.2
a0.0

22,0
37.3 25. 16.2

.4.

0-

0

4

High Subpopulhtion)

21.0
19,4

36.8 29.0
22.0
35.6

Population .Low High Low
70-5 yrs.

6-15 yrs. 30.0
16-30.yrs. 28.2,
30+ yrs. 43.1
Estimated

Variation*** 27.6
(Full Scale 45 yearel

14.0 27.0 . 50.6 - 5.8 18.1
(66% of original variation)

*Edufation and family riumation of course have. not been constant but have
"' creased over the year making. the "time, control" issue tore complex.

**In order to simml eously control the work-leisure associatpops fot both in-
dividual background and work experience the nine'-cell tables t be collapsed
into a four cell table (by combining levels two and three on both the psycho .

logical job demands and the intellectual jOb complexity-axes); otherwise cell
sizes would become too small, Although the sensitivity of the four-cell table
is substantially reduced, statistical significance is increased, For the nine-1;
cell table, the passive and active participation rate-extremes for the four work
experienceltoports are: 19.7%, 40.5%, 35.8% and 59.1%. For the four -cell table
these differences are 16.3,. 30.0, 28.2, and 43.1 respecavely.-- about two
thirds as large.

fi**Based,oi a regression fit of the four points,' weighted by the population in
each job experience category. Two of the subpopulationa estimateschave law accuracy,

25
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The differences,between each background sub- population are, considerable,

'.Although this analysis is not sufficiently precise to clarity^ all,the implications

the findings do reinforce the observations in section 5-5 that job content isless

important in the highly education population, On the other hand, the "Job

)5ocializaion" effects may be stronger*thin,previously estimated for workers

who have only minimum education. The family educStional background findings

display greater consistency, but just the opposite relationship: high educational
rf

baZICEOUnd is associated with stronger "Job Socialization" effects although the

difference is barely statistically significant.*

We can conclu e that theie is evidence for a process of job content "mobility"

which is related to individual background, and 'that this "Job Selection" process

does account for'some of the observed work leisure associations, However, on-

-the basis of rough4S.q.mates made With cross=sectional data it does not appear

that "dynamic Job-Selection processess,substantially** account for the bulk

of the observed increasing association bftween job content and leisure behavior

with increasing work'experience:"

2) The Effects of Work Exposure measured by Hours per Weeit (women workers)

A second test of the "Job Socialization" hypethesigutilizes a group for

which exposure to the work place can be stparated from years of work experience.

Since most all men are full time workers not enough variance on hours per.week

"")is present to do this. .However, women workers (heretofore excluded in our analysis)

provides such a group. There are gh jart time and full tipe workers to allow

*The :standard errors of these estimates (5% and 16% 'respectively) are about as
large, as the differences between them. For own education these errors are 2%
and 10% respectively.

**Peigaps a xeate,r background effect could be obtained by utilizing a multiple
comb nation of family educational background andown education. The question of
theitadditiVe significance would then depend on the correlation betweeh fTily
and own education.

5,
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Variation in "exposure" to the work environment . without reliance on the

work experience measure. We also have evidence to show that the effecti'of

work (at leastfull time work) on men and women are comparable,*
:.,'-'

,.-
Generally,, the work-leisure relationships are substantialWstronger for

A

full time workers than for part time workers in Table S -3.. With the exception

of Interlebtual Cosmopolitan and Evening Social Leisure**Ithe coefficients

the ass6oiation between job content and leisure participatidn is over twice

as strong for full time worker as for part time workers (b- = 6.8 full time

2.4'part time). This is possibly the siinpleht support of our brOad hypo-

thesis that it is the "active and paSsive" content of work that "causes" the

woEX-leisure associations. (The finding for mentral strain symptoms is similar

except for sleeping problems.) The fact that the "dgpendeflt measure" doubles

when the "treatment" doubles -- to use the jargon of experimental psychology

ti

is'one of the simplest pieces of "circumstantial evidence" that job content

has some c u sal influence on life outside the job.

,..

* 'Much of the observed differences in adult men and women's leisure behavior
appears to be accounted for by work experience, That is, women working full
time haves leisure (and mental strain) prdfiles similar to those of men while/-
women who are housewives only have much greater male -female=diffeiences (Table 5-1).

**A high "stress" interaction effect is strongest job content relationship for
IntellectUal Cosmppolitan.Leisure, Evening Social LeisureYaild Varrations.in
Leisure. 'Although analysis_using-the "Activitx Level" jobcontent dimension
reveals that the work-leisure associations is stronger- (or almost as strong)
for part-time wOrkers'as far full time workers in, these cases, the inte action
is clearly stronger for full time women workers. This finding is congr ent wi
the hypothesis'that work "socializes" more effectively at high stress n at
low'stress (Grinker'& Spiegel, 1945) and implies the multiplicative relation.
(job demands xjob discretion). The figures below are'non-participation .rates
at high psychological job demands and low, medium, high intellectual discretion
respe6tively:

f

a) Intellectual Cosmopolitan Leisure Full Time: 59%, 30%, 8%

b) Variations in Leisure
Part Time:
Fula Time:

54 ,

58 ,

22 ,

39 ,

12
17

c) Evening Social Leisure
Part Time:
Full Time:

54 ,

33

29 ,
28 ,

27

23
Part Time: 39 , 22 , 30
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,

It.should,be noted that for selleral activities the strongest morfeh-leisure

leo*
Association for flUll time women is a highlSob demands interaction effect; i.e,

only when the job is psychologically demanding is high job discretion associated

With active leisure and low discretion associated with low participation

(and high menial strain).* This deviatfti) froM the 'active-passive" pattern may
el,

be the result CT women's housework regponsibilies added to job demands whpdh----- "r
. - j'y

increases the significance of a heavy work lo

fia 5-r3 allowt inference about level orleisure participations as well
J'

as rated of change. One interpretation sheds an interesting) light on the

Job Selection mechanism. For most activity categories full time women witji

passive jobs arelitore passive in their leisure activity than part time women

with passive jobs. We can imagine an "active personality" that would select

full Time work (and active leisure). But it is harder to believe that such an

"active" women could also select more passive jobs and more:passive-leisure

than part time women. To postulate a job mobility mechanism to account for

..the women's findings above would require rather inconsistent choices on.the

part of working women

A complete anlaysis would require full employment history data, with which

to judge whether women-mow working part or full time have alwa been doing so..

Again, wedo rubt have such data. We do know, however, that the distribution

of work experiAnce duration is similar for both part timeLand full, time in

each -work experience group.**

Itee.footnote previous page

**In the cross-section there is littlearelative_difference in the work force
_. experience durations for workers who are part time or full time currently

(over 1,800:_hourslast year)-:
Part Time Full Time

0-5 years 20% 23%
:6-15 years 31% 36%

.15-30.3'iers' 32$ 31%

30+ years 16% 10%

257
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54 Community Social_ Relationships
. .

e
....

WW have two venues for investigation of the `'impact of thp community

structure of social relationships on leisure activity that,partially cir-

cumvents the problem that no daf.'i exists. in the Swedish survey on social

networks or specific cultural traditions. Data* on the types of social

relationships that are most common for each worker are available, and we

also have data o'? the urban scale of the respondent's community.

a. Relationships with Friends and Relatives

Tir importance of the kinship structure on the nature of leisure time

0 usage is well documented (Young and Wilmott, 1957; Bott, 1956), as is the

association between friendship ties and'leisure activity (Langner and

Michaels, 1963; Parker., 1971). Family ties may a ffect both dhoicei-Of job

and leisure. The presence of a strong, extended family network implies,

almost by definition, an increase in family-orien ted leisure, and might'
- -

-
therefore affect participation in the external goal-oriented macro-social

leisure activities we focus gn. Although friendship on_the job could also

have a significant impact-on our- hypotheses (Caplan, et al., 1975)1 we.

do& not have separate data on frequency of relationships -t work.

L

.*Definition of Relatije Visit and Friend Visit Measures 4

Thes6_meatures are constructed from a cumulative stale of responses ,to
two questions: :"How 'often do you visit friends? How often do friends
visit you?" Answers: never, sometimes, .often. (Th'es'e are-the same

'scalesas for most other leisure questions. iThe time period is the last
12 mohths. "Often" means more than once a_mpnth if respondent questioned.)

__Very few respondents- answered "never" to .both of the questionsi thus the
low level of friendships represents "sometimes" visits in response to one
question and "never" to the other. The high level represents "often" for
both questions, or.,"often" fox one and "sometimes" for the other.- The
relative visits question is s-Woded in the sa0e maer.



IOW

Main gffects and Interactie EffectsFriend Visits

Table 571 bows the impact of frequency of friend visits on lepilre parti=

cipation rates. The impacts of visits with friends is associated with major

differences in participation level'for Evening Social leisure, Mass Cultural

leisure,;and of Variety in leisure behavior. Apparently a greater frequency

of friendship contacts broadens one's horizon of leisure participation, and

this relationship is generally continuous (but not for-political activity).*

The correlations between friendships and jobobtent afe low (for

. ,

psychological delands and intellectual discretion respectively r = .05, 08),

4v

and controlling for levels of friendship leaves the work-leisure associations
...,

, A - .4 _
basically unchanged. The relationship becomes stronger forveial activities:**

-ilass'Cultural Leisure and the five active leisure indicators increase '

with froiendship frequency in -spite of their opposite associations with job.

content. This si further*evidencethat social relationships with friends

repreent a dimension of behavior independeDt of the job content categories.

This independence would allow introducing both visits th friends, and job

content into multivariate regression to predict participation and should

result in accounting for_more of the variation in participation.

Main Effects -- Relative Visits

Visits with relatives reveal a .different patteicq. For most activities,

the variations are substantially smaller than.for differences with fre ency

.

i''V-','
* For the political actiyAy indicator, participation remains indepeaddAt of

.

friendships. except at the very 16:4 ltvelsof friendihip,'Mbemparticipafion
drOps considerably.

. , ,,

**Intellectual,composition leisure the picture is confusing for mass cut-
tural leisure.

/M.
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of friend visits.*

.

t
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It is the frequency:of surbabanite leisure that shows the

strongest association to frequency of-relative visits. The 'job content ao-

variations with relative vi,sits is.also small (r = .08, .07, respectively).
`4

Inieractive EffeCts -- Relative Visits -(Table 5 =10, 5.-11')

4 , r . ,. . 1 ,

The most siking differences between the effects of friend art rela-
V

tr
1

. . .

tive relationships occur in their mediation of
,. I

associatiOhS. The specific impact of relative

between job content and the variety of lekspre

the job content-leisure

visits on the association

indicators is complex and

interactive (Coleman, 1964). In general the assoCiattons observed idehap-

-ter 4 aleeost characteristics of a medium level of relative visits. Fox one

grouof,activities the. work-leisure associations drop with increasing rela-
.

tive contact.. SlibmergeKein thellpship n etwork eeris to overshadow the ')

. .
-

.mechanisms of%ocial-psychological functioning" related to the Sob This, -is

.s *
elitetxue..for both lit and Mass political participation;-- andfor religious

divaniza4 participation,. All these activities reflect significant social
/ . .

:.1.
. ;

'.-- network relatibnships between the family and the'community. Our work and
Ot ,

- leisure picture.A4 appiy""' to thehighly -mobile urban
.

"--. , .
4

vidualistid
3
rather thanffamilial'o ls-where "weakties"

I
-....,1

1.

-q*stiorit ss whetherit)is '42n40,warding" works or the nature of the family

*4 structure (Young, and Wilmott,-10.73,-p. 271) that leads to homecenteredness

A' (Wilensky's "privatized" leisure) . We can also .not determine ,whether -a socially,;*

homogeneous community (Upset, 1960) sustains,a higher level or a differedt kin
of leisure. .

e:

society of indi-

define he'social structure and "friendship" is the\majpr source bf social.
_

,

Support 4Litwak and Selenyi,,1969),.***

_

,_nigAin 4 should be noted that leisure'reimfatibm activities-and fdMily'
'oriented leisure, poorly measured in this data, may welledispldir a stronger

rtlatiOnship for relative visits.
.

.**These findings may be related to our earlier_obseiyation that-he separatidn
of work.an&leisure into distinctbehavioral spheres depended on non-rural
location, .The-breakdown of kinship ties that is widely observed to occur
in the transition from rural tCurbah societies may be frozen into the 5ross-

sectional differences in kinship strength ihet'exist j.n modern industrial countries.

#

I

.
. .

***Unfortunately, this,4Jlexact data prevents us 'from measuring other important -,
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,
* '-, Irregular interactions occur for other leisure activities. For example,-

(

. .

,
. 7

... .

the work-leisure sensitivity displays an invaxted "IT' shaped relationship
-

I , , ,.--
to frequency of relatiVe visits for Variations.in_ldiggre, and evening social/

. .

leisure. Ac*.ve physical leisure and "suburbanite" leisure participation are

-45:
-,

i

more sensitive to. job content variation for workers with many relative contacts.
-. ......

'b. Urban Locatiory

One of the initial premises'of this work-leisure investigation was that

the analysis should be 'Mmited to the non-rural poptAtion (p. 37 We also

found, investigating frequency tabAs (Lundahl, 1971) for leisure activities,

that the greatest changes in participation rates appeared to °Cour at the

boundary between purely rural area; ( "Glesbyg ") - -and small 'Towns ( over 100

g

population). We cannot-assume, however,.that leisure patterns are constant

with increasing scale of urbanization, even in the non-rural mulation. .

-

In SWeden, for example, a study of municipal operating expenditures* for

leisure falpiid(such as_parkg, sport and b4thing areas, theatres,

conceits`, and community centers, vary almost proportiohately with

urban scale.* Thu one hypothe abbot- the impact of urban-

*
le. Per capita yearly expenditures for cities dfoVer 50.,000 IS 968) on_the
average-170 Skr.; tqWns of 50,0_00 to 10,000 spend 120 Skr.;. an towns of
population under ip,000 spend 406Skr. Vey schoolsfor Children display a
similar ,pattern a variation.-, (15ollar equivalents forA1968: $1 = 5:2 Skt.
SoUrce: Kommunal,Finance 1970. Swedish Annual_Netional Statistidel 'Reports.)
Capital Expenditure levels are roughly cnstant (parks, theaters, bathing
areas, etc.) foricities of over 0',000. Under this level they decline to
1/2or 2/3 the laTge community level'.-'

.

201
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...e t a ,

. .

-scale would be "thit additional public provision of leibure Services might

reduce the assodiatiOn between occupation (at least via,dcOnomic rewards

to work) and leisure,oarticipation initikbanareas. On the other hand,'

urban life, with its r-reateritopporfUnitiefor outside the home entertain

ment at the community scale, might,lead to a stronger definition of life .

style in terms of leisUre behavior, and strengthen th assotiation between

"
,e)

'

job content and leisure.

Main Effects of urbanicity

Table 5-1 illustrates the difference in rates of leisure participation,

44' for the three major metropolitan areas of Sweden--Stockholm, Goteborg,

Malm$.==vs.l.small urban areas. The variations are not large: urban areast
favor participation in intellectVal-cpsmorolitan'leibure, "suburbanite ".

Idisure, and evening social leisure, and smali:tOwne favor ative.phsical
k
leisure;-mss cultural leisure (including auto excursions), religious par-,

ticipation, allot mass political participation. .There are also nostrong

associations betWluxbanicity and our job content peasuree (r = -;02, .09).

,4 ' '
Interactive EffeCts.of'-uibanicity :

, -.,

..,
,

There'is an equilly mixed picturapf the-strerigth of work- leisure
1

, .. /' . . ,

associations at different urban scales. In several gases the-combination

4 ,

9 1.

4

If

,

4

4,

0

.,

I

a
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of large and small u an areas masks a stronger job content eftectin one

area that woriers with heavy, oppresr.vesubpopulation:

jobs

in urban

f

s
are differe tiated f om'those

s
with leisurely jobs in terms of mass

political participation'. The jo4.-content -leisure variation

,

is 42'erceht, and in smaller-citi

,eral'howevei,show that the "style, of

and small town, but the to

sensitivity

r,

ih Otbln areas

.

it is 13 percent. ----The findings ihgen:
4

' vai1tes somewhat betweep big city*

albverall ohange in levels of activity and

to work environment factors is only moderate:

a) The more traditional and posiibly elite status activity cate.-*
gories (such as intellectual cosmopolitan leisure, religious
participation, and elite' political participation) display more
variation by active-ipassive job conten,in small-towns.

,
b) The activities of broad and current appeal show.greater variation

by occupational_attributes in 'large urban areas, such assub-
urbanite leisure, evening social-leisbre, and mass political

, , ,activity. . . . .

Summary of Community and Social Relationship Impacts r

a

'Social relations hips with friends and relatives have substantial but

different effeCts on the workmleisure association. There is Substantial

covail.ation--betweA frequency of 'friendship contacts and.over'all leisure
A

e.---...

participation rates, NI this occurs independently of the job Content re-
;

laTionship. The rates of leisure participation do not vary c'reatly with

frequency of relative visits,.but high levels of relative associations

Onteractively alter the character,of the work-leisurit associations.

i
'consider "relative visits" a'ro

-*

kinshipAiess..then the Prevalence of the nuclear family in modern (urbanA..z.' I7------ .,, , ' ; , --- , .

industrial) society substantially changes the impact of the occupational
r

If we

Sure of the Strength of extended

*One problem is

municipalities,
overshadow the

that the large urban area sampleiis,draOn yom.only three

area the ,unique culial traditions of these areas ma3,
common features of their large scale.

2 U3
9

ft
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system on the patternsivf-Tife,outside of work.

Although it may be difficult to Separate the effects of urbanizaln

_

from the changing strength of the'extended family in industrial societies

ortes, 1973), the urban scale of the r pondent's community does not

app ar to have consistently strong impac on the work - Leisure associations.

II trust be remembered that We have eliminated rural coMmunities from this

study.

ti

-

or,"

Ig

1

4.1...o.r."41-t

3.

"."

r
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Taiile 5-101-, Impact of lommunitv Social Relations and-Social Status YariabIss on th.-J Work-Leisure Association
ob'Content Effects 30arized in Terns of:Activity Level Variations; /b is the change in probability o.°

-111-tictAtcharige,irtactivitylev4 (afourunitsc.11.0.014=eategorymaros...=standard error.*
Swe0.sh nale woefer5 (non-r=a1), 196 , age 1'.46 (n = 1466)

Full
Sample
Life
Cycle

Marxied
over 30

Relative
Visits

Isolated

-Normal

Gregariou

Social
Class
Working
Class
income
Lower

4 deciles

,
Vaffety

. .-

Varia7

tions in
Leisute

.--E-i.
e

.
.

-.;,:, Active Leisure

,". --
Intell. Active - EVening Subur-' Relig.
Cosmop. Physical Social 'banite Organiz.
Leisure Igisure Leisure Leisure Leisure

L I:S.-b Is b Tas b' IsX e x e -x e x . e x .e
.

?Active
coulloos-

Active
Leisure
b Ls

ex

Non-
.

;r0eisure

Mass
Cultural
Leisure
1 Es

e

.

Political
Activity

'_:=--
_

>Elite -Mass
Polit. Polit,
Activity ;Activity
b- -Ls -1:1 T, s

ex e x

-11.2 6

20%
-11.7 8)=4.9 6

3050 27%
-3.8 8

30%
-10.5 3

35%
-5.2 5

54%
- .2 6

35%
+2.8-, 4

58%
-14.0 4

45%
-6.0 ?

46%
mo.

. .J -la
17

-13.9 14i-6.7 8'-6.6

311 29

6

43

-10.0 91-5.2
- 27 I

6i-8.5 9

50 35
+3.2 =13.6 9 -5.4 5

41 37I.
.

.

_1.62

-8.4 1

30

-12.2 12

36

-.9, 1p

29
-4.4 11

34

-8.e 4

51

-8.7

--67

-7.0 9

43

+2.3 12

67

-19.6 91=4.9
56 53

-11.4 , 7

19
-10.1 15

314

s .3 9

28
-6.0 -4:1

28
-9.0 4

37

-4.0,,._ 5

54

-74. , 9

I 36

+1.8 6

60
-13.4 41-8.7 4

46
1

46
,-6.7 11

15
-10.7. 10

29

-6.9 9

19
-3.9 10

- 28
-11.5 .6 -3.2 9,-7.2 9

27 ' 46 : 30

i-6.0 5

47
-9.9 91-2.9 7

43 ! 41
.

, .

-6.8 5

. 22

-7.4 6

40

-6.6 6

29

-2.4 1

32

-5.31 5

45

=1.5 7 -4.6 7
60 . 32

+0.0 6\7.8.8

54
7

58

-8.1 7

42
.

-4.6 13
24

-5.6 3

48
-.5 6

57

.

-5.6 7

38

+0.0 6

44

. -
-10.4 6

58

-6.3 , 8

'54

-8.2 8
22

-9.2
- 33

-5.1 6

4 29

*The hypothesis that there is some statistically significant difference betwgen
is significant at the following levels: The confidence Ifryel t5 p .0001 ,for.
an (s

e
) 1.6(13

x
); p = .10 for (S

e
=) 3.1(b

x
).

-

'6
**Variations recorded along the unresolved strain scale 4 unit scale, also).

the "active" and "passive" jobs
(S

e
) less than 0

x
); p =..01 forte

. . o.
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Table 5-11t Job Content by LefErtiTrgi&Particfpatioff-Tor
Selected Sul.popUlations and Selected ,

Activity Categories

Swedish =ale wft,mat;.-rt (non- rival) 1968, age le-66 -. (rt.= 1466) (percen
RELATIVE VISITS -

t

LIFE CYCLE

= carried over 30

SOCIAL CLASS

m working class

,

FAMILY INCOME
(disposable)
lower 40%

WAGE

(lower 50%) .

Psychological Job Demands
None Hec- Hectic&

Lo Al Lo Hi Lo Hi LO Hi ----:tic Demand.

VARIATIONS IN
Intellectual LEISURE
Job Complexity

/roonj.dfRepit.
& Loy Skill

-Low Skill

(not Monot.)

High-Skill
(Over Elem. Ed.)

Moderate
Relative Visits ELITE POLITICAL

4' ACT/VITT;

VARIATIONS IN VARIATIONS IN
. LEISURE - LEISURE

32 '29 '29

27 28 15

10 11 10

Many.R.lative
VisiTs

Lo

Ri

A.
7,0 156 57

55 52 40

22 1'28 19

MPS POLITICAL
ACTIVITY

40 .33 20

37 34 13

45 42

t

37 35 22

26 24 26

19 20 14

ELITE POLITICAL
ACTIVITT

83 65'
_ ,

56

-r.--6 54 49

49 5b 49

MASS POLITICAL
ACTIVITY

47 51 .24

47 39. 31

62 52 30

VARIATIONS I/1 i VARIATION§"
IN LEISURE!LIME

33 30 39 38- 32 33

26 4 f 23 29 21 21

16 16 1 9 13 15 13.

iLITE POLITICAL ELITE POT,IT.,_
ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

79 60

64 55 47

45, 47 .40

POLITICAL MASS POLIT.
ACTIVITY

a

*tf

1
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5,5% Statues ClaLS, Income, Wages Education

The majority of the "status" variables, as they are measured in the
(

Swedish data, have a different logical status in our analysis than the

"background"* variable reviewed earlier. Social class, income, and wage

are outcomes or attributes of present occupation, much like the job con-
,

tent indicators; They represent an alternative causal path from occupation

to leisure behavior.

,
. 1 .

Thus it is not surprising that these measures are highly eolinear

with'the job contenttinAcatore (,Table 5-2) and introduce substantial com-
.

t

plexIty when we try to separate. the leisure participation effects of the

status variables and the job content variable. As an example of thissco-
.

linearity, AbeSwedish social class categories can be predicted in a re-

gression analysis rather accurately** from tie raw job content measures.
c:

1

The "active-passive" composite that is used to represent job content ef-

foots is even morehighly'correlated to social class.*** Indeed, one

*Education is generally considered a component o status (Blau an
1967), but of course is primarily a "prior" aspect of the occupati
career. Of course "genetla factors, if they are importaAt,.are ob
"background" factors. Family social status is also almost. entirely a
"prior" cause when considered-ill light of present occupation. Cohn (1
hoWever, examines anticipatory socialization operating threughToccup
tionaIly.related parent values.

**Lower class membership r = .62; (average of two random ha
(n = 245) men age 30-49 in our sample).

,

Duncan,
1
ouslY

69),

***60% of'woXking males in social claw I (12% of the population) have
jobs described as "active"Cfor social class II, the figure is X0.5%, and
for social class III only 5.4%. This colinearityjs .stronger for working
mire, in our non -rural sample than for the full ,;t6Acing population. Using

"physically active" definition (high physical job demands and high
schedule freedom at the work place), these percentages are 4.4% social
Class I, 20.2% social class II, and 19.296'social class III..

ti

-

.06
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might suggest that the social class categories are a."blanket". measure

of the more detailed infortation in the job content and wage indicators.

Education is also quite colinear with Intellesitual Job Discretion and

Psychological Job Demands (r = .64; .10). Family income, is. correlated

= .24; .26);* and. Wage- (employees only) is so highly:associited

that our multilevel crosstabulations are incomplete' in some high wage

cells (r = .57; :28,respectively).

To assess the impact of the_status variable in light of thebe high

correlations we Will adopt a dual strategy: in the first part of the ans..--

lysis we will observe the work,leisure association within that subpopula-
. . .

. . .

tion of each status variable were the covariation with leisure participa.-

tion is cOnstantor almost constant. These results are displayed in-Table 5-

, n t

10/11.In the second!step we try to apportion the variance by applying

multivariate regre...sionsto he (logit- adjusted) participetiOn rates for

family income, education, to the extent possible, for social class.

We then discuss how the observed variations conform to the theories about

.
. -

how participation ,should vary with "social status"` n Section 5-5d.

We have already fourid.one large low status population where the lei-
-

sure covariation is zero by virtue of the fact that status is constant:

i.e. education is elementary school for 5)c of our sample. The social

C4*
class measure provides, a similar group: the working class (social class

III) comprises 5096 of the sample. For income and wage, isolation of a
C

*he correlations for constant age (30-49), full time_work only (lower
half of Table 5-2) are higher (r = .63; .32).

**Wage" data is not available for self4mployed individUals, so-this
variable covers Only 84% of the full male sample (n = 1466)-.' '
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10241,04

subgroup is somewhat more difficult: leisure participation appears to be

more constant with respect to wage and income at middle ranges (see Diagram 3°

':3, section 5-5b). However, we will risk some error, and select the lower

"half" of the income spectrum SO that we can perform a consoli-

dated "low status analysis" of the.work and leiture assosiations.-

The Status Variables

A. Social Class Categories

0

The measurement of social class position available in the §tedish

.

survey represents an attempt to locate in individual in "a unidimensional

national status hierarchy. Ita_prdponents Claim that the scale has inde-

pendent stature as a measure of overall social position, although the

'class** positions specified are rigidly-4ed to specific occupational

categories. No recent survey***stands behind -`the Swedish orderings;

-4There are -two isure variables that are not,constant with respect to
wage and into the lower half of the economic diStributions, notablk

_, Evening. pocia isure, which decreases with incritaing economic resources,
and Suburban Leisure participeition, which increases (Table 5-1)--some-
what offse effects. Both political participation,indioators do vary
irregular' th wage and income.

The following coding instruction rejects a limited occupational status
interpretation of the result: nWitheach Coding decfsibn, it should-be
borne in mind that the general perspective according to which the decision,
should be made is"less that of pooupatiOnal classfifications_and economics,'
than social situation. That is,..the_main weight is definitely not always
determined by an individual's work situation. The goal is more that the
person be located in that sbcial level to which he in a social manner can
bd considered to belong." p,0725 Dokumentation LevnadsniVaondersokningen
120:

. -
***

i
ten status scales are determined hyempii.ical prestige rank. Bleu*

Dune Is deriVation of a similar social status scale for the United-States
relies on interviewee's comparative ordering of the prestige of people in
different life situations as defined by occupation. P. Blau & O.D. Duncan;
The American Occupational Structure, 1967.

..., . --

,--
1.. ...-

--
1.

-

2 7
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iriptead it is A hAsIozically "given" scale u-4ed'in'population research
r-

__since 1911 which is available for application by social scientists (main

catIOories). Altogether 37 subcategories, exist but it is not.cldar that

the Intermediate poiitions can be.used as a mathematical scale:

4 Social Class I

N

Managers, hi0t-level public

Social Class II --

servants, free-professionally.

Sniall businessmen, farmers', foremen, office-workers, middle
level publieserVants, teachers. n.,

Social

Small farmers, workers and assistants in private ,industry, wOrk-
txs":4:nd assistants in. public industry. ,

With only three categories, the Swedish social olass variable is less
c-, .

sensitiye than other measures of a abial status, whichlLvp'beefi'developed,

,such' as-Duncan Socio-Economic Status Class, which vary more,or less con/

tinuously froth the top to the bottom of the status hierarchy. One rly.

cconclus n of Dunc;ntsiwork is that_eccuflational "prestige" rankings em-

,pirically gathered from.personal interview data can be estimated (r2 = .83)

from-information on the educational level and income of the occupation.*
. ,

The discussion below,dissects the S.M. status concept -inte-e,Xamily_inms.
.

.

.

....-

Oome,tiand an-education component, and. uses these as-alternative

--"status" variables.

Family.Income (Disposable)

This variable is a

fr A.,

of all taxable income for -theespoziatiit and

re'

.

Duncan, "A SocioeconomicIndelrSrill OccUpations;," in Reiss, A.J.
(et al.),-`Occupations and Social Stat6s, Free Press, Glencoe, 1961, pp.
109-138.

272'
o
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his spouse; plus their income fromalr transfer payments (welfare, housing

support, child suPport, sick pay, unemployment insurance, study_assisiant0;

and income from inheritance, lotteries, etc. From this sum is subtracted

actual tax payments. This-variable is transformed into logarithmic' form,

and used as an interval- rather than continuous. variable.

Wage Per Hour

This variable is the sum of all earnings from employment (salary,
; s>,

wages, tips, bonuses) divided Wactual wo ng hours. This variable is

--nOt cotputed.for-self-employed persons, is variable is trans-

formed into logarithmic form, and used as an interval* rather than contin-

uous variable.

/4

*It is regrettable. that more intervals were not ohosen,,nd that the scale
splits occasionally occurred in-lripraoticai locations (i:e. the lower 6%

o reflect either
ends sensitive"
resent. 41The

of wages!). The,intervals.are presently.being recomputed
a "quintile split" or a 15%, 20%, 30%, 2096, 15%.-"extrem

'distribution; but these computations have not arrived at
- splits noted in Tat140-1 are: 2%,

.Family Incomes', 15% -2386'. 47% 14%,
'Wage: . 6% 43% 29% ',,9% (13% self-employed)

2' 73
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.the Work-Leisure Assoc

Table 54-10'a

.

-0,

atiOn in the Low Status Popu lations
411,

'11.. . .
..'Working .Glass ..

*
ii . . ,

- 4 . '"'": 9
...f-

The ,job tontent:igsureassociations generally remain-strong-latifin
a

..

0 .: li...eii,
. t>

. -Ie working class but the status, scale clearly. has an effect. In,'Table-5-10

-,... .

-,. the unit, varlationVro the'composite Acti

(-

-eisure indicators'zdrops slightly
.-.

-- ' .
.....

"ki`from,7.2% to 4.6%: * The Variations in leiIsure indicdtor continues to. &vary
. '`.* -

strongly within the Working-class. unityjariation j..s 6.8i-1-.7s. 11.2%.**

' \
,..i.

.k. I

r
."41'0
, ..
.

. There are severarspedial implications of "warkid4 class"
k. t- , ,

. - .

membership that'..shOffElear disCpntinuities in variation confirming the ep-
'

istence, of a "ruboiindary" betligth-vorlsing and ''uliPer 'class-activity pat

turns. We find ,,-vidence 14.11,,,the sections' below that these f!iscontinuities
X.

occur for sibdiv.isions =of the population by, family. income'' and education

.

. . ., 0 'I. Tt , f -T4' :Ft .- , . . 1, .

. . 'as ,#71.1 as oecupational social class. [These subdiVisions considered A* .

. - . - --
'1,-- .'

_ .

.-Tointlyiso,g4eed rtinforce the concept, of a_comprehensively ddvantaked I,

, .--- ,..

--,"-
.

-;. 64Ant-or'.doCiety,cparqcularly'with.rearpot to egVeral pfp-outsi4de the .-

.,, .., .#4, .. . , N i . A i.--.

job indicato*rs: ' Maim Political participation vs. Elite Political 1;rtioir 41g/
R

it
i

/.'pationfand Mass-Dulthral Leisure.***
4,

a.,

r-
The s'trongest,exampie is gass. polftidd Il activity* "n the working

. I*. ,.. . .

class -the differende in participation
.
rater for individuals, 'With "heavy4.

,

. e

410, , r

*4'he Sitburberate Leisure 'and the Wining Sooial Leisure covariation dro'ps
to about half of-fte full :sample level, and the Active Physical Leietre
coveriaticip-inoreapve. $

.114Hqhis'applise to_iome AOHteirk to religiousorgatti

"Renziater that to ,filk the level Am
fpf' variation leistafb.#'

0 7

t.

'ori participation.

ee:a "loTt " gdjutment'must be.mad6
,- .1

2 74, .
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.;,/ and -those 'with' "lei

ee

ees

'6
426

ely" jobs is 8.1%,-while in the full, population it' is.

Thust massIvolitical activity as a-form *of protest* is more
_ .

"potent," within the work tg class where!the tradition, of
- v

political efficacy 4i-- Sweden, supports it.** Tbe jap,colitent
v .

covariatid4 for elite political activity', by ontradt,-drops sharply' in the-*

-

Workin class to below 2/3 of its full sample level.

is strong4i for mass Volikcal participation in the wor

e covariatioh

class and for
. 4 --a

elite participation

pint conclUsioh-of

thit interacts with job content differences in the field of,politital

in th4,';"upper class"- by ratios CI' about .2:4 . The
1

these findings is that,the'relisma clear class effect***-

.

b. Low Education (elementary education only--7 years - 5.296 of the sample)

,,These findings are,cOmpletelidiscussed in Section 5- 20 To re-

I

1--

I.

!:11corlai.slire'Covgriation's for- ive leisure composite****

.--viv --;-4,-,--*-2:,"0- -----747,-7,-.5 4-, ,.,

..
-,-

...,,.
...-----

*Contrgliinefor'intelleatual e;ity, the Variation in mass plitical
participatiotby psychological fob demaids-is 23% in the working class vs.
1%incociar:class I la II., 1

?
Y r

**Scase; Richard, "Ind:atrial Man; a/Reass4ssMent with English and

.w.

Swedish
Data," 'British Journal of Sociology, JUie 1972, p. 16; See, also MilbrAh,
liff. opf___Cit;t4. 127. Verba, S., and Nie, N;$ cp,, cit., pp. .159, 346....
-Similareevidence in the United Statesii that black "group consciousness,'
accounts for an independent inoreaie,in politicarTarticipation.

,

As We saw irChapter 4, avail the "reason" for the participation changes;
,for_mass:politieal participation it is "unresolved attain" tha't is the -best
predictor, for eIite.Tolitical,participation.it is"activity,level"(asifor
most other leis'.4re behavior eare . .

- 1 .

.da
****Within eduCatIonal experience,level, the job-content associattops'ee-
'main relatively constant, but inspeCtion of the 9-cell tables shogg:tevcqal
interactions: Fox' religious participation,, there, is a strong high intel-
lectual job complexithinteraction at low educational /eVal, and-for mass
politigal activity,'wEerethe Oeavy=leisurely job association becomes pri-
marily a 1. tellectual job compl9xity interact n.:."

.-,.

,
'4. ) '

.- )..

1*
e414 4/45:- . -.

%Iv
7

4

4

9.
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,

dropAllightiy from its full p4tulation value:
.

7.2% to 5.7%. The political .

. /
.

parti5ipatiOn indicators display only a moderate-drop.in.covariange with
1

low educaEion as compared ec, t.rie full sample. This is a departure from the
i;-1

clear class interaction we dis dssed above. "Class" Withilispect to poli-.

tical participation appears to be more fit effect bf occupational. class

than educatiln. - -

. AlbFamily IncOme (lower 37% of the Sample)
,

The jot) content-leisure assocation remains garally stxong within

t''
---

v

low income populations:according to-Table 5-10.
0

The.average unit variatiolf,t''

Lin
k.

jqb content ior. the active leisure composite drops siightly,from '.2% to. . .

.

5.6% for the loy income population. -Variations in leisure afio a-ovary's-Om-some-
411P ,

'what less with job'content irg-thq subpopulation.
A.

'howevere appears for "suburbanite" lei re which

,A clearerclearer difference,

is 'significantly less sen:

..sitive to-job content .variations in the- low income populations*,

.iVLe may be'a limitation inathe "iowerstaitS" political participaion
1

.

style we di 'cussed above.
4

10*

The; significant association between mass
-A

VI

soto.

9

-*Eveningsocialleigure-displays extremely irregular effects with,income
an strongercOvariationl'at low-wags. -Religious participation and-active
physical, leigire display more covariation. Mass cultural leisure displays,
a very irregular active- passive variation at lower income levels (a
-banely-gignificant relation), onXy- at higher income levels does the curl-

.

planatio this unusual relationship maybe the inclusion of weakly re-
lated

ritaddVaped sutface:pf,the_full population' manifest itself. One'ex-
!UP

"alitd excursions" on thiemaiss-cultural Actor,- which ,has a different
impact_for high andlow,inoome populatiops. 'Atlower levels of income,'
highpartipipdtion by individuals with passiVe jobs.may be due to magazine
,reading and- "window shopping" among a group with low auto ownership, At
higher-income the effects ofauto ownership may beldore stgnifitant.-J

s 4

14'
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,politfoal activity and workers who have heavy, oppressive 'lobs

266

bvident,in the Upper six deoiles of the inoome.distribUtion. Ih the lower
. ,

3796,: participation shows a smaller (see Table 5711)and irregular**

Association. This "disappearance_df covariation is 'particularly,aurpris-»
.

ing in view- of the correlation between working class status and family in:

come (-.25).* jeeither the low wage population, however, nor the low
'

bation population shows a similarly strong "disappearance Of class effect"

that the low family incoiie population dOes. dth4los tliks is not surpris-

ing since wage and education are More strongly correlated to workingclass

statue than income (r = -.60, -.51).

If we.can'believe the family income finding, in light of the class ar..1

education results,.two conclusions follow. First, even the "working class
- -

---Ctiltealtrttad4 ition does not provide an alternative channel of political
- .

expression
-.

xpression for the disadvantaged worker-unless income is abo:ie a basic

mi4mat level. Seconly, it suggests that the crucial economic determinant
'

-- .

, ....- .

of participation lenl is the:total financial resources available to the

worker (family inoo

\
..... ...-- ...-- ,--

instead of"his wage per-hour.

41 -.

Summary

In general we find-th& there is an overall decline in the

of jOb content-ac a,leisure covariation when we examine this

within low status subpopulations in Table 5-10. Although this

bipadly applicable--acrosi-all but political leisure categoripS

any of our four "status measures"--the decline is slight (about

'strength

t
assooiatim-

decline is

, and using

2frljand

*For male workers ,age 30-49 working full time (average. of 2 samples,' n

25;): For the full sample iticome :correlations. are generally lower.

**Although Table 5-11 shows a b of ,-6.1 (about normal) in thenine cell
table (5 -10)., we find very little cellIto cell variation- except for one point (3 2).

.
r

a
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yields a status-purged".estimate'of job content.(b
x
) participation change

Of about 5.3% (60%). Theliariety in Leisure indicator displays the same

moderate decline in work-leisure covariation.

There is also evidence.for social class ndaries,in.the job content-
.

leisure' associations. There are-di cor,nuities and "reversals" of political
-

,participation style aid sensitivity between the working class and upper

class.- These differences persist,' in moderated form, when "social st_.4u*" -.

is measured by education' or by family income. In conclusion, we do not find -=

thit the ;fork-leisure associations of Chapter 4 are a "spurious" effect of

' status, at last low status sub-populations-but the relative magnitude of

the job content and status -effectsremains untested.

555.55...

5555. .57; me` ,"'" a
-

AS.

as.

4
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5-5bl Assessing the Relative Contributions of Job Content and Status/

the Work-Leisure_ Assoctiations

266

. The overall conclusionsabove may orea4e the impression that social
. 4

class, income, education, and wage are unimportant contributors. fe-the

leisure rticipation retes.
...,

The univariate.status-leisure'associations

in Table 5-1 show that this is definitely not the case. Indeed, if we

examine the differences in participation rates for the-highept and lowest

status categories we find differendes, comparable in magnitude to the vari-
.

ation observed- in Chapter 4 for job content:

Table 5-1 a: Differences in- Non- Participation 'for Status Variables

(from Table 5-1)
',Composite* Variations

Active in Leisure
Leisure
I;o -" Hi Lo EL .

-""7,Sodial_Class 4296 19% 25 4
, .{

FamilyjriaMi----m38ft ff.*. 24 .10

- Eaueation 41, 16 25 4
..- -,"...7. .' A , S' .

c

: '-:11 liqii.*Eifi ArtiOn rtir education and sod. clash ill Table 5-1 are at
.-

.....

f.---'" least monoto nic, if not linear (here are nevertheless sane important differences

9

rY

among the indicatprecmhcealed within the adtive.leisure composite)**

..., -----

*Corrections applied for "logit-type" distOrtionS before averaging.-:"

. *-

**Examination of participatfOn rates for each level of the education vari-
able cOnfirmsseveral,expectationa4about the impadt of educational experi-
ence on," leisure activity,. Not only does educational experience strongly ' .

AfAct -"intellectual" use 'of leistre,tible, but it has little effect on
. "physical" leisure pursuits--an effect-which is,masked in the full popula-:

tion. Another finding is that "variationeamong leisure activities" in...-
.creases strongly with increasingleducation (faster than for the economics

,"

, -

. -
V414,
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Wage an46espeetAlly family income diBmlgy such'irregular relationships to

lepure and poligcal_participation that it is'advis ablle to .display them -pi

in-graphio form:

Perddn::

of
Partic.

not'.
(non-par';

80%

70%

501

-4 1

.t

Diagram- 5-3: Leisure
_74

Participat:ion_by

,
Varlet. in Leis..
!Inteilec.cosmop.
"uburbanite". Leis.

Active Physica' Leis.'

Evening,Social Leis.

Religious Organ.

mass Cultural Leis.

0
,-4

arinyDiSpbsible Income log of 000'S Of Skr.0*/*F.1

I .__

There =11-severarinstances of "reversal": eVening social leisure is

more frequent among the lowest inoome category-(perhaps an age eftect);

and engagement, in mass politicalactivity reverses direction pldscale. Inor f ,---
general, these "reversalsn'are not consistent acrops status measures and

leiSure categorl'es. For maps cultural 'leisure, however, participation is

lower at higher status levels for all conventional status, dimension's.
0

Separating the effects 'of family inoome* and job content iimedc, simplsr

A

variables). Evening social.leisure, active physical leisure, and religious
.participation are relatively 'constant. Matta .cultural leisure and mass pc:- ,

Utica' participation both display a decline with increasing educatioLthe
mass political aotivity.manifests this decline in spite of the fact that
higher education generally means higher 1-1come.

*Notes 'only 4.diVisional a gia uated quintilers n ow,,being-run.
**(2.0 = 7,500' Skr; 2.7* 15,0 Skr; 3.3 27,000 Skr; 4.1 = 37,000 Skr, 1968)

. 4

2
0
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by thefact that, leisure participation exhibits major "plateau" effects

and "reversals." In general, family income has a major, impact op all,par-
.

f_
ticipation rates in the highest 14% of the income distribution.* In this

upper section of the Income distribution the ,family income and job content

--, ,

-effects are so colinear that their impacts cannot be separated. Their is
. - y

.t .'

external evidence from income dynamic repearth (Ericks9nj,1971; see.Sectio1n .
,-

5-E9 p.275 ) that at this upper level income'is the determining factor in
.

changes of participation. Furthermore, %11** the participation indicators

increase with income in this range--as the simplest economic theory,suggest they
J..

4

Should. Such economically'preqctable variation is not-the case at lower

income le/els. We will discuss the implications of these theoretical dis-

crepancies further, of ter.-the followinf. section.

Multivariate Regressions

We will perform regressions orr zcActive Leisufe_?omposite composed of

COsmop914an;wActive physicd-7 Evening Social; Religious

lOrganizational, and "Suburbanite" Leistime.
r

1 0 do not inelide"a multivariate regression with wage since thS-seff

'" V".
employed workers are irdssing from our sample. The sociarolass measure

preeentsdifficulties 'both because of colinearity, and the very small size
'

of the upper eopial,class (I) Category --12% of the population. Therefore,

--
,we_do not employ multivariate regressions here either. However, a rough

*This yaria on appigars to be
'land elite political activity'.
ference increases Substantiall

**Except-,Masse political'paAi
tome up to this point--where
crease. Mass Cultural Leis

re continuous for "petit bourgeois .eisureP
en for these activity categorids the dif-

ii the high income category.,

pationt'which does increase with family
"class" barrier appears to "stop"thein-
discussed above,aaso drops.

in-

281
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attempt to qlocdte variance is made by:relating the' participation differ-

ences for workers with active jobs in all three glasses --to the participw- '

tion differences for working class job holders with active and passive

jobs (not a "symmetrical" test)."Using a "composite-composite" leisure

indicator, the job content differences account for aVariationinparticipa-.

tion of 23, the social class indicators a variation of li.** For mental

'strain indicators"job content is an even better predictor: job content ,_

accounts for 90% of the
.

covariation ith social class.(Dqually h igh for other
--n/4. .---..--

*The consistent behavior of the job content- leisure - status relationships
-allow usto form a"comPosite-composite" of all nine activity indicators
in which the qualitative differences in variations (sign, best predictor)
are adjusted according to tile "standard -implied by the "ac'ive_leisure
variables, (variations in leisure, and elite political at )1 the 'fart;
ation in mass cultural activity will be reversed, since is isure ac-
tivity decreases' for eath status variable and fox joyonten

'aotivity.level.. Variations inlass political participation will be
recorded along the "unresolved strain" diagonal identified as its "best
predictor" in Chapter 4 (instead of the activity revel diagonal). Here,
again, status chanqps either reinforce or eliminate job content covari-
ations with mass pol-itical.activity primarily along this dimension.

40

r.

lz (

**These differencts have been doriected for "lo type" distortions,'but
there are other sources of -naccurady. The high correlation between job
content and social class means that the average leisure participation difa-
ferenoes between social class categoii or job conten categories) in
the full population will by larger Imn ese "decomposedn variitions.

r .

e
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status variables).*
VP

For the multivariate regressions weselect the lower 86% of the family__

income. distribution and the full population fob the regression with income ,

----"-- and job content. For education we perform the regression in both the full

sample and in the "higher education" subsamPles. / In the elgmentary schooliF

sub- population we "concede" all variance to job content since A education = 0.

The results of these regressions are reported in Table 5-12 -- again in terms

Of the full scale variations they imply (active to passive job constant,

low to high income -- at the 50% point).

Table 5-12 shows that ,in the lover 8696 of the income distkbution

,-
most of the occupation-related Ariation in leisure occurs through th-e'

"adtivlty level" of the jnh and not thefamily incomsof the job bolder.

The full scale variations in probability are 24% and 8 % respee-
.

tively. It must be noted thtt a part' of the poor showiiig of income is due
,- -

to unprqdiefed "Amersais" in the sitns of variations between categories. --
.

, , _
...-

4- , ,

*Mental Strain Findings

The average digsrence betwben symptom levels fox workers with 141-
surely jobs in social.ellos III and those in class is only.y% 0 500..
Within social class.III the difference in symptom levels between workers
filth leisurely Land thode with heavy jobsis 27% (@ 50%). In summary,:the
",dob content" model prediots 90% of the joint variations_in Probability -of
tirediesa, sleeping problems, depression, stomach pioblemz-inxiety,
dizziness-high blooft pressure, and itches and pains in back, hinds and
aims; Again the greatest variations occur between' individuals the,ex-,,
tremes of 'the job content-social olass spectrumthose With 'leisurely Jollain- social class' I, and t1idie rath heavy jobs in,clast III. The average
symptom rates for six composite indicators are 14.0% and 35.4% respective-
ly0

t 283
,

.



.able 5-12: Mutt;ivariate Regressions, Job Content and Family Income-
Education on the'Active Leisure Composite
Full stale variations*= b .x @ 50% (or appropriate range

of variation)

I. Job Conten

lirobabilispf Non-

and Family Income (8,4 ) (log of 000's Skr.)

ParticipatiOn (@ 50%)

1. Lower 85% of
,Family Incomes,

2. Full Sample
(n = 1,466)'

4

3:4,Lower 37% of

Lo + Bi. )2.X2

52.6% -23.8% -44,

52.0 -23.1 -10.1

51-.6 -22.4 (no tea)

b
1

-6.0

z5.8

Family.Incomes

(from p. 265)

II. Job Content (8 )e and Education 62) yrs. over

1. Eleientary , 51.7% -22.8% 0%
Edution only

-...

(from p. 214)

_2.
Full SamplEk s 50.1 -19.4 -17.0-

3., OveiElemeneary ---

--- Edzication ly 42.1 -13.8 .._,...,-..-9-.2, ,...7..,0, -2,.3
--

on (top 30% of ' 33.1 -77,,-4 , .Z...714.4 A P::PL.7,) ;t'itt''
II 9

,, .- ...---.=:' .''''4. Over Jr. H.S. .

po 4 ation)

li-e-

4

.273

13, standard
. errors F,

-(no test

elem.

-5.7- 0

,

)*1.

.

Full scale_for,jbb content is'from the"passive" cell t'Afn, 4* ofpopulation) to Ctle'"igtiven ceil:("56,i1W of ill population).
2. Full scale variation for f f,lyffncome (log) is frcia (7,500 SiCr. in

lower 14% of population) to 'i37,0D0 Skr. in upper 1% of population).

.
.
3. 'Full scale variation forPedudatiOn_is frarkelemeritary (7 years- -521,

of population) to academic H.S. or some university (13 yearA--10%
. ,,,ofi population). ,

t
)

p 28
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Within the full Swedish population, education accounts. for about
,

..

as much of the variation .in lei-Sure participatiOn as ,job content, 17%,

to 19g. The importance of jpb-content declines-(b-) with increasin-gL.
.x, ,

4r
education. Two processes iiiight"exQlain this: 'first at the highest

, .. ,..__,

44*.--
levels of education few workers have passive jobs; (it is hard to

1 4
find independent variation by job content), thus the education system

serves as a means of allocating individuals to -the -d sirable , "active"

jobs. The-second mechanism is that the so ializing functions of the

work place (evident when educatiorris elementary school only) are

performed at school fot ipditiduals with many years of educition and

_correspondingly shorter occupational.histories:*
P

*Ph.D. 'candidates, for example.

.

'or

274

.

"...
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575c: Income 'Dynamics

_ The one remaining variable in our control group is si

275

related to both work and leidlifelh'd that'tight cause changes over time in,'
.

this association is family. ,income.__ _This variable, unlike educiitign is

not a constant for life' but displays a significant and changing nife his-- s
7

tory." Fortunately, this family income life history has been tabulated

)* using 'time series data over a 16 year period for a Substantial subgroup in

thp same Swedish sample used in this Btu, (Erikion;1,1971), The conclusion

is that the relative relationship between income leVels for all occupationd

=-51ils social class'II and. III remained relatively constant. It is this group,

representing roughly the lower 89%-Of the income distribution, for which

we find that most gyhe leisure participation differences Imre due to job
.

content and not due'to family income.* Thus any changes in work-leisure
7

association that we attribute to job socialization are not likely to be the .

spurious effect of income dynathida.
,

4
. .

7------7-,--4-Athigiumincoms-we7suspeottlhatp-it
..,- .

sources that, account for the substantially'higher leisure participation

rates. The Swedish income history data supports this speculatio mem-.
cL, ,

'---- --bars (51. the highest occupational.dociq class have income that rose sub-.
. - .

stanti;aly in comparison to incomes in' social class II and III durimg,the
,

. _ .

period from 1951 to 1966._ Thus,. we haVe both aioss-section and (ilpferaFt-
, .

tial) longitudinal data that lead us to, believe iat economic factors Play

a substantial role in work - leisure aarrxtavir in high:income'groups:
i ,

v .
,

...

ao,

ste,.
-*That finding wagliasad on the lower we. the income distribUtion; see
p. 273.

°

N*4
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5-5d? Interpretat

EdUcation^

the Findings

We can accommodate the apparently disparate find'
4
s that educatiOn accounts

for more of the joint,job conterit-education variance i h hly educated pop-

..

ulation, and nonps4oCthis joint variance in the elementary sch eduda, ed pop-

ulation. We note that education has a relatively larger.eff t on "life but-
.

ide the job" for those who have more education. The.relat a impact of edu-
A

cation is propOrtional to its duration (as is its ute impact, of course).

For

.
.

hly .education individuation the effedt f education could expected

more important:* they have spent more of their lives in the classroom

..."....-
.

.
and less on the jobt(perlzaps a dozen years more). For workers with less time

,.. =
.-

. .,..

6.. - .

_le

at scffool,hMevei, the job itself may be the
.

classroom. `

One presumed advantage of formal education (at least a "liberal" educaiion)

is that it provides the breadth of exposure to, alternative cultural patte

and broad,prepar tion for multi-faceted "self- realization" in leisure

Our findings suppox this,claim for formal education, but expandit include,

the "educationa ac of work. If the woik environment t cation
11.

oftheedmcational Trodessgthe enhancement of leisure activity thatoccurs duei1tli \

tClthektfie4eral4ededtiCatidnaisirO'6'0,p will only,beSuccessfpl to the extent
,,-.._.

, ,
, ,

i ' ' ' ' ' . ' 1 i 1 ' 1 l'' ;

1
1 `

.
th4t the work_9dVironment de-emphasizes is;emotionally un-

. ,

./ ,

demanding and intellectually restrictive;, and encourages "activel tasks invO1-
't

1

ving psychdllogic

6
plica tio n'of such findings As

i

system of a modern democNtic s ty.should also be posed for its work environ
.: . ., .

.
ments: can they serve as the a ucational basis for meaningful participation

_ .

'4Win the social deaSion maki ing.p cese; nd can they serve as a training ground

v i ,N, .

for segTgrowth and, comp t nee' lither on the, or outside,

. . .
...-

* This ieconsfttent with our finding on p.244that for workers of high education,
education accounts for more _ of the observed work - leisure variation

1

, than itfaes for'low idudatiop work rs.

allenge and use of judgement

t the tests that

capacity. One social

posed' for the e4icational



Income:

The strohg,colinearities lietWeen die income, wage and job

content .aid their empirical associations with leisure participation lead

277

,

associations
.

^. ItUS to question to what extent theWork4.eisure of Chapter 4

are really the result of income orwage. The job content effects observed
. *- . 410.

. do fit the.model oOpsychorogical funoticiningZ To resolve the question of
.

5
'..,which measures and which theories best predict leisure participation, we

.-.
I lb ,

.
.

must now ask the question ofwhethep the income or wage effects fit' the

economic theories involved.. Thstheory,implicit the regression analy
.

sis (p. 273) is that leisure increases with economic resources, as it does

'T'or other status variab?.es.*

A RErtidw of Economic Finding and Theories

The first comment is that the laws of consumer demand (Ferguson,

/
1972; .Dusenberry, 1949; Fisk; -1964) applying to leisure generallyeals.

_
;(with the quantity

.
antity of goods. or services purohas d not the decisioh to par:.

_
.

.

ticipafet Although economic theories might very well be appla to ansimr.-

the queztiCn'ofhow much leisure of eac category is purohasedat_each

come level,*4:we.excluded this informatioh in Chapter 4 by
4
decidiig to*.

answer only the simplest question first.

4

".In such case the economic theory might be restated to hold that-14
.\.,\\ 4.. ..'

fiatrretsurt-Sblini,ntieoirri964) ends"thatEngS10 Law holds for
majority of recreation expenditures (expenditure.Aotal and proportion rise
\with income -- .cross sectional). Abik-,is not true #or some "goods"(Movies,
beer) but/it is true for magazine purchkses (in our Mass Cultural Leisure).'

-,-,- Therelationship a10, begins to'fail at the highest income levels because,
..of older age and smaller families i

0 .Ad \.
..

s i

- '

'Ad each price, otoourses

a.

8

I

It
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ti t
probability of participati,on should depend'On income because, whatever the

wo
'quantity of leisure, the probability* that a workerill hive honey enough

to purchase
/

t will increase with his'income." Political scientists such

as Verba acid Nie (1972) have also:stAgasted other mechaniems: political

particip ion increases with income beause "centrality" and "stake4'iii
.

. /

the soCial Awards inorease for economically poprerful individuals** Rain,.
.

.

water and Rein (1976) also discuss the importance of economic status for

the general allocation of social resources. Purthdrmore, the variations

of leisure.activity, with income in Diagram 5-4*** appear too interesting,

to neglect.

One simple theory is a "barrier" or hurdle theory. There is a fixed

/fee for entry to a leisure activity, and without resources for that one is

#

excluded from de/lying benefit altogeth-r. Once the entry fee can be paid

resources have no further predictive power. Either form of theory. would

predict that :the podtest workers would show substantially lower'leisure
.

f

participation rates, but that at higher income leisure 'ParticiPa.tion rates. .

should-level out Unfortunaely this

ye do not We data o the prices of lei

.4 4

*Assuming that quantity ipplie a "random" distrb ion of expenditures...

**The most typical "insOamentqw.cansal pdlh f political participation
is traced through s64iaratatiE4 inClUding not nly income but other, less
economic, prestige benefits' IndiViduals of ,status in the social"
system are more likely to gain. or lose the b neats they enjoy on the
basis of political deci Ions, while the 1: 'mass of low status indiyi- '

duals remain only marginalt, above a "sub stence" existence - -which
never raised, whatever the politics. Mi. brathi 112.

does not occur in data.

and most economic'

*t*Similar for wage.
1

'
4

,, 26,9. .
i-,

.

..
. .-.
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, simple decision to participationatall. If we make this stronassump,
**.

tion we find several leisure activities that display peculiar behavior.

6

theOries you' ertainly require this.infarma
/

that each. category of leisuret activity appe

'vity that coats almost,nothinE*,(althaugh some

overall). We might Claim that the prices were

279

. We observe, however,

to have at least some aoti)

are clearly more expensive

"equal "' with respect le the

(Fergus-On/1972, pp. 51-70) because.their frequency drapa or reverses as

'income increases:

1) None of the activities shows' a strong drop or cutoff at
low income (or wage;.see Table 5-0).

2)

,3)

Mass Cultural Leisure declines with increasing income (for
wan it displays a slight "II"shapedtfunction,

tcsning SoPial Leisure and Active P ical Leisure dro
with increasing income at rntermediat level, and7luter
increase. They display.a. "D"shaped ction.%

. .

For one category of goods, known as "inferior goods," the quantity

demanded decreases ai income incAl-asesr-"Luxury goods" are siolstituted
.

.*As an estimate:

*Suburbanite4,Inte11. Evening' Mass 'Relig. Active
reo.mmol.

Low Price Gardening
.Organizns.

Med-. Price

High Price

/
`Hobbies
Sewing
Carpentry

'to

I +
iVisit sum.

cottage

I Read book
itStudY.:

I circle

Music-
-

Theater,
exhib.

li(Reatr.)

I Foreign

I .travel.

Social Cult. Particip. !Physical'

Movies Magas. 'Religious :Fish,
Danes Window org.

shop. 4 Temp. org.;'

(Restr. . ,Hunt
so

I:Sports

org.
_

Auto
.trips

.1

i*Acthally.there is very little variation until the. highest icotite 1 el.
Mass PolitiPal Activitydrops,at the highest level of fioome.

*

-0**Ferguson, .92. oat., p. 51.

serr

*

p-

2V0-

.
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,f,

, . V- ,/ . i
for "essentials!' (butter replacessmvgarine). Mass Cultural Leisure, ' //

\, . ,
. /-

which displays sue a drop (not included
.
in the regressions), is.probably

. 4i

a-4f.; price"* lei ure alternative with respect to magazines andoyindow
)

.
?shopping; but not for "auto trips." It-is certainly more, e naive than

religious activi (or political activity) acid p ably ho 'siert' than,
.

.

.
/ . ...reading, garden or going to, the, movies;' Our theory of "psiehq.ogical,

,,.

,functioning d s explain why the associaffo-n between, occupatimx and

Mass Cultural eisure operates like are-iferior good: it is a,"passive"
.

f
participation category.*** This is an element of "taste" for;he good. .

*Another.so ce suggests "inferior good" behavior, Clarke, Alfred, "The
Use of Leis and its Relation to Levels of_ mpitional Prestige," Amer-
ican' ociol gical Review,-1955, p.--301;-7 He inds that fora wide range of
co cial zed amusement's (theairical'pla Movies, bowline, billiards,,
tavern, cingi-apOrts observations) att cif varies inversely with
oceupatio al prestige level (which is hi ly correlated to income).'

.

'

**Fisk,e4cludes that there is very strong evidence that occupation affects°
. ,

'leisure /expenditure independently of income arid age. He does, not explain;
however/ why this occurs (beyond "reference groups"). To do that'7
is the purpose of this thesis.

(p.%127) Income Elasticity._($1000..7500). 1950
Recreation . , Reading,

Salarjed, Prof., etc._ 2.1 _ __ _,,.
,

f t,
Clerical, Sales t . '1.5
Skilled . 1.2 .5
Spmi-Skit Wage 1;5 :6
UnqtlIe8 Wage -1.8 .8

4**With respect to the job content theory it must be admitted that 'Mass Cul.
tural Leidure does also present some "U"- shaped asspciations.,geweverr, --
the general association is as predicted, encl.:lei:they Evening Social Lei:-
sure nor Active Physical Leisure displays the same 'scale of irre
Also other activities at the top of the "scale of'active, leisure"
pear (as predicted) to embody high levels of intellectual 'disc
perhaps energeti engagement as well. The overall variatio
rather linear (r",-..- .68, P. 194).

, ,

.3

es: -

ap-

ion, and
are usually,..

met

.$
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\
There is no "a priori" reason Lortpresumtnjg that Evening Sodial Lei-

f/
.

sure or Active Physi/kal Leisure should, be "normal" goods at some high in-
*

come and an "interior good" at low incoRe.*

effects 1'6611. activities at the top of the
4

However, the (leisure activity

income distribution are

rectly Consistent with a "simplistic view"'of economic prediction (income,

up, consumption up). Also, the probably higher priced leisure activi-
rirt

ties_ Intellectual politan

--frequent'at higter income as 'the

shaPedturves of Active :Physiceil

rathef unusual behavior in

1;1Leisure and Suburbanite isure, are-more

theory would predict. While

Leisure and EVening Sbcial Leiure may

economic terms, we cannot reect.the

possibility that these two activities (both very age-dependents disAy

# .their yiations because,of a 11P-shaped, 'age -- dependent relationship be-
,

,

liteen inbeme said "actual" urchasing power that depends 11 family forma-

../

ition costa (Boalt; 19 Fisk, 1964).**

Other Asi4 smf Economic Theory

alternative economic theory advances the concept of the utility of

me lAsege. The most common theme in this r

the discussion of the trade-Off-bettieen work t and'leisure time."(

ated ecoOndinic literature- is

,* It is theoretically possible to postulate a set o indifference curves
that would imply this behavior; but it is not so easy to understand why it

. /
. would Aeremonilace.\ ,

**Fisk, olL. cit.,-p.,86i ,

After Tax Income Elasticities for-Total Recreation
By

------Jwil---1---tiati°1l44------ofileadi-s

Income Class
,approx. 1950

$3000

4000
50

A -6000 +'

1

lalarieC:Prof.
?5-35 45-55

C103..4P
251.35. 45-55

Skilled Wage

25-35 -45?-55

Unskilled4age
25-35 45=55 __

2;6 .... 1 4.0' 2.4 1.1 .9 1.9 2.6
.1.0 -.1,.9 1.8 1.3 .9 3.8' 1.7 1.0
.8 -.' 1.4 1.2:' I1.1 1.1 ' .7 .8 (145

'2.1 1- - 1.5 1..4 .1 .6 *
Y**.'here is a long-hietory.of debate on thetmost baSic question of whether
higher wages would lead to highir or lower hour; worked. Kreps, Juanita,

1.1

11.
t:Z 9 2

t

6
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Generally this perspecti e As not relevant to our rese Beca4ke it does.*

Is.-
'I .,N.

mot address the questi n of hat different kindd of le sane acSivitY,might
1 _4--

be d. Indeed it poste di5--dgeneous meal of the individu-
-..

.I
C3

. aal's overall "utili " for leisure in order to prediCt gow many hours a

)week he WoulC7p er" to work. ,-...\
, ..

L
) 1

-- - -
:

Howevpr, a r'titful expansion tf the "utility In leisure" direction

is-discussed by //Stuart and Chapin (1972)
,
and to saie'exterit'by Staffan

.

o

Linder (197)Ii) They-maggestthat utilitY in:l.iiiire ie:proauced by 14.44IE_

!

.
,

1 -_,-Nall optimal q Uties of time and money: if there is ,too rittlt-,maiiiy to

\ ....'

buy the est tools for leisure.,(magazines; hty kits, skis) then
., ,

....,

Utility wil bei severely restricted. This theory wol4d%Predict that the
44

I

4utility be fit of additional increments of income for leisure should di-
.

lb
(miilif;11 at igh incomes k diminishihg marginal produ$Iivitf of this factor

in produc ng valuabieleiiure), e4ecially, -
since a.relatively

a

fixed co ditylo N4__.

..

).
t

1 \...
, .

Slux[findings4lo_not show -a- "low end cutoff" effe6t. Subarbanite lei-.
i

sure comas closest but even here',participation if4ieases almost linparly
)

, --'(1968). 'If individuals were free to &loose hours. of,workt wages per
hourilia roba-td 114 indilidual on a particularlitime-utility of leisure"
indifference curve. (Mabry, BeNaror-P-IncometrLeisurejtnalyais and elle Sa;1-

-,-aried Professional," Industrial ItelationsT-19681*400- A wage rate is.
hard to caloulate or define when income is fited`and hoursfire variable as

,'in the case, of many professignals. ,

-..,* .,

.4

29,3
7.

.4
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N. . .

with ittome.. The most-Common pattern is that of

.

.....- -A- spvir at the uppar' anti of the income distribution. The latter occurs for in -=
i

4

A

..

tellsotual cosmopolitan activity mass. cul 1 activity, variations in. .

.- I

leisure ay8 teligions organizational leighre. Such behavior is consistent
4

)'

witha "luxury good" description of leisure, bui many of the gctivities do

not fit such a deecription(Fiik, 1964). There seam\s'to be little confir-

mation of thecutoff"ormarginal leisure-utilityproduCtion"theories.
:

2'3

1 /-

A Generalized Concept of Utility and a "Job,pelettion" Theory
,)

Alitthird alternative theory that it be considered is an "economic

.

Man" theory of general behavior. a vari t on the economic perspac-

ive in,which-a "utility"* is assigned to all aspects of the relevant.

'spheie of choice'and/then a "coat benefit" calculation is used to select

,
the choice of maximum benefit. Such a theory fails kmoreclearly than the,

conventional-economic analysis- above) to explain the work-leisure correla-

tions as "high and low price" life choices of workers starting from dif-

ferent resource positions.
41.

We begin by assigning utilities to different kinds of -job content.
_ ..\

If high ob,stress is cosidered a cost or disutility, along with low job

freedom, then indeed the summation of utilitiepredieps mental health

"costs" of work, and poor- workers would select, as predicted, the poor
V

jobs: However, the leisue activity results are not predicted: 'high cost

jobs in, terms of high stress with high benefits in terms of freedom of

e

*The greatest Scope claimed for the validity of such analysis is found in-
the work of Gary Becker ("A Theory of the.Allocation of Time," Economic
Journal, September1965; pp. 500-505), where the inoome444.sure trade-off
is incorporated as a speoial ease of a more ipseral"thaOry of dhoide.

ti

r

I

4

,
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r

04,

-

7111

discretian--A.meAp total in ihe utility framework-min reality is associ-

:2?

ated with the most active leisure. In cost-benefit terms,,activeujobn are

indistinguishable f m low stress -low cijob freedpm aassive) jobs. The

"rational economicMan" model cannot predict the mein work-leisure find-
.

- fngs.

'

_Another aberration is ;that pXesumably,, workers ,who take poorjobsvouldte

compl6nnatedfor this 4isutiaity by high wages. Wages,, in.reality, do not

40
'generally compensate foroor working-conditions. Psychologi6a1 job de-

.

mandsare compensated,'but physical job demands are not. In addition,.

jobs with 'the lowest freedom of action /6r inteilebtual challenge are, also
% !'the moat poorly paid.

-

There is,one,model of behavior that could'explain the high

1

income

"spurt." Thorstein Veblen inThe Theory.of the Leisure Class postulates
...-

the theory of conspicuous consumption. Leisure decisions reflect a game

of reference group "one-upmfaship".for the purpose of confirming elevateci.

social positions.* Thin behavibi might be more common among those whose.

high idoomes could sustain much purchasing.actiVity.

SiMpary

Withott data on prices of the categories,* or quanititea'of,

*The theory mould predict that individuals may define their class maberT
ship bi.the package of leinure activities they car( afford to engage in. In
addition, an individual, who.-feels he is "falling behind" members of this
reference.group'or who would7Iike to a higher Erte.:tirrix'ompiErfe ma;
,tiVated to devoteiuch of his free tithe "catchivg ft":
moonlighting, or adult education. Although this theory of class viembei
hip could account for our -1-Zt10.A5s, ine cougnot_measlie it in detail
without knowledge of the individual's specific reference grup__Appirations--
not available 4n our data.

**Not_tc.mention a poor distribution of intervals on t income and wage
scales.'

2!34

-
1.

_ _
g
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1.3

n5,

activity donsumed, peat judgement on an. economic theory of lei=

sure behavior. would tie tempted,to simply suggest'that economic theory

did not apply'ir0 e arsak of,the "'participation decision" were lt not for 4

the a parading use Of econoixiic and utility theory to explain social behav-
.

-
. ...

I. 1
* iors (Becker, 1965). ,After making the necessiry (but questionable) expan=

r......
_

.

.

sions of the theorye we must conclude that the ; overall increase of active

leisure wAhoincpme and wage is consistent with demand theory, but that

...the form of this increase%and severkl,exeeptions which occur (for evaSing
.

,

social leisure, active physical, Tid possibly, mass cultural leisure) Vast .

doubt on the ability of demand theory to explain all'of the-work-leisure

association from Loter'4.
.

We must reiterate that the true value o the economic theories of '

leisure consumption have not,been assessed

Consumer demand theory to predict.a full

car analysis. The valuS;'Of

of important informattbn

about "levels" and prices Of leisure goods 4nd servides, however, Will re-
.

u ,

more detailed data on the quantities, d prices of activities than

the Swedish data includes. he final verd .may be that economic theories

of "how much" and "what pribe" can be sup emented with, new information on.

*
"whether" and, "-what quality', by further exploring models of "soCial-

\

psychological funCtioning." Relating work activitito consumption behav-v

for in, this manner may djspel some of the

cept of "tastes" (DUsenberrys, 1949, P. 1

*Of course, one component of "quality"
-vs. the Ri,tz): .We are (instead intereste
"pure 'tendency to participate:- a behavi
mechanisms of social-psycholosical func
level of participation:

9

4

mystery surrounding the con-
.

its "expehse" (a chain restaurant
in what Verba and Nie call the

41 orientation predicted by
ioning. We lose variance.on the '

i
;1

;



e. Sumggry of Status Variable Findings

o

'

The overall implication of these"findings is that-while income and
-status do have a major impabt on leisare,aotivitivvatterns, charactetis-

4
tics of job content or job-induced psychologiCal processes (not summarized,

'

by status) hale an independent effect. sWS are mot alone in this finding.
t

Kohn and Schooler (1973) observe that while several important correlations

with "psyclioluical functioLne diminish* when6controlled for income and
.

417

status, many correlations are unaffected, and all remain significant: They

conclude th at It "seems alit= that the relatiorfships between occupational

conditions and psychological functioning do- not simply reflect income and":

status." Meisenerls study also shows significant work-related leisure

differendes

differences

for workers of exactly the same statue and income level. The-;.

ll

in leisure for Parker's, bank telleresand spoial'woftem can'I

also not be accounted for by thee. almoatequal.status,**
h_.,

'Willmo4. find uneven status effects.**

and Young and

The conclusions axe the same for other researchers who have be

'. with the hypoth esis that "income" prediCted lifestyle behavior, and were
f

f,
- -

forced-ultimaidly.ts resovt to other Pauses" and unspecified psychological.
.

,attitudes.. Goldthorpe (1969). found thgt newly "affluent workers" whOse'
4 e

1
-job retained their conventional 'Working Class (ante assembly} job content

I I1

-*Occupational commitment, job hetisfsotion, paten
direction,intellectuall5t-doiandingiuse,of let

1(-*NORC prestige scores 1965-1965s social work .50, bank teller
However,-Goldthofpe(1974)! bank t ller 40, sdcial *corker = 61.

***Young and Willmdtt, Symmetrical
, find that active sport is

highly class related, but other generalization gre'hard to draw (organic.
zation attendance is more common/also).

valuation or-self
e time.
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did not change their lifestyles outside of work., Verb and Nie (072)
-

g',Tindcph'it the original, relationship between S.E.S. and political partici-

pation drops :froM .37 to :16 when "attitudes" (civic orientations, p. 21Y

p. 134) are partialed but. *'

.. . . .

.The job contain model. has theadvantage of simultaneously predicting
.

. ,

both onleisure' activity pariticipati and mental strain, something that fam-'
v ./. .

,--- c, -
, . .

ily income, wage, education or social classf'as presently Measured* cannot4
.

.' . -
do. We ptesent therefore a theory of social stratification thatis dultia--

, . ,
.

4

dimensional rather than.Iinear and whiCh can appear to account for a

. , . s
'greater range implication of "man's relations14,to his means of produe-

. . .

tion," than the conventionarconcepts Used alone.

4 _

The primary finding is not that SOblocihtent is a ftetter".indicator

of leisure behavior, than the social stalks variables, but that the job

,

content' model extends the explanation that can be attributed to occupa-

.t--
tior; to a portion of the social hierarchy where education, the Swedish

,
_ _ - ..

social class measure, fimily income and Wage are not successrul predicL(
I -.4

tori.t* The greatest utility of the job content model 'cotes when thee:

new'4menpionsare combined With the conventional status indicators Ito

predictlife outside the job. In the table below we see'that for several

*Verba and Nie alpo discuss another non-instrumental correlate or poll-. :

tical-participation, "psychological proclivity to participate: but do not
.relate At-to-occupation: f .. ,. ,- r .

.
- ,

- -----.-

**There havo elwaye been important reasons for not, emphasizing divisions
within the working class, of course. In this analysis'it is assumed that
the Political 000sts"of the,finer discrimination would be more than
set by bettedWfrom the study of jobss,whi0:in 4 progressive
climate of Sweden, could lead to improved working conditions benefiting

-

the working class.

J
1

-

2MS

-4.

.14



P t

N

O

,,..:, ./
,

lei- SUrelehavioi c

ategO.

ries a ombin i
/

ion of job content and income or

Oucationcandifferentiate workers In:to-population groups where'partici,
. i

F
,

patson rates differ 'by up, to 7096.

Table 5-13:

11,

I ..

Ir
. . ,.

--

Non-Participation 'pates `Low-1ow'4"ys. "High-high '.9"
.

rPassivejob Content and ow status vs. '"active'".- I-.
:.,-, .-

jo-content and hilh tus -

.

. .: .

,

.

.

Avtive Leis:
Compogie

Education .
4-, Job-'Content

Family Income
44 aohi Content'

Social Class
-1r. Job Content

LOW HIGH LOW HI'GH- LOW HIGH

53%.

.

22% 53%
.

23%.

'13

.53%

0,,,

. 18%
Intell, Cosm/
Active Phys.,
Even. soci,a1 .42
Suburbanite,.
T2lig.',Organ..

-58

.44

56

65

4

,

.

:*
..,

.8

.30

18
13.,

41

60
40

20 _

73.1

73

e

-
*74

. 26

16
41

58

48

P'
.57
67

58

-----=4.14.

A

,'

.

6

29,
t 4,_

11

40-'i

,73Mass Cult. 40 72 z 47 66
Glad. Polit.

Mass Poli.i.*k
78,':

'- V s:
JO

- 1-*

87

-
' 15

-
83

-:

. 11
.N. -

Leis. Vatia. . 33 ---_4 40
'- 10 ,

.,,--/ 6

*Logitsadjustment indorporated
'

e

**The conventional status measures
-in a simple-manner.--manner.

. .

41%

w

do not pr4dict Mass Political Activity

P.
,

'2 99

it

IPA

4'

.4
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4-15-Summary. of Findings About "Alternative Hypotheses" and
...

.

;11. .

,.'1*, Job.Socialization'Effects., 9,

,
. ,

,

We must state at the outset that the lick of longitudinal data and labor-.
. 1 _

%

-

. , tAtdry controlled experimental envirodMents prevents us from claiming conCZ4A .

. ,.
_

.. ,

.-:° , -- 9,

o 4'
,We"6ausality" for the work-leisure associations. However, by exploring

.

'
.

. % . .:. ..4, . %

alternative hypotheses we have hoped, to considerably reduce the range of.4y
-

qtYldr explanations that Could-be evoked to account for.the findingsin
, .

, i
. f

- 4

Cnaptek 4. A diagramatic summary of Chapter 5 is presented in'Diagram 5 -3.,
ea

i.

.

;1, should be ricked that all of these relationships have not been tested sitilr--

-,.

taneously , but we can disCuSs groups.of findings
-
(a summary' discuision,of

--

,

the "carryover - compensation" and the job content. model is in section 4 -4):

'A. IndiviMral Background and Personality. C.

.

Education (as a measure of background or individual orientation)
does not appear to account for the Work-leistiressociatiens.. The--.

effects of job content on leisure ctivity remain strong for-a large
grOup of workers who all have sitil ducatiOns (elethentary'school
only) . A fam'ly,education measure (pa nts, siblings) displays a'similar effect -:k L ":-' . .

Vie Swedish ata doesAnog contain conventional Personality
inventory data to test the work leisure associations. The-data does
Contain measures of childhood lifexperience, which accordin4 to the,*
"life- stress" literature, are useful predictors of individual response
to environmental situations' (in terms of mental strain and behavior. .,

_patternd). , . , .

, .

Our study Confirms the Amportance of such an experientially-. .

based measure oi* "personality". The childhood problem scale has a
qiwifitant impact on the work-leisurg associations (and a stronger,

ecOglistent impact on the mental 'strain jndicators). However, in' no
dabe*does controlling for this "Personality" measure elithinate the
job content effects. It does define what appear to be "sensitive",
and "less-sensitive"'subpopulations. ,

.,

. t.
°

fa ... .
.

.

-riB. Job "Spdialization" vs.,Agng arid- ,

"Personality FulFillment (Via Job Sel,ectiOn)
, t'

This ffilagt, be considered the "weak link" in.our attempt to confirm
the job content effects. W have no fongitudinal data to reject'

,

several alternative dynamic hypotheses that could account for the
work-Watfreiassociations. :'Aging" by itself cannot :account for the
effects and we -can generally°exclude income dynamics and some ".likea,,,

..
,..

*in preliminary test d'nly "
a

(360.
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,

;11

.- , 'a.le".effects,
but "maturation" processes:related to "job

election" remain, a pxoblem. Nevertheless, Title do find, 1

suggestive evidence, for' ?job socializatidri". The relation-
',

ship between the content of work anPlelSure, activities.and
mental str4n increases/ as the exposure to the job incr :

. ..

0A6.a. Workers with longer job experience have mUcht' .

. stronger WorkIleisure associations than workers
4he,have.just.started thykr, dareexs and these
-leisure pattern4 are correlated, in the hypothe-
sized manner,' with the content of their'present

. jobs. This effect does not disappear when con-,-
trolled for measures ofvindiViddal baCkground
that' mightAtiVate "persoeality and job selection.."-

4 .
k 4

.b. .I1.04-time workers have approximately- %doull016:. 1

the work-leisure relationships found for part-tiMe... . -worksr :
s (among women).

r
----',.1- -

,

4;
Nevertheless, wq.do. find that somebf the observed relation-

ships can only be accounted for by "background, personality, or
joilelection",' Althoug e analysis cannotbe considered precile
in this stage, our esti that about 35% ** of the observed asso -'
ciaticn is due to these f 'actors is consistent with Kogn'and
Schooler's findirigs that the.effect of thejob-on-thelwan (in

,psychological functioning)-is about double the effect of the man -on-
,the -job` in cross-sec ional sample's.

. ,

- :. . :RP
.

. .

C. Community and Social RelatiOnthips

These variables do not appear to ;account" for the work-leisure,
associations. The-impact of urban scale is small Within the
non-rural Swedish populatio.-

Visits with friends and visits with relatives both have impor-'
tent effects on the work- leisure associations. Friendshipdisplays
a stxon, but independent impact on leisure participation.
Associations with relatives:do not display such strong-lineaT re-.
lationships with ,leisure activity; but they display significant and
complex, interactive impacts on the work-leisure associations.'
Activi6.eS which represent formal participation in community insti-
tutions (elite and mass political participation, religious oiigani-
zationg),are less strongly affected _by job-contentwhen the "web'of
kinship", is strong.,

290 /

4 .

.
. .: .

.

*While "job mobility process" could still account for thete ,findings, N.
,the mobilky mechanism' would have to be a substantially restricted one.
Workers'AUld have to make somet inconsistent choices, and the mobility

- pattein observed could also not be strongly related to *idly social
background, own egtcation, social class, or problematic events during "
childhood.'

t
.

.$

**PrefimiMry tests only

.4

4'
^4'
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-,D; Status: SOcial Class, FamilyIndome, Education
. .

t . -

LThe status Variable-may "SccouW fora iign3ficant pa

i
t of

work7leisure associations, at histat'us (high family in ome,high
social 'class; high education), but the-high Colinearity makes i.
diffiCUI:t to be*certaix. However, at lower'and middle status level,

,we'ean'establish clearly that the'wOrk-leisure associations are hot
a "spurious" effect--of social statMIT. The work-leistre associations
retain'78% of their Uncontrolled strength within the elementary
education pokagilbn. Within the lower four deciles of fabily in-
come they retain 78% of their stieRgthi -Using multilriatere-

.,

'full - 144gressions in'tU .saMple population, ob content. accounts for'
70% of the joint income-job content etiects;-#nd 53% pf,tpe"joint
eduCation-job content effects. .

*-4 4 o'' 2 .A,

The woqrrk-leisur4e associations retain 64% of their strength
%

within the "working class:'. Hdtvever, there is evidence to,'
'indicate ghat the, job co easures are simply a more detailed
'manner of descrihing e essence of-occupational social class.

..

It is our opinion, that the social and .i)sycholog'caa implications of
at

work experience
.,
are generally considered too "changeable" or too "indivi-

:- , , .

-dual" to serve as
$
a basis for major social poliCy action. ThuS itt has

,, k. ,
q ,

been pur goal to bolster 'h te evidence for the impo;tance df such effect'

--,r

.. testing a model of job content which#desCribes how activity patterns outside
( .

the job are "socIalized" and mental straingenerated at the work place. We
. . . .

%go find cross-section91 evidence pf sucheffects in a broad.natiOnal popu-

lation survey, and can therefore ':echo" the positive conclusions of,Kohn-.
.

4 .'-,-.

and Schooler'973):
-,

44'
.

.

.
,

.

"We argue that the relationships between occupational con-'
ditions and psycholOgical functioning [llisure behavior ...

. . in our. case] result from the interplay between the job and
man, in which the effects of job on man are'far from./

.trivial'. " r
* ' .

.

Chapter 5 also shows that other factors accot4tt fox7`Substantial'-
I ,

variation in e obsdrved relationships However t Meclidnisms by which '

"income", "personality", "community relationships" and "education" connect
4

!.

the job and life outside the'job are substantially different than-those of

4

-3 0 9
ti
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(Chapter 5-4)
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( /-
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(Chapter
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.
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tile' job content Modgl. -Because the mechanisms differ, the "policies"

differ. It is ourwhich would be selectedascorrective'dactidls also

conclus then that policy designed to improye the quality of life and

worki g life must concdhbrate.on, or at least not avoid,the s ocial and
114

psy hological qualdtiesof the job itself.

e

1 --

. 1

4

4
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-7 Praotical Implications of the Conclusion

One paradox* often observed in the literature about the effects of

. /the worksenvironment i$ illuded'iO byAkuirleashoieY-kihn, et A., in

their analysis of nationally representative U.S.
6

Survey of Working

-1971:
A major paradox of this-study was that.Workers in higher
status occupations were more satisfied than others with
their pbs were more mentally healthy, but at the same time

. experienced greater emotional tension.concerning the events
occurring on their jobs. Conversely, workers totally free
of labor standards problems yere not always ong the most

eir jobs labked the quality, of_

hat appeareto be d major deter-
satisfied,' since many of
self developing challen
minant of high job satisfa ion;

.294

Our model emphasizes that job demandi; (or "stress") are not equlivalent

to mental strain. High job freedom may allow the worker. o cope with

stress on the job and this experience less strain as the outcome. Our

main finding is that workers with high jeh:discretion also have high

participation in leisure activities involving clear exercise &Judgment

and individue choice. If such behavior is'an element of "satisfaotion,"

then the expanded"rangeof discretiog" on the job is the reason why high

. status workers expertende both job "stress" and high jabsatisfaction..

ouripnchis correct that "activity level" is an element of Job

OF,

*Another Use: Resolving Paradoxes in Organization Theory: Analysis of
basic differences in "job content" `can account for some of the discrepan-
cies in the predictions of organisation tgeory. Our dynthedis df Weber, "

GoUldner, and Crozier's' observation is that if the organization does oper-
ate:as Weber's Bureaucracy is supposed to (with reduced :tensions" or ,
challdrigi and low frpedom of action), then the j(4) would lead to passAve
patte- i of, behavior in and outside of work (Merton's "bureaucratic per-
sonali --198 If, however, the rules either become more restrictive
(Gouldner, 19 9 or lie level of,-Job demandfIncreases (Crozier, 1964),
then the Jo tends toward "Helm Work" which is associated with inoroased
levels o strain" on workers, and in the organization as a whole.
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, 0 ..' , , \-. "

- ..

"satisfaction," then we ale° have A,clue why undemandiF and unchallenging
7 _

,,,,

work can be assooiated with low satisfaction. We have found that low job
°. , ,

.> ,
. . ,4 .

demands in conjunction'with ,.ow job disoretionare associated with markedly .

.... ,
.

reduced participation in "cietally involving" leisure and political
. . .

-actin ty.
1

The joint conclusion isithat low job'Ascretion is not likely to lead

4,41
to satisfactory "life-outside-the-ob," withany cOmbination of-psycholo-j

gical job demands,* The worker will face a Hobsant.s choice of "mental
M-.

. . . .
.

.strain" on the one hand or "passive participation" on the\other Wilensky,
, l

1962)0 However, increased job discretion is simultaneouslyAssobiated

with increased activi4y levels and reduced,strain symptoms. What ijpe of ,,,,,

job discretion is importadt?, The possibilities are numerout, and our study

does not allow precise enough discrimination to prescriber automatic

oh.:.the-site jot: enrichment decisions. WP have clearly found that "task"

discretion (related to revel of skill aptlication acl; of 'monotony)

Is

0, has a more sig nificant impact than schedule discretion (related to infor-
-

mal patises in the work routine), although increased levbls of both types

of job discretion have"generally positivi'effects.**

Thee is but one further inconsistency to be resolved in our nmcder-,

atelk.complex",pict-tkre csee,Table 4.J6 ) of work environment ocaxelate3.Evena

-

"leisurely" jib (high discretion and few jobdemmtb)canbe ;ssOciated-with "prob-

-lematid" outcomeirom fie societal perspective (if not-the individuarsown

r

-' 'or a did-Cussion Of p yard's.). job demand impact; see-Chapter
N

**We have observed that he highest levels of schedule discretion are as-
sociated with some increase in mental strain:probability. No adveree'ef-
sects are associated with increased "task" discretion-,at any level.

.
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4 view).* PartiCipation in-so
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,

We protest political activities (connected
1

in our findings with "oppressive" high strain occupational conditions) is

a lower than for any other job category. If the "utopia" of enriched work '
. ,

for everyone does not °owe about by accident (a good bet), then there may

be littlaso'cialillipetus to bring it about/if the strategy of job change
.

.

4

toward "leisurely" work is selected.

, -

In general this study not find evidence or "suspension of

the work ethic "' or restriction orIllemanding (and challenging) jobs. In-r
deed, the lack of demanding work may be associated with "passiAre"partici:-

'Dation-and some types of political indiffe(ence, as well as obvious con-

sequences for the level of production. '.It is when demanding work ii-accgm-

.panied by low job .discretion tt t the probabilitx of mental strain increases
'

A
drastically and the "costs" of h avy work must be 'addiessed. A related im-

plication is,that.public ?olicy:w ich.has "job creation" as the goal

must emphasize "challenging' and "taxing" opportunities,' and ayoid ';leaf-

raking' ar obvious "make-work" positions.

The optimal combination seems to.appear -when high joirdiscretion ac-

companies challenging' work. Indeed such situations may encourage the most,
. ,

productive employment as well. 41A Sur findings show evidence 'of newly ac-

quired activity pattbrns in leitare for individuals with "active" Work;

-perhaps learning on the job is also enhanede

The "Costs" of Job Enrichment
I

0

It is not clear what long term "costs" ionld be enCounfered by wel),-

,
selee- cted job enrichment strategies, if jobs are not necessarily made'less

4. ,
.

,r

3% *-,:

,
*Leisurely jobs are associated with'the lowest'ON;erall 'probialities of
mental and psychosomatic strain, and moderately high levels of leisure
activity. 4

/77 .

**Such an investigation has not taenundertaken in this study.
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productive in the process. The-relative distributio#Cf authority and _

-* .

control in the work place wouldbe subject to change, of course, and this.,
, .

297,

might provoke resistance on the part of those who retain the "social
.

psychological, benefits" of work at present (Davis and Tayloi, 1975). How.:

.

ever, there is no evidence that "job discretion" is a zero sum quantity

(like economic rewards)4 -Indeed several retie:F.04ra- haVe.found

"total control expelienced" by all employees fiver their work appears to
*. .

increase in participatort work organizations ( Rus, 1970,p.154; Tannenbaum,-
,-
./

1968, Obradovic, French, Rodgers, 1970.),
. .

, 4

V

hr

%Changes in the content of work could have significant macro-economic

.

Consequences as well. If fur her research.ponfiirms a "caosal" connection

u1between job content and leis e behavior, then "consumption preferences' -.-

'at least for"leisure-related gods and serv,ices -- should no longer be con-
.

siredred Vti "exogenous" component of economic models and forecasts. Purchase

of a "setivice" is consumption of the most literal kind; it is the "experiencing"

of the activity pattern ('the sport, the play) that is the con4umption-. Once

the leisure activity is experienced it is indeed "consumed."": It is-not

implausible that "pryferencg" for an activity_pattern in related to the

- -L.,

."habit" _of having experienced similar activity.in the past',;t6as,it should

snot be surprising that preferences at leisure fOr consumption of leisure

service and serviceed goods would .be related to behavior patterns at work.

J

If "4ctive" behavior patterns at work lead to increabed leisure

p.

*Another condition is that further research must demonstrate that the
'findirige hold for the, ti of leisure activity as well as the simple
decision to

r

puticipate. r a somewhat disparaginei.bservation see .p.

**Service
consaptio i
economic
1976).

oneumption MAY be.mare olosely related to job content than
of goodei iltich often reflects a (permanent) investment of

sdurces rather than a repeated behavior pattern ($citoisky,

*

A
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"service-05hsuniptiOn," then active work j4ld lead to positive economic

cksequences for a post-iridustria society (5e11, 1973) such as ''r
Sweden or the United Sthtes.okhere employment in the "service" sector* iA.

over. 50%. The level of service e ployment (overlapping to communications,
-

education, orgonizational activi ,) ice, an underemployedv"post-industrial"
.

.

economy could increase to meet t e.increased demand. Could the incieased

level of "dctivd" work and deman

298

1 /

,

)for leisue/ervice be a self-sust aining ,.

. , .

trend? The implIcations of our indings below is, possibly yes.
.

AI Aggettgate of actiire lei

indicates substantially higher

-

the broadly defined "service" dustries (Gov't Administration, commtini-
.

cations, Health,'Education, Welfare, entertainment) than in the "produc-

participation -(first unrotated!factor)
4g,

eisure -service consumption by workers in

, tion" induAries**.(manufaoturing, -orocessing, construction). Over 61% of
*

--workers In the prodUction industries have bel6w average participation
.

rates, versus 4R% in the service industries.** We explain these industry

level findings " * *on the basis of-the different compositiOkof 'the ihdUstries

Anterms of active and passive workers andthe werk=leislare telationships

-in Chapter 4. Of the jobs in the'brOadly defined "aeT4ide"-industries 26%

*Service fmployment (total employment mints "goodO.and agriculture).
Fuchs deanitioth Service = trade, finanEe, goierbment, but not transporw,'
Wion (included imour ."service" category)-nor public utilities

'(Fuchs, 1965 Far our industry category definitions see Appendlx.

**By thesedefinitions the servicelndustries account for 35% of Swedish
non-rural employment and tho "production" industries 41%. .

***Commercial workers occupy an.interme)diate.position, 5796 heavily auto-1-..
mated, 4apitil-intensive "process' industry workers,have the second lowest
rate, 62%i construction industry workers; 67%

71,

*"*These effects-do-net appear to be attributable to the ,following charadter:
istics of Workers in the "service" industries, at .least in Sweden: female ori-
ented (which implies somewhat lower leisure rate*); slightly younger(iihich
Implies higher leisure'rates); .slightly more high income families (which implies
higher leisure rates). High wage coqlstruction workers have lowest leisure

.

participation rates,._ .

3 0
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are "active" in temps of definition aboye only 15% of the workers in the

broadly defined "production'? iOus pry category are. Within the "production"

sector only g% of working individ ai in the processl, ndustries* (all upper

and middle level statu's)%have "a

/7
jobs in service industrieS/ the

thise industries should acc

Our finding should /be

There do show consist
1.

content of work fora n

.

tive" jobs- Since there are more "active"

job behavior experienced by new workers in

4
ate the' demand for active. leisure services. *g

. ,

nsideied as suggestive rather than conclusive

. A
ends in outside-the-job behavior related to the

I

ional populatidn sample using cross-sectional, in-
.

dividual level data. urther longitudinal and exPerimental job site research

would of course be needed to'establish the. "causality" Of and detailed impli-

cations,of these broad findings. Such as research' agenda could lAad to several'
.

types of rewards. 4nalysis of social-psychological aspects ofconsuri;ptIon

ferences in the past has led to an expanded understanding of economic behavior

(fOr.examplepuesenberry,'Ll949., and savings behavior). Understancling'of the

dynamic linkages beltween job content and leisure behavior could illuminate

and helpalleviate heretofore neglected %.osts"'borne by'workers in some types

of jobs - Stich linkages could also be used to inform the. pbsitive gbals of

promoting a economic equilibrium for a postindustrial society -- based on

self-perpetUating** patterns of. high service consumption. Such societal

leVel "benefits" merely supplements the vast improvements in satisfaction"that

might be experienced by the individual during the working day, and complete
. .

the picture of the potential impacts of enlightened changei in,thwork

environment on the quality of modern life.

* Offsettin4 effects could of course occur through wage differences,. goods con-
sumption, etc...land would have to be researched.

** The overall effect Of national policies.which proMoted job enrichment Might
stimulate further enipJpyment through a "psychodynamic multiplier" effect.
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Robert Allen ICarasekJe.

'LS

I was born In Ft. Wayne Indiana in 1944, and raised in St. ;06 ui s , Missouri.
1 received my uncle/graduate education as Princeton University, and have graduate
degree in architecture fromj..he,University of Pennsylvania, and a masters degree
from M.I:Tr -r`

.312

Two related themes can be diktinguished in my "intellectual biography" to date.
During the last five years I' have-pursued a doctoral iirogram,,in sociology in

, which the broad focuS of my study has been the occupational structure in
'advanced industrial society, and its_ iropact on patterns of behavior and social

. organization. In addition to a classical exPosure to the study of medern organ-
izations, the 'family, and community structure;my_curriculum has included several,
fields not normally covered. I have studied_ hose elements of economies which
specifically relate to the occupltional structure- and ,its dynamic changes. I 'r
have also focused on the integrkion of sociological and psychological models.
of behavior that can describe the-individual in the setting of the complex
6rganization, the family or the small group.
, -
That _second phase of my intellectual development began in Sweden. During my.
WIbright year there, I investigated the emerging interest in "meaningful work
expe'rience," as it was expressed in connection with new town development outside
of Stockholm. I dame to feel-that incarporatibn of these new ori,enttations toward .4 ,' /

/

?"`work could mean major changes in the problems posed fox, and the'theories rele-
vant tb- the current social sciences. In this manner my new area of interest
evolved -.out of an earlier background in the sociological aspects of urban planning
and arohitecture; That earlier er-iencehad emphasized th4 relationship between ,i

/the physiaal environment and pa rns of behavior; and focused specifically on_._
,issues in housing system design d housing policyland communaity participation/

patterns.
T
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i,PPendix A. -1
p

Table 1: Job Content Dimensions
The overall accuracy of the Guttman scales insures

,the apProximately.cumulative interpretation for
each position. (The average error level"is about

I. Job Demands
-A. Fitvohological Job Demands

Non.4hectic job
2. Hectic job
-3. Hectic and psychologically demanding
4. Hectic, demanding, and psy6hologically exhiusted

at end of work day

313

Ferceiltage Of'

Working population,
Non-Rural Sweden

0%). 1968 (nL4.2392)

B. .Physical Job Dema/ndg
1. Not exposed to any of 5 physical stressors (lifting:125,1bs.",

other physical demands, outdoor /non- normal temperatUre,7

_ 26.3%
41.3
22.4

daMpness, dirty work)
2. Exposed to one stressor
3. Exposed to two stressors
4. ExpOsed, to three stressors
5. Etposedto four stressors

II. Job :Discretion
A. Intellectual Job Discretiiin

1. Job is monotonous/repetitious and typical job "skill level"* r
is statutory minimum education

,k. Typical "skill leel" only elementary education (not
monotonodeAepetitiouslob)

_ T ypical "skill level": 1 to 40years additional education

45.9
24.3
13.0

7.9.
8;8

45.0

(not monotonous/repetitious job) 21.5
4t-Typicali"skill level": 5 to 7 'yews additional education

mozv'4onous /repetitious job) /7 10.9
.5. Typical "skill level": some university education not m/r) 64)
IL Personal Schedu3e Freedom

--7 -1-::-Unable-to-make a phone call during the work day 8.0
2. Can make a phone call 21;GL.

_ Can receive a visitor for,10 mirutes 30.4
-4;:Can leave-work for a i..hour errand without supervisor's

_ permission,

5.- Employer is not overly concerned with punCtuality or time
--schedules-

III: Institutional Job Status Guarantees
1. No institutionally guaranteed wage or,job

group contract, piece rate,%tips)
2. Fixed hourly wage nor right to one month's
3. Fixed hourly wage and right to qne month'
4. Fixed weekly or monthly salary
9. Other employee(s) under authority
6, Own business with over 5 employeei

19.7

protection (small.

9.9
notice 16.2
s notice 17.7

35.7
19.f

1.4

*As-measured hy.each workerts_estimate of the education of a typical
worker with that job.
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ME/MIX

TABLE 2

r
JOB CONTENT DISTRIBUTION BY

INDUSTRY, CLASS

PSyCACIAUCA1 201 Da0M1.1.

1. Non-hectic

2. Hectic r

14.
Psychologica!y.demaniing

Psychologically exhausting

PBTSICAL JOS DEEMS

1. Not exposed

...
2. 011e tressor

I3. Two stressors

4. Three tressors

S. Four or five

INTELLECT0/4.3011 COMPLEXITY

1. Only -elementary and monotonous

2. Only elementary aniiii -

L3.3. One to four years

4, Five to seven yeara_

S. Some university
727160 1464C ES nalmcv '

112'

No phone call

Phone call, .

3. Receive a visitor

p. 1/234our errand

15: Employer not concerned
I8STITUTIO/V,1 J06 STATUS PROTECTIONS

1. NOns: rips,piece rate, mall contr.

Fixed hourly or one month

U. Fixed hourly and one month

4. Salary

(5. SubervLsorial authority

16. town business

NUKE= Or RESPONDENTS,
(Ave figures + 2% for 1% confidence)
For a 1% configince. interval the error
brackets are + 1/8 to 1/16 of the stated
percentage for n 90, 250 rispectively,
i.e.,if n140 and figure18%, error -±1.8%

yZ

is

W

0

INDUSTRY BRANCH'

V
C

v -
28.0

40,0

22.0

10.0

._

41.0

22.7

19.7

7.3

9.3

23.4

41.5

24.1

11.0

'45.8

26.7

11.6

10.8

5.2

26.7

48.4

19.9

5.0

14.5

13.6

19.5

19.9

32.6

26,0 16.5 9.0

47.0 46.71 55.2

14.0 20.4 26.2

8.7 9.9 . 7.7

4.3_ 4.5 1.8

26.7

33.7

19.0

10.7

17.7

25.7

17.7

19.7

17.7

1.7

300

8.4 5.9

23.2 13.6

34.4 29.4

16.8 28.5

17:2 22.6

19.1 -25.8

24.3 2t..4

16.6 18.1

25.8. 18.6

12.9 11.8

1.3 1.4

465 221

24.3

41.2

23.1

9.1

44.1

29.5

11.9

6.9

7.7

13.3

57.2

20.2

16.4

2.9

9.1

15.2

29.1'

22.9

23.7

32.5

34.4

22.5

10.6

71.4

13.4

5.6

4.7

4.4

24.2

39.7

22.7

13.4

$2.5

32.2'

12.7

2.9

0.6

11.4 13.8

28.1 35.0

32.2 19.7

18.94; 14 9

5.4 '16.6

19.7

048
.26.1

18.9

8.6

25.3

20.3

17.5

20.3

7(
11.9 5.0 8.6

21.6 8.9 19.

36.2 55.3 48.2

21.4/ 28,1 ,21.4

2.5 - 1.4 0.4

4.2 r.-: 1.1 1.7

481. 360 463

B
0

soc1,24:Lass

Social
Class

11 III
31 26.3 15.8 22 7 .31.3

51 41.3 25.6 38.2 '46.8

1.7 22.4 36.3 28.2 15.1

1 9.9 10.* 6.7

18 45.9 80.3 61.3 27.0

19 24.3 13.7 20.5 29.5 .
19 11.0 3.0 8.8 18.4

14 7.9 1.7 4.5 11.8

30 1.8 1.3 4.9. 13.3

23 05.7 3.8 1.8 26.0

SS 45.0 5.6 36.1. 59.4

16 21.5 12.4 14.8 12.7

4

2

10.9

6.9

28.2

10.0

18.3 1.7

4.6 0.3 r-

9 8.0. 3,8 4.6 11.3
,

23 21.0. 13.2 16.3 26.2

18 30.4 13.2 29.8 34.1

.18 21.0 35.0 22.0 17.4

33 19.7 34.6 27.1 11.0

9.9 2.6 1.0 18.41

19 16.2 2.4 5.2 27,8

28 17.7 9.4 11.0 24.1 .

37 35:7 28.6 49.4 /26.3

12,

1.4

2.1

5.1

31.11 3.0

2:2 0.0

St 2382 [ 234 916 12021
_ ----- ---- t'

For definition see Ohapte;', page
a' Tatra and forestry workers are hlhxy

-

underrepresented (non-rural pop.; scion).
Also 10% of individuals have missing
data 9n this category. il

4.1
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PSYCHCLCGICAL J MUMSA
1. Non- hectic .4

2. Hettic

13. Psychologically, demanding

t. Psychologicalky exhausting
PHYSICAL 203 DEPAKDS

Not exposed

2. One stressor

15

3.
.

Two stressorsa 'r
,

4. Three streilsors a
At

Four or five,

INTELLECTUAL J08 COMPLEpTY

1, Only elements A
ry and monotonous',

2c Only elementary. and

One' to four years

i435.

rive to seven years

A uniPersity

---"ERSORAL SCHr.HLE PREUON

ri. .

12. Phone call

'4.4 4
kecelve a' visitor :,

a;. '

4. 1/2 houi ebrand-

1.5. Employer not concerned

ISSTITUNONAL JOB STATUS PROTECTIOtS

1., None: Tips, piece rate, small contr.

[2. Fixed hourly or one month

Fixed h8ttrly and one month

4. Salary

Supervisorial authority

. pwn business

m. mumaiR or RESPONDENTS

(Ave. figures 24 for .01 confidence)
For a 17. confaence Lnterval,thecn-org
brackets are + 1/8 t6-1/16 of the-stated
ercentage for -h2.90,250 respectively. ,i.e.,
if n140 and figure T 18% error +1.13%
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37.6 41.4 27.7 51.1 17.9 61.7 40.6 46.1 35.4 32.0

30.3 17.3 39.3 .13.5 43.3 9.7 ; 27.5 18.7 '25.7 14.t

14.7 7.3 15.7 7.7 9.6 3.2 1 11.6 6.5 1 12.1 r6.8

66.1 26.7 68.6-29.9 38.8 3.9 1 56.6 30.4 83.7 :40.8

0,5 .16.2 20,4, 31.0 16.4 12.3)' 25.1 34.3 10.1 23.3

11.0 24.6 5.8 15.7 16.4 20.8 i 9.2",14.8 , 2.3 13.6

2.8 9.9 3.1 16.1 11.9 23.4 ! 414 9.6 1,9 11.7
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16.4 r 15.1 16.3

1.0 5.7 2.0

1.0. 3,8 b

13.2"..4.1

20.8 24.5

11.3 24.5

19.1 15.4 i 13.212.4
23.7 15.9 41.5 24.5

1.1 2.5

3.1 15.9

9.9 32.3

'50.8 44.8

34.4 4.5

0.8 -0

26 201

3.8 6.1

11.3 26.5,

40.8 34.2

69.1 24.5

15.1 .8.2

0 0

14

g
0
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5.4 \ 26.0

30.4 59.3

30.4 12.7

/20.3 1.7,

1,13.5 0.3%

26.3

41.3

22.4

9.9

45.9
24.3

13.0

7.9

8.8

rs.a

45.0

21.5,

10.9

6.9

4.6 11.3
1"0

15..,7 29.2 21 0

26.6 34.1 30,4

24.5 17.4 21.0

28.6 ,11.0 19.7

1.3

267:.: 1

10.6 25.0 17.7

.44.8 26.4

34:9 3.0 ::::

2.7 'd 1.4

53 49 1190 1202 112192

'Farm end forestry workers are
highly underrepresented (non -
rural population).**Also 104
of individuals have missing
data in this categoryttelt....st
have 4,5%.9nem data
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TABLE 4 408 CONTENT DISTRIBUTION BY

Lrrt max VARIABLES

,...

MITCHOWCICAL JOB OBPAICO

1. Non-hectic
2. Hectic

13. Psychologically demanding

47 Psychologically exhausting
24ISICAL 305 DINARDS

1. Not exposed

2. One stfettor

3. stressors

4. Three stressors

5.1erour or five '3

INTELLECTUAL .T08 CMPLEXITt

1. Only elementary and monotonous
2. Only elcme6iary and ea -
13. One to four years

4. Five to seven years

5. Some university
'. PUSONAL 93f '1E 1231:101

fl. No phone call

l2. Phone call

3. Receive a visitor

1/2 houl errand

4 k.

5. Employer not concerned

art

er

issnrunoxia.sos STATUS nrcaLlsoxs

1. None: tips, piece rate, elia117.571Err-

E2..-Pixed_howaly-or,,Ise.month_..
3. Fixed hourly end.one month-

6- 4. Salary

1,6.

authority
6. Own businiiii,

1

SEX.

c

X
Class I

ar

S.

SOCIAL CLASS BY SEX

Class II

a

2

Class II

ti
I

24.4

40.3

25.2

10.4

37.9

20.1

15.6

12.1

14.3

12.8

45.3

22.0

11.9

8.0

29.5

42.9

18.1

9.5

58.6

31.0

9.1

1.3

0.0

20.7

44.4'

20.7

9.4

5.1

6.0__11.1

.16.8'27.6

30.3 .3b.5

23.3 17'72

- 23.6 /31.6

'13.1

'18.6

14.8.-22,5

28.3 7.4
23.3 41/.4

1.9 '6.5

16.4 13.7 19.6

23.0 35.3 34.3

36.6 35.3 34.6

24.0 . 15.7 11.5

83.6

9.8

1.6

1.6

2.2

,4,9

12.0

30.1

50.8

26.7 29.7 33.8

43.3 -.44.0 43.4

20.0 15.5 14.6

10.1 5.8 8:3

68.6 50.0 76.0,

27.5 22.0 18.5

2.0 12.0 4.6

2.0 7,2 1.0

0.0. 8.7 0.0

'i.8 4.1 7.9

7.0 '38.5 33.9

13.7 34.6 35.1

21.6 18.7 17.8
47.1 4.1 5.3

17.9, 41.8

21.3 42.7

21.1 13.9

18.2 1.5

21°.5 0.0

21.7

60.2

15.3

2.4

0.4

32.9

.58.0

8.5

0.4.

0.2

8.4 9.8 13,7
9.3 27.5 9.4# 15;1 _34.0 X29-.8

13.7 11.81 25. 35.3 37:8 28.1
38.8 "21:8' : 24.8 18.3 18.4 15.'7

36.1 4914- -)Jk.1 12.1 19.0' -12.6

-
2.7 2.0 1.3 0.7 24:2 8.7

1.6 3.9 5.9 4.31 32.0 20.7
'9.8 7,11 8.1 14.7 20.9 31.2
25.7 39,1 41.7 59.4 19.2 37.5,
54.1 45.1 39.8. 20.0 3.6 '2.0
6.0 2.0 3.1 1.0 ' 0.0 0.0

MORKYNG
SEX by HOURS

M
60
.04

.

a
,

a .
4.

40.7 22.6

37.9 40.6

e
I.,

F .o
erg

a

0

37.8 21.8

43.7 42.1

14.3 26.3 -11.9 23.9

7.1' 10.5 6.5 12,2

43.6 37.3

15.75- 20.6

15.7 15.5,

15.7 .11.7

9.3 14.9

17.1 .12.3

37.1 46.2

26.4 21.6_,

12.1 11.8

7.1 8.1

.6.4 6.0

12.9 17.2

10.7" 10.2

17.9,S3.9

32.1

12.1 13.2

20.0 1815

17.9 4.5

38.6 27.2

10.0 24,7

1'.4 2%0

56.8

32.7

8.8

1.8

60.4

29.5

.9.3

0.8

0.0, 0.0

26.1

47:5

14.6

.8.1

3.6

11.7

32.2

14,3

14.4

1-7.3

4.7

17.8

33.9

40.1

3.8

0.7

15.1

ths5

26.3

10.6

6.4

21:2

36.1

19.7

10.2

4.8

7.5

12.9

54.1

20.3

0.4
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V.1
s'f..*: St;? 0
30.0 .21r.8 29.9

46;7 39.7 0,38.1

16.4 27.5 20.7

6.9 11.1 11.4

40.6 46.4 42.4

23.9 23.9" 25.6

12.3 13.3 13.4

9.1( 7.3 7.6

6.1 9.2 11.0

15.7 14.9 1711

38.6 43.8' 54.0

29.3 te3
10.8 12.3

5.6 8.7

6.0

19-.7

35.6'

22.7

.16.0

8.6

22.1

29,0

20.5

19.9

15.0

8.7

5.4

9.2

20.6

27.0

19.8

23.4

11.1' 9.4' '9.2

15.4 110.52 17.2

17.9 17,4 18,2

44.3 32.4- 31.7

11.3 23.1 ,20.7

0 1.5 -2.7

NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS 346646 ')a&'
( figures 1 2% for .01 confidence) 4-7--.-- 0
For a 1% Confidence interval the error
brackets are + 1/8 to 1/16 of the stated
percentage foi n ., 90, 250 respectively.

$ 1..ev,if n.140 and figure -18Z, .efiorw+1.8%

183 51 540 416 '743
.

459 140 1326 444 482 J 700 1059 613
.)

996 663 735

4

F

5
24.8

38,4

24.4

12.4

URBAN

4 oao. a.
a I $

0 C
o OE
o.' o

ca
caX I

0 o
27.9 027.0

41.3 45.3.1

22.2' 20.1

8.6 1.6 1

1

1

48.8 46.7

22.5 25.3

22,0 13.4 14.1 ,

116.7 14.5 18.7

41.3

25.9

14.0

,42.1

23.9

15.7 19.1

46.3, 47.6

2.6.7 ;19.1

120,1 17.3, 15.1

125.0 32.1 31.5

31.2- -29.7 29.7

22.3 20.4 19.,6

11.5 17.8 19.1

'
6 Part Line work, average 20 Rrs/vk.

(1 to 1800 hrs. Work during
previous year.i'
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1. Won-hectic
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_ 2. Hectic
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4. Psych olomi sally' exhausting

FTsiCAl..1133 00,a

1. Not expoted

2. One streisor

3. Two stressors

4. Mires stressors

O. ?our or live

INTMLECTUAL CORPTMCITY

1 1. Only elementary and monotonous

2. Only elementary arater
3. 'one to four years

4.-Fitetto seven' years

5. Some lUnivers4.ty
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2. Phone call

3.- Receive a visitor
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5. EMPloyer not concerned
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4. Salary
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Appendix Table -6 (These calculations to be recomputed- withaa*viriables)'
.-, , .

,
.

for Young Male Workers: (n = 247)
Psyc. Job Physical, Job '

Demands Exhaust. Insecurity' ?
(& No Breaks)* Work'
.11 , -.,03 .

-.06 -.03

Job Demand Factor Analysis

Physical.
Job
Demands'

,Heavy-Lift
Dirt

Danger.'SubstAit
Vibration
Noise

Outdoor/Temp.
Dampness
Smoke, Gases A.
Other Phys. Debi.-
Phytically EXhaus.
Hectic
Psyc. Dem.

Psyc. Ex./aft.Wk.
Job Insecurity
Vacations
Rest Breaks

e Stim5-
ight Work

cAedule Freedom
ast themploy.

.20

.19

-.14
-.07

1 , .02

.03 .

-;15 F:56

.20 .14

-.14 -.04 ,

.01 _. .02. -

.57 . .12

.03' r
;6.05

.00 .07,
.05 .05

-.01 .11
'.02

6 -.06.
-.15 -.11

-.07
.24 .21

.06

.32

.05

.14
;07
-.02
-.12
:22
.05

.13

.17

-.06

-.24
.01

-.22
.10

.27

.04

.18

.00

'.27

.09
-.09
.25_
.12
-.06
.16-

-.12
*02

;.71,03

.e4 .05
-.19_

.01

..15

.03

. .11
07 -

-.14 --

.09
.

.02 1

II. Job Demand Factor Aniiysis for Older Workers (n = 333)
_Ft7sical Psyc. Job e --
Job Demands ?-- ?'

Demands ,

Heavy Lift
Dirt
Danger. SubstIm,
Vibration
Noise
'Outdoor/Temp.
Dampness
Smoke, GiSes
Other Rya. Dem.
Physically Exhaus.
Hectic

Psyc. *Dem.

Psyc. Ex. /aft.Wk.

JobrInsecurity
Vacations
Rest Breaks

e Stamp
ight Waft

*Schedtle Freedom
*Fast Unemploy.

-.13
.03

.05

.01

.06 de
-.06

.00.

. 01

:1 2
.66'. -.03

-.01

.02
-.05
-.1k5

.30

-.11

-.12

-.01

.02

.27

.15

.13
-.05
-.05
.28

-.12
-.06,

.07.
-.06
.03

.07

.34
-.05

-.16

-.09
.00

-.21

.10

.34
-.05
-.24
.13

.21

.17

'-.05
-.17

-.03
.09

.29

,02

.44 :09

.16 -.19 .1

.21 .03

313

-.03
.03
.00
.03

0 .18
.02

-.01

-.01

.09

.07

.05

.05
-.09
-.13 'A
.08

-.08

*These variables_should .11..tr have been included in this.factor-analysie.
Time Stamp and the Schedule Freedom scale should be replayed because they
are Job Discretional instead of Job Demands. k"sweaty job" should be re-
moved as too physiologically dependent. The "unemployment experience"
variable shouldrbe removed since it referred to a characteristic of the

r Vy

33,1"
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APPENDIX 3:TESTIOFORIXThiSaSTENCY OF LEISVAE PATTERNS -

FOctor analysiirot leisure time activities in subpopulations defined by

age and sext:and by social claSs:
.

Introdu ion

In this section we change our focus from leisure- pattetms in the.

whole population, to patterns of leisure within six Subdivisions

Swedish population between ages 15 and 75 :'

Men: 15-29 -
.

Women: 15-29,

30-54 30-54

55-75 ,
51 *(5

of the

bim;.mcitivation_for Pxmairling_the. differences between subpopulations

has been totest that the patterns pf leisure are constant. In the pro=

cess of-testing for_ the consistency OT-IWUnre pattern in subgroup6 of'the

population we find systematic differences in leisure activity by age and

fosex interesting in'themselves.

; Sex role differences are easier to confirm with our datathanchanges

due to aging. \/e have only cross-sectional data so we can not rule out

the hypothe s that differences between age groups are due to historical

or' generational changes, instead of the process of aging within the indi-

vidual;'r '

.

A comp "t statement of-the theory of tom' rife -- circle's impact on

lentil.* been advanced by Rhona and Robert Rapoport who speak of

Pcireer development" in leisure:

,

Each strand of life experiencework, family and leisure in
-terests--may be thought o having a semi- autonomous career
of its own. Each cAreo s fofmed on the anvil of

33



critical states transitions...changes in jobs, interests,
moves of home; getting married. - 7".

4*,

,How does this affect our leisure pattein concept? A.,"leisure interest

L:-...w th a squi-aUtonomeus. career of itS awe is not ,inconsistent with our

/ -
intrinsic tendencies in leisure behavior.-with a time dimension added. We

could then speak of evolving:patterns of leisure, dependent on the process

of aging, and still distinguish-froth externally induced combinations of

activities. Family life cycle influences...dependent, as they are on so-

.cially defined child rearing and family formation roles--remain "outside %`

kcauses,"
4

Do leisure oatterna change or are they constant? We can summarize

the firidings from:these six factor analyses awfollows:

a) The factors are least clearly defined-in the youngest at*e group.

4

They are more sharnlY defined for both sexes with advancing ace, lending
0.J4

support to tile hypothesis that individuals beCome "more set in their ways

as they grow oVer." Intuitively plausible factors appear in all of the

subpopulations, but these patterns approach greater analytical clarity 7-

middle age.

b) There are significant sex differepoes in the systematic change

that occur between age groups.- Womente patterns show significant change

between youth and middle-age while men's leisurepatterne change less.

Entering old age, there is a recOnvergence of leisure patterns between the

sexes, altho men's combinations-of leisure activities'appear to Change.

`Slkore than women's. Analysis of frequency tables,of leisure activity pax-
.

ticipation changes reveal different findings": men's frequency of partici-

pation Changes more than wothen's from the 15.29 age group to,",the 30-54 age

/7"
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group. This confirms our earlier suspicion that the combination of lei-
, A ,4

sure activities represents a fundamentally different type of information
4

5 '0 V.
than frequencies of participation. More detailed investigations'would te.

necessary to show to what degree differences between le and female

leisure patterns'were due to the differential impact of familytiesponsf=

bilities.

c).-1n spite of the interesting differences, it must be stated clearl;

that roughly similar factors emerge from all of the subpopulations factor

analyses. In all cases a separate factdr appears for activities with

friendst activities with relatives, and_participation in various forms of

; -

organizations. In most subpopulations factors representing basic content

differences in leisure also appear: physical activity, cultural and so-

cializing pursuits.

Other 's'tudies of leisure behavior by age and.sex

0

The Washinctoni D.C., study concludes that lite Cycle position and
kv,

sex have' relatively little impact on the 5ategories:of discretionary time

(although employment effects are distinguished from "pure sex role differ-

ences"). Several specific impacts of life cycle on leisure time

tion are .noted, however: - /
a) "The_drucial factor for family activity pa5ticipation is stage in

the life cycle--dependingon the age of youngest child. There are not '

comparable differences'Yor non-family socializing activity, however." 'Pe-

143, ibid.
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1nPor'active recreation, hobbies, cul setiwities, families with .

' _. .g

young dependent Children have far lower
I /

tes, and families with older

children far higher rates than the means for other stage in the life

. cycle." P. 152e

b) "In general there lino indep ndent effect fpr the (life cycle) -r
factor, but the factor is useftI as control because the effects of the

other factors (income, retie, sex3 ork time) tend to change from stage to--

-
stage." P. 199.

c) "The results of .the tests for the four classes on discretionary

activity did not eupport the crude sex rale hypothesis. The greyest

difference is in the amount of discretionary time that women have rather

than what they do with it.... There was .no significant differences be-,

tween the sexes for the socializing,, participation; or rest and relaxation

variables.... The real differences come in obligatory activities." ).

203. i.e. (The full time employment variable closely correlated to sex

leads to.cOnsidelable variations.)
11
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STATISTICAL APPENDIX: ' LOGIT" CORRECTIONS'AND WEIGHTING METHODS

A.) "LOGIT" CoRRECTIONS FOR ASSUMPTOTIC DISTQRTION IN PERCENTAGES(

-

Outside a linear range of25% to 75% gcir;:ections

relative "Rates of Change"in percentages are to'be comp

must be made if:

numberical magnitudes. The currently accepted method ('

area by

Theil, 1970; Davis,

323

- _
.

.
,1974)-is to transform the percentage logarhythmiCally (Log of "the odds" --2--),

(1-p)

and Compare the magnitude of these differences. We have used these "LOGIT"

corrections for all rate of change comparisons, averages,Aatc. (except

Aere'noted) in Chapters 4 and 5. Fortunately it is possible to transform 14/

the : LOGIT" by constants so that it is numerically similiar to a conventional

percentage (±2% within the linear range) and at least recognizable as a

"corrected percentage" outside the range.* This enhances interpretability

of all t.lie misters and simplifies difference comparisons. Thus, `if a ."(b
x )

4
coefficient of 9.0 (scaied for the 50th percentile) impliei a. full scale

variation of 36% (18% to 54%)7-the table below can beused to fiRd the-actual

percegfUe:iaioliid when it falls outside the linear range (p' = 18%,p = 22%).

B.) WEIGHTING BY CELL SIZE AND "p"VARIANCE

Weighting is another problerafor percentage analysis. Coleman (1964)

'argues that if the cell,aize is,large there is no real'reason to weigh dif-

ferent cells(by "n"). If cell sizes are intermediate he suggests

*

that weighting the percentages by the reciprocal of their cell variance
.:-;

--=--
,

.1 n
[ = ) is a reasonable method for estimating true accuracies (Theil

...

,--0"
P(1-p)

concurs, 1970). Furthermore, we are- not only interested in weighting for

accuracy of variance estimates, but for accuracy in estimating the population

or'

*Of course these "corrected probabilities" confOrm to-all the properties
of "LOGITSJ.7 and thus can be over 100 or under zero, unlike regular
probabilities-

cci.)
-

$
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rates of changes. In this case, each cell should be weighted simply

loly its "n."

0From these three.suggested weighting prOcedures we have selected the
...._

-..... , .
.

'"variance weightd"' method (in a
,

pproximated form`, since it is similar in,
... ,,,.. ....

.-. . .... _Z.,- 1 -
magnitude to "n," unless "P" is very-high or low (then it compensates for

4 e

e. .:. ..

the large error that could be introduced when "LOGITS" are used in these ranges).

324

A weighting sydtem can make regression computationsdifficult, so

approximate weights are £sed idour_computations. A base number of in-
,

dividuals (20 to 70) is used as "unit weight' and each cell is weighted

according to the integral number of weight units if they reflect its

size (theSe weights must be further adjusted for'' (1 -p)" when percentages/

--7
are outsides the linear range). If percentages are small a small unit weight

is chosen so the variance weighted adjustments can be accurately-Made.

'However, within the linear range" units weights-ranging from 1 to 5, were.

)
assigned to cells to perform regressions. A cowarison,of the actual

.10
cell size and "approximate-variance weighted" weights for a leisure ac-

,

tivity within the linear -range is shown in the footnote on page 186.

,

11
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.1)
(l-p)

.35 _.65

.34 .66
".33 .67-
.32 .68'
.31

,30 .70

.29 -.71

.28 . .72

.27 .73

.26 ,74

.25 .75

.24 .76

-2-23 .77

o .22 .78

.21 .79

.20 480

.19. :81

.18 .82

.17, ...83

'.16, -84
.15 .85.

.14 .86

.13 .87

.12 .88-

.11 .89

.10 .90

.09 .91

.0$ .92

-.p7 .93

.06 .94

.05 .95

TABLE -A -7

'"CORRECTED.PROBABILITIES P'"

(FOR USE IN RATE bF*/CHANGE COMPARISONS)

p' r;" .5000*
4.000Q

P1.
(l_pf (,5 .LOGIT)1 ERROR. IF P

4 . IS UNCORRECTED
.35 :65 . (.65484) ! 172%

-6658
.68 .6771 i

_.688-5-.

.3b -.70 .7000

.29 .71 .7118

.28, .72 1%'-7239

.26 .74 .7361

.25 .75 .7487
1 .24 .76' .7615

.77 .7747 2%

.

"LOGI,T's7.tP)*

.6190

.6633

.7082

.7538

.8001

.8473

.8954

.8446

.9946

e.`"

.0986

'1.1527
1.2083
1.2657
1.3249
1:3863

1.4500
1.5164
1.5856
1.6582

r,
1.7346
1.8153
1.9b01
1.9924
2.0907

2-1972
2.3136

'.'2.4424
i 2,5867-

2.7515

2.9444.

*from Theil, 196,7,p.459. to 463.

.79

,20' .80

.18 .6

.17 .83

.15 -.85

.14 .86

.12

.10 -.90

.09 .91

.07 .93

.05 - .95.

.02 .98

.00 '1.00
-.02 1.02
-.05 1,05 ;

-.08 1.08
-.10' : 1-10

1'.15

1.19
-.24 1.24

*

.7882

8021 ,

1113164_

.8312

.8466

.8625

.8791

.8964 -

.9146

,.9337
ve91,

'

.9538 _10

.9750

.9981
1.0227
1.O493 155
10784
1.1106
1.1467
1.1879

e1.2361)

,.

1

4
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PPEND/St-, rental Strarn Factor Analysis ..- Supplineritary Tables
....., - .; -,` .

- . 4
° 'A study of very ierio.us mental "pathology is not included in this analysis

,
,
...

.both-because its, 'origin may be dependent on factors . outside our. *

hypothesiied causal chaniSms, iind.tepausesuch 15rob1ems ocourin very!
].ow frequencies: We select instead s aptoms a mental strain with an in-

,

oidence in the eclat poPulatioll ae reast 59.4.c-
` e

,
4p1 ,the re hew of 000upaional. mental 'health literature wenoted a set

o
-

findintS'suggesting thayothe susceptibility to St4i'ess-
7

illness might be affected by behavior.iiatterns that. represented. different

ptyles coping

O"1/4rai n variables aid bchavioral patterns in leisure acti ty doeenot ap-'

tal

to stress.- This po,tentia,1 relatiO hip between mental

, , . I l , 1

c
i ,L ' 6

- -feax,in a oriel:ition anal sist however., Extracted dimensions .in a joint
;-z

fa6tor analysib contain eitez leisure ;pa4Iables, Or mental health iSmp-
, . , '0

._.4: ''''' .
. 'N':-_ toiiis, but not, Thus t,hese two analyaes are carried -on independent-:,. -----

- 8 4 '
',' ly, at least in the first stages ,of,-mode.11' building, ,,,

,' . .-)-- _.. ,-, /,..., ,.
,

4.....=; The model of this study is that the interaction(',_f mental dratixanc
1-N:- -

of jobkdemands and' job prescribed freedom of action_ detitrmines-- "residual.
.

strain" f.rcim the work place, which in turn causes mental health symntoinsI_ ,, \,,....,
. _

`. -'"
o:,

outside the ,job: This Is a considerably sinra),er probess than 'another .
. '.

e-

e

recerrt:model (Caplan et al. 75) ',in which-ce-broader' s-4-0114'-viarialeS
_

- - , - . "are cousideyed measures of- mental strain:(inciiiing job satisfaction and
,

...,,,

hiveral`-iiehavior patterns), Mental strain is,_ thena, viewed as an ill eS-
-

vehin variable 'tb piedict physical illness (morbidity,,. mortality, 'and, -)

AlthoTgh the work tressraental strain relationship is well)acciden

0
,'(Generally. 1(0%; occasionally a lower frequency measure-
highly correlated to-other variables.

,

**It should be noted, however, that we po
one which would not riecedsarily lead' to...a
represerit the "state" of unref.:.olved strai
measure. the "rate" of:coping with stress.

-

eluded if , :
^+t-

e \ht the linkage as a/dynamic
tion. rAtal symptoms
s behavior patterns'



documented, the'mental strain-physical illness lirikage is not.* .

32

,.. orI .a
..-I I

e

-We use two,grouns of-physical health, symptomS in the mental strain

a

- b. analysis. The'firsit group includes physical OmPtems related tejob'Stress
v.- - . .

.. ,f,r-t .

in the litere4ure or highly correlated to the main mental strain indicators ..t ...,..
*

of tiredness, sleeping problems, and" depression anxiety im-e large factor
-

'analysis.' These include achei_and pains in back and extremities,stomach

prgblems and high blood Pressure;dizziness. -Another group of "purely

physical" illness was defined by-;zeparating.the mental strain, and poten-
i

: tially psychosomatic symptoms out of an original list of 48physical

*X,
nese symptop, and utilizing only "severe" symptom reports. Even this

-

purelYyhysical health dimension is.-substantially correlated to all oPthe

mental'strain factdrs. This suggestn that either mental strain is signi--

ticaritly a ted by physical ill health, or that mental strain manifegts

I
its

i
effectosas physical illness as wet Six Varipsx faCtOrs Accowit for

.

. .
-

,
-..-, . .

*Caplan et al. in further research expect to test the-multkvatiate model,
which would appear necessary to o nfirm these further mechanisms:-

_

.**The list of symptom v?as,alte ed in seveml respects from the origin
list of "health" problems in th Nedishquestionnair All the res nses
of only "moderate" plkipal,problems were discounted. n addition, t e
potent&ally °P-SychosoMg*F.ie indiontop, which are used as ependent va
ablest were excluded. "Severe-prohlemn within the last twelve months"/ 1. Colds 1 18. LeT.swelling wl

* 24 Poor vision (even with glasses 19. Blood swilling
-3. Poor hepring

... 20. Couch
-4. Bronchial cattarrh/asthma ' 21. Psychosis (very few)
5. Goiter . .

22. Breathin:: difficulty,

6. Tuberculos0 23. Sickness feelinc
.7, Heart attack

24: Loss of - weight
e 8, Hokrt weakness

25.--Vomiting
9., Tall trouble _" -26. Diarrhea
10. ,'dhey trouble .,.

27. Constipatn ' '--
-, 11. Piles - . =28. Ebzema ,

12. Urination trouble ' 29. Cancer
13. Menstrual trouble ( romen) 30 Anemia
14. Pregnancy (women) . 31. Diabet'es
15. Hypogastiun trouble 32. Overweight
16. IrigUinal hernia 33. Orcaniverve disease
17. Varicose veins

0

343 ,
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"
5T% of the common (33% of the total) variance in 16 delf.Lieport measures

of mental strain-(and,pill consUmpti6) and psychosomatic physical ill=

nesses.*.

1. General Tiredness: unusual tirednes -diartng day;_in_morning, or,at
, .'' , . :

night

2. pSieeiness.: sleqpin& problems, or consumption of sleeping
4 ne

pills

3. 1Depression: depression, anxiety or nervousness; consumptioy of tranquillizers.

4 , /

High laa2mEnttLplakatgem(a low frequency factor)

-54 Aches ana Pains: aches, or pains reported in lower back; shoulder or

:upper arths; hands or ldwer arms -;

ds4a,samples***include quite' comparable self-report measures of

' mental health problems and isolate many of'the sane overall dimensions.

The Caplan study also includes composite indicators of "irritat#on, job
,

dissatisfaction, -and boredom." Several variables inoluded as mental

strain indicators in'our factor analisis.of the Swedish, data are consid-

erect final, nhwical health outcomes in the U.S. study (a hee

44
,tipsycholcietcal problemz")4,Depressiannxietnd Somatic Complaints

(including dizziness, and upset stomach).

A-TWo correlated variables, headaches and aspfrin consumption, were
omitted as not highly correlated to the others

**Several easures that would have allowed comparative analysis with much
current literature occurred in too low ,a frequency tolallow multivariate

,

analysis*()eaTt attacks, for example). We have, howe=ver, included the
higher frvuency correlates of this,illness-(such as 1?agrblood pressure,

,dizziness) which were xplated 5ignifftn-tly to other mental strain eymp-4toms;

it**Caplan, og. cit. ' fs

'14***Both correlated to each other and t 'tense, confused, tired for no
reason."

s
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Rpenndix Table A -Qs
--# y

,

-e

e.;

9

Mental Strain Pactor Analysis
Siteden Male workers (non-rurall 1068 n -1466

Varisax

SLEEPING I

PROBLEMS it.IPRIN

.-
___--FACTBR FAL7OR 2

ACHES k
PAINS

Ho ing_2ixed _44,0tvi,5 -- 0.221,51
Day 'Fired

-7',2"--0-258289A.------11:-1-1074t ;-

Evening Tired :-7 C,..--(692 1 J .03905'
Asprin, Pain Killer -=i .1-0913 ? .4 3951m
Tranggillixers

. , - q .42254-4,; .02199
Sleeping Pills. j; . 8 3 4,28 -,--1' U10-734 0
Other Medicine ).05174-7-'0:01'371t--
Headaches -0:80947..---;''' 0:70955
Pain in Breast . 0.10351:7 _ 0.02138,

--."Pain in Upper Shoulder 0.127-41' 1. 0.06948
High Blood Pressure 0.09002- .,-- . 0.048ict `-
Pain in Back 0.C5060. 7.7 '_0. J7699
Swollen Legs- CO_, 0.01768

S

DEPRESSION, TIREDHES DOCTOR VISITS -.HIGH BL OM PRES
ANX.?^TRANQUIL. . "OTHER" DIEZYNPSS

FACTOR 3 FA,CTOR 4

C,12164
,,-0-.1724,58

0.25581
C . C594 0

0.C8151
0.10600
C.t5224
0.05126
C.2C6;11

li;o2oa3
0.44454

;0'952 a.amaa.
Pain in Hands, Ares 0.05352 0. 0.19-4' ,4144.1/17.
Sleeping Problems 7 0.10537 L......0.22593
Nervousness, Anxiety iitS21+12. J. 16513 , ,-.-..-{4.Ii990
Depression 0.141188 0 . OtIo15 t :LI (t.,13_490Rizzypesa _0.03112 00-22257 - '0.47'193
Overstress ° -..C.01101- -1/47:14037------'' 0.11133_".
Doctor Visits - 0.11 (63 J. 121160 - ' 0.49-736
Ulcer, Stoss. Probs. .0 .00036 O. t c5

9111

4. 0;04892
SeriousPhysical Illness 0.01557 04q0..' 0.34575 --
(aggregate of_28
*non-psychosomatic

---',syraptox reports) .

14),

FACTOR 5 F AC TOR 6 FACTOR 7

0.11421 %0.31421
0.14075 0.6645T

1;44
0.10017
0.02105
p.4om, 4.16032
0.12037 0.05366
0.03565 0'.08574
0:12961' 0.03841
9.13065 0.10768
0.09244
0.431113
0.08424
0.08045
0.09391
0.36244

. 8 60

0.11337
0.15349
0.22599

43.09413 0.06800
0.16550 0.'14826
0.07897. 0.03423
0.08163 0.03535
0.24992 0.05222
0.09r22 0.05585
,1452113, 11.12102

-0.'03445, 0.06050
0 53 0.06809

0.09138 0.077 -0.00660
00.11910 0.26650

0.12192 0.06193 - .06461
0.1491) 0.06099 ,0.30063
0.11151 0.10162 0.12546
0.11271 0.-05799 0109054
d.rTsge- ,U.20966 0;0500

f0:94094
.0".13505. ,441,43,141.34.
0.04637 4 .

:;, 41.09624

.29109.1.110028n4

0.10029, 0 0.01849
0.08312
4.21156

/ 0.10100
0.14028
0.20573

IJ
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Nine Cell. Tables for Job-Content Model Test -- raw frequencies cnon-participation)
,%(For Format see 179, For Marginals see Table 4-2) -

SWEDEN -- Male Workers (Non-Rural) 1968 n = 1,466
4 \,..,

,Psychological Job Demands by Psydhological Job Demands by
'ntellectual *job Discretion

55.8% 29 51.2% 43 44.0% 22
51 --83 50

43.3 84 42.1 130 33.8 52
194- r 311 154

39.3 42 27.0 50 19.1 60
107 185 310

1. "Suburbanite" Leisure

50.0% 26 42.9% 36, 32.0% 16

X41.2
"--.---

84 50

80 42.1 133 36.4 56
194 316 154

15.5 17 2240 ' 42 11.5 36

110 191 314

Intelleftual.Cosmopoliian Leisure

34.4% 18 33.3% 28 '36.0% 18

52 84 50

"35.5
-

69 37.0 117 3Q.6
.---,--

61
194 316 154

16.4 18 20.4 39 - 22.6 71

110 191 314

3. Everting Social Leisure
-1 .

57.7% 30 52.4% 44 50.0%
i"

25

52 - 84 50

57..7 112 56.0 117 61.0 94 *

194 316 154

50.9, 56 54.5 104 -65.9 201

110 191 314 .

4. 'Mass Cultural Leisure

65.5%

,----

34 .0.8% 51 62.0%-'31

52 84 50

51.6 100 9.5 188 54'.5 84
194 ' ..ffir ig'

56.3 62 .3.0 101 /41.6 130
110 ----N, 191 _314

52.6% 50 49.6% 66 34.3% 35
93 132 102

,36.3 41 39.4 80 ,27.3 35

.--
112 202 127

43.5 44 31.4 '77 22.2 64

146 245 285

_

41.1% 39 41.5% 56' 31.4% 32
95 135 . 102

7.2 42 30.9 75 23.4 30

113. . 203 128

28.6 42 31.6 80 16.0 .46
147 253 . 288 .

'

34.7% 33

95
41.4% 56 40.2% 41

135 102

21.2 24 30.0 61 26.5 34

-113 203 128

32.6 48 27.2 69 26.0 75
147 253 288

86.3% 82 76.3% 10 82.3% 84,
95 135 102 -

70.8 80 75.9 154 77.3 99
113 , 203 128

86. 1'I;9 .84.2 213 86.8

.....

'250

288.147 253

(cut off point differs)

60.0% 57 .6.7% 90 47..1,$ 48

95 135 102

59.3 67 .9.2 120 46.1' 59
113 . 203 . 128

49.0 ' 72 1.4 130 48.0 138
147 2g7 288

5. Religious Organizaticinal Leisure
.

1

0

CO
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'PsyChOlOgical JobDetands by
Intelledtual Job Discretion

4.

46.2%
,-,-

24 39.3%.-33 , 26.0% 13
52 50

33.0 . 64 35.9 88 24.0 37

194 316 154

24.5 27 15.7 3d 26.5 83.'

110 191 314

6. Active Physical Leisure

75-014 3 60:7% 51 5,8.0% 29
52 84 50

63.4 121 53.2, 168 '39'.6 61
194 316 154 ,

41.8 46 36.7 69 22.8 7r
110' - 191- 314 ,

7, Elite Political Activity

48:1%' 25:-48:'8% 410: 31Y.01.'13

51 82 50

51.6 100 42.7
.

135 35.0 54
194 316' 154

56.3

,..--..

62 50.2 96 45.0 141
110 191 314

8. Mass Political Activity

37.2%
.

19
- ,

38.1% 32 24.0% 12

51 84 r
38.9. 75 30.0 '94 18-8 29

194 316 .' 154.

28.4 24-3 46 12.6 39
1 0

i

191. 312 '.

331

Psychologibil.Job Demands by
Personal, Schedule Freedom

34.7% 33 31.1% 42' 24.5% 25
95 135 102

29;2 .3,3 28.1 57 30.5 39
113 203 128

33.3 49 20.6 52 23.9 69
147 253 288

65.0% 61 54.8% 73 42.2% 43'

TOT-
.

95- 135

65.5 . 74 53.7 109 36.7 47
113 203 128

-
48.3 71 41.9 106 24.8

,

71-
147 253' 288

54.3% .51. 354:5e-48 26.5% 27.
95- 135 102

45 1 51 41.8 89 32.8 42-
, .113 203 . -128'

57.,8 85 453.4 135 49.0 141
147 253 , 288

.

40.8% 38_ 27".8%
_ .

37 14.7% 15

102-85 135

32.7 .37 31.0 63 18.8 24
113 203 128-_

34..0 50. 29.3 -_72 14,-2.,,41 :
143 ,i--- -253 -' '288

9. Total Poli ical Activity (7 + 8)
.

_38.5% 20 33.3%, 28 28.0% 14 .

50
.

50 81-
26.8 52 25.0 79 18.6 29

/I 194- 3L 154

15.5 17.

. TO
4.--__ .1

11.5
' ,

22 9.2 29

191 309-

10. Variations in Leisure

b

-

34.7% 33:. '26-77-i-'-36-- 776V -16---

91_ 135 . 102

22.1 . 25 24.1

.

49 16.4. 21
113 203 128

21.1 31 17.4 44 11.5. 33
147 249 '288

r.



',Psychological Job- Demands by

IntelleCtual-Job_Discretipn, '7

32.7% 17 34.5% 29 64.0% 32

52 84 l.

19.1 _37 300 97 .44.8 69
194 316 154

...

19.1 21 24.1 46 36.3 114
110 191 314

11 General Tiredness

1.93/ 1 9.5% 8 20.0% 10:\
52 - 84 50

3.6 7 7.3 23 13 20
194 316 154

4.5 ' 5 5,.2' *10 10 5 33'
110, 191 314

12 Sleeping Problems

,

17.3%
--,-

"19---1-6..78- 14 34.0%.7
52 84 50

" 7.2 14 164 51 26.6 41
194 316 4.84

f...--

8.2 9 8.9 17 16.2 51
110 191

/ ''

314

40.4% 21 35.7%
-

30 44.0% 22
52 .84 50

3746 73 43.4 137 51.3 79

TT194 316

30.9,

.

34 28.3 54 -- 30.9 97
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